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International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5002101 

Course title 

Research Methodology 

Name of Instructor Shinohara, Shugo Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

324 

Office Hours 

Wed 10:00-12:00 

E-mail 

sshinoha@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This course aims to introduce the basic concepts and practical skills for 

using the four types of research methodology: (i) qualitative interview, 

(ii) survey, (iii) experiment, and (iv) case study. 

 

I. Learning Objectives 

After the completion of this course, students will be able to: 

(1) Understand the basic concepts of research methodology and select an 

appropriate approach to address important questions in the real world; 

(2) Design effective research methods to evaluate actual policies and 

programs; 

(3) Acquire practical techniques for conducting interviews, survey, 

experiment, and case study. 

 

II. Career Relevance 

This course is useful for both academic and professional careers. Most 

social scientists are required to design effective research methods to 

address research questions and test relevant theories. In the field of 

public administration and policy, evidence-based practice has been 

growing. Public and non-profit workers are required to design, implement, 

and evaluate their policies or programs based on the results of data 

analysis or experiment. 

 

III. Course Context or Rationalization 

This course is relevant to most courses in the IUJ. Research methodology 

can be used to test any social science theories learned in other courses. 

Also, most data analysis skills are applicable to survey and experiment. 

Notably, this course will help students complete their master’s theses 

and research reports. 

Delivery Methods This is a highly interactive course in which students learn the subject 

through group presentation, in-class exercises, and class discussion. To 

be an effective part of this learning community, students are expected to 

read the required course materials for each class. 

Assessment Assessment: 

1. Class Attendance: 10% 

2. Group Presentation: 20% 

The instructor will organize student groups according to their 

methodological interests: (i) qualitative interview, (ii) survey, (iii) 

experiment, and (iv) case study. Each group will be assigned to one of 



the classes. The group will make a 10-12 minite presentation which 

critically evaluates an academic paper using the method of their 

interest. 

3. In-class Exercises: 20% 

(a) Qualitative Interview Exercise: In the classes of Week 3 – 4, each 

student will interview a classmate, and later conduct a content analysis 

on the interview data. Students will submit a one or two-page memo 

reporting the results of content analysis by Week 6. 

(b) Survey Questionnaire Exercise: In the classes of Week 5–6, each 

student will create a survey questionnaire and ask her/his group members 

to fill in the questionnaire. Each student will get feedbacks from the 

group members, revise the questionnaire, and submit the finalized 

questionnaire by Week 8. 

4. Systematic Review: 20% 

Students will submit a review paper (2-3 double spaced pages) by [paper 

due: TBA]. In this paper, students will critically evaluate three 

academic journals using the method of their interest. The Instructor will 

provide a detailed instruction of the review paper in Week 3. 

5. Final Exam: 30% 

Students will take an in-class final exam at the end of semester. 

Students are allowed to bring one-page cheat sheet [A4 size]. The exam 

will take various forms such as true/false, multiple choice, and open-

ended questions. To prepare for this exam, students will take prep 

quizzes between Week 2 and 8, which are similar to the exam questions. 

The prep quizzes will not be graded. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Applied Social Science Methodology: An Introductory Guide., 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Gerring, John., and Dino Christenson., 

d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

9781107416819 

a)Title: Research Design: Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed Methods 

Approaches, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: Creswell, John W., and J. David 

Creswell, d)Publisher: Sage Publications, e)Year: , f)ISBN: 9781506386706 

a)Title: Qualitative research methods for the social sciences, b)Edition: 

9, c)Author: Berg, Bruce Lawrence, Howard Lune, and Howard Lune, 

d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 9780134202136 

a)Title: Qualitative Inquiry and Research Design: Choosing among Five 

Approaches, b)Edition: 4, c)Author: Creswell, John W., and Cheryl N. 

Poth, d)Publisher: Sage Publications, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9781506330204 

a)Title: Asking Questions: The Definitive Guide to Questionnaire Design--

for Market Research, Political Polls, and Social and Health 

Questionnaires, b)Edition: , c)Author: Bradburn, Norman M., Seymour 

Sudman, and Brian Wansink, d)Publisher: John Wiley & Sons, e)Year: 2004, 

f)ISBN: 9780787970888 

a)Title: Survey Research Methods, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: Fowler Jr, 

Floyd J, d)Publisher: Sage Publications, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 



9781452259000 

a)Title: Experiments in Public Management Research: Challenges and 

Contributions, b)Edition: , c)Author: James, Oliver, Sebastian R. Jilke, 

and Gregg G. Van Ryzin, d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 

2017, f)ISBN: 9781316614235 

a)Title: Field Experiments: Design, Analysis, and Interpretation, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Gerber, Alan S, and Donald P Green, d)Publisher: 

WW Norton, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 9780393979954 

a)Title: Case Study Research: Principles and Practices, b)Edition: 2, 

c)Author: Gerring, John, d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 

2016, f)ISBN: 9781316632505 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1: Methodological Frameworks 

Week 2: Research Questions, Theory, and Methodology 

Week 3: Qualitative Interview 

Week 4: Content Analysis 

Week 5: Survey Questionnaire 

Week 6: Survey Sampling & Data Collection 

Week 7: Experiment 

Week 8: Case Study 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5019101 

Course title 

Policy Evaluation 

Name of Instructor Jinnai, Yusuke Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This course provides an introduction to the field of policy evaluation. 

The course covers a number of journal articles with a wide variety of 

topics that assess the evaluation of public policies. The course also 

reviews a series of econometric models that are widely used in this 

field. The course is designed for students to (1) become familiar with 

the frontier of this research area, (2) find an interesting research 

question to tackle in their own theses, and (3) equip themselves with 

econometric tools to answer their questions. Through Stata exercises, 

students also learn how to use econometric models in empirical studies. 

This course should serve students in their future role as a policy-maker, 

business analyst, or academic researcher in the field of economic and 

social development including education, poverty, and other related public 

policies. This course covers empirical studies that apply microeconomic 

concepts and econometric tools, which students learn through the core 

courses. 

Delivery Methods This course consists of lectures, class discussion, and student 

presentation. 

Assessment Class discussion and presentation (10%), Short quizzes (20%), Stata 

exercises (30%), Term paper (40%). Through Stata sessions and exercises, 

students will learn empirical applications of popular econometric models. 

Students will write a term paper by the end of the course, clearly 

stating (i) research question, (ii) literature review, (iii) econometric 

model, (iv) data set, and (v) (preliminary) results. The idea of these 

assignments is to help students become well prepared for starting their 

own research. 

 

Prerequisites None. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Mostly Harmless Econometrics: An Empiricist’s Companion, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: , d)Publisher: , e)Year: , f)ISBN: 9781400829828 

a)Title: Introductory Econometrics: A Modern Approach, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: , d)Publisher: , e)Year: , f)ISBN: 9781305270107 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Overview of causal inference (1) 



2. Overview of causal inference (2) 

3. Evaluation of labor policies (1) 

4. Evaluation of labor policies (2) 

5. Evaluation of labor policies (3) 

6. Evaluation of education policies (1) 

7. Evaluation of education policies (2) 

8. Evaluation of education policies (3) 

9. Evaluation of health policies (1) 

10. Evaluation of health policies (2) 

11. Evaluation of health policies (3) 

12. Evaluation of development policies (1) 

13. Evaluation of development policies (2) 

14. Evaluation of development policies (3) 

15. Advanced models for policy evaluation (1) 

16. Advanced models for policy evaluation (2) 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5031101 

Course title 

Public Management Information Systems 

Name of Instructor Park, Hun Myoung Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

311 

Office Hours 

Friday 13:30-14:30 

(Information Policy 

and Management) 

 

 

E-mail 

kucc625@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description This course discusses system analysis and design, Web standards, and 

various management issues such as acquisition of hardware and software, 

financing, education and training, and evaluation. This course is 

required for PMPP-ISM students who will manage information systems in the 

public and nonprofit sectors. 

 

This course is (1) to understand design principles of public service 

applications, (2) to learn Web standards and accessibility and then 

assess the Web accessibility of an e-government application, (3) to 

understand such management issues as acquisition of hardware and 

software, financing, education and training, and evaluation, and (4) to 

develop a simple online public service application. 

 

Public managers in charge of information systems have to understand 

system development (system analysis and design) and various management 

issues. A group project of developing an online public service 

application will provide practical knowledge and skills to future public 

mangers and help them make right decisions about public information 

systems. 

 

This course is the second required course for information systems 

management (PMPP-ISM) students and provides background knowledge and 

skills for Public Information Policy and Management (DCC5281), which 

addresses the political and social issues associated with government 

information systems. 

Delivery Methods This course relies on lecture, lab, homework assignment, and group 

project. 

Assessment Final exam (40%), reading assignment and quiz (30%), book chapter review 

(20%), and class attendance (10%) 

Prerequisites Students are expected to take Introduction to Electronic Government 

(ADC5030401) of GSIR. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Principles of Information Systems, b)Edition: 12, c)Author: 

Stair, Ralph, and George Reynolds, d)Publisher: Course Technology & 



Cengage Learning, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 978-1285867168 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction 

2. Lab: Basic SQL 

3. System analysis and design 1 

4. Lab: Advanced SQL 

5. System analysis and design 2 

6. Lab: Practice of SQL 

7. Public information and services 1 

8. Public information and services 2 

9. Web standards and accessibility 1 

10. Web standards and accessibility 2 

11. Software Copyright and Acquisition 1 

12. Software Copyright and Acquisition 2 

13. Finance 

14. Implementation 

15. Maintenance 

16. Evaluation 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5105101 

Course title 

Financial System and Financial Regulation 

Name of Instructor Ariyoshi, Akira Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

RI-302 

Office Hours 

Mon 10:00-16:00, 

except during 

lecture time (please 

make an appointment 

in advance by email) 

E-mail 

ariyoshi@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

The course aims to allow students to understand the function of financial 

markets, and why it is necessary to regulate financial markets, products, 

services and institutions. It will also demonstrate the limits to 

financial regulation, and review the evolution of financial regulation. 

The aim is not to describe the existing regulation in detail, but to 

provide students with the principles underlying the substantive 

regulation. Given the limited time available, while giving a broad 

overview of various financial regulations, the course will focus mainly 

on banks and banking regulation, as banks are still the most important 

institutions in most developing and emerging market economies. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

Students should be able to identify the roles and functions of various 

financial institutions and financial markets. They should understand the 

potential market failures in financial markets, and how financial 

regulations help to address such failures. Students should in particular 

understand how bank regulations are structured and implemented. Through 

the course, students would learn how seemingly technical and legal rules 

are grounded in economic and financial theory. 

 

Career Relevance: 

For those students seeking careers in central banking or the government, 

it should help them to better understand why financial regulation is 

required and the mechanism through which regulations help to address 

market failures, and thus help them to better draft or implement 

regulations. The course should also be of interest to those who plan to 

pursue career in the financial industry, as they would be able to 

understand why regulations are imposed. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization 

This is a course on application of economic and financial theory in 

policy, and would help to understand how economic and financial theory is 

applied in a practical manner to public policy issues. 



 

Delivery Methods Lectures, supplemented by student presentations and case discussions. 

Assessment Attendance and class participation (30%), presentation (30%) and term 

paper (40%). 

Prerequisites None, but understanding of basic concepts in microeconomics, 

macroeconomics and finance theory would be helpful. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Principles of financial regulation, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Armour, John,Awrey, Dan,Davies, Paul et al.,, d)Publisher: Oxford Univ. 

Press, e)Year: 2016-, f)ISBN: 978-0-19-878648- 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. The financial system: Its functions and structure. 

(Chapter 2 of the Reference Book) 

2. The need for financial regulation: market failures in the financial 

system 

(Chapters 3 and 4 of the Reference Book) 

3. The objectives and objects of financial regulation 

(The class will mainly cover material in Chapters 7,8 and 9 of the 

Reference Book, with Chapter 3, Section 3.5 and Chapter 5 serving as 

background. In particular,  Sections 8.2, 8.3, 8.6 9.2, Box in 9.2.1, 

9.3, 9.5, 9.6 and Box in Section 5.3.1 are particularly relevant) 

4. Regulatory institutions: national setup and global cooperation. 

(Will cover issues discussed in Chapters 24, 27 and 28 of the Reference 

Book) 

5. Presentations on financial system and regulatory structure in 

student's country. 

(Instructions will be provided during class on April 16) 

6. Theory of banking 

(Required readings for class 6 and later will be specified later.) 

7. Bank regulation 

8. Bank intervention and resolution 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5110101 

Course title 

Monetary Policy in Developing Countries 

Name of Instructor Lin, Ching-Yang Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description The modern monetary theory (the DSGE framework) assumes that central 

banks adopt a transparent, time-consistent policy rule as the instrument; 

Under this assumption, the theory provides a framework for designing the 

optimal rule to stabilize the inflation fluctuations and to mitigate the 

inefficiency in the markets. 

 

In the developing economies, due to various constraints, a rule-based 

monetary policy is difficult being applied. This leads to two problems: 

(1) what are the alternative policy instruments? (2) How well these 

alternative policy instruments perform?  This course intends to explore 

these two issues. In the first part of the course, we introduce those 

policy instruments commonly used in the developing economies (ex: capital 

controls,  managed exchange rates). In the latter part, we discuss 

several important strands of literature related to the effectiveness of 

these policy instruments. 

 

Delivery Methods This class includes lecture and group presentation and discussion. 

Students are required to work in a group to present a journal article/ 

book chapter on selected topics. 

Assessment - The grade is determined by assignments (3-5 times, 20%), presentation 

and discussion in class (50%) and a final report (30%). 

- The assignments and the presentation are group work. Students have to 

complete the final report individually. 

- Dishonesty will not be tolerated in this course. This includes 

cheating, plagiarizing, copying another person's homework. Students who 

are found to be dishonest will receive “F” in the final grade of this 

course. 

Prerequisites Macroeconomics I/II; Microeconomics I/II 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Open Economy Macroeconomics in Developing Countries , 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Carlos A. Végh, d)Publisher: The MIT Press, 

e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 026201890X 

a)Title: Monetary Policy, Inflation, and the Business Cycle: An 

Introduction to the New Keynesian Framework and Its Applications , 

b)Edition: 2, c)Author: Jordi Galí , d)Publisher: Princeton Univ Pr, 

e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 0691164789 



a)Title: Open Economy Macroeconomics , b)Edition: , c)Author: Martín 

Uribe, Stephanie Schmitt-Grohé, d)Publisher: Princeton University Press , 

e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 0691158770 

a)Title: Progress and confusion : the state of macroeconomic policy, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: edited by Olivier Blanchard, Raghuram Rajan, 

Kenneth Rogoff, an, d)Publisher: The MIT Press, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN:  

9780262034623 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. The estimation of money demand 

2. Inflation targeting: why and how 

3. Selection on the exchange rate regime 

4. Inflation stabilization 

5. Capital control 

6. Credit cycle 

7. Other factors affect the policy implementation 

Others 15 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5375101 

Course title 

Comparative Government and Politics 

Name of Instructor Macikenaite, Vida Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.4〜5 

There are 2 sections for this course（Sec A and Sec B）. 

Section A: 4th and 5th periods on Monday 

Section B: 4th and 5th periods on Thursday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 25 students (first-come basis) 
 

Course Description This course is a broad overview of the comparative politics subfield. It 

introduces the main concepts and theories of the field and their 

application to empirical issues (in class we discuss such questions as 

how can the regimes in Latin America, South Africa or Iran be classified? 

Is Russia a democracy? What are the functions of the President of Germany 

and how do they differ from those in the USA? Why has Northern Italy 

developed faster than the South? Has the process of democratization in 

Myanmar been completed after the elections in 2015?). 

The lectures and discussions in the course lie on the fundamental 

assumption that there exists no single best set of institutions for a 

country. Instead, we dwell into the question of how specific 

institutional arrangements across countries produce different political 

outcomes. In this process, looking at selected case studies we inquire 

why countries fail (Sub-Saharan Africa); how resource wealth is linked 

with political (in-)stability (Sub-Saharan Africa, Venezuela); when do 

authoritarian regimes survive even as the level of economic development 

rises (China); why some multiethnic divided societies live in peace while 

others – under constant civil conflict, and how institutions contribute 

to this; what electoral systems are best suited for multiethnic divided 

societies (Iraq and others)? We will address these and many other 

questions throughout the course. 

Delivery Methods The course is based on interactive lectures, which include short case 

study presentations (depending on the number of registered students) by 

the students and class discussions of selected case studies. 

Assessment (may be adjusted depending on the number of students enrolled): 

• In-class quizzes: 2 x 15% 

• Mid-term assignment: 20% 

• Group presentation: 20% (if the no of students is under 16) 

• Final exam: 30% 

Prerequisites The class is designed to be accessible to students with no prior study of 

comparative politics 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Principles of Comparative Politics, b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: 1. 

Clark, William R., Matt Golder, and Sona N. Golder, d)Publisher: CQ 

Press, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: ISBN-10: 1608716 



 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline PART I. INTRODUCTION 

 

1. Course introduction: what do we compare and why? Is there a single 

best set of political institutions for countries worldwide? Course 

requirements. 

 

2. Origins of modern state. Definition of the state. State sovereignty, 

authority, and power. 

• Clark, William R., Matt Golder, and Sona N. Golder. 2013. Principles of 

Comparative Politics, 2nd ed. Los Angeles: CQ Press. Ch.4, pp.87-119. 

 

3. Failed state. Case study: Somalia. Causes of state failure (selected 

African countries). 

• Bates, Robert H. When Things Fell Apart: State Failure in Late-Century 

Africa. Cambridge University Press, 2008 (skim the text to get the main 

argument). 

 

4. Resource wealth and political stability. 

• Ross, Michael. 2001. “Does Oil Hinder Democracy?” World Politics 

53(3): 325-361. 

 

 

PART II. POLITICAL REGIMES: DEMOCRACIES AND DICTATORSHIPS  

 

5. Political regimes. Varieties of democracies. Presidential vs. 

parliamentary systems. Classifying democracies. Case studies: South 

Africa (Why is it ranked as a non-democracy by some systems?), Russia (is 

it a democracy?). The effects of different types of democratic systems. 

• Clark et al., Ch.12, pp. 457-534.  

• Clark et al., Ch.16, pp. 741-826.  

• [optional] Clark et al. Principles of Comparative Politics, 2013, Ch.5, 

pp.140-170.  

• [optional] Lijphart, Arend. 2012. Patterns of Democracy: Government 

Forms and Performance in Thirty-Six Countries, 2nd ed. Yale University 

Press. Ch. 2-4, pp.9-60. 

 

6. Varieties of autocracies. Stability of authoritarian regimes. Case 

study: Venezuela (how has the country leaned towards authoritarianism?) 

• Clark et al., Ch. 10, pp. 349-412.   

• Corrales, Javier. 2015. “Autocratic Legalism in Venezuela.” Journal 

of Democracy  26(2): 37-51. 

 

7. Regime change: democratic transition and consolidation. When the 

process of democratization is considered to be completed? (Selected cases 



in Latin America, Myanmar). 

•  “Incomplete Transition/Near Consolidation? Chile.” In Juan Linz and 

Alfred Stepan,  Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation. 

Johns Hopkins University Press,  1996, pp. 205-218.   

• [optional] Nathan J. Brown. 2013. “Egypt’s Failed Transition.” 

Journal of Democracy 24 (4): 45-58.   

• [optional] Linz, Juan and Alfred Stepan, Problems of Democratic 

Transition and  Consolidation, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996, 

other chapters. 

 

8. Economic determinants of political regimes. Problems with group 

decision-making. Does economic growth lead to democracy? Classic 

modernization theory. Review of the link between resource wealth and 

regime type. Case study: China (what explains regime stability?) 

• Clark et al., Ch. 6. 

• Wright, Teresa. 2010. Accepting Authoritarianism: State-Society 

Relations in China’s Reform Era. Stanford: Stanford University Press. 

Introduction, pp. 1-36. 

 

9. Cultural determinants of political regimes: religion. Are some 

religions incompatible with democracy? 

• Clark et al., Ch.7.  

 

10. The effect of political regimes: Does it make a difference? 

Selectorate theory. 

• “Democracy or Dictatorship: Does it Make a Difference?” in Clark et 

al, Principles of Comparative Politics, Ch.9, pp. 325-348.   

• [optional] “Varieties of Democracy and Political Outcomes,” in Clark 

et al, Principles of Comparative Politics, Ch. 16, pp. 741-826.   

 

 

PART III. INSTITUTIONS, ACTORS AND PROCESSES 

 

11-12. Political parties and party systems. Social cleavages and their 

impact on a country’s development and stability.   

• “Social Cleavages and Party Systems,” in Clark et al, Principles of 

Comparative Politics, Ch. 14.   

• Selected chapters from Douglas Kimemia, “Africa’s Social Cleavages 

and Democratization: Colonial, Postcolonial, and Multiparty Era,” 

Lexington Books, 2015. 

 

13-14. Elections and electoral systems. Approaches to voting and 

elections (sociological and rational approaches to voting, economic and 

strategic voting). Best suited electoral systems for multiethnic divided 

societies.   

• “Elections and Electoral Systems,” in Clark et al, Principles of 

Comparative Politics, Ch. 13.   

• Ben Reilly and Andrew Reynolds, “Electoral Systems and Conflict in 

Divided Societies,” Ch. 11 in International Conflict Resolution after 



the Cold War, edited by Paul C.Stern and Daniel Druckman, Washington: 

National Academy Press, 420-473 (available from 

https://www.nap.edu/read/9897/chapter/1#vii). 

 

15. Political culture and its impact on development. 

•  Putnam, Robert. 1993. Making Democracy Work. Princeton University 

Press. 

 

16. Course wrap-up: in-class group work and a brief presentation (topic: 

what would be the best institutions (electoral system, etc. for a country 

X). 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5375102 

Course title 

Comparative Government and Politics 

Name of Instructor Macikenaite, Vida Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Thu.4〜5 

There are 2 sections for this course（Sec A and Sec B）. 

Section A: 4th and 5th periods on Monday 

Section B: 4th and 5th periods on Thursday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 25 students (first-come basis) 

 

 

Course Description This course is a broad overview of the comparative politics subfield. It 

introduces the main concepts and theories of the field and their 

application to empirical issues (in class we discuss such questions as 

how can the regimes in Latin America, South Africa or Iran be classified? 

Is Russia a democracy? What are the functions of the President of Germany 

and how do they differ from those in the USA? Why has Northern Italy 

developed faster than the South? Has the process of democratization in 

Myanmar been completed after the elections in 2015?). 

The lectures and discussions in the course lie on the fundamental 

assumption that there exists no single best set of institutions for a 

country. Instead, we dwell into the question of how specific 

institutional arrangements across countries produce different political 

outcomes. In this process, looking at selected case studies we inquire 

why countries fail (Sub-Saharan Africa); how resource wealth is linked 

with political (in-)stability (Sub-Saharan Africa, Venezuela); when do 

authoritarian regimes survive even as the level of economic development 

rises (China); why some multiethnic divided societies live in peace while 

others – under constant civil conflict, and how institutions contribute 

to this; what electoral systems are best suited for multiethnic divided 

societies (Iraq and others)? We will address these and many other 

questions throughout the course. 

Delivery Methods The course is based on interactive lectures, which include short case 

study presentations (depending on the number of registered students) by 

the students and class discussions of selected case studies. 

Assessment (may be adjusted depending on the number of students enrolled): 

• In-class quizzes: 2 x 15% 

• Mid-term assignment: 20% 

• Group presentation: 20% (if the no of students is under 16) 

• Final exam: 30% 

Prerequisites The class is designed to be accessible to students with no prior study of 

comparative politics 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Principles of Comparative Politics, b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: 1. 

Clark, William R., Matt Golder, and Sona N. Golder, d)Publisher: CQ 



Press, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 9781608716791 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline PART I. INTRODUCTION 

 

1. Course introduction: what do we compare and why? Is there a single 

best set of political institutions for countries worldwide? Course 

requirements. 

 

2. Origins of modern state. Definition of the state. State sovereignty, 

authority, and power. 

• Clark, William R., Matt Golder, and Sona N. Golder. 2013. Principles of 

Comparative Politics, 2nd ed. Los Angeles: CQ Press. Ch.4, pp.87-119. 

 

3. Failed state. Case study: Somalia. Causes of state failure (selected 

African countries). 

• Bates, Robert H. When Things Fell Apart: State Failure in Late-Century 

Africa. Cambridge University Press, 2008 (skim the text to get the main 

argument). 

 

4. Resource wealth and political stability. 

• Ross, Michael. 2001. “Does Oil Hinder Democracy?” World Politics 

53(3): 325-361. 

 

 

PART II. POLITICAL REGIMES: DEMOCRACIES AND DICTATORSHIPS  

 

5. Political regimes. Varieties of democracies. Presidential vs. 

parliamentary systems. Classifying democracies. Case studies: South 

Africa (Why is it ranked as a non-democracy by some systems?), Russia (is 

it a democracy?). The effects of different types of democratic systems. 

• Clark et al., Ch.12, pp. 457-534.  

• Clark et al., Ch.16, pp. 741-826.  

• [optional] Clark et al. Principles of Comparative Politics, 2013, Ch.5, 

pp.140-170.  

• [optional] Lijphart, Arend. 2012. Patterns of Democracy: Government 

Forms and Performance in Thirty-Six Countries, 2nd ed. Yale University 

Press. Ch. 2-4, pp.9-60. 

 

6. Varieties of autocracies. Stability of authoritarian regimes. Case 

study: Venezuela (how has the country leaned towards authoritarianism?) 

• Clark et al., Ch. 10, pp. 349-412.   

• Corrales, Javier. 2015. “Autocratic Legalism in Venezuela.” Journal 

of Democracy  26(2): 37-51. 

 

7. Regime change: democratic transition and consolidation. When the 



process of democratization is considered to be completed? (Selected cases 

in Latin America, Myanmar). 

•  “Incomplete Transition/Near Consolidation? Chile.” In Juan Linz and 

Alfred Stepan,  Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation. 

Johns Hopkins University Press,  1996, pp. 205-218.   

• [optional] Nathan J. Brown. 2013. “Egypt’s Failed Transition.” 

Journal of Democracy 24 (4): 45-58.   

• [optional] Linz, Juan and Alfred Stepan, Problems of Democratic 

Transition and  Consolidation, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996, 

other chapters. 

 

8. Economic determinants of political regimes. Problems with group 

decision-making. Does economic growth lead to democracy? Classic 

modernization theory. Review of the link between resource wealth and 

regime type. Case study: China (what explains regime stability?) 

• Clark et al., Ch. 6. 

• Wright, Teresa. 2010. Accepting Authoritarianism: State-Society 

Relations in China’s Reform Era. Stanford: Stanford University Press. 

Introduction, pp. 1-36. 

 

9. Cultural determinants of political regimes: religion. Are some 

religions incompatible with democracy? 

• Clark et al., Ch.7.  

 

10. The effect of political regimes: Does it make a difference? 

Selectorate theory. 

• “Democracy or Dictatorship: Does it Make a Difference?” in Clark et 

al, Principles of Comparative Politics, Ch.9, pp. 325-348.   

• [optional] “Varieties of Democracy and Political Outcomes,” in Clark 

et al, Principles of Comparative Politics, Ch. 16, pp. 741-826.   

 

 

PART III. INSTITUTIONS, ACTORS AND PROCESSES 

 

11-12. Political parties and party systems. Social cleavages and their 

impact on a country’s development and stability.   

• “Social Cleavages and Party Systems,” in Clark et al, Principles of 

Comparative Politics, Ch. 14.   

• Selected chapters from Douglas Kimemia, “Africa’s Social Cleavages 

and Democratization: Colonial, Postcolonial, and Multiparty Era,” 

Lexington Books, 2015. 

 

13-14. Elections and electoral systems. Approaches to voting and 

elections (sociological and rational approaches to voting, economic and 

strategic voting). Best suited electoral systems for multiethnic divided 

societies.   

• “Elections and Electoral Systems,” in Clark et al, Principles of 

Comparative Politics, Ch. 13.   

• Ben Reilly and Andrew Reynolds, “Electoral Systems and Conflict in 



Divided Societies,” Ch. 11 in International Conflict Resolution after 

the Cold War, edited by Paul C.Stern and Daniel Druckman, Washington: 

National Academy Press, 420-473 (available from 

https://www.nap.edu/read/9897/chapter/1#vii). 

 

15. Political culture and its impact on development. 

•  Putnam, Robert. 1993. Making Democracy Work. Princeton University 

Press. 

 

16. Course wrap-up: in-class group work and a brief presentation (topic: 

what would be the best institutions (electoral system, etc. for a country 

X). 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5422101 

Course title 

Environment, Sustainable Development, and Human 

Security 

Name of Instructor Watanabe, Shinichi Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description A variety of evidence indicates that the demand for natural resources to 

support human activities has exceeded the ecological capacity of the 

earth and that the global ecosystem might be losing its stability, with 

unpredictable grave consequences for the security and well-being of 

future generations. This course examines the structure and performance of 

various global programs for Sustainable Development which aim at 

satisfying two conflicting demands at the same time: to restore the 

stability of the global ecosystem and to accommodate the demand for high 

economic growth of low income countries to escape the trap of poverty and 

armed conflict. 

 

Learning Objectives: To acquire the skills and knowledge necessary to 

evaluate alternative policies and institutions in the historical context 

of modern political and socioeconomic development for managing the 

environmental risks from the viewpoint of human 

 

Career Relevance: This course provides an academic background essential 

for those who desire to seek a career in formulating and implementing 

policies that incorporate the protection of natural and human 

environment. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: With a focus on Human Security, this 

course is closely related with the courses of “Poverty, War and Human 

Security”, and “Refugees, Migrants and Human Security”. It is 

complementary to other courses with a focus on State Security, such as 

International Politics or International Political Economy. With a focus 

on Environmental risks this course is also complementary to Environment 

related courses, such as Environmental Economics that examine the 

characteristics of environmental risks. 

 

 

 

 

Delivery Methods This course combines lectures, student presentations, case discussions. 

Assessment Grade will be based on homework assignments(20 points) and the final 

take-home exam (70 points), and the overall class participation (10 

points). The final take-home exam will be given in the 8th class meeting 



and due three weeks later. Plagiarism will be severely penalized and may 

result in grade F, depending on various conditions. 

Prerequisites Deep interest in various environmental risks of humanity and desire to 

explore alternative means to manage them. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Our common future, b)Edition: , c)Author: World Commission on 

Environment and Development, d)Publisher: , e)Year: 1987, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Silent spring, b)Edition: , c)Author: Rachel Carson, 

d)Publisher: , e)Year: 1962, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: An introduction to ecological economics, b)Edition: 2nd, 

c)Author: Robert Costanza, et.al., d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

9781566706841 

a)Title: The Plundered Planet, b)Edition: , c)Author: Paul Collier , 

d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 9780141042145 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Our ecological footprint, b)Edition: , c)Author: Mathis 

Wackernagel & Rees, W., d)Publisher: , e)Year: 1996, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Our stolen future, b)Edition: , c)Author: Theo Colborn, et. 

al. , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 1996, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Industrial pollution of Japan, b)Edition: , c)Author: Ui, J. , 

d)Publisher: UNU, e)Year: 1992, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The limits to growth, a report for the Club of Rome's project, 

b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: Meadows, D.H., et. al. , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 

1974, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Beyond the limits: confronting global collapse, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Meadows, D.H., et. al. , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 1992, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Limits to growth: the 30-year update, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Meadows, D.H., et. al. , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2004 , f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Environment and society, b)Edition: , c)Author: Alan Schnaiberg, 

d)Publisher: , e)Year: 1994, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Reinventing fire, b)Edition: , c)Author: Amory B. Lovins, 

d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Beyond growth , b)Edition: , c)Author: Herman Daly, 

d)Publisher: , e)Year: 1996, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The changing wealth of nations 2018: Building a sustainable 

future, b)Edition: , c)Author: World Bank , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2018, 

f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Jobs for tomorrow, The potential for substituting manpower for 

energy, b)Edition: , c)Author: Walter R. Stahel , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 

1981, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Defining sustainable development for our common future, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Iris Borowy, d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Paradise in the sea of sorrow: our Minamata disease , 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Michiko Ishimure, d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2003, 

f)ISBN: 

a)Title: World Development Report 2010, Development and climate change, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: World bank, d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2010, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: A new dynamic - effective business in a circular economy, 



b)Edition: , c)Author: Amory Lovins, d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The essential Amory Lovins, b)Edition: , c)Author: Amory Lovins, 

d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Natural capitalism , b)Edition: , c)Author: Hunter Lovins, Paul 

Hawken, Amory Lovins, d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2010, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Human Development Report 2007/2008, Fighting climate change, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: UNDP, d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline I. Industrialization and environmental poisoning 

 

Week 1 

1. Industrial wastes and environmental poisoning 

- Two cases in Japan 

1.1 Ashio Copper Mine poisoning incident 

1.2 Minamata disease incident 

 

Week 2 

2. Industrial products and environmental poisoning 

2.1 DDT and other insecticide (Rachel Carson) 

2.2 Man-made chemicals (Theo Colborn) 

 

II. Sustainable development and the global ecosystem 

 

Week 3 

3. Human society and the global ecosystem 

3.1 The spaceship Earth (Boulding, Fuller) 

3.2 From empty World to full World (Daly) 

3.3 Steady state economy 

3.4 Development without economic growth 

 

Week 4 

4. Evidence 

4.1 Rome Club: The Limits to Growth (Meadows, et.al.) 

4.2 Measuring the overshoot: Ecological footprint 

4.2.1 How many earths do we need to support the current consumption? 

4.2.2 Ecological deficit and surplus 

4.3 Risk triangle: hazard, exposure, vulnerability (resilience), risk 

 

Week 5 

5. Evolution of institutions and organizations 

5.1 Toward Stockholm Conference 

5.1.1 1968 UNGA resolultion 

5.1.2 1971 The Founex Report (Ward, et.al.) 

5.1.3 1972 Stockholm Conference on human environment 

5.1.4 1973 UNEP 

5.2 1975 Cocoyok Declaration 

5.3 Brundtland Report (1987), sustainable development 



5.3.1 1983 UNGA resolution in 1983 

5.3.2 1987 Brundtland Report 

5.3.3 1992 Rio Conference 

5.3.4 2002 Johannesburg 2002 

5.3.5 2012 Rio+20 

5.4 SDG 

 

III. Special issues of international concern for sustainable development 

 

Week 6 

6. Climate Change 

6.1 The risk of climate change and its management 

6.2 Evolution of institutions and organizations 

6.2.1 IPCC 

6.2.2 UNFCCC 

6.2.3 1997 Kyoto Protocol 

6.2.4 2016 Paris Agreement (Paris d’accord) 

6.2.5 After Paris Agreement 

6.3 Disaster risk management 

 

Week 7 

7. Energy transition 

7.1 Oil crisis 

7.2 Nuclear energy 

7.3 Renewable energy 

7.4 Energy saving 

 

Week 8 

8. Summary 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5442101 

Course title 

International Conflict Resolution and 

Peacebuilding 

Name of Instructor Kumagai, Naoko Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description The study of conflict resolution was established in the 1950s in the 

midst of the Cold War. In spite of the theoretical developments and 

empirical research since then, today, the academic field faces more 

challenges and puzzles with the growing complexity of international and 

internal conflicts. The burgeoning of civil wars and terrorism during the 

post-Cold War period requires thought on measures to transcend the 

traditional conflict resolution measures, such as military campaigns, 

diplomacy, and mediation. The new elements of state rebuilding, social 

reconstruction, democratization, human rights protection, development, 

gender equality, women’s empowerment, and transitional justice are 

indispensable part of reconciliation and sustainable peace. 

 

Furthermore, diverse threats coming from the influence of climate change, 

transnational crime, protracted conflicts, growing inequality within and 

between countries, and the challenges from cyberspace, as identified by 

UN Secretary-General António Guterres in his address to the UN Security 

Council in December 2017, require more coherent and coordinated 

political, economic, and social efforts with consideration of local 

context. Moreover, the recent recurrence of traditional issues of 

shifting balance of power among the major states and the paralysis of 

nuclear disarmament efforts raise questions of conflict prevention and 

management.  It is important to see how Russia and the United States deal 

with the INF after the American announcement of its withdrawal from the 

INF. The recent trade war between China and the United States has shown 

the beginning of high-tech war between the two powers. This poses new 

challenges to the study of conflict prevention and resolution. 

 

This course seeks to provide an overview of conflict resolution measures 

taken by states, international organizations, and non-state actors from 

theoretical perspectives and with case studies. Accordingly, students are 

expected to be familiar with historical and current ongoing armed 

conflicts, to understand various principles and methods of conflict 

resolution, and to exercise theoretical tools for the analysis of diverse 

cases of conflict resolution processes. 

 

The course begins with the study of the concepts and definitions of 

conflicts and conflict resolution models. The main part of the course 



surrounds case studies of newly devised conflict resolution measures with 

special focus on the roles of peacemaking, peacebuilding, state-building, 

and reconciliation. Among the empirical cases in the course for in-depth 

study are the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, Rwanda, and other ongoing 

current conflicts and violence. Still, these empirical topics are not 

exhaustive. Students are strongly encouraged to introduce any related 

topics and cases into class discussion. 

 

Each session of the course includes lecture and discussion. Students’ 

obligations are the completion of weekly reading assignments, active 

participation in class discussion, class presentation, one mid-term 

examination, and a final paper involving conceptual analysis of a chosen 

topic on conflict resolution. 

 

 

 

Delivery Methods lecture, class discussion, writing exercise, student presentation 

Assessment -Active class participation (attendance, class preparation, and class 

discussion) 

-In-Class Writing Exercises 

-Mid-term exam 

-Class presentation 

-Final paper 

 

Prerequisites Basic knowledge of international relations 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Understanding Conflict Resolution, b)Edition: 5th, c)Author: 

Wallensteen, Peter, d)Publisher: SAGE Publications, e)Year: 2019, f)ISBN: 

9781526461988 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Peace by Peaceful Means, b)Edition: , c)Author: Johan Galtung, 

d)Publisher: International Peace Research Institute, e)Year: 1996, 

f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Handbook of Peace and Conflict Studies, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Charles Webel and Johan Galtung eds.,, d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 

2009, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Websites on War and Peace 

-Crisis Group (http://www.crisisgroup.org/) 

-International Institute for Strategic Studies (https://www.iiss.org/en) 

-The Minorities at Risk Project (University of Maryland) 

http://www.start.umd.edu/research-projects/minorities-risk-related-

projects 

-The Uppsala Conflict Data Program (www.ucdp.uu.se) 

(http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/search.php) 

-Correlates of War (www.correlatesofwar.org) 

-The Hamburg Working Group for Research into the Causes of War (AKUF) 

http://www.sozialwiss.uni-hamburg.de/onTEAM/preview/Ipw/Akuf/index.htm 



-The Heidelberg Institute for Conflict Research http://www.hiik.de/en/ 

Class Outline Week1 and Week 2: Peace Research and Conflict Resolution as IR field; 

What is Conflict Resolution?; The Resolution of Conflicts between States 

Week 3: The Resolution of Conflicts in Civil Wars and in State Formation 

Conflicts 

Week 4: The United Nations in Conflict Resolution (collective security, 

peacekeeping, sanctions, peace enforcement) 

Week 5: Prevention and Peacebuilding: Justice toward a Sustainable Peace 

and Reconciliation 

Week 6: Mid-Term Exam 

Week 7: Brief lecture on Israel and Palestine and research presentations 

Week 8: Brief lecture on Rwanda and research presentations 

Week 9: Brief lecture on current affairs and research presentations 

Week 10: Brief lecture on current affairs and research presentations 

 

The latter half of course structure and course content to be changed 

depending on the class size. 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6015101 

Course title 

Cross-cultural Communication 

Name of Instructor Ahmed, Mohammed Khurshid Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

025-779-1422 

Office Hours 

By appointment 

E-mail 

mkahmed@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description Cross-cultural (or intercultural) understanding and sensitivity have 

become very important for us in today’s globalized world. Effective 

intercultural communication skills are important in a multicultural 

society, particularly for those individuals who would be in positions 

that require effective management of cultural conflicts. The unique 

features of multicultural education and society at IUJ provide rich 

opportunities to IUJ students to develop an appreciation for cultural 

differences and effective intercultural communication skills. We will 

find this course immediately helpful in gaining from cross-cultural 

experiences at IUJ, and in developing a global mindset preparing for 

leadership careers after graduation from IUJ. 

 

This course focuses on conceptual and practical dimensions of cross-

cultural communication in social interactions in multicultural 

environments. It also briefly covers cross-cultural dimensions in broader 

institutional settings (e.g., media, businesses, organizations). 

 

The early part of the course will focus on the complex topic of identity 

in this globalized world. Students taking this course will be able to 

more deeply understand their own cultural identities in terms of norms, 

values, and beliefs, and in relation to those of the others coming from 

different cultural backgrounds. Students will develop specific 

understandings of global cultural diversity. 

 

The course will also cover the critically important notions of 

“essentialism,” ‘'otherization,” and “representation” in multi-

cultural contexts. A clear understanding of these notions will help 

develop cross-cultural sensitivity and help manage and resolve cross-

cultural conflicts. 

 

This course contributes towards preparing for global leadership careers 

in multicultural settings. 

 

Delivery Methods The course will be offered in sixteen 90-minute sessions, spread over 

eight weeks. Classes will be highly student-centered through interactive 

lectures and group discussion activities. 

 

Based on reading materials, the instructor will cover specific topics by 



posing a series of questions. Students will be expected to have read the 

assigned materials in advance and come prepared to participate actively 

in the discussions. In addition, practical examples involving problematic 

cross-cultural interactions will be introduced. These examples, selected 

from published materials, will be introduced in the form of cross- 

cultural dialogs, critical incidents, and critical experiences. They will 

be given as homework assignments, and students will be expected to come 

prepared to discuss these short assignments. Finally, students will also 

be encouraged to draw on their own cross-cultural experiences, including 

those at IUJ. 

 

Classroom activities are designed to generate discussions and exchanges 

of ideas and opinions among the students. The classes will be personally 

interesting and meaningful to all the participants 

Assessment 1. A mid-term paper (3-4 pages) and a short in-class presentation based 

on the paper: 20% 

This assignment will ask students to discuss their cultural self-

identity. 

 

2. An end-of-term paper (6-8 pages): 40% 

This assignment will be based on a topic selected by the student and 

agreed upon by the instructor. It will encourage students to carry out 

some easily manageable cross-cultural investigations, applying some basic 

concepts and/or conceptual framework that they will have learned in the 

course. Students will also have the option to write a critical conceptual 

paper based on literature review. 

 

3. In-class written examination: 20% 

This short examination will assess comprehension of key concepts covered 

in the assigned reading materials during the course. 

 

4. Attendance & participation: 20% 

 

Prerequisites  

There is no pre-requisite for this course. Students without a background 

knowledge of the subject of cross-cultural communication may join the 

course. Furthermore, students with some prior knowledge of the subject 

(e.g., through earlier classes, orientation sessions, workshops, etc.) 

will significantly benefit from this course. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Global Culture/Individual Identity: Searching for Home in the 

Cultural Supermarket, b)Edition: , c)Author: Mathews, G., d)Publisher: 

Routledge, e)Year: 2000, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Geography of Thought: How Asians and Westerners Think 

Differently…and Why, b)Edition: 3rd , c)Author:  Nisbett, R., 

d)Publisher: Free Press, e)Year: 2003, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: A Geography Of Time: The Temporal Misadventures of a Social 



Psychologist, b)Edition: Revised, c)Author: Levine, R., d)Publisher: 

Basic Books, e)Year: 1998, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Deep Culture: The Hidden Challenges of Global Living, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Shaules, J., d)Publisher: Multilingual Matters, 

e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: When Cultures Collide: Leading Across Cultures, b)Edition: 4th , 

c)Author: Lewis, R. , d)Publisher:  Brealey, N., e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Culture Map: Decoding How People Think, Lead, and Get Things 

Done Across Cultures, b)Edition: , c)Author: Meyer, E. , d)Publisher: 

Public Affairs, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Understanding Global Cultures: Metaphorical Journeys Through 28 

Nations, Clusters of Nations, and Continents, b)Edition: 3rd, c)Author: 

Gannon, M., d)Publisher: SAGE Publications, e)Year: 2004, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Riding the Waves of Culture: Understanding Diversity in Global 

Business, b)Edition: Int. 3rd, c)Author: Troompenaars, F. & Hampden-

Turner, C., d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Cross-Cultural Pragmatics: The Semantics of Human Interaction, 

b)Edition: , c)Author:  Wierzbicka, A., d)Publisher: Mouton de Gruyter, 

e)Year: 2003, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Brain Rules: 12 Principles for Surviving and Thriving at Work, 

Home, and School, b)Edition: , c)Author: Medina, J., d)Publisher: Pear 

Press, e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Journal of Intercultural Communication 

Class Outline Week 1 

Course introduction: 

Topics: Communication, perception & human brain, culture 

Main readings: Main text (Cooper at al.) Chapters 1, 2 

Additional readings: Selected pages from Shaules, J, .Medina, J. 

 

Week 2 

Topics: Culture, perception (in depth), cultural patterns & frameworks 

Main readings: Main text (Cooper at al.) Chapters 2 and 3 

Additional readings: Selected pages from Shaules, J.; Nisbett, R., Lewis, 

R., Tromprenaars, F. & Hampden-Turner, C. 

 

For in-class discussion: Cross-Cultural Dialogs 2-3 and Critical Incident 

I 

 

Mid-Term Paper Assignment: Written instructions for the mid-term paper 

given. Due in week 4. 

 

Week 3 

Topics: Cultural identity, essentialism 

 

Main readings: 

o Main text (Cooper at al.), Chapter 4 (“Cultural Identity”) 

o Main text (Holliday, A., Hyde, M., Kullman, J.), “Theme 1: Identity” 



Additional readings: Selections pages from Mathews, G. 

 

For in-class discussion: Cross-Cultural Dialogs 4-5 and Critical Incident 

2 

 

Week 4 

Oral Presentations on “cultural identity” 

Topics: Verbal communication (started) 

Main readings: Main text (Cooper at al.), Chapter 5 

Additional readings: Selected pages from Wierzbicka, A., Meyer, E., 

Gannon, M. 

 

End-of-Term Paper Assignment: Written instructions for the mid-term paper 

given. Due date TBA. 

 

 

Week 5 

Topics: Verbal communication (continued); nonverbal Communication 

Main readings: Main text (Cooper at al.), Chapter 6 

Additional readings: Selected pages from Levine, R., Meyer, E. 

 

Week 6 

Topic: Otherization 

Main readings: Main text (Holliday, A., Hyde, M., Kullman, J.), “Theme 

2: Otherization” 

 

For in-class discussion: Cross-cultural Dialog 6 and Critical Incident 3 

 

Week 7 

Topic: Representation 

Main readings: Main text (Holliday, A., Hyde, M., Kullman, J.), “Theme 

3: Representation” 

Additional readings: Selected pages from the main text (Cooper at al.), 

Chapter 12 

 

Week 8 

○ Review of concepts covered during the course 

○ Course Wrap-up 

○ Course Evaluation 

In-class final examinations 

 

NOTE: This schedule may be slightly revised, depending on pacing and 

classroom dynamics. 

 

Others This course is open to IUJ students in all the programs (including 

exchange programs) in both GSIR and GSIM. Please note there will be a 

class size limit. Hence, to ensure your enrollment in the course, please 

be sure to register for the course as soon as the online course 

registration begins. If the class becomes full, please contact the 



instructor by email immediately. The instructor will do as much as 

possible to accommodate your interest in the course. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6450101 

Course title 

International Law 

Name of Instructor Okamatsu, Akiko Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.4〜5,Sat.1〜3 

First day-->Saturday, Apr 6 from 10:30-14:30 

Apr 12,19, May 10 and 17(all Friday)-->14:40-17:50 

Apr 20 and May 11(all Saturday)-->8:50-14:30 
 

Course Description Course Description: 

This course introduces students to the legal order and rules that govern 

the international society.  The course provides an introduction to 

international law referring to precedents by both international and 

domestic courts. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

Students may learn the legal framework of the international society and 

will know the legal process of peace making.  Students will get how to 

achieve the peaceful settlement of international disputes as well. 

 

Career Relevance: 

This course may encourage students to contribute to the international 

peace and security as diplomats or officials of the international 

organization through the wide understanding of international legal order.  

This course will also provide a chance to re-consider the legal and 

political relationships among states and help students have wider 

perspectives for their specialties. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

This class is designed to provide comprehensive analysis for the legal 

framework of international society.  In order to understand it, it is 

important to have a basic knowledge of the modern history of the world. 

 

Delivery Methods This course is a lecture-based class.  However, the instructor encourages 

students to participate in discussion for further understanding. 

 

Assessment The course grade will be based on final paper (50%), presentations (30%), 

and discussions (20%). 

Attendance itself is not evaluated, but is a requirement to submit a 

final paper. 

 

 

Prerequisites Students are required to read suggested materials beforehand. 

 

 



Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: International law, b)Edition: 8, c)Author: Malcolm N. Shaw, 

d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

9781316638538 

a)Title: Blackstone's International Law Documents, b)Edition: 13, 

c)Author: Malcolm Evans ed., d)Publisher: Oxford University Press, 

e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9780198802747 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction: international relations and international law 

2. The sources of international law 

3. Treaties 

4. Territory 

5. State responsibility 

6. Theory of international environmental law 

7. The current issues on international environment 

8. The Law of the Sea 

9. The current issues on the law of the sea 

10. The protection of Human rights 

11. Peaceful settlement of international disputes 

12. The use of force 

13. International security 

14. International humanitarian law 

15. Current issues in International Society 

16. Conclusion: the role of international law for international peace 

 

Others Subjects might be changed according to the number, interests and requests 

of the participants. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6515101 

Course title 

Cross-Sectional and Panel Data Analysis 

Name of Instructor Wong, Chun Yee Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description This course provides students with advanced econometric tools for 

analyzing cross-sectional and panel data. The course mainly builds upon 

the microeconometric methods including the linear and non-linear 

regressions, panel data analysis and the limited dependent variable 

models. The focus is on the intuition and applications of the models in 

order to prepare students for their own empirical research. Students will 

learn how to estimate various econometric models using Stata and how to 

interpret results from different estimation procedures. 

Delivery Methods This course consists of lectures and hands-on practice in computer 

laboratory. 

Assessment Assignments (30%), midterm exam (30%), and final exam (40%). 

Prerequisites Statistical Methods, Mathematics for Economics and Management, and 

Econometrics. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Introductory Econometrics: A Modern Approach, b)Edition: 6, 

c)Author: Jeffery M. Wooldridge, d)Publisher: CENGALE Learning, e)Year: , 

f)ISBN: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Econometric Analysis of Cross Section and Panel Data, b)Edition: 

2, c)Author: Jeffery M. Wooldridge, d)Publisher: MIT Press, e)Year: , 

f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Microeconometrics Using Stata, b)Edition: Revised Ed, c)Author: 

A. Colin Cameron and Pravin K. Trivedi, d)Publisher: Stata Press, 

e)Year: , f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Review of cross-sectional regression 

• OLS estimation 

• Data and specification issues 

2. Panel data analysis 

• Pooled cross sections model 

• First differencing method 

• Fixed effects method 

• Random effects method 

3. Program evaluation 

• Difference in differences 



• Instrumental variable 

4. Qualitative dependent variables 

• Linear probability model for binary response 

• Probit and logit models 

• Multinomial logit model 

5. Limited dependent variables 

• Tobit model 

 

Others *The syllabus is subject to minor changes along the progress of the 

course. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6526101 

Course title 

Time Series Analysis 

Name of Instructor Kuo, Chun-Hung Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

327 

Office Hours 

Wednesday 13:30 -

14:30 

E-mail 

chkuo@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description The aim of the course is to provide students standard time series 

analysis tools for any empirical studies with the time dimension. The 

course will start with an overview of basic notions of time series 

analysis, and continues with univariate time series models. Then, this 

course steps into the territory of non-stationary time series and unit 

root tests. Moreover, to examine the potential relation between several 

economic variables over time, we will also discuss the vector 

autoregressive (VAR) models. The differences between reduce-form and 

structural VAR models and their implementation will be explained 

thoroughly. In dealing with the analysis of relations among non-

stationary variables, this course introduces the co-integration analysis 

and error correction models. Upon completion of the course, students will 

have obtained the basic knowledge for conducting empirical research on 

related economics issues 

 

The goals of this course are to understand the following concepts: 

1. The properties of stationary time series 

2. Deterministic trend and the ways of removing them 

3. Seasonality 

4. Autoregressive and moving average Models 

5. Impulse response functions 

6. Non-stationary time series and stochastic trend 

7. (Reduce-form and Structural) Vector Autoregressive Models 

8. Error Correction Model and Cointegration 

Delivery Methods The course will follow the traditional lecturing form. Students are 

required to take their own class notes. Since the course is mathematical 

oriented, writing down the derivations of each equation in class will 

help student better understand the materials. 

Assessment Problem set: 40% 

Term Project: 60% 

Prerequisites Mathematical Methods, Statistical Methods, and Econometrics (or Data 

Analysis) 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Principles of Econometrics, b)Edition: 4, c)Author: 978-0-470-

87372-4, d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 9780470873724 



a)Title: Applied Econometric Times Series, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: W. 

Enders, d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN: 978-0470505397 

a)Title: Analysis of Financial Time Series, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: Ruey 

S. Tasy, d)Publisher: John Wiley & Sons, Inc, e)Year: 2010, f)ISBN: 978-

0-47041435-4 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

1. Properties of Time Series Data 

2. The Lag Operator 

3. Weak Stationarity 

4. Deterministic Trends and Ways of Removing Them 

5. Autoregressive Models: Introduction 

6. Autoregressive Models: Estimation and Model Selection Criteria 

7. Moving Average Models 

8. Mixed Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) Models 

9. Impulse Response Functions 

10. Nonstationary Time Series 

11. Problems of Nonstationarity 

12. Stochastic Trends and Unit Root Tests 

13. Power of Unit Root Tests 

14. Hodrick-Prescott Decomposition 

15. Vector Autoregressive Model: Introduction 

16. Reduced-form VAR Models and the Granger Causality Test 

17. Structural VAR Models 

18. Cointegration 

19. The Vector Error Correction Model 

20. Cointegration Tests 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6648101 

Course title 

Energy Policy 

Name of Instructor Arima, Jun Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

Security of energy supply is one of the prerequisites for sound economic 

management. Energy policy makers also need to simultaneously pursue 

energy security, economic efficiency and environmental protection, which 

may not always be compatible each other. This course will look into 

various aspects of energy policy issues focusing on specific energy 

sources (oil, gas, coal, nuclear, renewable) as well as cross-cutting 

theme (energy market reform, climate change, international cooperation). 

 

Learning Objectives: This lecture aims at giving students a comprehensive 

view about energy policies from energy security, economic efficiency and 

sustainability perspectives. 

Career Relevance: This course could provide basic knowledge and 

perspective for any future career dealing with energy and climate 

policies or businesses. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: This course is closely related to such 

subjects as international economy, international institutions, 

environmental economy and Japanese energy policy and regulations. 

 

 

Delivery Methods Lecturing, discussion and student presentations 

 

 

 

Assessment 40% by attendance, 30% by engagement in class discussion (Q&A), 30% by a 

group or individual power point presentation about the topics touched 

upon throughout the course at the end of the term 

Prerequisites Nothing special 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: World Energy Outlook 2018 International Energy Agency, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: , d)Publisher: , e)Year: , f)ISBN: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Class outline is as follows. Please note that it is still indicative one 



and the time allocation and order of each subject could be changed during 

the course. 

1.  Introduction 

2.  Oil Market 

3.  Natural Gas Market 

4.  Coal Market 

5.  Renewable Energy Policy 1 

6.  Renewable Energy Policy 2 

7.  Nuclear Energy 

８.  Energy Efficiency 

９.  Energy and Climate Change 

10.  UN Climate Negotiation 

11.  Energy Market Reform 

12.  Energy RD&D 

13.  International Energy Governance 

14.  Class Presentation (1) 

15.  Class Presentation (2) 

16.  Class Presentation (3) 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6765101 

Course title 

Cost Benefit Analysis 

Name of Instructor Tang, Cheng-Tao Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

330 

Office Hours 

Monday 10:00-11:00 

E-mail 

ct.tang@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Thu.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is the primary tool that economists employ to 

determine whether a particular policy, or policy proposal, promotes 

economic efficiency. That is, CBA is an aggregator of all impacts, to all 

affected parties, at all points in time, in which a policy promotes 

economic efficiency if the net benefits are positive. This course is to 

enhance students' analytical and intellectual skills through the study of 

Cost Benefit Analysis. 

Delivery Methods Lecture slides and lecturer' supplementary materials. 

Assessment 1) 2 quizzes 

2) 2 homework 

3) Presentation 

Prerequisites 1) Mathematics for Economics and Management 

2) Statistical Methods 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Cost-Benefit Analysis: Concepts and Practice, b)Edition: 4th, 

c)Author: Anthony E. Boardman, David H. Greenberg, Aidan R. Vining, 

David, d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

1108448283 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Intermediate Microeconomics: A Modern Approach, b)Edition: 9th, 

c)Author: Hal R. Varian, d)Publisher: WW Norton & Co, e)Year: 2014, 

f)ISBN: 9780393920772 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Session Theme / Case Readings / Study Questions 

1 Conceptual framework 

of CBA 

Boardman et al, Ch 1, 2 

2 Conceptual framework 

of CBA 

Boardman et al, Ch 1, 2 

3 Microeconomics 

foundations of CBA 

Boardman et al, Ch 3 

4 Microeconomics 

foundations of CBA 

Boardman et al, Ch 3 

5 Valuing benefits and 

costs in primary 

markets 

Boardman et al, Ch 4 



6 Valuing benefits and 

costs in secondary 

markets 

Boardman et al, Ch 5 

7 Discounting costs 

and benefits 

Boardman et al, Ch 6 

8 Discounting costs 

and benefits 

Boardman et al, Ch 6 

9 Uncertainty in CBA Boardman et al, Ch 7, 8 

10 Uncertainty in CBA Boardman et al, Ch 7, 8 

11 Valuing impacts from 

observed behavior 

Boardman et al, Ch 12, 13, 

14 

12 Valuing impacts from 

observed behavior 

Boardman et al, Ch 12, 13, 

14 

13 Contingent valuation Boardman et al, Ch 15 

14 Contingent valuation Boardman et al, Ch 15 

15 Shadow prices from 

secondary sources 

Boardman et al, Ch 16, 17 

16 Shadow prices from 

secondary sources 

Boardman et al, Ch 16, 17 

Others The syllabus is subject to minor changes along the progress of the 

course. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6908101 

Course title 

Diplomacy in Practice Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Yamaguchi, Noboru, Kumagai, Naoko Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

482 

Office Hours 

Tuesday 16:30-18:30 

E-mail 

yama367n@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Thu.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: Thoughts and experiences of a diplomat are shared as 

an instrument for expanding and deepening perspectives of and 

deliberation on international relations. From the viewpoint of the world 

peace and security, such themes as related to nuclear issues and global 

warming, and conflicts and national interests are addressed and 

discussed. 

 

Learning Objectives: To understand international relations in the present 

world and to develop insight into its future through addressing concrete 

issues. 

 

Career Relevance: those professions which require understanding on and 

insight into international and regional affairs, such as diplomacy, other 

branches of national and local administrations, education and research, 

international organizations, multilateral enterprises, international 

NGOs, media, etc.. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: The course will help students with 

grasping essences of some major issues in the world. 

 

Delivery Methods lecture, class discussion and students’ presentation, 

Assessment Active class participation (including presentation and discussion) 60% 

and test 40%. 

Prerequisites interest in international and developmental issues, 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline A. Nuclear issues and global warming: 

1. Why do states develop nuclear weapons? Motives for developing nuclear 

weapons and its history. 

2. Dangers of nuclear weapons and present situation of nuclear weapons 

proliferation. 

3. Is the world without nuclear weapons possible? Its major pillar; NPT 

regime in danger. 

4. Efforts so far. NPT(Non-proliferation Treaty)regime, nuclear 



disarmament and Non-Nuclear Weapons Treaty. 

5. Is nuclear energy needed for peaceful use? Nuclear Renaissance and 

Fukushima nuclear debacle. 

6. Present situation of Fukushima and its impact on Japan’s energy 

policy. Nuclear fuel cycle. 

7. How serious is the global warming? IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change) report. Kaya Identity. 

8. The role of nuclear energy. Different pictures; US, developed 

economies and developing economies. 

 

B. Crises and national interests. 

9. What are the impacts of end of Cold War? Failed states and 

revitalization of UN Security Council. 

10. Two humanitarian crises and international intervention. Uganda and 

Ex-Yugoslavia. Its reasons. 

11. What are the impacts of globalization? Positive and negative ones. 

Boosting development in certain developing world. Global issues (global 

warming, etc.). 

12. UN was successful in one area and disastrous in another. New concepts 

emerged (Human Security and Responsibility to Protect) 

13. Why is peace-building in Afghanistan lingering, in spite of 

exceptionally intensive international cooperation? Lecturer’s 

experiences in Afghanistan reconstruction as Japan’ s Ambassador. 

14. Three pillars in reconstruction; political process, security and 

development.  Their relation and assessment of the outcome. 

15. How do you assess aid and donor’s national interests? Japan’s aid 

from its origin to the present,. Lecturer’s engagement in Japan’s aid 

research and programming during 1990s (No.1 donor) 

16. A successful story in Japan’s aid history (China). Its role in 

supporting her reform and liberalization and now partners in development 

cooperation. 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6929101 

Course title 

Contemporary International Security Issues: 

National and Human 

Name of Instructor Yamaguchi, Noboru Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

482 

Office Hours 

Tuesday 16:30-18:30 

E-mail 

yama367n@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description Course Description:  This course discusses key aspects of contemporary 

international security strategies and policies. 

Learning Objectives:  Students are expected to achieve basic 

understanding on major issues, theories, terminologies that are relevant 

to discussions on current national and international security strategies 

and policies. 

Career Relevance:  Students who aim at in fields of security and 

diplomacy, or those who are planning to take advanced degree in this area 

are recommended to take this course.   This course will provide students 

with a foundation for further studies on strategies and policies on 

international/national security and defense by looking at major incidents 

of modern history. 

Course Context or Rationalization: This course will provide an essential 

part for understanding on international politics with focus on security 

and defense related aspects. 

 

Delivery Methods Delivery Methods:  1) Lectures, 2) In-class discussion based on students' 

work on short weekly assignment on contemporary security issues, 3) 

Individual/group presentation and following discussion on assigned 

question provided the instructor's list of key questions and references, 

4) One-day long field trip 

Assessment Assessment:  1) Participation in in class discussion based on short 

weekly assignments (20%).  2) Individual or Group presentations on 

assigned question with submission short summary or handouts (30%).  3) At 

the end of the course, there is a take-home examination (two to three 

page long essay on a topic selected by the instructor (50%). 

Prerequisites None 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Understanding Global Conflict and Cooperation, (New York, 

Pearson, 2013), b)Edition: 10, c)Author: Joseph Nye and David Welch, , 

d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 978-0134403168 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Theory of International Politics,, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Kenneth Walt, d)Publisher: , e)Year: , f)ISBN: 

a)Title: International Politics,, b)Edition: , c)Author: Robert Art and 

Robert Jervis, d)Publisher: Long Grove, e)Year: 1979, f)ISBN: 



a)Title: On War , b)Edition: , c)Author: Carl von Clausewitz, edited and 

translated by Michael Howard an, d)Publisher: Princeton University Press, 

e)Year: 1984, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction: 

(1) Course Description and Guidance 

(2) Basics: Actors of International Relation 

 

2. Origins of of Warfare 

(1) Greco-Roman Tradition 

(2)   Peace of Westphalia and European Order 

 

3. Evolution of Modern Warfare 

(1)  Industrial Revolution, Citizens' Revolution and Nation States 

(2) Nationalization, Industrialization and Professionalization 

Napoleonic Wars through US Civil War to WWI 

 

4. Hope for Peace through Collective Security 

a. Inter-War Efforts for Peace 

b. Right of Self Defense and Collective Security 

 

5. WWII and Cold War 

(1)  Devastation and Reconstruction towards a Bipolar System 

(2) Role of Nuclear Weapons: #1 Deterrence 

 

5. Post Cold War Problems 

(1) Rising Powers: China 

(2) War on Terrorism 

(3) Nuclear Weapons today? North Korea 

(4) ICT Revolution and Warfare: Cyber, Space, NWC 

 

6. Fundamental Question: War and Politic? 

 

 

Others As two way discussion consist of most of classes, less than 20 will be 

the maximum while 15 or less is most preferable, 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC7000101 

Course title 

Economics of Poverty and Inequality: Modeling and 

Forecasting 

Name of Instructor Cooray, Nawalage Seneviratne Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

Room 332 and 

Extension 428 

Office Hours 

Wednesday 2:30 to 

4:30 

E-mail 

cooray@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description Econometric modelling and forecasting have become one of the essential 

tools for policy makers and business managers of the day in quantifying 

the impacts of various policies on their businesses and economies.  

Eradicating of poverty and inequality is one of the pressing issues among 

policymakers. We discuss issues relating to measuring and modelling of 

poverty. To tackle practical problems including poverty and inequality, 

policy makers and business managers need to build empirical models for 

explaining the behaviour of the real economy and the business world. This 

course is designed to provide practical illustrations of techniques used 

in applied economic modelling and forecasting based on econometric models 

of multivariate time-series. These models consolidate empirical and 

theoretical knowledge of how economies function and provide a framework 

for a progressive research and policy analysis. The course is highly 

recommended for students who intend to do mixed research using 

quantitative analysis in their thesis writing. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

The general objectives of the course are to explore various applied 

econometric methods to construct econometric models (macro and micro 

level) for economic policy analysis and business forecasting. These 

models will be useful for policy makers and business managers in their 

deliberation to achieve high standards of living for their citizens and 

business promotion, respectively. 

 

Learning outcome for the participants: At the end or during the course 

participants will be able: 

(a) To conceptualise the vital concepts and issues of poverty, 

inequality, applied econometric analysis and modelling; 

(b) To use the econometric concepts and tools to understand and analyse 

their countries’ economic behaviour; 

(c) To understand the complex nature and inter-linkages among sectors and 

markets of their economies; 

(d) To acquire skills and knowledge of econometric modelling for 

strategic thinking and understanding; and 

(e) To gain the methodological foundation necessary for future studies. 

 



Career Relevance: 

The knowledge and skills obtained from the course will be useful for 

business managers and development practitioners in analysing and 

maximising the effectiveness of policies and business decision. Aware of 

econometric tools are necessary for effective decision making in business 

and policy administration/management. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

The primary focus of this course is to construct simultaneous equation 

models and use them for policy simulation or scenario analysis. There are 

some other econometrics related courses which mainly deal with single 

equation models and do not deal explicitly with simultaneous equations 

system. This course uses time series data and software called EViews. 

Those who have taken Macroeconomics, Applied Econometrics and Statistics 

for Business and Economics will find an opportunity in a challenging 

environment to apply their theoretical knowledge for real-world policy 

analyses and forecasting. MBA students who are interested in business 

forecasting may wish to register this course which is quite similar to 

the course entitled “Business Forecasting” offered in GSIM school some 

years ago. 

 

 

 

Delivery Methods Delivery Methods: 

(a) Classroom lectures (in the computer room); 

(b) Computer workshops and in-class discussion; 

(c) Reading assignments from the Internet, books and journals; and 

(d) Homework assignments and group discussion. 

 

Assessment Assessment: 

Assessment will depend on the performance of the followings: 

(a) Homework assignments      40% 

(b) Term paper               60% 

 

The term paper should be an econometric model using student’s own 

country data or from any other country depending on the issue or the 

problem student is attempting to address. Homework assignments are given 

in such a way that they can be linked to the term paper. (Details of term 

paper will be given in the class). 

 

Prerequisites Prerequisite: 

Some knowledge of econometrics and economics is useful. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Class outline 



 

1. First week: Course Introduction and Time Series Analysis 

(a) Types of data and issues relating to poverty and inequality 

(b) Smoothing and Extrapolation (Seasonality, Decomposition Models, 

Irregularity of data, trends) 

(c) Understanding of an economy and poverty 

(d) Estimation of Simple Models and Interpretations of Results 

(e) How do econometricians proceed in their analysis of an economic 

problem? 

(f) Classical Methodology of Econometrics 

 

2. The second week: Modelling with Qualitative Explanatory Variables 

 

3.  Third week:  Stationarity and Unit Roots in Modelling 

 

4. Fourth week: Time Series Econometrics: Cointegration and Error 

Correction Mechanism 

 

(a) VAR modelling 

(b) Distributed lag and autoregressive models 

(c) Causality in economics 

(d) Dealing with missing data 

(e) Impulse Response Analysis 

(f) Variance decomposition analysis 

 

5. Fifth week: Measuring and modelling of poverty 

 

6. Sixth week: Dynamic Simulation of Simultaneous-Equation Models 

Up to now, we have worked with a single equation and from now on we move 

multi-equations system. Having estimated simultaneous system, we then 

move on to simulation for policy analysis and forecasting. Simulation is 

simply the mathematical solution of a simultaneous set of difference 

equations. We discuss ex post-simulation or historical simulation and 

test the reliability of the model before it will be utilised for 

forecasting and policy analysis. 

 

(a) System estimation methods 

(b) Model simulation 

(c) Validation of model or model testing 

(d) Forecasting 

 

7. Seventh week: Policy Analysis with Macroeconometric Models (Multiplier 

or Scenario Analysis) 

Having estimated different models in previous sessions, here we intend to 

use those models for forecasting and policy analysis. Policy analysis or 

multiplier analysis will include fiscal policy, monetary policy, pricing 

policy, and exchange rate policy. We discuss how macroeconomic policy 

influence poverty and inequality. 

 



 

8. Eighth week: Economic and Business Forecasting 

In general, forecasting is the act of predicting the future. In 

econometrics, forecasting is the estimation of the expected value of a 

dependent variable for observations that are not part of the same data 

set. In most forecasts, the values being predicted are for time periods 

in the future, but cross-sectional predictions of values for countries or 

people not in the sample are also common. Here we discuss five approaches 

to economic forecasting based on time series data. They are (1) 

Exponential smoothing methods; (2) Single-equation models; (3) 

Simultaneous-equation regression models; (4) Autoregressive integrated 

moving average models (ARIMA or Box-Jenkins methodology); and (5) Vector 

autoregressive (VAR models). We also discuss Modelling and Forecasting of 

Risk and Volatility in Macroeconomics and Finance using ARCH and GARCH 

Estimation. 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5261101 

Course title 

Econometrics 

Name of Instructor Wong, Chun Yee Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description The purpose of this course is to provide an introduction to the key 

econometric concepts. The emphasis will be placed on understand empirical 

economic research methods and how those methods can be applied on 

empirical studies for causal inference. Topics covered in the course 

include simple and multiple regression analysis, statistical inference, 

and specification problems. Students will also learn how to use Stata to 

generate statistics and perform basic data analysis. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

From this course, students will acquire the knowledge and skills 

necessary to carry out their own empirical research in economics. 

Students will learn to build empirical model to investigate economic 

phenomena, and use statistical software package to estimate and test 

model parameters 

 

Career Relevance: 

The knowledge of econometrics and the skills for performing regressions 

are essential for doing and understanding empirical studies in economics 

and other social sciences. In this course, students will be prepared with 

the data analysis knowledge and skills for their future roles such as 

policy-makers, analysts, and academic researchers. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

This course provides a base of understanding on the econometric theories 

and empirical skills for performing data analysis. These knowledge and 

skills are essential to students if they plan to take other advanced 

econometric courses, such as Cross Sectional and Panel Data Analysis, in 

the future. 

 

Delivery Methods This course consists of lectures and hands-on practice in computer 

laboratory. 

Assessment Assignments (30%), midterm exam (30%), and final exam (40%). 

Prerequisites Statistics Methods/Applied Statistics 

 

 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title:  Introductory Econometrics: A Modern Approach, b)Edition: 6, 

c)Author: Jeffery M. Wooldridge, d)Publisher: South-Western CENGALE 



Learning, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 9781305270107 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Microeconometrics Using Stata, b)Edition: Revised ed, c)Author: 

A. Colin Cameron and Pravin K. Trivedi, d)Publisher: Stata Press, e)Year: 

2010, f)ISBN: 978-1-59718-0733 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction 

2. Structure of economic data 

3. Simple linear regressions 

• Gauss-Markov assumptions 

• The OLS Estimation 

• Properties of the OLS estimators 

• Unbiasedness of OLS estimators 

• Variances of the OLS Estimators 

• Effects of data scaling, different functional forms 

4. Multiple linear regressions 

• Gauss-Markov assumptions 

• The OLS Estimation 

• Interpretation 

• Properties of OLS estimators 

• Unbiasedness of OLS estimators 

• Variances of the OLS Estimators 

• Inferences for multiple linear regressions 

5. Multiple Regression Analysis: Further Issues 

• Goodness-of-fit, selection of regressors, prediction and residual 

analysis 

• Uses and interpretations of dummy variables 

• Interactions involving dummy variables 

6. Specification and data issues 

• Functional form misspecification 

• Properties of OLS under measurement error, missing data, nonrandom 

samples and outlying observations 

7. How to carrying out an empirical project 

 

Others *The syllabus is subject to minor changes along the progress of the 

course. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5270101 

Course title 

Development Economics 

Name of Instructor Goto, Hideaki Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description One out of every ten people in the world, or 736 million people, live on 

less than $1.90 a day. Average per capita incomes in developed countries 

are ten times as high as those in developing countries. Why is the income 

gap between developed and developing countries so huge? What promote or 

inhibit economic growth? What can be done to alleviate poverty? 

Development economics is a branch of economics that aims to find answers 

to these questions. 

After an introduction to how to measure poverty, this course will focus 

on several important topics such as institutions, education, 

international trade, microfinance, and corruption, and study how these 

factors influence poverty and economic growth. We will also take up major 

poverty alleviation policies and analyze why those proved 

effective/ineffective in reducing poverty. 

The course should prove useful to students who are interested in 

formulating and implementing poverty alleviation policies in their future 

careers. 

Delivery Methods Lectures and group discussions. 

Assessment (1) Problem Sets: 10% 

(2) Participation in Group Discussions: 10% 

(3) Midterm Exam: 40% 

(4) Term Paper: 40% 

Prerequisites Microeconomics and basic econometrics. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Understanding Poverty, b)Edition: , c)Author: Banerjee, A., et 

al., d)Publisher: Oxford University Press, e)Year: 2006, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Development Economics: Theory and Practice, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: De Janvry, A., and E. Sadoulet, d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 

2016, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Development Economics, b)Edition: , c)Author: Ray, D., 

d)Publisher: Princeton University Press, e)Year: 1998, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Great Escape, b)Edition: , c)Author: Deaton, A., 

d)Publisher: Princeton University Press, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Poor Economics, b)Edition: , c)Author: Banerjee, A., and E. 

Duflo, d)Publisher: PublicAffairs, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: More Than Good Intentions, b)Edition: , c)Author: Karlan, D., 

and J. Appel, d)Publisher: Plume, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 



 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week1: 

Introduction: The Economic Lives of the Poor 

 

Week 2: 

Measuring Poverty and Inequality 

History and Institutions 

 

Week 3: 

Group Discussion 

Inequality, International Trade and Growth 

 

Week 4: 

Cash Transfer Programs and Workfare 

 

Week 5: 

Group Discussion 

Education and Child Labor 

 

Week 6: 

Fertility 

 

Week 7: 

Credit and Savings 

 

Week 8: 

Group Discussion 

Corruption 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5285101 

Course title 

International Trade 

Name of Instructor Kane, Robert F. Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description We will investigate why nations trade, what they trade, and who gains (or 

not) from trade. We will 

then analyze the motives for countries or organizations to restrict or 

regulate international trade and 

study the effects of such policies on economic welfare. Topics covered 

include: the relationship 

between trade and wage inequality, multinationals and foreign direct 

investment, international trade 

agreements and current trade policy disputes. We will also spend some 

time discussing aspects of 

the current debate on "globalization" such as the use of international 

labor standards, interactions 

between trade and environmental concerns, and the role of non-government 

organizations (NGOs). 

Although the course will emphasize the understanding of past and current 

events in the world 

economy, we will heavily rely on formal economic modeling to help us 

understand these events. 

Delivery Methods The course will follow the traditional lecturing form. Students are 

encouraged to actively particpate. 

Assessment Problem sets: 10% Midterm exam: 45% Final exam: 45% 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: International Trade: Theory and Policy, b)Edition: 11th, 

c)Author: Krugman, Paul, Maurice Obstfeld, and Marc Melitz, d)Publisher: 

Addison-Wesley, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 9781292216355 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. World trade: an overview 

2. Labor Productivity and Comparative Advantage: The Ricardian Model 

3. Specific factors model 

4. Resources and Trade: The Heckscher-Ohlin Model 

5. The Standard Trade Model 

6. External Economies of Scale and the International Location of 

Production 



9. Firms in the Global Economy: Export Decisions, Outsourcing, and 

Multinational 

Enterprises 

10. The Instruments of Trade Policy 

11. Exam 

13. The Political Economy of Trade Policy 

14. Trade Policy in Developing Countries 

15. Controversies in trade policy 

16. Monopolistic competition and trade 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5360101 

Course title 

Public Administration 

Name of Instructor Shinohara, Shugo Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

324 

Office Hours 

Wed 10:00-12:00 

E-mail 

sshinoha@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Thu.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This course aims to introduce graduate students to the political and 

legal foundations of public administration as well as the historical 

evolution of the field. 

 

I. Learning Objectives 

After the completion of this course, students will be able to: 

(1) Describe distinctive features of public administration; 

(2) Identify and analyze key stakeholders and challenges in public 

administration; and 

(3) Be familiar with the historical development and legal foundations of 

public administration. 

 

II. Career Relevance 

Public administration is the study of public bureaucracy. This is useful 

for both academic and professional careers around the public sector. 

Understanding the history, politics, and functions of public bureaucracy 

is essential to analyze any government activities. 

 

III. Course Context or Rationalization 

This course is relevant to most courses in the IUJ. Many non-profits and 

private companies have delivered public services together with 

governments. They also use public funds to run their business. Public 

administration at both local and national levels can be seen as an 

essential part of business administration, national and local economy, 

and foreign affairs. 

Delivery Methods This is a highly interactive course in which students learn the subject 

through case presentation and class discussion. To be an effective part 

of this learning community, students are expected to read the required 

course materials for each class. 

Assessment 1. Class Attendance: 10% 

2. Case Presentation: 20% 

From Week 2, each lecture will have a class discussion session. A group 

of students will make a 10-minute presentation which introduces a case 

relevant to the concepts and theories covered in each lecture. The grourp 

will further provide questions for the discussion. 

3. Term Paper: 40% 

Students will submit a term paper (5-6 double-spaced pages) by [TBA]. In 

this paper, students will analyze a case(s) of public administration 



based on the concepts and theories learned in this course. Detailed 

instruction will be provided in Week 2. 

4. Final Exam: 30% 

Students will take an in-class final exam at the end of semester. 

Students are allowed to bring one-page cheat sheet [A4 size]. The exam 

will take various forms such as true/false, multiple choice, and open-

ended questions. To prepare for this exam, students will take prep 

quizzes between Week 2 and 8, which are similar to the exam questions. 

The prep quizzes will not be graded. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Public Administration: Understanding Management, Politics, and 

Law in the Public Sector, b)Edition: 8, c)Author: Rosenbloom, David H., 

et al, d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

978073379159 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1: What Is Public Administration? 

Week 2: Intellectual History of Public Administration 

Week 3: Organizational Theory and Management 

Week 4: Politics and Administration 

Week 5: Economics for Public Administration 

Week 6: Public Administration and the Public 

Week 7: Accountability and Ethics 

Week 8: Public Administration in the Digital Era 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5370101 

Course title 

Public Finance and Budgeting 

Name of Instructor Lim, Seunghoo Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

313 

Office Hours 

Wednesday 11am-12pm 

and 1pm-2pm or by 

appointment 

E-mail 

lim@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description Public budget is the most distilled statement of what government does 

with its price tag attached. It is a policy document as well as a 

financial plan that serves control, management and planning purposes, 

linking considerations of raising resources from the economy and spending 

priorities setting. And, public budgeting is how the government decides 

on and executes its budgets, which not only is essentially a political 

process, but also requires substantial understandings and skills in 

financial management. This course aims to improve students’ 

understanding of how government at different levels manages its purse, 

money from taxpayers and citizens, for better results, equipping students 

with both theoretical perspectives and practical analytical skills. The 

topics covered include, but are not limited to, budgetary institutions 

and process, roles of key budget actors and decision-makers, budgetary 

constraints, budget systems and reform, key revenue sources and 

forecasting, capital budgeting, debt management, intergovernmental fiscal 

relations, and a diverse set of skills and tools in preparing and 

implementing budgets. Students will be given practical opportunities to 

evaluate a government’s budget in reference to budgeting and financial 

management principles learned from the class. 

Delivery Methods Each week there will be two consecutive sessions. The first one will be 

devoted to lecture and discussions about the required readings and 

learning points. During the second session, three students will present 

the journal articles and/or book chapters from the required readings list 

as indicated in the course schedule below. Each presentation/discussion 

will last no more than 15 minutes. During and after presentation, the 

class will be open to questions and discussions led by the presenting 

students. 

Assessment Students will be expected to be full participants in shaping the 

character of the seminar; and this requires all students to come to class 

prepared to discuss the readings for each session. There are mainly three 

class requirements, and they are described in more detail in Class 

Activities. 

 

Evaluation Requirements and Weights: 

20% 



Essay (C)         

50% 

30% 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Public Budgeting in Context: Structure, Law, Reform, and 

Results, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Katherine G. Willoughby, d)Publisher: 

Jossey-Bass, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Public Budgeting and Finance Primer: Key Concepts in Fiscal 

Choice, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Jay E. Ryu, d)Publisher: M. E. Sharpe, 

e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Fiscal Administration: Analysis and Applications for the Public 

Sector, b)Edition: 9, c)Author: John L. Mikesell, d)Publisher: Wadsworth, 

e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Politics of Public Budgeting: Getting and Spending, 

Borrowing and Balancing, b)Edition: 8, c)Author: Irene S. Rubin, 

d)Publisher: CQ Press, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Basics of Public Budgeting and Financial Management: A 

Handbook for Academics and Practitioners, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: 

Menifield, C. E., d)Publisher: Hamilton Books, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Public Budgeting Systems, b)Edition: 9, c)Author: Robert D. Lee, 

JR., Ronald W. Johnson, and Philip G. Joyce, d)Publisher: Jones & 

Bartlett Learning, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Bounded Bureaucracy and the Budgetary Process in the United 

States, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Jay E. Ryu, d)Publisher: Transaction 

Publishers, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Evolving Theories of Public Budgeting, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: 

John R. Bartle. (Ed.), d)Publisher: Emerald Group Publishing, e)Year: 

2001, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Budget Tools: Financial Methods in the Public Sector, b)Edition: 

2, c)Author: Greg G. Chen, Lynne A. Weikart, and Daniel W. Williams, 

d)Publisher: CQ Press, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Public Budgeting in America, b)Edition: 6, c)Author: Lynch, T. 

D., Sun, J., and Smith, R. W. , d)Publisher: Melvin & Leigh, Publishers, 

e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Public Procurement Fundamentals: Lessons from and for the Field, 

b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Naushad Khan, d)Publisher: Emerald Publishing 

Limited, e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: A Practical Guide to Public Procurement, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: 

Semple, A. , d)Publisher: Oxford University Press, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Public Performance Budgeting: Principles and Practice, 

b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Elaine Yi Lu and Katherine Willoughby, 

d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks  



and Reference Books 

Class Outline Week 1 Introduction and Course Arrangements 

Week 2 Intro to Public Budgeting: Structure and Functions 

Week 3 History and Theories of Public Budgeting & the Federal Government 

Week 4 State & Local Budgeting 

Week 5 Politics and Public Budgeting: Executive Preparation and 

Legislative Consideration 

Week 6 Bureaucracy and Public Budgeting: Budget Execution 

Week 7 Reforms and Public Budgeting: Line Item, Performance, and Program 

Budgeting 

Week 8 Research Project Presentation 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

JDP5020101 

Course title 

Japanese National Security Policy and Its Impact 

on Development 

Name of Instructor Yamaguchi, Noboru Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

482 

Office Hours 

Tuesday 16:30-18:30 

E-mail 

yama367n@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description The course discusses evolution of Japan's national security policy with 

special focus on the period since the end of WWII to the date.  The 

course also refers to longer history of Japan particularly after the 

Meiji Restoration in 1868 to provide students with basic knowledge on the 

background of post-WWII security policies and strategies.  Students are 

expected to have comprehensive understanding on fundamental elements of 

Japan's national security policy and its impacts on Japan's modernization 

and economic growth.  This course will provide an essential part for 

understanding Japan's foreign and domestic policies and its international 

relations. 

Delivery Methods Lectures, students' presentations and following discussions consist most 

of the classes while there will be short table-top exercises on security 

policy-related problems and a field trip. 

 

Assessment Each student is required to make two or more presentations on required 

readings with one to two page long summary (30%) and to participate in 

in-class discussions on the subject (20%).  At the end of the course, 

there is a take-home examination (up to five page long essay on a topic 

selected from the instructor's proposal/ 50%). 

Prerequisites None 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title:  Defense of Japan (Defense White Paper)  , b)Edition: 2018, 

c)Author: Ministry of Defense, d)Publisher: Ministry of Defense,, 

e)Year: , f)ISBN: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Japan in international politics : the foreign policies of an 

adaptive state / edited by Thomas U. Berger, Mike M. Mochizuki, Jitsuo 

Tsuchiyama, b)Edition: , c)Author: Thomas Berger, et.al, d)Publisher: 

Lynne Rienner Publishers, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 978-1-58826-483- 

a)Title: Maritime strategy and national security in Japan and Britain : 

from the first alliance to post-9/11, b)Edition: , c)Author: edited by 

Alession Patalano,, d)Publisher: Global Oriental, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 

9781906876272 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Periodicals, articles, academic papers relevant to the course may be 

added to the reading list. 



Class Outline 1. Introduction: Historical Overview of Japan's Modernization since the 

Meiji Restoration. 

2. Historical Overview of Japan's pre-WWII National Security Policy. 

3. Origins of Post WWII National Security Policy: The Yoshida Doctrine 

4, Overview on Basic National Security Policy: Constitution, Non-Nuclear 

Weapon Principles, civilian control over the military, ban on weapon 

exports, etc. 

5. The Beginning of the Cold War and Japan's National Security Policy: 

The Korean War (1950-1953) and the following buildup of defense 

capabilities. 

6. Japan's Defense Buildup since 1950s and the first National Defense 

Program Guidelines (NDPG 1976): A defense posture for the peacetime 

(basic defense force concept). 

7. Current Security Environment Surrounding Japan: Post-Cold War Overview 

8. Current Security Environment: Rise of China 

9. Current Security Environment: Korean Peninsula 

10. Current Security Environment: US Rebalance 

11. Current Security Environment: US International Security Policy under 

President Trump 

12. Current Security Environment: Issues Related to Nuclear Weapons 

(Japan's non-nuclear policy, U.S. extended deterrence, BMD, etc.) 

13. Current Security Environment: Non-Traditional Security (Newly 

emerging challenges such as failing states, terrorism, dangers in new 

domains such as cyber space and outer space; New missions such as PKO, 

HA/DR etc.) 

14. The Gulf War (1990-91) for Japan and the Aftermath: Beginning of 

overseas missions for the JSDF (Mine-sweeping in the Gulf, UN PKO in 

Cambodia).  Japan's post-Cold War National Security Policy: NDPG 1995 and 

Redefinition of the US-Japan Alliance (1995-1997).  9/11. SDF missions in 

Indian Ocean and Iraq and NDPG 2004 

15. Expanded Mission of the Self Defense Forces: Overview on the current 

Japan's policy on JSDF's overseas missions. 

16. The Abe Administration's National Security Policy: National Security 

Strategy 2012, NDPG 2012, Revision of Constitutional interpretation (July 

2014), New Legal Basis for National Security (2015), Discussions on the 

New NDPG. 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

JDP5120101 

Course title 

International Political Economy Surrounding Japan 

Name of Instructor Shinoda, Tomohito Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

Monday 13:30-14:30 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This course focuses on Japan’s transformation in the international 

political economy. First, it introduces the theory of international 

political economy to present a basic framework to analyze Japan’s 

position and its economic development in the international system. 

Second, three classes are designed to explain how Japanese political 

economy was designed in order to fit into different international 

environments in the pre-modern era, the Meiji and prewar era, and the 

postwar era. Then, Japanese political economy transformed as Japanese 

economy grew to experience dual economy, trade friction, bubble economy 

and its burst. The last two classes focus on more recent development to 

adjust Japanese political economy in the post-Cold War era, including 

post bubble adjustments and the changing international political economy 

with the rise of China. 

Delivery Methods This course is lecture-based class, but the instructor encourages 

students to participate discussion in order to find out more details of 

the contents. 

Assessment The course grade will be based on mid-term exam (30%) and final report 

(40%), one oral report on the final report (10%), and class attendance 

and participation in classroom discussions (20%) will account for the 

remainder of the course grade. In order to pass the class, you need to 

get at least 60 out of 100 points. 

Prerequisites N/A 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Introduction to international political economy / David N. 

Balaam, Bradford Dillman, b)Edition: , c)Author: Balaam, David N., 1950-

 , d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 9780133402391  

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Political economy of Japanese and Asian development, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: [by] Shinichi Ichimura,市村, 真一, 1925-,, 

d)Publisher: Springer, e)Year: 1998, f)ISBN: 4431702202 

a)Title: The changing international context, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

edited by Takashi Inoguchi and Daniel I. Okimoto,猪口, 孝(1944-),O, 

d)Publisher: Stanford University Press, e)Year: 1988, f)ISBN: 0804714819 

a)Title: The Political Economy of East Asia, b)Edition: , c)Author: Kevin 

G. Cai, d)Publisher: Palgrave, e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN: 9780230298712 

a)Title: , b)Edition: , c)Author: , d)Publisher: , e)Year: , f)ISBN: 

9781966116914 



a)Title: Asia in Japan's embrace : building a regional production 

alliance / Walter Hatch and Kozo Yamamura, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Yamamura, Kôzô, 1934-,Hatch, Walter,, d)Publisher: Cambridge University 

Press, e)Year: 1996, f)ISBN: 0521561760 

a)Title: Japan remodeled : How government and industry are reforming 

Japanese capitalism, b)Edition: , c)Author: StevenK.Vogel,Steven, 

K.Vogel,, d)Publisher: Cornell University Press, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 

0801473713 

a)Title: International Political Economy, b)Edition: , c)Author: Thomas 

Oatley, d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 1292026960 

a)Title: The Cambridge history of Japan Vol.5 / The nineteenth century, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: edited by Marius B. Jansen,Jansen, Marius B., 

1922-,, d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 1989, f)ISBN: 

9780521223560 

a)Title: The Cambridge history of Japan Vol.6/ general editors, John W. 

Hall ... [et al.], b)Edition: , c)Author: Hall, John Whitney, 1916-1997,, 

d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 1988, f)ISBN: 0521223571 

a)Title: The Making of modern Japan / Marius B. Jansen, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Jansen, Marius B., 1922-2000,, d)Publisher: Belknap Press of 

Harvard University Press, e)Year: 2000, f)ISBN: 0674003349 

a)Title: The United States and China / John King Fairbank, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Fairbank, John King, 1907-1991,, d)Publisher: Harvard 

University Press, e)Year: 1979, f)ISBN: 9780674924352 

a)Title: Japan and the wider world : from the mid-nineteenth century to 

the present / Akira Iriye, b)Edition: , c)Author: 入江, 昭, 1934-,, 

d)Publisher: Longman, e)Year: 1997, f)ISBN: 0582210542 

a)Title: Koizumi Diplomacy: Japan’s Kantei Approach in Foreign and 

Defense Affairs, b)Edition: , c)Author:  Tomohito Shinoda, d)Publisher: 

Univ. of Washington Press, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 9780295986999  

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Tomohito Shinoda “Japan’s Responses to Chinese Military Emergence in 

the Asia Pacific,” 

Asian Journal of Comparative Politics, 1:3, September 2016: 299-314. 

 

Class Outline Week 1 Class Introduction and Theory of International Political Economy 

Week 2 International Political Economy of Pre-Modern Japan 

Week 3 International Political Economy of Meiji and Prewar Japan 

Week 4 International Political Economy of Postwar Japan 

Week 5 Security Aspect 

Week 6 Economic Aspect: WTO and SDGs 

Week 7 Rise of China and Japan 

Week 8 Student Presentation 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4030101 

Course title 

Academic English Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Mondejar, Michael, Smith, Richard A. Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

239 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

mjm2229@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This spring term course will reinforce and build upon the academic 

writing, grammar, and vocabulary skills that students developed in the 

Academic English I course offered in fall and the Academic English II 

course offered in winter. It will also create links with students’ 

writing activities in their content courses, particularly their 

thesis/research report writing. 

 

In this course, students will: 

- Complete activities and assignments that will support writing needs in 

content courses (including thesis/research report writing); 

- Develop their summarizing skills, particularly for use in academic 

writing; 

- Learn how to support an argument with strong explanation, examples, and 

evidence; 

- Become familiar with "flow", or the clear connection between ideas in a 

text; 

- Learn how to structure a research proposal and/or the introduction of a 

research paper; 

- Develop basic documentation and paraphrasing skills; and 

- Become familiar with several specific linguistic features of academic 

writing. 

 

Students will engage in various in-class writing and discussion 

activities to achieve these goals. The main activities of the class, 

however, are the two short take-home writing assignments and the 

plagiarism module. 

 

Take-home writing assignments: 

Students will have to complete two short (2-6 pages in length) take-home 

writing assignments in this class, one in the middle of the term and 

another at the end. Students can select one of three options for each 

writing assignment: 

A. A short paper that focuses on thesis/research report writing that a 

student is already engaged in (particularly applicable to students who 

will be studying at IUJ for only one year); 

B. A research proposal or thesis introduction that the student may wish 

to explore for his/her thesis writing; 

C. A short paper that focuses on writing a mid-term or final paper for a 



content course that is taken during the Spring 2019 term. 

 

Plagiarism module: 

One of the main activities of AE3 is the plagiarism module, the purpose 

of which is to facilitate a practical understanding of what plagiarism is 

and how to avoid it. Various texts and online tools will be utilized in 

this module to familiarize students with academic norms related to 

plagiarism, and provide them with opportunities to practice making the 

necessary vocabulary and grammar transformations in their own writing to 

help them adhere to those norms. The plagiarism module will culminate in 

a final exam at the end of Week 10; in this exam, students will 

demonstrate the paraphrasing skills that they've developed throughout the 

course of the module. 

Delivery Methods Students will be divided into two sections, Section A and Section B. 

Students assigned to Section A will have classes on Tuesday, Thursday, 

and Friday mornings, while students assigned to Section B will have 

classes on Tuesday and Thursday evenings as well as Friday mornings. 

Lessons on Tuesday and Thursday will focus on writing, while Friday 

classes will focus on the plagiarism module. 

 

There will also be three individual tutorial sessions in this course, 

where the instructor meets with each student on an individual basis. The 

tutorial sessions will focus on setting-up and planning students' writing 

assignments (1st session), as well as providing students with written and 

oral feedback which they can use to improve their writing (2nd & 3rd 

sessions). 

 

The cloud platforms Google Drive and Google Docs will also be used in 

this class. Students will use these platforms to share their written 

assignments with their writing instructor, and the instructor will 

utilize them to provide feedback on students' writing. 

Assessment 1. Short Summaries (15% of grade) 

2. Writing Assignment 1 (20% of grade) 

3. Writing Assignment 2 (30% of grade) 

4. Final Exam (20% of grade) 

5. Class Attendance & Participation (10% of grade) 

Prerequisites This course is available only to 1st-year students. 

 

Students who are NOT exempted from 1st-year English classes after 

completing Academic English 2 MUST take this class! 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

A packet of materials for class and homework will be provided to students 

throughout the term. 

Class Outline Session Theme / Case Readings / Study Questions 

1 Week 1 Course Orientation 

Identifying Strong Support 



Writing Arguments 

What is Plagiarism? 

2 Week 2 Searching for Support 

Citation/Reference Basics 

Paraphrasing: Changing 

Vocabulary 

3 Week 3 Introduction to Summarizing 

General Summarizing 

Practice 

Paraphrasing: Changing 

Vocabulary 

4 Week 4 Summarizing Academic 

Articles 

Summarizing Data 

Paraphrasing: Changing 

Vocabulary 

5 Week 5 NO CLASS: National Holiday 

6 Week 6 Structuring an Argument 

Checking for Plagiarism 

7 Week 7 Structuring an Argument 

Paraphrasing: Changing 

Grammar 

8 Week 8 NO CLASS: Individual 

Tutorials 

9 Week 9 Writing a Research 

Proposal/Introduction 

Paraphrasing: Changing 

Grammar 

10 Week 10 Writing a Research 

Proposal/Introduction 

Paraphrasing: Final Exam 

11 Week 11 NO CLASS: Individual 

Tutorials 

Others Class size limit in ELP courses during the regular terms: Program 

statement 

The ELP maintains a class size of around 15 for its regular term English 

language courses. The development of language skills, particularly the 

development of academic language skills, involves training and practice 

as well as knowledge transfer. The training and practice require 

opportunities for individual students to participate and interact in the 

classroom and receive a substantial amount of customized feedback. 

Individual tutorial sessions with the instructors provide opportunities 

for the discussion and revision of academic writing assignments. By 

maintaining a class size of around 15, the English language courses 

provide effective opportunities to students for individual training, 

practice, and revision. 

 

Course policies/etiquette: 

A. Attend classes regularly, come on time and prepared, actively 



participate in classroom activities, and positively contribute to the 

classroom environment. 

B. A pattern of late arrival to class will adversely affect your 

attendance/participation score. 

C. Do not be absent from classes. If your absence from a class in 

unavoidable, inform the instructor immediately. 

D. If your absence during the whole term exceeds 30% of the total 

required classes, a one-level lower grade may be given (e.g., a B+ may 

become a B). 

E. If your absence during the whole term exceeds 50% of the total 

required classes, an “F” may be given as the final grade. 

F. An act of plagiarism may result in an “F” grade and the matter being 

reported to the dean concerned. 

G. No make-ups for in-class tests will be given. 

H. Timely submission of papers is extremely important. If an assignment 

is not submitted by its deadline, it will adversely affect the total 

score for that particular assignment. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4080101 

Course title 

English for Professional Communications Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Mondejar, Michael Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

239 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

mjm2229@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description English for Professional Communication (EPC) 2 is a new course and is 

continuation of the EPC 1 course that was offered in the Winter term. 

While EPC 1 focuses on improving students’ business English skills in 

writing, EPC 2 focuses on developing students professional oral or spoken 

skills. Particular attention will be placed on the development of English 

capacities in the areas of socializing, interviewing, meeting management, 

and negotiations, as training in these areas will provide the most 

benefit to learners in the their post-IUJ professional careers in Japan 

or beyond. 

 

This course consists of the following three modules: 

 

Socializing/Interviewing 

 

This first half of this module will focus on building students’ basic 

conversation and discussion skills, which will serve as the foundation of 

the rest of the course. Topics such as starting/maintaining/ending a 

conversation appropriately, active listening, exchanging business cards, 

and turning new contacts into partners will be covered in this module. 

 

Interviewing, particularly for new jobs, will be the focal point of the 

second half in this module. Common interview questions and strategies for 

interviewing well will be covered, and students will have ample 

opportunities to experience both sides of an interview: as interviewer 

and as interviewee. This module will culminate in a one-to-one job 

interview simulation with the instructor in Week 4 of the class. 

 

Meeting Management 

 

The second module of the course will concentrate on developing students’ 

meeting management skills. Setting and following an agenda, getting 

people involved in the meeting, brainstorming, making suggestions, and 

evaluating ideas are topics that will be included in this module. As a 

final activity, students will role-play chairing and participating in a 

business meeting, and their performance in the role-play evaluated by 

both themselves and the instructor. 

 

Negotiations 



 

The third and final module of the course will focus on the development of 

students’ negotiation skills in English. Analyzing positions and 

interests, questioning and clarifying, bargaining, and clinching deals 

are topics that will be explored, and students will participate in both 

group and individual negotiations at the end of the course. Both of these 

negotiations will be assessed by both students and the instructor. 

 

All of the classes in this course will be highly interactive and dynamic, 

and require substantial commitment and involvement from participants. 

Delivery Methods This course will meet twice a week, on Tuesdays and Thursdays, from 

18:00-19:30. Both hardcopy and online homework assignments will be 

assigned between classes; online assignments will be submitted either 

through Google Classroom, Drive, or Form. Finally, the individual 

interviews and negotiation role-plays will be conducted one-on-one in the 

instructor's office. 

Assessment 1. Individual interview role-play (15% of grade) 

2. Individual negotiation role-play (15% of grade) 

3. Meeting/negotiation performance (30% of grade) 

4. Meeting/negotiation self-reflection (20% of grade) 

5. Class attendance & participation (10% of grade) 

6. Homework completion (10% of grade) 

Prerequisites This course has been designed to meet the needs of 2nd-year and 1-year 

students, and these students will be given priority in course enrollment, 

although students in the 1st year of a 2-year program are also welcome to 

apply for the course. 

 

Prior enrollment in EPC1, while strongly encouraged, is not necessary for 

enrollment in EPC2. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

A packet of readings, classwork, and assignments will be provided to 

students at the beginning of the course. Additional materials may be 

distributed in class throughout the course, with softcopies (including 

audio and video files) made available online. 

Class Outline Session Theme / Case Readings / Study Questions 

1 Week 1 Course Orientation 

Introduction to Socializing 

2 Week 2 Socializing Practice 

Introduction to 

Interviewing 

3 Week 3 Interviewing Practice 

4 Week 4 Individual Interview Role-

Plays 

5 Week 5 NO CLASS (National Holiday) 

6 Week 6 Introduction to Meeting 

Management 



7 Week 7 Meeting Management Practice 

8 Week 8 Meeting Role-Plays 

Introduction to 

Negotiations 

9 Week 9 Group Negotiation Practice 

10 Week 10 Group Negotiation Role-Play 

Individual Negotiation 

Practice 

11 Week 11 Individual Negotiation 

Role-Plays 

Others Class size limit in ELP courses during the regular terms: Program 

statement 

 

The ELP maintains a class size of around 15 for its regular term English 

language courses. The development of language skills, particularly the 

development of academic language skills, involves training and practice 

as well as knowledge transfer. The training and practice require 

opportunities for individual students to participate and interact in the 

classroom and receive a substantial amount of customized feedback. 

Individual tutorial sessions with the instructors provide opportunities 

for the discussion and revision of academic writing assignments. By 

maintaining a class size of around 15, the English language courses 

provide 

 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4103101 

Course title 

Elementary Japanese Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Kurashina, Sayaka, Nagai, Ayako Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

248 MLIC Language 

Office Hours 

Wed.&Thu.10:50-11:50 

E-mail 

kura@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

・Students will learn basic structures, vocabulary, and expressions of 

Japanese for the further development of the language to achieve the 

intermediate Japanese level at IUJ. 

・Also, at the end of the Elementary Japanese III, the students will have 

learnt around 250 kanji, attained an equivalent to the N5-N4 level of the 

Japanese Language Proficiency Test, and attained intermediate-low or 

Intermediate-mid level in the Oral Proficiency Interview test. 

 

Learning Objectives 

・Elementary Japanese III students will be able to 

: explain about something concrete and familiar to them such as a special 

experience, a custom in their country, a gift which they gave or 

received, wishes, a favourite thing. 

: apologize, thank someone, and propose a plan. 

: give a presentation that is easy to listen. 

: read and write around 100 kanji, which means they will know about 250 

kanji total 

including Elementary Japanese I and II. 

Delivery Methods ・classroom instruction 

・pair or group work 

・role-play 

・presentation 

・conversation practice with Japanese visitors 

・individual practice using  PC/apps 

Assessment Mid-term written test 20% 

Final written test 20% 

Mid-term speaking test 10% 

Final speaking test 10% 

Presentation 10% 

Daily quizzes 20% 

Homework 5% 

Shadowing 2% 

Class performance (progress, achievement, class participation, etc) 3% 

※Active participation of students in class is required. 

Prerequisites Elementary Japanese II or equivalent. 

Those who didn’t take Elementary Japanese II or who didn’t pass 

Elementary Japanese II have to pass a qualifying test. 



 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: 初級日本語 げんき II [第 2版]  : GENKI: An Integrated Course in 

Elementary Japanese II [Second Edition], b)Edition: , c)Author: 坂野永理, 

池田庸子, 大野裕, 品川恭子, 渡嘉敷恭子 [著],, d)Publisher: The Japan 

Times, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 978-4789014434 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Ａ ｄｉｃｔｉｏｎａｒｙ ｏｆ ｂａｓｉｃ Ｊａｐａｎｅｓｅ 

ｇｒａｍｍａｒ, b)Edition: , c)Author: ｅｄ．ｂｙＳｅｉｉｃｈｉＭａｋｉ

ｎｏ ; ＭｉｃｈｉｏＴｓｔｓｕｉ,, d)Publisher: Ｋｏｄａｎｓｈａ Ｉｎ

ｔｅｒｎａｔｉｏｎａｌ, e)Year: 1989, f)ISBN: 978-4789004541 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week1   Lesson 13 

Week2   Lesson 13 

Week3   Lesson 14 

Week4   Lesson 14 

Week5   Mid-term written test and Lesson 15 

Week6   Lesson 15 

Week7   Lesson 16 

Week8   Lesson 16 and 17 

Week9   Lesson 17 and 18 

Week10  Presentation and reviewing 

Exam. Week   Final written test and final speaking test 

 

Others 1. Both mid-term and final tests may be made up with approvable reasons; 

however, a maximum of only 80% of the full mark will be awarded. 

2. No make-ups are allowed for daily quizzes. The daily quiz will be held 

in first 10 minutes of a class. If you miss a daily quiz, you will 

receive zero on the missed quiz. 

3. If you miss more than a third of the total classes, you will be 

disqualified from taking final test, final interview test, and final 

presentation.  

4. If you miss the first 30 minutes of the class hour, you are considered 

to be a late comer for the class. If you leave the classroom before 

spending 2/3 of the class hour, you are regarded as an early leaver of 

the class. Two acts of coming late or leaving early are considered 

equivalent to one absence from a class. 

5. Plagiarism and cheating are strictly prohibited. If we found them, we 

report to the director of the Center for Language Education and Research. 

6. Useful reference website is: 

Nihongo e-na http://nihongo-e-na.com/ 
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Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC410C101 

Course title 

Basic Japanese Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Takeuchi, Akihiro Credits 

0.5 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

office or 

kenkyuushitsu 249 

Office Hours 

Wed. 1400-1600   

Fri.1000-1200 

E-mail 

aki@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Learning Objectives: 

To interact with Japanese people in a limited fashion to survive. 

 

Course Description: 

Upon completion of Basic 3 in spring 2018students 

domains and fashion 

areas of most immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family 

information, shopping, local geography, employment). 

direct exchange of information on familiar and routine matters. Can 

describe in simple terms aspects of their background, immediate 

environment and matters in areas of immediate need. (Kanji will not be 

dealt in basic course) 

-high level in the ACTFL OPI and N5~4 in the JLPT 

 

Delivery Methods ・lecture   ・pair or group activity      ・action recording   ・

presentation with Q&A 

･ various type of e-learning 

 

Assessment Final written test*  20% 

Final conversation test* 15% 

Final presentation*  15% 

Mid-term written test  15% 

Mid-term conversation test 15% 

Daily quizzes   10% 

Homework    5% (the number of HW sheets submitted) 

Effort（cf.note 1）   5% 

 

Prerequisites Basic 2 or up to Genki vol.1 Lesson 7 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: GENKI  I, b)Edition: , c)Author: Banno, d)Publisher: The Japan 

Times, e)Year: , f)ISBN: 9784789014403 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 



Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  
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Course Schedule code 

LGC410F101 

Course title 

Basic Japanese Ⅵ 

Name of Instructor Kurashina, Sayaka Credits 

0.5 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

248 MLIC Language 

Office Hours 

Wed.&Thu.10:50-11:50 

E-mail 

kura@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description ・Students will learn basic structures, vocabulary, and expressions of 

Japanese to communicate with Japanese people on limited and simple 

topics. 

・Also, at the end of the Basic Japanese VI, the students will attain 

Intermediate-low level in the Oral Proficiency Interview test, A2 in the 

CEFR, and an equivalent to the N5-N4 level (excluding kanji and reading) 

in the Japanese Language Proficiency Test. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

・Basic Japanese VI students will be able to: 

-- talk briefly about a famous place and a famous person. 

--talk about the rules in a museum. 

--talk about eco-friendly activities. 

--talk about memories in their childhood/student days. 

--talk about what motivated they start something new in their lives and 

how things have changed since then 

 

・Students will be able to maintain simple and basic communication in 

Japanese by learning how to ask and answer questions nicely. 

・Active participation in class is strongly recommended to attain these 

objectives. 

 

Delivery Methods ・classroom instruction 

・pair or group work 

・role-play or skit 

・individual practice using PC/apps 

・presentation 

・conversation practice with Japanese visitors 

Assessment Mid-term written test     ちゅうかんひっきテスト      15% 

Final written test      きまつひっきテスト         15% 

Mid-term speaking test    ちゅうかんかいわテスト      15% 

Final speaking test       きまつかいわテスト         15% 

Presentation          はっぴょう           15% 

Daily quizzes          クイズ             15% 

Homework              しゅくだい            4% 

Shadowing             シャドーイング         2% 

Class performance (progress, active participation, Japanese only etc) 

へいじょうてん                                    4% 



※Active participation of students in class is required. 

 

Prerequisites Basic Japanese V at IUJ or equivalent. 

Those who did not take the Basic Japanese V or who did not pass the Basic 

Japanese V have to pass a qualifying test. 

 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 Marugoto: Japanese language and 

culture Elementary2 A2 Coursebook for communicative language activities 

"Katsudoo", b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際交流基金 編著,来嶋洋美, 柴原智

代, 八田直美, 木谷直之, 根津誠 執筆,, d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 

2014, f)ISBN: 978-4384057560 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 Marugoto: Japanese language and 

culture Elementary2 A2 Coursebook for communicative language competences 

"Rikai" , b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際交流基金 編著,来嶋洋美, 柴原智代, 

八田直美, 木谷直之, 根津誠 執筆,, d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 2014, 

f)ISBN: 978-4384057577 

a)Title: A Dictionary of Basic Japanese Grammar, b)Edition: , c)Author:  

by Seiichi Makino, by Michio Tsutsui,Seiichi Makino,Michio Tsu, 

d)Publisher: Japan Times, e)Year: 1994, f)ISBN: 978-4789004541 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Weeks 1 – 4 Topic 7 "A Town Rich in History and Culture" 

Weeks 5 - 7 Topic 8 "Life and Eco-friendly Activities" 

Weeks 8 - 10 Topic 9 "People's Lives" 

 

Mid-term written test Week 5 

Mid-term speaking test Week 5-6 

Presentation Week 10 

Final speaking test Week 11 

Final written test Week 11 

Others 1. Both mid-term and final written tests may be made up with approvable 

reasons; however, a maximum of only 80% of the full mark will be awarded. 

2. No make-ups are allowed for daily quizzes. The daily quiz will be held 

in first 10 minutes of a class. If you miss a daily quiz, you will 

receive zero on the missed quiz. 

3. If you miss more than a third of the total classes, you will be 

disqualified from taking final test, final interview test, and final 

presentation.  

4. If you miss the first 30 minutes of the class hour, you are considered 

to be a late comer for the class. If you leave the classroom before 

spending 2/3 of the class hour, you are regarded as an early leaver of 

the class. Two acts of coming late or leaving early are considered 

equivalent to one absence from a class. 

5. Plagiarism and cheating are strictly prohibited. If we found them, we 

report to the director of the Center for Language Education and Research. 



6. Useful reference website is: 

Marugoto portal site        https://www.marugoto.org/ 

Nihongo e-na         http://nihongo-e-na.com/ 
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Course Schedule code 

LGC4113101 

Course title 

Intermediate Japanese Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Nagai, Ayako, Tomiyoshi, Yuika Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

242 MLIC Language 

Office Hours 

Mon & Tue 10:30-

11:30 

E-mail 

nagai@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description 中級 I - IIIの目標（もくひょう）(goal)： 

・日本語の自立（じりつ）した使用者（しようしゃ）(independent user) に

なる。  

 （「自立した言語使用者」について：

http://jfstandard.jp/summaryen/ja/render.do） 

 

1. 毎日の生活や経験（けいけん）、興味（きょうみ）があることについて、

少し長く説明（せつめい）したり、質問にこたえたりできる。 

2. みぢかな (familiar) トピックについて、少し長い話を聞いてわかる／少

し長いテキストを読んでわかる。そして、みじかい意見（いけん）や計画

（けいかく）(plan) を話したり、書いたりできる。 

3. かんたんなウェブサイト記事（きじ）(article) を読んでわかる。かんた

んなメールを読んだり書いたりできる。 

4. 基本的（きほんてき） (basic) な敬語（けいご）を使って話せる。 

5. 漢字が 600くらい読めて、意味がわかる。 

6. 中級Ⅲが終わったとき、Oral Proficiency Interview Testで

Intermediate-high（中－上）以上（いじょう）になる。日本語能力試験（の

うりょくしけん）(Japanese Language Proficiency Test) でＮ３以上になる。 

 

中級Ⅲ： 

1. わかる語彙（ごい）(vocabulary) 、漢字、表現（ひょうげん）

(expression) 、文法（ぶんぽう）をふやして*、日本語でできることをふや

す。    *ふやす＝to increase 

2. 生活や経験などについて、少しくわしく、まとまりのある（coherent）話

ができるように練習（れんしゅう）をする。 

3. 少し長い話を聞きながら、上手なコミュニケーションのためのストラテ

ジーを学び、使う練習をする。 

4． 少し長いテキストを読んで、わからないことばがあっても、ストラテジ

ーを使い、大切な情報がわかるように練習をする。 

5． 基本的（きほんてき） (basic) な敬語（けいご）を使って話せるように

練習をする。 

Delivery Methods ・Classroom instruction    

・Pair or group work 

・Role play 

・Presentation 

・Conversation practice with Japanese visitors 

Assessment ・中間筆記試験 Mid-term written test  15% 



・期末筆記試験 Final written test    20% 

・中間会話試験 Mid-term speaking test 10% 

・期末会話試験 Final speaking test   10% 

・発表     Presentation      10% 

・クイズ    Daily quizzes      20% 

・宿題     Homework       10% 

・平常点    Class performance 

 (progress, achievement, class participation, etc.) 5% 

 

※ Active participation of students in class is required. 

  積極的（せっきょくてき）に参加（さんか）してください。 

Prerequisites 中級日本語Ⅱが終わった人、中級日本語Ⅲレベルの力がある人がこのコース

で勉強できます。 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 中級 1, b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際

交流基金 編著,磯村一弘, 藤長かおる, 久保田美子, 伊藤由希子 執筆,, 

d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 9784384057591 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: 日本語文型辞典 = A Handbook of Japanese Grammar Patterns for 

Teachers and Learners : 英語版, b)Edition: , c)Author: グループ・ジャマ

シイ 編著,砂川有里子, 石田プリシラ 翻訳監修,砂川, 有里子,石田, プリシ

ラ,グループジャマシイ,, d)Publisher: くろしお出版, e)Year: 2015, 

f)ISBN: 9784874246788 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 初中級, b)Edition: , c)Author: 国

際交流基金 編著,来嶋洋美, 柴原智代, 八田直美 執筆,, d)Publisher: 三修

社, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 9784384057584 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 中級 2, b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際

交流基金 編著,磯村一弘, 藤長かおる, 伊藤由希子, 久保田美子 執筆,, 

d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9784384057607 

a)Title: イラストで覚える漢字 1000 = Understanding through pictures 1000 

KANJI, b)Edition: , c)Author: 上島史子, 竹内夕美子 著,, d)Publisher: ナ

ツメ社, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9784816362057 

a)Title: Try!日本語能力試験 N4文法から伸ばす日本語, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: ABK [著],ラテックス・インターナショナル 訳,スタジオグラッド 

録音・編集,, d)Publisher: アスク出版, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

9784872179019 

a)Title: Try!日本語能力試験 N3文法から伸ばす日本語, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: ABK [著],ラテックス・インターナショナル 訳,スタジオグラッド 

録音・編集,, d)Publisher: アスク出版, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

9784872179026 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 「トピック６」から始める予定です。 

くわしいこと (details) は、春学期 (spring term) に連絡（れんらく）しま

す。 

 

※ 「トピック」は教科書『まるごと 日本のことばと文化 中級１』のトピ



ックです。 

Others 注意（ちゅうい）：  ※ 日本語プログラムの規則（きそく）です。 

 

1. クイズと発表のメークアップはしません。 

2. 中間筆記試験と期末筆記試験は理由（りゆう）があればメークアップを

しますが、８０％になります。 

3. クイズはクラスの最初の１０分にします。クイズを受けなかったら、そ

の日のクイズは０点（てん）です。 

4. 欠席（けっせき）がクラスの回数（かいすう）の３分の１ (one third) 

以上になったら、期末筆記試験と期末会話試験と発表ができません。 

5. 最初の３０分おそくクラスに来たら、遅刻（ちこく）になります。最後

（さいご）の３０分早く帰ったら、早退（そうたい）になります。遅刻と早

退は、２回したら、１回の欠席になります。 

6. 作文を書くとき、インターネットなどから文をコピーしてはいけませ

ん。見つけたら、CLEAR (Center for Language Education and Research) のセ

ンター長に報告（ほうこく）します。 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4123101 

Course title 

Advanced Japanese Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Takeuchi, Akihiro Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

office or 

kenkyuushitsu 249 

Office Hours 

Wed. 1400-1600   

Fri.1000-1200 

E-mail 

aki@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

このコースは、中級日本語３を修了またはそれと同程度の日本語レベルの学

生向けコースである。 

日常的なことから一般的専門領域(りょういき)までのことでコミュニケーシ

ョンやインターアクションができるようになることを目指す。 

日本語上級 I-IIIの目標 

１． 日常的なことから一般的専門領域までの記事の読解、ニュースの聴解が

できて、 

わかりやすく説明（秋）や視点を決めた分析（冬）ができ、意見を述べた

り、交換（春）できる。 

２． 改まった場面（ビジネス、各種面接、教師とのインターアクションな

ど）で適切なスタイルでインターアクションができる。 

３. 以下の客観的基準をクリアーしたい： 

   Oral Proficiency Interview Test(OPI)：Advanced mid/high 

   日本語能力試験（JLPT）：N2  

 

 

Delivery Methods 講義、ミニスピーチ、ペアまたはグループでの練習と話し合い、ロールプレ

イ、各種 e-learning、日本人ビジターとの会話練習など。 

Assessment 中間筆記試験   20% 期末筆記試験      20% 

期末発表       10% 中間・期末会話試験   20% （各 10％ずつ） 

クイズ       15% 宿題                 10%   授業への参加・進歩 5% 

 

Prerequisites 上級Ⅱ修了と同等の日本語能力 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: 学ぼう日本語 中上級, b)Edition: , c)Author: , d)Publisher: 専

門教育出版, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 9784883244492 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

REC5525101 

Course title 

International Relations in Southeast Asia 

Name of Instructor Myoe, Maung Aung Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This course is designed to introduce the security issues and dynamics of 

international relations in Southeast Asia since the end of the Second 

World War. It studies regionalism and regional cooperation in Southeast 

Asia and examines how the ASEAN and its individual members have coped 

with various security challenges and managed regional order and 

stability. 

Delivery Methods Lectures and Seminars 

Assessment Class participation - 40% 

Essay - 30% 

Final Examination - 30% 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline The eight week course will cover the following themes. 

 

(1) Introduction to Southeast Asian International Relations 

(2) Transformation of Regional Security Order in Southeast Asia 

(3) Regionalism in Southeast Asia and the “ASEAN Way” 

(4) Indochina in Southeast Asia 

(5) Cooperation and Tension in Intra-ASEAN Relations 

(6) ASEAN Regional Forum and Asia-Pacific Security 

(7) Southeast Asia and Rising China 

(8) Japan and Southeast Asia Relations 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

REC5625101 

Course title 

Contemporary Japanese Economy 

Name of Instructor Nakamura, Osamu Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

501 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

osamu@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Thu.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description This course analyzes the contemporary Japanese economy from both 

theoretical and empirical perspectives. The Japanese economy achieved 

high economic growth and overcame the oil crises after World War II with 

high economic growth in the 1950s and the 1960s, which was called 

“Japan’s economic miracle. The course analyzes the factors that lay 

behind the development of the Japanese economy, focusing on the roles of 

the government and of the private sector. The contemporary Japanese 

economy is subjected to a theoretical and empirical analysis. 

 

The course analyzes the contemporary Japanese economy after the bursting 

of the bubble, (1992- ), focusing on  1) Supply side and Demand side 

economy, 2) Price mechanism and Wage rates, 3) Labor market and Income 

distribution, 4) Money and finance, 5) Public finance, 6) International 

trade and finance, etc.. 

In addition, the course discusses economic policies conducted by the 

Central Government of Japan in the 1980s – 2000s and Abenomics since 

FY2013, and examines the effects of each policy on the Japanese economy. 

Furthermore, the course discusses growth alternatives of the Japanese 

economy under the current policy mixtures in the future by employing 

policy scenario simulations. 

The main theme of the studies of the contemporary Japanese economy in the 

Spring Term 2019 is “Income Distribution and Economic Deflation after 

the bursting asset bubble economy. And how the Japanese economy could 

overcome the long-term economic slump” 

 

Delivery Methods We have ten sessions in this term. Every student is requested to 

participate in the session and to discuss various issues.  For each 

session, four to five page course materials (handout) will be prepared. 

Based on the course materials, we will analyze the Japanese economy in 

the class and make an interactive discussion among participants (a 

seminar style course). 

Assessment During the term we have a mid-term quiz (small essay with five pages) and 

a final examination (term-paper with seven pages). 

Evaluation depends on the class participation and discussion with 30%, 

results of the mid-term paper with 20% and the term-paper with 50%. 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 



 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline (0) Opening the session and introductory discussion. 

(1) The Japanese economy under the occupation, high economic growth and 

the changes of the world system (Nixon shock, floating system, oil 

crises, etc.) 

(2) The Japanese economy in the bubble, and yen appreciation, and the 

burst of the bubble: The Japanese economy in the 1980s. 

(3) Supply-Demand structure in the contemporary Japanese economy; Keynes 

Multiplier and the effects of fiscal policy on the economy. 

(4)  Prices, wage rates, labor market and income distribution in the 

geriatric society in the contemporary Japanese economy. 

(5)  Money and finance and the role of government finance in the 

contemporary Japanese economy; the effectiveness of monetary policy 

(Quantity-Easing and Zero % interest rate policy measures) on the 

economy. 

(6)  International trade and finance in the contemporary Japanese economy 

(7) Regional economies in Japan; income and growth disparity by 

prefecture: the Roles of the central government and local government 

policies. 

(8) Growth alternatives of the Japanese economy: Future forecasts of the 

Japanese economy with a scenario simulation by utilizing a Macro-

Econometric Model. 

 

Others We are planning to have a field trip to visit a manufacturing sector 

company located at Niigata district in order to deepen our understanding 

of the contemporary Japanese economy. 

・Basic economics is requested as a prerequisite. 

 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

REC5628101 

Course title 

Social Issues in Contemporary Japan: Modern and 

Postmodern 

Name of Instructor Saji, Motohide Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Thu.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This course introduces students to some of the social and cultural issues 

in contemporary Japan. Among issues to be discussed are: yakuza, or 

organized crime syndicates in Japan; social problems such as extremely 

high rate of suicide, so-called social “withdrawals,” and ageing 

population issues; postmodernity and its implications; and minorities in 

Japan and discrimination against them. 

Delivery Methods Discussion class. You are required to discuss how you would view the 

issues covered here as well as to bring up the same or similar issues in 

your country. 

Assessment Active class participation (10%); in-class presentation (20%); one about-

2,500-word final paper 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Yakuza: Japan’s Criminal World, b)Edition: , c)Author: David. 

E. Kaplan and Alec Dubro, d)Publisher: University of California Press, 

e)Year: 2003, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Shutting out the Sun, b)Edition: , c)Author: Zielenziger, 

Michael, d)Publisher: Vintage Books, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline W. 1.  An overview of the course and Modern Japan backlit 1 

John W. Dower, “The Useful War,” Japan in War & Peace, pp. 9-32; David. 

E. Kaplan and Alec Dubro, Yakuza: Japan’s Criminal World, expanded 

edition (University of California Press, 2003), pp. 3-108. 

 

W. 2.  Modern Japan backlit 2 

Kaplan and Dubro, Yakuza, pp. 111-220. 

 

W. 3.  Social problems 1 

Zielenziger, Shutting out the Sun (2007): 1-92; Andy Furlong (my folder), 

“The Japanese hikikomori phenomenon: acute social withdrawal among young 

people.” Sociological Review, 56, no. 2 (2008): 309-325. Data and 

estimations about ageing population related issues will be distributed. 

 



W. 4.  Social problems 2 

Zielenziger, Shutting out the Sun (2007): 121-145, 161-218; Ayumi Naito 

(my folder), “Internet Suicide in Japan,” Clinical Child Psychology and 

Psychiatry, 12, no. 4 (2007): 583-597; David Samuels (my folder), 

“Let’s Die Together,” The Atlantic, May 2007: 92-98. 

 

In Weeks 3 and 4, I may also talk about poverty in contemporary Japan, 

with some newspaper articles on this topic. If interested, you can also 

look at the following “my folder” readings, which are not required 

readings: 

Hideo Aoki, “Homelessness in Osaka: Globalization, Yoseba and 

Disemployment.” Urban studies 40, no. 2 (2003): 361-78; Osamu Aoki and 

Deborah McDowell Aoki, “Invisible Poverty in Japan: Case Studies and 

Realities of Single Mothers.” Journal of Poverty 9, no. 1 (2005): 1-21; 

Patricia Kennett and Masami Iwata, “Precariousness in Everyday Life: 

Homelessness in Japan,” International Journal of Urban and Regional 

Research 27, no. 1 (2003): 62-74; “Japan’s Skid Row,” Foreign Policy 

(2003); pp. 89-90; “Net Cafes: Home was never like this,” Business Week 

(2007); “Japan’s Lost Generation,” Business Week (2007); “Drinking 

too much sake in Osaka,” World Report (2005), pp. 375-76; “MSF/Doctors 

without Borders News from Japan” 

 

W. 5.  No class (National Holiday). 

 

W. 6.  Postmodernity and its implications 1 

Harari, Yuval Noah. (2016) Homo Deus: A Brief History of Tomorrow. 

Harvill Secker: 279-397, 415-425. Along with various examples in Japan. 

 

W. 7.  Postmodernity and its implications 2 

Zielenziger, Shutting out the Sun (2007): 146-160; Hiroki Azuma, Otaku: 

Japanese Database Animals. 

I have a book on otaku culture Fandom Unbound: Otaku Culture in a 

Connected World, eds. by Mizuko Ito, Daisuke Okabe, and Izumi Tsuji (Yale 

University Press, 2012). Let me know if you would like to take a look at 

it. The book is not in the library. 

 

W. 8.  Minorities 1 

All the readings are “my folder”. 

Teruki Tsunemoto, “Rights and Identities of Ethnic Minorities in Japan: 

Indigenous Ainu and Resident Koreans,” Asia-Pacific Journal on Human 

Rights and the Law (2001): 119-130 (you do not have to read pages 131-

141); Bumsoo Kim, “From Exclusion to Inclusion? The Legal Treatment of 

‘Foreigners’ in Contemporary Japan,” Immigrants & Minorities (2006); 

Charlie V. Morgan, “A Case Study of Buraku and Non-Buraku Couples in 

Japan,” Journal of Comparative Family Studies (2007): 31-54; Ian Neary, 

“Burakumin at the End of History.” Social Research 70, no. 1 (2003): 

269-94. 

 

W. 9.  Minorities 2 



All the readings are “my folder.” 

Apichai W. Shipper, “The Political Construction of Foreign Workers in 

Japan,” Critical Asian Studies (2002); “Criminals or Victims? The 

Politics of Illegal Foreigners in Japan,” Journal of Japanese Studies 

(2005); “Foreigners and Civil Society in Japan,” Pacific Affairs 

(2006). 

Others Class size: up to 20 students 

 

Two important notes. 

1. Please come to Week 1 class having read the Week 1 reading 1. 

2. We won't have class in Week 5, and we will have a make-up class in the 

same time slots in Week 9 (during the second teaching module period). 

Please make sure that your course schedule is compatible with this make-

up class if you take a course in the second teaching module period. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

REC5632101 

Course title 

Japanese Government and Politics 

Name of Instructor Yamada, Kyohei Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

May 27,  28 and June 3 --> 10:30-12:00, 13:00-14:30 

May 29 -->10:30-12:00 (one session) 

June 4 -->One-day field trip 
 

Course Description Course Description: 

This course seeks to enhance students’ understanding of government and 

politics in Japan today. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

I expect students to be familiar with institutional characteristics of 

the Japanese government and salient issues in politics today. I also 

expect students to examine Japan from a comparative perspective. 

 

Career Relevance: 

I believe studying Japan from a comparative perspective encourages 

students to compare their countries with Japan and also to examine their 

countries from a broader comparative perspective. This should allow them 

to analyze government and politics of their countries more rigorously, 

which likely helps them formulate better policies and make more informed 

decisions. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

The course provides students with opportunities to apply concepts, 

theories, and methodologies covered in core courses into specific topics. 

 

Delivery Methods The course is based primarily on lectures. Students are expected to come 

to class, having finished the assigned reading materials, and actively 

participate in the discussions. 

Assessment Attendance and participation: 30% 

Short quiz: 20% 

Writing assignment:50% 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

*Other reading materials will be announced later. 

Class Outline 1. Basic institutional characteristics 



2. Electoral rules 

3. Political economy of the rapid economic growth 

4. Economic struggle, Koizumi’s structural reform, and Abenomics 

5. Short quiz and discussion on recent issues 

6. Politics of aging 

7. Local government 

8. Field trip to the Diet 

 

Others Each student is required to pay 3000 yen for the field trip to the Diet. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8010102 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Ariyoshi, Akira Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

RI-302 

Office Hours 

Mon 10:00-16:00, 

except during 

lecture time (please 

make an appointment 

in advance by email) 

E-mail 

ariyoshi@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Will provide guidance for the thesis. Spring term will read papers 

related to the field of the students' proposed research topic. 

Delivery Methods Seminar style discussions (either bilateral or with students in the same 

seminar class). 

Assessment  

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8010106 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Jinnai, Yusuke Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This is the first Advanced Seminar where students work on their thesis. 

Throughout the course, students are expected to demonstrate (1) research 

question, (2) potential contribution to the literature, and (3) data and 

method. 

Delivery Methods Regular meetings, discussions, and presentations. 

Assessment Progress in thesis work. 

Prerequisites None. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8010118 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Kumagai, Naoko Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Advanced Seminar III is designed for the completion of students' MA 

theses. 

Delivery Methods Joint class discussion. One-on-One session and discussion with students. 

Advice on thesis draft. Guidance on style issues. 

Assessment Participation and performance in each session. Draft of thesis. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1 Joint session with all the students. 

Week 2-10 One-on-one session. 

As needed, additional sessions will be held for each student. 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8010120 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Lim, Seunghoo Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

313 

Office Hours 

Wednesday 11am-12pm 

and 1pm-2pm or by 

appointment 

E-mail 

lim@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This is a seminar course for students who are writing their masters’ 

theses and reports.  Students are expected to refine their theoretical 

arguments, work on data analyses, and submit at least one complete 

chapter by the end of the term. 

Delivery Methods  

Assessment 25% Attendance in individual and group meetings 

25% Presentation in individual and group meetings 

50% Manuscript submitted by the end of the spring term 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction 

2. Individual session: discussion based on research activities during 

summer 

3. Individual session: discussion based on research activities during 

summer 

4. Individual session: discussion based on research activities during 

summer 

5. Individual session: literature review and theory 

6. Individual session: literature review and theory 

7. Individual session: literature review and theory 

8. Group session: student presentation 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8010126 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Macikenaite, Vida Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description The course focuses on the overall skills of conducting research in IR (or 

comparative politics in particular cases) and is organized around the 

students’ individual research. It sets a clear timetable for the 

students’ progress on their Master’s thesis and provides a step-by-step 

guidance in the process of thesis-writing. 

 

Learning Objectives: to assist the students in (1) finalizing their 

research topic and developing research design, and (2) setting timetable 

for successful completion of their Master’s thesis. 

Delivery Methods Individual or group seminars are held to assist the students in 

determining their research topics and developing research design. 

Assessment Based on the submission of two assignments (list of literature reviewed 

and full research proposal). 

Prerequisites None. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1-2. Designing Master’s thesis research: what research is and what it is 

not; setting research problem. Master’s thesis requirements. Manual of 

style. 

3.   Research strategies. 

4.   Discussion of the students’ individual research topics (group 

session). 

5-6. How to conduct and write good literature review. Reading strategies. 

7-10. Individual meetings to discuss research topic and possible research 

design. 

11-12. Assignment 1 due (submit the list of literature already reviewed 

for the chosen research topic). 

13-16. Individual work on the research proposal. 

17-19. Students’ individual presentation of their research topic and 

research design. Follow-up discussion (group session). 

20. (June 11) Research proposal due. 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8010131 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Park, Hun Myoung Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

311 

Office Hours 

Friday 13:30-14:30 

(Information Policy 

and Management) 

 

 

E-mail 

kucc625@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This course helps identify a relevant management and/or policy problem in 

the public sector and then formulate it into their research question. 

 

Students will be able to (1) differentiate public issues from non-public 

issues, (2) identify a relevant public problem, and (3) formulate a 

research question acceptable in the public policy and management 

discipline. 

Delivery Methods It consists of lecture, discussion, and presentation. 

Assessment Attendance (20%), presentation (50%), and discussion (30%) 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction 

2. Public versus private issues 1 

3. Public versus private issues 2 

4. Public versus private issues 3 

5. Identify a public problem 1 

6. Identify a public problem 2 

7. Identify a public problem 3 

8. Students’ presentation 1 

9. Students’ presentation 2 

10. Students’ presentation 3 

11. Formulate a research question 1 

12. Formulate a research question 2 

13. Formulate a research question 3 

14. Students’ presentation 4 

15. Students’ presentation 5 

16. Students’ presentation 6 

 

Others  



  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8010133 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Saji, Motohide Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description designed to help students prepare their research proposal for their M.A. 

thesis each. 

Delivery Methods We will meet together with all the students, talk about their research 

topics, and help prepare their research proposal each. 

Assessment Submission of the research proposal at the end of the quarter. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline We will meet in Weeks 1-4 and 6-9. We will not have the seminar in Week 5 

(National Holiday). We will have a make-up seminar in Week 9. 

Others We will decide the schedule after the consultation between students and 

the instructor. 

I strongly recommend that you read The Craft of Research (The University 

of 

Chicago Press, 2008; third edition), available in the library. A PDF 

version of it is also available online. Please search with "The Craft of 

Research pdf" and you will find links to it. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8010135 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Shinohara, Shugo Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

324 

Office Hours 

Wed 10:00-12:00 

E-mail 

sshinoha@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This seminar is designed to achieve three goals: 

 

(1) Students understand the basic steps of writing a master thesis or 

research report; 

(2) Students identify a research topic which deserves global standards of 

master thesis or research report; 

(3) Students write a research proposal which shows research questions, 

hypotheses, methods, and expected results. 

Delivery Methods Students will have a weekly meeting in the Instructor's office. The 

students read required course materials and discuss those core 

implications for writing master theses or reports under the supervision 

of the Instructor. 

Assessment 1. Attendance: 50% 

2. Seminar Discussion: 20% 

3. Research Proposal: 30% 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: How to Write a Master’s Thesis, b)Edition: 2, c)Author: Bui, 

Yvonne N, d)Publisher: Sage Publications, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

9781452203515 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8010140 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Tang, Cheng-Tao Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

330 

Office Hours 

Monday 10:00-11:00 

E-mail 

ct.tang@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This course provides the required knowledge for narrowing down research 

topics and for forming a specific research ideas at the beginning stage. 

These includes literature review, the collection of real-world examples 

in justifying the motivation, and the application tools for either 

empirical or theoretical analysis. Students are required to discuss the 

seminal contribution literature in their field and discuss them with 

their fellow and the instructor. Several assignments will be given in 

this course. Those assignments are designed to help students getting 

familiar with various aspects of the important literature, their novelty 

and limitation. 

Delivery Methods Both individual and group meeting. 

Assessment  

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8010150 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Watanabe, Shinichi Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description To help students undertake a research project for master’s thesis. 

Students will acquire the skills and knowledge necessary to design and 

implement a good research project. 

Delivery Methods Discussion 

Assessment Their performance will be evaluated in view of their progress toward 

formulating their thesis projects. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Discussion of the research plan for the year to come 

2. ditto 

3. Revising the research plan 

4. ditto 

5. ditto 

6. ditto 

7. Discussion of the revised research project 

8. ditto 

9. ditto 

10. ditto 

11. Discussion of the 1st draft of the paper 

12. ditto 

13. ditto 

14. ditto 

15. ditto 

16. ditto 

17. Discussion of the research plan during the summer 

18. ditto 

19. ditto 

20. ditto 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 
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Course Schedule code 

SEM8010155 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Wong, Chun Yee Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This course is designed for master students conducting research in the 

field of economics. Students will learn necessary research methods and 

computer skills in order to carry out their research. 

Delivery Methods Regular meeting and discussion with students about their research 

projects. 

Assessment Based on students' participation in research discussion and their 

thesis/report progress. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

 



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4030101 

Course title 

Academic English Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Mondejar, Michael, Smith, Richard A. Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

239 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

mjm2229@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This spring term course will reinforce and build upon the academic 

writing, grammar, and vocabulary skills that students developed in the 

Academic English I course offered in fall and the Academic English II 

course offered in winter. It will also create links with students’ 

writing activities in their content courses, particularly their 

thesis/research report writing. 

 

In this course, students will: 

- Complete activities and assignments that will support writing needs in 

content courses (including thesis/research report writing); 

- Develop their summarizing skills, particularly for use in academic 

writing; 

- Learn how to support an argument with strong explanation, examples, and 

evidence; 

- Become familiar with "flow", or the clear connection between ideas in a 

text; 

- Learn how to structure a research proposal and/or the introduction of a 

research paper; 

- Develop basic documentation and paraphrasing skills; and 

- Become familiar with several specific linguistic features of academic 

writing. 

 

Students will engage in various in-class writing and discussion 

activities to achieve these goals. The main activities of the class, 

however, are the two short take-home writing assignments and the 

plagiarism module. 

 

Take-home writing assignments: 

Students will have to complete two short (2-6 pages in length) take-home 

writing assignments in this class, one in the middle of the term and 

another at the end. Students can select one of three options for each 

writing assignment: 

A. A short paper that focuses on thesis/research report writing that a 

student is already engaged in (particularly applicable to students who 

will be studying at IUJ for only one year); 

B. A research proposal or thesis introduction that the student may wish 

to explore for his/her thesis writing; 

C. A short paper that focuses on writing a mid-term or final paper for a 



content course that is taken during the Spring 2019 term. 

 

Plagiarism module: 

One of the main activities of AE3 is the plagiarism module, the purpose 

of which is to facilitate a practical understanding of what plagiarism is 

and how to avoid it. Various texts and online tools will be utilized in 

this module to familiarize students with academic norms related to 

plagiarism, and provide them with opportunities to practice making the 

necessary vocabulary and grammar transformations in their own writing to 

help them adhere to those norms. The plagiarism module will culminate in 

a final exam at the end of Week 10; in this exam, students will 

demonstrate the paraphrasing skills that they've developed throughout the 

course of the module. 

Delivery Methods Students will be divided into two sections, Section A and Section B. 

Students assigned to Section A will have classes on Tuesday, Thursday, 

and Friday mornings, while students assigned to Section B will have 

classes on Tuesday and Thursday evenings as well as Friday mornings. 

Lessons on Tuesday and Thursday will focus on writing, while Friday 

classes will focus on the plagiarism module. 

 

There will also be three individual tutorial sessions in this course, 

where the instructor meets with each student on an individual basis. The 

tutorial sessions will focus on setting-up and planning students' writing 

assignments (1st session), as well as providing students with written and 

oral feedback which they can use to improve their writing (2nd & 3rd 

sessions). 

 

The cloud platforms Google Drive and Google Docs will also be used in 

this class. Students will use these platforms to share their written 

assignments with their writing instructor, and the instructor will 

utilize them to provide feedback on students' writing. 

Assessment 1. Short Summaries (15% of grade) 

2. Writing Assignment 1 (20% of grade) 

3. Writing Assignment 2 (30% of grade) 

4. Final Exam (20% of grade) 

5. Class Attendance & Participation (10% of grade) 

Prerequisites This course is available only to 1st-year students. 

 

Students who are NOT exempted from 1st-year English classes after 

completing Academic English 2 MUST take this class! 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

A packet of materials for class and homework will be provided to students 

throughout the term. 

Class Outline Session Theme / Case Readings / Study Questions 

1 Week 1 Course Orientation 

Identifying Strong Support 



Writing Arguments 

What is Plagiarism? 

2 Week 2 Searching for Support 

Citation/Reference Basics 

Paraphrasing: Changing 

Vocabulary 

3 Week 3 Introduction to Summarizing 

General Summarizing 

Practice 

Paraphrasing: Changing 

Vocabulary 

4 Week 4 Summarizing Academic 

Articles 

Summarizing Data 

Paraphrasing: Changing 

Vocabulary 

5 Week 5 NO CLASS: National Holiday 

6 Week 6 Structuring an Argument 

Checking for Plagiarism 

7 Week 7 Structuring an Argument 

Paraphrasing: Changing 

Grammar 

8 Week 8 NO CLASS: Individual 

Tutorials 

9 Week 9 Writing a Research 

Proposal/Introduction 

Paraphrasing: Changing 

Grammar 

10 Week 10 Writing a Research 

Proposal/Introduction 

Paraphrasing: Final Exam 

11 Week 11 NO CLASS: Individual 

Tutorials 

Others Class size limit in ELP courses during the regular terms: Program 

statement 

The ELP maintains a class size of around 15 for its regular term English 

language courses. The development of language skills, particularly the 

development of academic language skills, involves training and practice 

as well as knowledge transfer. The training and practice require 

opportunities for individual students to participate and interact in the 

classroom and receive a substantial amount of customized feedback. 

Individual tutorial sessions with the instructors provide opportunities 

for the discussion and revision of academic writing assignments. By 

maintaining a class size of around 15, the English language courses 

provide effective opportunities to students for individual training, 

practice, and revision. 

 

Course policies/etiquette: 

A. Attend classes regularly, come on time and prepared, actively 



participate in classroom activities, and positively contribute to the 

classroom environment. 

B. A pattern of late arrival to class will adversely affect your 

attendance/participation score. 

C. Do not be absent from classes. If your absence from a class in 

unavoidable, inform the instructor immediately. 

D. If your absence during the whole term exceeds 30% of the total 

required classes, a one-level lower grade may be given (e.g., a B+ may 

become a B). 

E. If your absence during the whole term exceeds 50% of the total 

required classes, an “F” may be given as the final grade. 

F. An act of plagiarism may result in an “F” grade and the matter being 

reported to the dean concerned. 

G. No make-ups for in-class tests will be given. 

H. Timely submission of papers is extremely important. If an assignment 

is not submitted by its deadline, it will adversely affect the total 

score for that particular assignment. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4080101 

Course title 

English for Professional Communications Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Mondejar, Michael Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

239 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

mjm2229@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description English for Professional Communication (EPC) 2 is a new course and is 

continuation of the EPC 1 course that was offered in the Winter term. 

While EPC 1 focuses on improving students’ business English skills in 

writing, EPC 2 focuses on developing students professional oral or spoken 

skills. Particular attention will be placed on the development of English 

capacities in the areas of socializing, interviewing, meeting management, 

and negotiations, as training in these areas will provide the most 

benefit to learners in the their post-IUJ professional careers in Japan 

or beyond. 

 

This course consists of the following three modules: 

 

Socializing/Interviewing 

 

This first half of this module will focus on building students’ basic 

conversation and discussion skills, which will serve as the foundation of 

the rest of the course. Topics such as starting/maintaining/ending a 

conversation appropriately, active listening, exchanging business cards, 

and turning new contacts into partners will be covered in this module. 

 

Interviewing, particularly for new jobs, will be the focal point of the 

second half in this module. Common interview questions and strategies for 

interviewing well will be covered, and students will have ample 

opportunities to experience both sides of an interview: as interviewer 

and as interviewee. This module will culminate in a one-to-one job 

interview simulation with the instructor in Week 4 of the class. 

 

Meeting Management 

 

The second module of the course will concentrate on developing students’ 

meeting management skills. Setting and following an agenda, getting 

people involved in the meeting, brainstorming, making suggestions, and 

evaluating ideas are topics that will be included in this module. As a 

final activity, students will role-play chairing and participating in a 

business meeting, and their performance in the role-play evaluated by 

both themselves and the instructor. 

 

Negotiations 



 

The third and final module of the course will focus on the development of 

students’ negotiation skills in English. Analyzing positions and 

interests, questioning and clarifying, bargaining, and clinching deals 

are topics that will be explored, and students will participate in both 

group and individual negotiations at the end of the course. Both of these 

negotiations will be assessed by both students and the instructor. 

 

All of the classes in this course will be highly interactive and dynamic, 

and require substantial commitment and involvement from participants. 

Delivery Methods This course will meet twice a week, on Tuesdays and Thursdays, from 

18:00-19:30. Both hardcopy and online homework assignments will be 

assigned between classes; online assignments will be submitted either 

through Google Classroom, Drive, or Form. Finally, the individual 

interviews and negotiation role-plays will be conducted one-on-one in the 

instructor's office. 

Assessment 1. Individual interview role-play (15% of grade) 

2. Individual negotiation role-play (15% of grade) 

3. Meeting/negotiation performance (30% of grade) 

4. Meeting/negotiation self-reflection (20% of grade) 

5. Class attendance & participation (10% of grade) 

6. Homework completion (10% of grade) 

Prerequisites This course has been designed to meet the needs of 2nd-year and 1-year 

students, and these students will be given priority in course enrollment, 

although students in the 1st year of a 2-year program are also welcome to 

apply for the course. 

 

Prior enrollment in EPC1, while strongly encouraged, is not necessary for 

enrollment in EPC2. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

A packet of readings, classwork, and assignments will be provided to 

students at the beginning of the course. Additional materials may be 

distributed in class throughout the course, with softcopies (including 

audio and video files) made available online. 

Class Outline Session Theme / Case Readings / Study Questions 

1 Week 1 Course Orientation 

Introduction to Socializing 

2 Week 2 Socializing Practice 

Introduction to 

Interviewing 

3 Week 3 Interviewing Practice 

4 Week 4 Individual Interview Role-

Plays 

5 Week 5 NO CLASS (National Holiday) 

6 Week 6 Introduction to Meeting 

Management 



7 Week 7 Meeting Management Practice 

8 Week 8 Meeting Role-Plays 

Introduction to 

Negotiations 

9 Week 9 Group Negotiation Practice 

10 Week 10 Group Negotiation Role-Play 

Individual Negotiation 

Practice 

11 Week 11 Individual Negotiation 

Role-Plays 

Others Class size limit in ELP courses during the regular terms: Program 

statement 

 

The ELP maintains a class size of around 15 for its regular term English 

language courses. The development of language skills, particularly the 

development of academic language skills, involves training and practice 

as well as knowledge transfer. The training and practice require 

opportunities for individual students to participate and interact in the 

classroom and receive a substantial amount of customized feedback. 

Individual tutorial sessions with the instructors provide opportunities 

for the discussion and revision of academic writing assignments. By 

maintaining a class size of around 15, the English language courses 

provide 
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Course title 

Elementary Japanese Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Kurashina, Sayaka, Nagai, Ayako Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

248 MLIC Language 

Office Hours 

Wed.&Thu.10:50-11:50 

E-mail 

kura@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

・Students will learn basic structures, vocabulary, and expressions of 

Japanese for the further development of the language to achieve the 

intermediate Japanese level at IUJ. 

・Also, at the end of the Elementary Japanese III, the students will have 

learnt around 250 kanji, attained an equivalent to the N5-N4 level of the 

Japanese Language Proficiency Test, and attained intermediate-low or 

Intermediate-mid level in the Oral Proficiency Interview test. 

 

Learning Objectives 

・Elementary Japanese III students will be able to 

: explain about something concrete and familiar to them such as a special 

experience, a custom in their country, a gift which they gave or 

received, wishes, a favourite thing. 

: apologize, thank someone, and propose a plan. 

: give a presentation that is easy to listen. 

: read and write around 100 kanji, which means they will know about 250 

kanji total 

including Elementary Japanese I and II. 

Delivery Methods ・classroom instruction 

・pair or group work 

・role-play 

・presentation 

・conversation practice with Japanese visitors 

・individual practice using  PC/apps 

Assessment Mid-term written test 20% 

Final written test 20% 

Mid-term speaking test 10% 

Final speaking test 10% 

Presentation 10% 

Daily quizzes 20% 

Homework 5% 

Shadowing 2% 

Class performance (progress, achievement, class participation, etc) 3% 

※Active participation of students in class is required. 

Prerequisites Elementary Japanese II or equivalent. 

Those who didn’t take Elementary Japanese II or who didn’t pass 

Elementary Japanese II have to pass a qualifying test. 



 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: 初級日本語 げんき II [第 2版]  : GENKI: An Integrated Course in 

Elementary Japanese II [Second Edition], b)Edition: , c)Author: 坂野永理, 

池田庸子, 大野裕, 品川恭子, 渡嘉敷恭子 [著],, d)Publisher: The Japan 

Times, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 978-4789014434 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Ａ ｄｉｃｔｉｏｎａｒｙ ｏｆ ｂａｓｉｃ Ｊａｐａｎｅｓｅ 

ｇｒａｍｍａｒ, b)Edition: , c)Author: ｅｄ．ｂｙＳｅｉｉｃｈｉＭａｋｉ

ｎｏ ; ＭｉｃｈｉｏＴｓｔｓｕｉ,, d)Publisher: Ｋｏｄａｎｓｈａ Ｉｎ

ｔｅｒｎａｔｉｏｎａｌ, e)Year: 1989, f)ISBN: 978-4789004541 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week1   Lesson 13 

Week2   Lesson 13 

Week3   Lesson 14 

Week4   Lesson 14 

Week5   Mid-term written test and Lesson 15 

Week6   Lesson 15 

Week7   Lesson 16 

Week8   Lesson 16 and 17 

Week9   Lesson 17 and 18 

Week10  Presentation and reviewing 

Exam. Week   Final written test and final speaking test 

 

Others 1. Both mid-term and final tests may be made up with approvable reasons; 

however, a maximum of only 80% of the full mark will be awarded. 

2. No make-ups are allowed for daily quizzes. The daily quiz will be held 

in first 10 minutes of a class. If you miss a daily quiz, you will 

receive zero on the missed quiz. 

3. If you miss more than a third of the total classes, you will be 

disqualified from taking final test, final interview test, and final 

presentation.  

4. If you miss the first 30 minutes of the class hour, you are considered 

to be a late comer for the class. If you leave the classroom before 

spending 2/3 of the class hour, you are regarded as an early leaver of 

the class. Two acts of coming late or leaving early are considered 

equivalent to one absence from a class. 

5. Plagiarism and cheating are strictly prohibited. If we found them, we 

report to the director of the Center for Language Education and Research. 

6. Useful reference website is: 

Nihongo e-na http://nihongo-e-na.com/ 
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Course title 
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E-mail 
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Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Learning Objectives: 

To interact with Japanese people in a limited fashion to survive. 

 

Course Description: 

Upon completion of Basic 3 in spring 2018students 

limited 

domains and fashion 

areas of most immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family 

information, shopping, local geography, employment). 

utine tasks requiring a simple and 

direct exchange of information on familiar and routine matters. Can 

describe in simple terms aspects of their background, immediate 

environment and matters in areas of immediate need. (Kanji will not be 

dealt in basic course) 

-high level in the ACTFL OPI and N5~4 in the JLPT 

 

Delivery Methods ・lecture   ・pair or group activity      ・action recording   ・

presentation with Q&A 

･ various type of e-learning 

 

Assessment Final written test*  20% 

Final conversation test* 15% 

Final presentation*  15% 

Mid-term written test  15% 

Mid-term conversation test 15% 

Daily quizzes   10% 

Homework    5% (the number of HW sheets submitted) 

Effort（cf.note 1）   5% 

 

Prerequisites Basic 2 or up to Genki vol.1 Lesson 7 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: GENKI  I, b)Edition: , c)Author: Banno, d)Publisher: The Japan 

Times, e)Year: , f)ISBN: 9784789014403 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 



Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  
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0.5 
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Office# 

248 MLIC Language 

Office Hours 

Wed.&Thu.10:50-11:50 

E-mail 

kura@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description ・Students will learn basic structures, vocabulary, and expressions of 

Japanese to communicate with Japanese people on limited and simple 

topics. 

・Also, at the end of the Basic Japanese VI, the students will attain 

Intermediate-low level in the Oral Proficiency Interview test, A2 in the 

CEFR, and an equivalent to the N5-N4 level (excluding kanji and reading) 

in the Japanese Language Proficiency Test. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

・Basic Japanese VI students will be able to: 

-- talk briefly about a famous place and a famous person. 

--talk about the rules in a museum. 

--talk about eco-friendly activities. 

--talk about memories in their childhood/student days. 

--talk about what motivated they start something new in their lives and 

how things have changed since then 

 

・Students will be able to maintain simple and basic communication in 

Japanese by learning how to ask and answer questions nicely. 

・Active participation in class is strongly recommended to attain these 

objectives. 

 

Delivery Methods ・classroom instruction 

・pair or group work 

・role-play or skit 

・individual practice using PC/apps 

・presentation 

・conversation practice with Japanese visitors 

Assessment Mid-term written test     ちゅうかんひっきテスト      15% 

Final written test      きまつひっきテスト         15% 

Mid-term speaking test    ちゅうかんかいわテスト      15% 

Final speaking test       きまつかいわテスト         15% 

Presentation          はっぴょう           15% 

Daily quizzes          クイズ             15% 

Homework              しゅくだい            4% 

Shadowing             シャドーイング         2% 

Class performance (progress, active participation, Japanese only etc) 

へいじょうてん                                    4% 



※Active participation of students in class is required. 

 

Prerequisites Basic Japanese V at IUJ or equivalent. 

Those who did not take the Basic Japanese V or who did not pass the Basic 

Japanese V have to pass a qualifying test. 

 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 Marugoto: Japanese language and 

culture Elementary2 A2 Coursebook for communicative language activities 

"Katsudoo", b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際交流基金 編著,来嶋洋美, 柴原智

代, 八田直美, 木谷直之, 根津誠 執筆,, d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 

2014, f)ISBN: 978-4384057560 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 Marugoto: Japanese language and 

culture Elementary2 A2 Coursebook for communicative language competences 

"Rikai" , b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際交流基金 編著,来嶋洋美, 柴原智代, 

八田直美, 木谷直之, 根津誠 執筆,, d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 2014, 

f)ISBN: 978-4384057577 

a)Title: A Dictionary of Basic Japanese Grammar, b)Edition: , c)Author:  

by Seiichi Makino, by Michio Tsutsui,Seiichi Makino,Michio Tsu, 

d)Publisher: Japan Times, e)Year: 1994, f)ISBN: 978-4789004541 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Weeks 1 – 4 Topic 7 "A Town Rich in History and Culture" 

Weeks 5 - 7 Topic 8 "Life and Eco-friendly Activities" 

Weeks 8 - 10 Topic 9 "People's Lives" 

 

Mid-term written test Week 5 

Mid-term speaking test Week 5-6 

Presentation Week 10 

Final speaking test Week 11 

Final written test Week 11 

Others 1. Both mid-term and final written tests may be made up with approvable 

reasons; however, a maximum of only 80% of the full mark will be awarded. 

2. No make-ups are allowed for daily quizzes. The daily quiz will be held 

in first 10 minutes of a class. If you miss a daily quiz, you will 

receive zero on the missed quiz. 

3. If you miss more than a third of the total classes, you will be 

disqualified from taking final test, final interview test, and final 

presentation.  

4. If you miss the first 30 minutes of the class hour, you are considered 

to be a late comer for the class. If you leave the classroom before 

spending 2/3 of the class hour, you are regarded as an early leaver of 

the class. Two acts of coming late or leaving early are considered 

equivalent to one absence from a class. 

5. Plagiarism and cheating are strictly prohibited. If we found them, we 

report to the director of the Center for Language Education and Research. 



6. Useful reference website is: 

Marugoto portal site        https://www.marugoto.org/ 

Nihongo e-na         http://nihongo-e-na.com/ 
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E-mail 

nagai@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 
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Course Description 中級 I - IIIの目標（もくひょう）(goal)： 

・日本語の自立（じりつ）した使用者（しようしゃ）(independent user) に

なる。  

 （「自立した言語使用者」について：

http://jfstandard.jp/summaryen/ja/render.do） 

 

1. 毎日の生活や経験（けいけん）、興味（きょうみ）があることについて、

少し長く説明（せつめい）したり、質問にこたえたりできる。 

2. みぢかな (familiar) トピックについて、少し長い話を聞いてわかる／少

し長いテキストを読んでわかる。そして、みじかい意見（いけん）や計画

（けいかく）(plan) を話したり、書いたりできる。 

3. かんたんなウェブサイト記事（きじ）(article) を読んでわかる。かんた

んなメールを読んだり書いたりできる。 

4. 基本的（きほんてき） (basic) な敬語（けいご）を使って話せる。 

5. 漢字が 600くらい読めて、意味がわかる。 

6. 中級Ⅲが終わったとき、Oral Proficiency Interview Testで

Intermediate-high（中－上）以上（いじょう）になる。日本語能力試験（の

うりょくしけん）(Japanese Language Proficiency Test) でＮ３以上になる。 

 

中級Ⅲ： 

1. わかる語彙（ごい）(vocabulary) 、漢字、表現（ひょうげん）

(expression) 、文法（ぶんぽう）をふやして*、日本語でできることをふや

す。    *ふやす＝to increase 

2. 生活や経験などについて、少しくわしく、まとまりのある（coherent）話

ができるように練習（れんしゅう）をする。 

3. 少し長い話を聞きながら、上手なコミュニケーションのためのストラテ

ジーを学び、使う練習をする。 

4． 少し長いテキストを読んで、わからないことばがあっても、ストラテジ

ーを使い、大切な情報がわかるように練習をする。 

5． 基本的（きほんてき） (basic) な敬語（けいご）を使って話せるように

練習をする。 

Delivery Methods ・Classroom instruction    

・Pair or group work 

・Role play 

・Presentation 

・Conversation practice with Japanese visitors 

Assessment ・中間筆記試験 Mid-term written test  15% 



・期末筆記試験 Final written test    20% 

・中間会話試験 Mid-term speaking test 10% 

・期末会話試験 Final speaking test   10% 

・発表     Presentation      10% 

・クイズ    Daily quizzes      20% 

・宿題     Homework       10% 

・平常点    Class performance 

 (progress, achievement, class participation, etc.) 5% 

 

※ Active participation of students in class is required. 

  積極的（せっきょくてき）に参加（さんか）してください。 

Prerequisites 中級日本語Ⅱが終わった人、中級日本語Ⅲレベルの力がある人がこのコース

で勉強できます。 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 中級 1, b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際

交流基金 編著,磯村一弘, 藤長かおる, 久保田美子, 伊藤由希子 執筆,, 

d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 9784384057591 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: 日本語文型辞典 = A Handbook of Japanese Grammar Patterns for 

Teachers and Learners : 英語版, b)Edition: , c)Author: グループ・ジャマ

シイ 編著,砂川有里子, 石田プリシラ 翻訳監修,砂川, 有里子,石田, プリシ

ラ,グループジャマシイ,, d)Publisher: くろしお出版, e)Year: 2015, 

f)ISBN: 9784874246788 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 初中級, b)Edition: , c)Author: 国

際交流基金 編著,来嶋洋美, 柴原智代, 八田直美 執筆,, d)Publisher: 三修

社, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 9784384057584 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 中級 2, b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際

交流基金 編著,磯村一弘, 藤長かおる, 伊藤由希子, 久保田美子 執筆,, 

d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9784384057607 

a)Title: イラストで覚える漢字 1000 = Understanding through pictures 1000 

KANJI, b)Edition: , c)Author: 上島史子, 竹内夕美子 著,, d)Publisher: ナ

ツメ社, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9784816362057 

a)Title: Try!日本語能力試験 N4文法から伸ばす日本語, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: ABK [著],ラテックス・インターナショナル 訳,スタジオグラッド 

録音・編集,, d)Publisher: アスク出版, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

9784872179019 

a)Title: Try!日本語能力試験 N3文法から伸ばす日本語, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: ABK [著],ラテックス・インターナショナル 訳,スタジオグラッド 

録音・編集,, d)Publisher: アスク出版, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

9784872179026 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 「トピック６」から始める予定です。 

くわしいこと (details) は、春学期 (spring term) に連絡（れんらく）しま

す。 

 

※ 「トピック」は教科書『まるごと 日本のことばと文化 中級１』のトピ



ックです。 

Others 注意（ちゅうい）：  ※ 日本語プログラムの規則（きそく）です。 

 

1. クイズと発表のメークアップはしません。 

2. 中間筆記試験と期末筆記試験は理由（りゆう）があればメークアップを

しますが、８０％になります。 

3. クイズはクラスの最初の１０分にします。クイズを受けなかったら、そ

の日のクイズは０点（てん）です。 

4. 欠席（けっせき）がクラスの回数（かいすう）の３分の１ (one third) 

以上になったら、期末筆記試験と期末会話試験と発表ができません。 

5. 最初の３０分おそくクラスに来たら、遅刻（ちこく）になります。最後

（さいご）の３０分早く帰ったら、早退（そうたい）になります。遅刻と早

退は、２回したら、１回の欠席になります。 

6. 作文を書くとき、インターネットなどから文をコピーしてはいけませ

ん。見つけたら、CLEAR (Center for Language Education and Research) のセ

ンター長に報告（ほうこく）します。 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Spring Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4123101 

Course title 

Advanced Japanese Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Takeuchi, Akihiro Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

office or 

kenkyuushitsu 249 

Office Hours 

Wed. 1400-1600   

Fri.1000-1200 

E-mail 

aki@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

このコースは、中級日本語３を修了またはそれと同程度の日本語レベルの学

生向けコースである。 

日常的なことから一般的専門領域(りょういき)までのことでコミュニケーシ

ョンやインターアクションができるようになることを目指す。 

日本語上級 I-IIIの目標 

１． 日常的なことから一般的専門領域までの記事の読解、ニュースの聴解が

できて、 

わかりやすく説明（秋）や視点を決めた分析（冬）ができ、意見を述べた

り、交換（春）できる。 

２． 改まった場面（ビジネス、各種面接、教師とのインターアクションな

ど）で適切なスタイルでインターアクションができる。 

３. 以下の客観的基準をクリアーしたい： 

   Oral Proficiency Interview Test(OPI)：Advanced mid/high 

   日本語能力試験（JLPT）：N2  

 

 

Delivery Methods 講義、ミニスピーチ、ペアまたはグループでの練習と話し合い、ロールプレ

イ、各種 e-learning、日本人ビジターとの会話練習など。 

Assessment 中間筆記試験   20% 期末筆記試験      20% 

期末発表       10% 中間・期末会話試験   20% （各 10％ずつ） 

クイズ       15% 宿題                 10%   授業への参加・進歩 5% 

 

Prerequisites 上級Ⅱ修了と同等の日本語能力 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: 学ぼう日本語 中上級, b)Edition: , c)Author: , d)Publisher: 専

門教育出版, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 9784883244492 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  
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International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5001301 

Course title 

Mathematics for Economics and Management 

Name of Instructor Kane, Robert F. Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# Office Hours E-mail 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.2〜3 

There are 2 sections for this course, so please choose either one. 

Section A: 2nd and 3rd periods on Friday 

Section B: 4th and 5th periods on Friday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 35 students (first-come basis) 

Course Description Mathematics for Economics and Management is an intermediate course in 

calculus which covers topics such as functions, limits, derivatives, 

integration, and optimization. The course will be useful to understand 

course materials in various subjects in social science such as business, 

economics, public management and/or political science. 

Delivery Methods The course will follow the traditional lecturing form. Students are asked 

to take their own class notes. All my class notes will be made available 

to students. 

Assessment Midterm exam:50% Final exam: 50% 

Prerequisites NA 

Textbook(s) Required: 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Essential mathematics for economics and business, b)Edition: 

4th, c)Author: Teresa Bradley, d)Publisher: Wiley, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

978-1118358290 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Class Outline 

1. Linear functions

2. Non-linear functions

3. Financial mathematics

4. Limits

5. Limits again

6. Differentiation

8. Maxima and minima (second derivatives and shapes of functions)

9. Constrained optimization

10. Exam 1

11. Multivariable Calculus: 1

12. Multivariable Calculus: 2

13. Multivariable Calculus: Maxima and Minima Using Lagrange Multipliers

14. An introduction to proofs



15.  Integration: Indefinite Integral 

16. Integration: Definite Integral 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5002301 

Course title 

Research Methodology 

Name of Instructor Shinohara, Shugo Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

324 

Office Hours 

Wed 10:00-12:00 

E-mail 

sshinoha@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This course aims to introduce the basic concepts and practical skills for 

using the four types of research methodology: (i) qualitative interview, 

(ii) survey, (iii) experiment, and (iv) case study. 

 

I. Learning Objectives 

After the completion of this course, students will be able to: 

(1) Understand the basic concepts of research methodology and select an 

appropriate approach to address important questions in the real world; 

(2) Design effective research methods to evaluate actual policies and 

programs; 

(3) Acquire practical techniques for conducting interviews, survey, 

experiment, and case study. 

 

II. Career Relevance 

This course is useful for both academic and professional careers. Most 

social scientists are required to design effective research methods to 

address research questions and test relevant theories. In the field of 

public administration and policy, evidence-based practice has been 

growing. Public and non-profit workers are required to design, implement, 

and evaluate their policies or programs based on the results of data 

analysis or experiment. 

 

III. Course Context or Rationalization 

This course is relevant to most courses in the IUJ. Research methodology 

can be used to test any social science theories learned in other courses. 

Also, most data analysis skills are applicable to survey and experiment. 

Notably, this course will help students complete their master’s theses 

and research reports. 

Delivery Methods This is a highly interactive course in which students learn the subject 

through group presentation, in-class exercises, and class discussion. To 

be an effective part of this learning community, students are expected to 

read the required course materials for each class. 

Assessment Assessment: 

1. Class Attendance: 10% 

2. Group Presentation: 20% 

The instructor will organize student groups according to their 

methodological interests: (i) qualitative interview, (ii) survey, (iii) 

experiment, and (iv) case study. Each group will be assigned to one of 



the classes. The group will make a 10-12 minite presentation which 

critically evaluates an academic paper using the method of their 

interest. 

3. In-class Exercises: 20% 

(a) Qualitative Interview Exercise: In the classes of Week 3 – 4, each 

student will interview a classmate, and later conduct a content analysis 

on the interview data. Students will submit a one or two-page memo 

reporting the results of content analysis by Week 6. 

(b) Survey Questionnaire Exercise: In the classes of Week 5–6, each 

student will create a survey questionnaire and ask her/his group members 

to fill in the questionnaire. Each student will get feedbacks from the 

group members, revise the questionnaire, and submit the finalized 

questionnaire by Week 8. 

4. Systematic Review: 20% 

Students will submit a review paper (2-3 double spaced pages) by [paper 

due: TBA]. In this paper, students will critically evaluate three 

academic journals using the method of their interest. The Instructor will 

provide a detailed instruction of the review paper in Week 3. 

5. Final Exam: 30% 

Students will take an in-class final exam at the end of semester. 

Students are allowed to bring one-page cheat sheet [A4 size]. The exam 

will take various forms such as true/false, multiple choice, and open-

ended questions. To prepare for this exam, students will take prep 

quizzes between Week 2 and 8, which are similar to the exam questions. 

The prep quizzes will not be graded. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Applied Social Science Methodology: An Introductory Guide., 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Gerring, John., and Dino Christenson., 

d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

9781107416819 

a)Title: Research Design: Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed Methods 

Approaches, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: Creswell, John W., and J. David 

Creswell, d)Publisher: Sage Publications, e)Year: , f)ISBN: 9781506386706 

a)Title: Qualitative research methods for the social sciences, b)Edition: 

9, c)Author: Berg, Bruce Lawrence, Howard Lune, and Howard Lune, 

d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 9780134202136 

a)Title: Qualitative Inquiry and Research Design: Choosing among Five 

Approaches, b)Edition: 4, c)Author: Creswell, John W., and Cheryl N. 

Poth, d)Publisher: Sage Publications, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9781506330204 

a)Title: Asking Questions: The Definitive Guide to Questionnaire Design--

for Market Research, Political Polls, and Social and Health 

Questionnaires, b)Edition: , c)Author: Bradburn, Norman M., Seymour 

Sudman, and Brian Wansink, d)Publisher: John Wiley & Sons, e)Year: 2004, 

f)ISBN: 9780787970888 

a)Title: Survey Research Methods, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: Fowler Jr, 

Floyd J, d)Publisher: Sage Publications, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 



9781452259000 

a)Title: Experiments in Public Management Research: Challenges and 

Contributions, b)Edition: , c)Author: James, Oliver, Sebastian R. Jilke, 

and Gregg G. Van Ryzin, d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 

2017, f)ISBN: 9781316614235 

a)Title: Field Experiments: Design, Analysis, and Interpretation, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Gerber, Alan S, and Donald P Green, d)Publisher: 

WW Norton, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 9780393979954 

a)Title: Case Study Research: Principles and Practices, b)Edition: 2, 

c)Author: Gerring, John, d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 

2016, f)ISBN: 9781316632505 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1: Methodological Frameworks 

Week 2: Research Questions, Theory, and Methodology 

Week 3: Qualitative Interview 

Week 4: Content Analysis 

Week 5: Survey Questionnaire 

Week 6: Survey Sampling & Data Collection 

Week 7: Experiment 

Week 8: Case Study 

Others  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5032301 

Course title 

Information Policy and Management 

Name of Instructor Park, Hun Myoung Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

311 

Office Hours 

Friday 13:30-14:30 

(Information Policy 

and Management) 

 

 

E-mail 

kucc625@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: This course discusses political, social, economic, 

and legal issues of using information and communication technologies 

(ICTs) so that data are properly collected, processed, and delivered to 

the right person at the right time. This course is required for PMPP-ISM 

students. 

 

Learning Objectives: 1) to understand the conceptual framework of 

information technology use, 2) to understand issues related to 

information ownership, digital inequality (digital divide), and universal 

service and accessibility, 3) to understand, privacy, freedom of speech, 

and censorship, and 4) to understand civic engagement and electronic 

democracy. 

 

Career Relevance: It is important for public managers in charge to 

understand key policy issues of information use in the information era 

since their decisions will influence various aspects of society 

significantly. Hence, understandings of those issues can help future 

public managers make better decisions and thus facilitate economic and 

social development. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: This course is the third required 

course for information systems management (PMPP-ISM) concentration. 

Introduction to E-government and Public Management Information Systems 

address technological building-blocks of information systems, whereas 

this course discusses key policy issues related to information use. 

 

Delivery Methods This seminar course relies primarily on class discussion and student 

presentations on readings and cases. 

Assessment Midterm exam (30%), final exam (40%), reading assignment (including 

presentation) (20%), and class attendance (10%) 

Prerequisites This course assumes (rather than requires) that students took 

Introduction to E-government and Public Management Information Systems of 

the Graduate School of International Relations (GSIR). 

Textbook(s) Required: 



a)Title: Chasing Moore’s Law: Information technology policy in the 

Unites States, b)Edition: , c)Author: spray William, d)Publisher: Scitech 

Publishing, e)Year: 2004, f)ISBN: 9781891121357 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Governing in the Information Age, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Bellamy, Christine, and John A. Taylor, d)Publisher: Open University 

Press, e)Year: 1998, f)ISBN: 978-0335194506 

a)Title: Campaigning Online: The Internet in U.S. Elections, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Bimber, Bruce, and Richard Davis, d)Publisher: Oxford 

University Press, e)Year: 2003, f)ISBN: 978-0195151565 

a)Title: Shamans, Software, and Spleens: Law and the Construction of the 

Information Society, b)Edition: , c)Author: Boyle, James, d)Publisher: 

Harvard University Press, e)Year: 1996, f)ISBN: 978-0674805231 

a)Title: Internet Politics: States, Citizens, and New Communication 

Technologies, b)Edition: , c)Author: Chadwick, Andrew, d)Publisher: 

Oxford University Press, e)Year: 2006, f)ISBN: 978-0195177732 

a)Title: Bad Samaritans: The Myth of Free Trade and the Secret History of 

Capitalism, b)Edition: , c)Author: Chang, Ha-joon, d)Publisher: 

Bloomsbury Press, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 978-1596915985 

a)Title: Digital Government: E-Government Research, Case Studies and 

Implementation, b)Edition: , c)Author: Chen, Hsinchun, Lawrence Brandt, 

Valerie Gregg, Roland Traunmul, d)Publisher: Springer, e)Year: 2008, 

f)ISBN: 978-0387716107 

a)Title: The Web of Politics: The Internet’s Impact on the American 

Political System, b)Edition: , c)Author: Davis, Richard, d)Publisher: 

Oxford University Press, e)Year: 1999, f)ISBN: 978-0195114850 

a)Title: Access Denied: The Practice and Policy of Global Internet 

Filtering, b)Edition: , c)Author: Deibert, Ronald, John Palfrey, Rafal 

Rohozinski, and Jonathan Z, d)Publisher: MIT Press, e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN: 

978-0262541961 

a)Title: Public Information Technology: Policy and Management Issues, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Garson, G. David, d)Publisher: Idea Group 

Publishing, e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN: 978-0691138688 

a)Title: Governance.com: Democracy in the Information Age, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Kamarck, Elaine Ciulla, and Joseph S. Nye Jr., d)Publisher: 

Brookings Institution Press, e)Year: 2002, f)ISBN: 978-0815702177 

a)Title: Social Consequences of Internet Use: Access, Involvement, and 

Interaction, b)Edition: , c)Author: Katz, James E., and Ronald E. Rice, 

d)Publisher: MIT Press, e)Year: 2002, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Code: Version 2.0, b)Edition: , c)Author: Lessig, Lawrence, 

d)Publisher: Basic Books, e)Year: 2006, f)ISBN: 978-0465039142 

a)Title: The Offensive Internet: Speech, Privacy, and Reputation, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Levmore, Saul, and Martha C. Nussabaum, 

d)Publisher: Harvard University Press, e)Year: 2010, f)ISBN: 978-

0674064317 

a)Title: Digital Rights Management: The Problem of Expanding Ownership 

Rights, b)Edition: , c)Author: May, Christopher, d)Publisher: Chandos 

Publishing, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 978-1843341246 



a)Title: Digital Governance: New Technologies for Improving Public 

Service and Participation, b)Edition: , c)Author: Milakovich, Michael 

E. , d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 978-0415891448 

a)Title: The Net Delusion: The Dark Side of Internet Freedom, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Morozov, Evgeny, d)Publisher: PublicAffairs, 

e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 978-1610391061 

a)Title: Privacy in Context: Technology, Policy, and the Integrity of 

Social Life, b)Edition: , c)Author: Nissenbaum, Helen, d)Publisher: 

Stanford Law Books, e)Year: 2010, f)ISBN: 978-0804752374 

a)Title: Digital Divide: Civic Engagement, Information Poverty and the 

Internet World-Wide, b)Edition: , c)Author: Norris, P. , d)Publisher: 

Cambridge Univ. Press, e)Year: 2001, f)ISBN: 978-0521002233 

a)Title: Bowling Along: The Collapse and Revival of American Community, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Putnam, Robert D. , d)Publisher: Simon and 

Schuster, e)Year: 2000, f)ISBN: 978-0743203043 

a)Title: Nothing to Hide: The False Tradeoff Between Privacy and 

Security, b)Edition: , c)Author: Solove, Daniel, d)Publisher: Yale 

University Press, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 978-0300172317 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction 

2. Digital inequality 

3. Information ownership 1 

4. Information ownership 2 

5. Universal service and universal access 1 

6. Universal service and universal access 2 

7. Use of Social media 1 

8. Use of Social media 2 

9. Freedom of information and privacy 1 

10. Freedom of information and privacy 2 

11. Freedom of information and privacy 3 

12. Freedom of speech and censorship 1 

13. Freedom of speech and censorship 2 

14. Freedom of speech and censorship 3 

15. Civic engagement & e-democracy 1 

16. Civic engagement & e-democracy 2 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5115301 

Course title 

Global Market Seminar 

Name of Instructor Jinnai, Yusuke Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Intensive 

Pre-sessions will be conducted by Prof. Jinnai at IUJ, in November.  

Main sessions by Mizuho lecturers will be on November 27-29, in Tokyo. 

(Leaving IUJ 27th afternoon by a chartered bus.) 

Enrollment limit: 30 students(first-come basis) 
 

Course Description This course provides an introduction to various concepts of global 

markets, focusing on the roles of Japanese financial institutions. The 

three-day workshop in Tokyo offers a series of the lectures about current 

issues in Japanese economy and international financial markets. All 

lecturers are distinguished practitioners from Mizuho Financial Group, a 

leading financial institution in Japan, and they share their real 

experiences in financial institutions with students. The course also 

helps students understand how to make a bridge between economic theory, 

obtained in IUJ, and various economic issues in global markets. Pre-

sessions will be conducted at IUJ campus, and then students will 

participate in the three-day seminar in Tokyo with Mizuho bankers. 

 

Delivery Methods A series of lectures, discussion, and presentations. 

Assessment Class participation at IUJ (25%), Seminar participation in Tokyo (25%), 

Report after the seminar (50%). Grades are evaluated by Pass/Non-pass 

basis. 

Prerequisites None. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Will be updated in August. 

Others Enrollment limit: 30 

Accommodation costs at Mizuho will not be charged, but transportation 

costs (3000 yen) will be charged to each student. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5305301 

Course title 

International Politics 

Name of Instructor Kumagai, Naoko Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description This course seeks to help students understand how states behave, why and 

under what conditions states compete or cooperate, and how international 

institutions and norms influence and are influenced by state behavior. 

For this purpose, the course introduces the major theoretical 

perspectives for international relations. Students are expected to 

understand and evaluate competing theories and approaches and to apply 

different perspectives to substantive issues in contemporary 

international relations. 

In the course, we begin with the basic questions of the meanings of 

“nation,” “state,” “politics,” “power,” “authority,” 

“globalism,” and “theory.” Then we will learn and examine different 

theoretical approaches to international relations, with special focus on 

the realist, liberal, and constructivist paradigms. The class will 

examine contemporary affairs through the analytical “lenses” of these 

different perspectives. Some topics with particular focus will be the 

nuclear crises in North Korea and Iran, trade disputes among major 

powers, the current liberal order, terrorism, and environment. Students 

are strongly encouraged to introduce into class discussion any additional 

topics of concern to them. 

 

Delivery Methods Each session of the course includes lecture and discussion. Students are 

expected to participate actively in class discussion. 

Assessment 1) Active participation in class (attendance, class preparation, and 

class discussion) 

2) In-class writing exercises (short essay) 

3) Mid-term exam (in-class). 

4) Final exam (in-class). 

 

Prerequisites Basic knowledge of modern world history 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title:  International Politics: Enduring Concepts and Contemporary 

Issues, b)Edition: 12th editi, c)Author: Robert J. Art and Robert Jervis 

eds., d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Politics among Nations: The Struggle for Power and Peace, 

b)Edition: 6th editio, c)Author: Hans J. Morgenthau, d)Publisher: Alfred 

A. Knopf, e)Year: 1985, f)ISBN: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 



a)Title: After Hegemony, b)Edition: , c)Author: Robert O. Keohane, 

d)Publisher: Princeton University Press, e)Year: 1983, f)ISBN: 

a)Title:  The Anarchical Society: A Study of Order in World Politics, 

b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: Hedley Bull, d)Publisher: Columbia University 

Press , e)Year: 1995, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Twenty Years’ Crisis, 1919-1939, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

E.H. Carr, d)Publisher: Harper & Row, e)Year: 1964 , f)ISBN: 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Class Outline Session 1: Overview of the Basic Approaches and Realism (Power, National 

Interest, Balance of Power) 

Session 2: Realism (Security Dilemma, Alliance, Hegemony) 

Session 3: Liberalism: Systems, Institutions, and Economic 

Interdependence 

Session 4: Liberalism (The Democratic Peace) 

Session 5: Social Constructivism (norms, culture) 

Session 6: Ethics in International Relations; Mid-Term Examination 

Session 7: Terrorism 

Session 8: Environment 

Others 



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5320301 

Course title 

History of International Relations 

Name of Instructor Shinoda, Tomohito Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

Monday 13:30-14:30 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description This course provides a survey of history of international relations. Its 

objectives are to familiarize students with the basic outline of the 

history of international relations, and to give students an understanding 

of the background of the major international political issues today. 

A solid foundation of the history of international relations is essential 

for anybody who is interested in working for the global community. This 

course is to explore the historical developments of international 

relations, covering major events including the origin of international 

system with the Treaty of Westphalia, imperialism, World War I & 2, the 

Cold War System, and the Post-Cold War era. 

This class would be essential for students who would plan to work in the 

international environment in their future career. This would provide a 

deeper understanding on sensitive issues between the nations. This class 

is designed to provide comprehensive views of the history of 

international politics. 

Delivery Methods This course is lecture-based class, but the instructor encourages 

students to participate discussion in order to find out more details of 

the contents. The game of diplomacy is introduced which make the students 

act as representatives to negotiate and make decision of war on behalf of 

their assigned state. 

Assessment The course grade will be based on mid-term (30%) and final exam (50%), 

short essay on the game on Diplomacy (10%), and class attendance and 

participation in classroom discussions (10%) will account for the 

remainder of the course grade. In order to pass the class, you need to 

get at least 60 out of 100 points. 

The students are expected to read all the reading materials and attend 

all the classes. One week absence would result in the deduction of 4 

points. The adjustment can be made for the following two cases: sickness 

and family emergency. If you miss 40 percent of class without reasonable 

causes, you fail to pass. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: International Relations since 1945, b)Edition: , c)Author: John 

W. Young and John Kent, d)Publisher: Oxford Univ. Press, e)Year: 2013, 

f)ISBN: 0199693064 

a)Title: Diplomacy, b)Edition: , c)Author: Henry Kissinger, d)Publisher: 

Simon & Schuster, e)Year: 1994, f)ISBN: 978-0671510992 

 



Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: World Order, b)Edition: , c)Author: Henry Kissinger, 

d)Publisher: Allen Lane, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 0143127713 

a)Title: The Rising American Empire, b)Edition: , c)Author: Richard van 

Alstyne, d)Publisher: W.W. Norton, e)Year: 1960, f)ISBN: 0393007502 

a)Title: History and International Relations: From the Ancient World to 

the 21st Century, b)Edition: , c)Author: Haward Leroy Malchow, 

d)Publisher: Bloomsbury Academic, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 1441106251 

a)Title: The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Paul Kennedy, d)Publisher: Fontana Press, e)Year: 1989, f)ISBN: 

0006860524 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1. Before and After Westphalia 

Required: Malchow, Chaps 4-6. 

Recommended: Kennedy, Chap 1-3; Kissinger, World Order, Chap.1. 

 

Week 2. Imperialism and Rise of America 

Required: Kennedy, Chap 4; Kissinger, Diplomacy, Chap.5-6; van Alstyne, 

Chap. 3-6, 8. 

 

Week 3. Game of Diplomacy 

 

Week 4. Game of Diplomacy 

Essay is required. 

 

Week 5.  Mid-term Exam and World War I and Interwar 

Required: Kissinger, Diplomacy, Chap.7-12; van Alstyne, Chap. 3-6, 8. 

 

Week 6. WWII and Early Cold War 

Required: Young and Kent, Chap. 1-4. 

 

 

Week 7. The Midst of Cold War 

Required: Young and Kent, Chap. 5-9, 12-15. 

 

Week 8. The End of Cold War and Afterwards 

Required: Kissinger, Diplomacy, Chap. 30-31; Young and Kent, Chap. 20-21. 

 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5375301 

Course title 

Comparative Government and Politics 

Name of Instructor Macikenaite, Vida Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Thu.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This course is a broad overview of the comparative politics subfield. It 

introduces the main concepts and theories of the field and their 

application to empirical issues (in class we discuss such questions as 

how can the regimes in Latin America, South Africa or Iran be classified? 

Is Russia a democracy? What are the functions of the President of Germany 

and how do they differ from those in the USA? Why has Northern Italy 

developed faster than the South? Has the process of democratization in 

Myanmar been completed after the elections in 2015?). 

The lectures and discussions in the course lie on the fundamental 

assumption that there exists no single best set of institutions for a 

country. Instead, we dwell into the question of how specific 

institutional arrangements across countries produce different political 

outcomes. In this process, looking at selected case studies we inquire 

why countries fail (Sub-Saharan Africa); how resource wealth is linked 

with political (in-)stability (Sub-Saharan Africa, Venezuela); when do 

authoritarian regimes survive even as the level of economic development 

rises (China); why some multiethnic divided societies live in peace while 

others – under constant civil conflict, and how institutions contribute 

to this; what electoral systems are best suited for multiethnic divided 

societies (Iraq and others)? We will address these and many other 

questions throughout the course. 

Delivery Methods The course is based on interactive lectures, which include short case 

study presentations (depending on the number of registered students) by 

the students and class discussions of selected case studies. 

Assessment (may be adjusted depending on the number of students enrolled): 

• In-class quizzes: 2 x 15% 

• Mid-term assignment: 20% 

• Group presentation: 20% (if the no of students is under 16) 

• Final exam: 30% 

Prerequisites The class is designed to be accessible to students with no prior study of 

comparative politics 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Principles of Comparative Politics, b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: 1. 

Clark, William R., Matt Golder, and Sona N. Golder, d)Publisher: CQ 

Press, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: ISBN-10: 1608716 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 



Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline PART I. INTRODUCTION 

 

1. Course introduction: what do we compare and why? Is there a single 

best set of political institutions for countries worldwide? Course 

requirements. 

 

2. Origins of modern state. Definition of the state. State sovereignty, 

authority, and power. 

• Clark, William R., Matt Golder, and Sona N. Golder. 2013. Principles of 

Comparative Politics, 2nd ed. Los Angeles: CQ Press. Ch.4, pp.87-119. 

 

3. Failed state. Case study: Somalia. Causes of state failure (selected 

African countries). 

• Bates, Robert H. When Things Fell Apart: State Failure in Late-Century 

Africa. Cambridge University Press, 2008 (skim the text to get the main 

argument). 

 

4. Resource wealth and political stability. 

• Ross, Michael. 2001. “Does Oil Hinder Democracy?” World Politics 

53(3): 325-361. 

 

 

PART II. POLITICAL REGIMES: DEMOCRACIES AND DICTATORSHIPS  

 

5. Political regimes. Varieties of democracies. Presidential vs. 

parliamentary systems. Classifying democracies. Case studies: South 

Africa (Why is it ranked as a non-democracy by some systems?), Russia (is 

it a democracy?). The effects of different types of democratic systems. 

• Clark et al., Ch.12, pp. 457-534.  

• Clark et al., Ch.16, pp. 741-826.  

• [optional] Clark et al. Principles of Comparative Politics, 2013, Ch.5, 

pp.140-170.  

• [optional] Lijphart, Arend. 2012. Patterns of Democracy: Government 

Forms and Performance in Thirty-Six Countries, 2nd ed. Yale University 

Press. Ch. 2-4, pp.9-60. 

 

6. Varieties of autocracies. Stability of authoritarian regimes. Case 

study: Venezuela (how has the country leaned towards authoritarianism?) 

• Clark et al., Ch. 10, pp. 349-412.   

• Corrales, Javier. 2015. “Autocratic Legalism in Venezuela.” Journal 

of Democracy  26(2): 37-51. 

 

7. Regime change: democratic transition and consolidation. When the 

process of democratization is considered to be completed? (Selected cases 

in Latin America, Myanmar). 

•  “Incomplete Transition/Near Consolidation? Chile.” In Juan Linz and 

Alfred Stepan,  Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation. 



Johns Hopkins University Press,  1996, pp. 205-218.   

• [optional] Nathan J. Brown. 2013. “Egypt’s Failed Transition.” 

Journal of Democracy 24 (4): 45-58.   

• [optional] Linz, Juan and Alfred Stepan, Problems of Democratic 

Transition and  Consolidation, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996, 

other chapters. 

 

8. Economic determinants of political regimes. Problems with group 

decision-making. Does economic growth lead to democracy? Classic 

modernization theory. Review of the link between resource wealth and 

regime type. Case study: China (what explains regime stability?) 

• Clark et al., Ch. 6. 

• Wright, Teresa. 2010. Accepting Authoritarianism: State-Society 

Relations in China’s Reform Era. Stanford: Stanford University Press. 

Introduction, pp. 1-36. 

 

9. Cultural determinants of political regimes: religion. Are some 

religions incompatible with democracy? 

• Clark et al., Ch.7.  

 

10. The effect of political regimes: Does it make a difference? 

Selectorate theory. 

• “Democracy or Dictatorship: Does it Make a Difference?” in Clark et 

al, Principles of Comparative Politics, Ch.9, pp. 325-348.   

• [optional] “Varieties of Democracy and Political Outcomes,” in Clark 

et al, Principles of Comparative Politics, Ch. 16, pp. 741-826.   

 

 

PART III. INSTITUTIONS, ACTORS AND PROCESSES 

 

11-12. Political parties and party systems. Social cleavages and their 

impact on a country’s development and stability.   

• “Social Cleavages and Party Systems,” in Clark et al, Principles of 

Comparative Politics, Ch. 14.   

• Selected chapters from Douglas Kimemia, “Africa’s Social Cleavages 

and Democratization: Colonial, Postcolonial, and Multiparty Era,” 

Lexington Books, 2015. 

 

13-14. Elections and electoral systems. Approaches to voting and 

elections (sociological and rational approaches to voting, economic and 

strategic voting). Best suited electoral systems for multiethnic divided 

societies.   

• “Elections and Electoral Systems,” in Clark et al, Principles of 

Comparative Politics, Ch. 13.   

• Ben Reilly and Andrew Reynolds, “Electoral Systems and Conflict in 

Divided Societies,” Ch. 11 in International Conflict Resolution after 

the Cold War, edited by Paul C.Stern and Daniel Druckman, Washington: 

National Academy Press, 420-473 (available from 

https://www.nap.edu/read/9897/chapter/1#vii). 



 

15. Political culture and its impact on development. 

•  Putnam, Robert. 1993. Making Democracy Work. Princeton University 

Press. 

 

16. Course wrap-up: in-class group work and a brief presentation (topic: 

what would be the best institutions (electoral system, etc. for a country 

X). 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5012301 

Course title 

Public Human Resource Management 

Name of Instructor Park, Hun Myoung Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

Main Builiding 306 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

yjc2015@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2,Thu.2 

 

 

Course Description This course is designed for Master’s students to be prepared as 

effective public managers to deal with workforces. This course 

encompasses the personnel functions of recruitment, selection, training 

and development, motivation and compensation, performance appraisal, 

affirmative action, ethics, and corruption. The emphasis of this class is 

on improving understanding of the historical context and current 

conditions of public human resource management and developing skills 

necessary to be effective public managers. From this course, students 

will learn knowledge as well as insight on public human resource 

management. For the knowledge part, students will learn theories of 

public human resource management with various issues. For the insight 

part, students will apply theories to real-world problems through case 

analyses. 

Delivery Methods This course will use a variety of learning opportunities, including 

lecture, discussion, individual and group exercises, case analysis, 

student research and presentation, and guest speakers as available. 

Students will learn theories of public human resource management from 

core readings. The instructor will give lectures to cover the core 

readings. All students should read core readings prior to the class. The 

instructor will encourage students to share their thoughts and ideas in 

class in order to promote students to apply theories to their work 

experiences. 

Assessment This course requires extensive readings, class preparation, and 

presentation. Student assessment will be based on as follows: 

 

Individual case description (20 points) 

Individual case analysis (30 points) 

Final group paper (30 points) 

Class participation (20 points). 

 

Individual Case Analysis: Each student is required to submit an 

individual case description and analysis paper on the date of week 4 and 

week 8, respectively. 

 

Case description (5 pages): Week 4 

Case analysis (10 pages): Week 8 

 

There are two steps to finish this assignment. First, students will write 



one or more public human resource management-related issues from their 

own workplace or their government. Second, students will frame the 

problems with appropriate theories and provide solutions by applying 

theories to the problems. The paper should be no longer than 10 pages. 

More details will be announced in class. 

 

 

Your case analysis paper must have the structure below. 

1. Abstract 

2. Introduction 

3. Body of the Paper 

a. Theories (or Concepts) 

b. Case Description 

c. Case Analysis 

4. Implication and Conclusion 

5. References 

 

Case Writing Tips: http://libguides.usc.edu/writingguide/casestudy 

 

Final Group Paper (20 points): Students organize a group (5-6 students, 

depending on class size) for the final project. The instructor will 

organize each group based on their nationality. The final project is a 

comparative study of public human resource management system. Each group 

chooses a particular topic and compares the topic in each country and 

finds similarities and differences of their systems. Conclusion includes 

implications of the comparison and policy recommendations to improve the 

current system in each country. 

 

Prerequisites None 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Human Resource Management in Public Service: Paradoxes, 

Processes, and Problems, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: Berman, Evan M., Bowman, 

James S., West, Jonathan P. & Van Wart, d)Publisher: Sage Publication, 

e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 1483340031 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1 (1 & 2): Class Introduction and Overview of Public Human Resource 

Management 

 

Required Readings 

 

Berman et al. (2015). Chapter 1: The Public Service Heritage: Context, 

Continuity, and Change 

 

Suggested Readings 

 



Ingraham P. W. & Rubaii-Barret, N. (2007). Human Resource Management as a 

Core Dimension of Public Administration. 

 

Llorens, J. J. & Battaglio, P. P. Jr. (2010). Human Resources Management 

in Changing World: Reassessing Public Human Resources Management 

Education. Review of Public Personnel Administration, 30(1), 112-132. 

 

 

Week 2 (1 & 2): Recruitment & Selection (Merit System vs. Spoils System) 

 

Required Readings 

 

Rosenbloom, D. & Kravchuk, R. S. (2005). Historical Background in Public 

Administration: Understanding Management, Politics, and Law in the Public 

Sector, pp. 202-211. 

 

Berman et al. (2015). Chapter 3: Recruitment: From Passive Posting to 

Head-hunting & Chapter 4: Selection: From Civil Service Commissions to 

Decentralized Decision Making. 

 

Lewis, G. B. & Frank, S. A. (2002).  Who Wants to Work for the 

Government?. Public Administration Review, 62(4), 395-404. 

 

Suggested Readings 

 

Ban, Carolyn, Drahnak-Faller, Alexis, & Towers, M. (2003). Human Resource 

Challenges in Human Service and Community Development Organizations: 

Recruitment and Retention of Professional Staff. Review of Public 

Personnel Administration, 23(2), 133-153. 

 

Riccucci, Norma M. & Riccardelli, M. (2014). The Use of Written Exams in 

Policy and Fire Departments: Implications for Social Diversity. Review of 

Public Personnel Administration, 0734371X14540689. 

 

Case Analysis: Recruitment and Selection 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 3 (1 & 2): Representative Bureaucracy / Affirmative Action 

 

Required Readings 

 

Bailey, M. (2004). Review: Representative Bureaucracy: Understanding Its 

Past to Address Its Future. Public Administration Review, 64(2), 246-249. 

 

Riccucci, Norma M. & Meyers, Marcia K. (2004). Linking Passive and Active 

Representation: The Case of Frontline Workers in Welfare Agencies. 



Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory, 14(4), 585-597. 

 

Kennedy, B. A. (2013). Sorting Through: The Role of Representation in 

Bureaucracy. Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory, 23(4), 

791-816. 

 

Suggested Readings 

 

Lim, Hong-Hai (2006). Representative Bureaucracy: Rethinking Substantive 

Effects and Active Representation. Public Administration Review, 66(2), 

193-204. 

 

Park, Sanghee (2012). Does Gender Matter? The Effect of Gender 

Representation of Public Bureaucracy on Governmental Performance. 

American Review of Public Administration, 43(2), 221-242. 

 

Smith, A. E. & Monaghan, K. R. (2013). Some Ceilings Have More Cracks: 

Representative Bureaucracy in Federal Regulatory Agencies. American 

Review of Public Administration, 43(1), 50-71. 

 

Case Analysis: High court backs firefighters reverse discrimination suit 

from CNN News 

 

 

Week 4 (1 & 2): Compensation / Employee Engagement 

 

Required Readings 

 

Berman et al. (2015). Chapter 7: Compensation: Vital, Visible, Vicious 

Berman et al. (2015). Chapter 6: Employee Engagement: Possible, Probable, 

or Impossible 

 

Perry, James L., Engbers, Trent A., Jun, So Yun (2009). Back to the 

Future? Performance-Related Pay, Empirical Research, and the Perils of 

Persistence. Public Administration Review, 69(1), 39-51. 

 

Suggested Readings 

 

Frank, S. A. & Lewis, G. B. (2004). Government Employees Working Hard or 

Hardly Working?. The American Review of Public Administration, 34(1), 36-

51. 

 

Keefe, Jeffrey (2012). Are Public Employees Overpaid?. Labor Studies 

Journal, 37(1), 104-126. 

 

Belle, Nicola (2015). Performance-Related Pay and the Crowding Out of 

Motivation in the Public Sector: A Randomized Field Experiment. Public 

Administration Review, 75(2), 230-241. 

 



Kearney, Richard (2003). The Determinants of State Employee Compensation. 

Review of Public Personnel Administration, 23(4), 305-322. 

 

Case Analysis: Compensation: Paying the Tucson Police 

 

 

Week 5 (1 & 2): Appraising Employee Performance 

 

Required Readings 

 

Berman et al (2015). Chapter 10: Appraisal: A Process in Search of a 

Technique 

 

Iqbal, M. Z., Akbar, S., & Budhwar, P. (2015). Effectiveness of 

performance appraisal: An integrated framework. International Journal of 

Management Reviews, 17(4), 510-533. 

 

Reinke, S. J. (2003). Does the Form Really Matter? Leadership, Trust, and 

Acceptance of the Performance Appraisal Process. Review of Public 

Personnel Administration, 23(1), 23-37. 

 

Bawole, J. N., Hossain, F., Domfeh, K. A., Bukari, H. Z., & Sanyare, F. 

(2013). Performance Appraisal or Praising Performance? The Culture 

Rhetoric in Performance Management in Ghana Civil Service. International 

Journal of Public Administration, 36 (13), 953-962. 

 

Bellé, N. (2015). Performance‐Related Pay and the Crowding Out of 

Motivation in the Public Sector: A Randomized Field Experiment. Public 

Administration Review, 75(2), 230-241. 

 

Suggested Readings 

 

Ekpe, A. N., Daniel, E. E., Ekpe, M. A. (2013). Analysis of Performance 

Appraisal System of the Nigerian Public Sector Organizations. Journal of 

Humanities and Social Science, 18(3), 49-54. 

 

Case Analysis: Performance Evaluation: To Protect and to Serve 

 

 

Week 6 (1 & 2): Training & Development 

 

Required Readings 

 

Berman et al (2015). Chapter 9: Training, Learning, Development: 

Exploring New Frontiers 

 

Kim, Y. H., Ong, M., & Chung, J. H. (2014). Enhancing Training Motivation 

in the Public Sector in South Korea: the Value of a Contingency Approach. 

Asia Pacific Journal of Public Administration, 36(4), 301-312. 



 

Chatzimouratidis, A., Theotokas, L., & Lagoudis, L N. (2011). Decision 

Support Systems for Human Resource Training and Development. The 

International Journal of Human Resource Management, 23(4), 662-693. 

 

Case Analysis: Employee Development and Training: Fearless Freddy Fuego 

 

 

Week 7 (1 & 2): Work Life Balance 

 

Required Readings 

 

Berman et al. (2015). Chapter 8: Employee-Friendly Policies: Fashionable, 

Flexible, and Fickle 

 

Den Dulk, Laura & Groeneveld, Sandra (2012). Work-Life Balance Support in 

the Public Sector in Europe. Review of Public Personnel Administration, 

33(4), 384-405. 

 

Darcy, C., McCarthy, A., Hill, J. & Grady, G. (2012). Work-life Balance: 

One Size Fits All? An Exploratory Analysis of the Differential Effects of 

Career Stage. European Management Journal, 30, 111-120. 

 

Kim, J. & Wiggins, M. E. (2011). Family-Friendly Human Resource Policy: 

Is It Still Working in the Public Sector?. Public Administration Review, 

71(5), 728-739. 

 

Suggested Readings 

 

McCarthy, A., Darcy, C., & Grady, G. (2009). Work-life Balance Policy and 

Practice: Understanding Line Manager Attitudes and Behaviors. Human 

Resource Management Review, 20, 158-167. 

 

Chandra, V. (2012). Work-Life Balance: Eastern and Western Perspectives. 

The International Journal of Human Resource Management, 23(5), 1040-1056. 

 

Yadav, R. K. & Dabhade, N. (2014). Work Life Balance and Job Satisfaction 

among the Working Women of Banking and Education Sector – A Comparative 

Study. International Letters of Social and Humanistic Sciences, 10, 181-

201. 

 

Takahashi, M., Kamano, S., Matsuda, T., Onode, S., & Yoshizumi, K. 

(2013). Worklife balance in Japan: new policies, old practices. Worklife 

Balance: The Agency and Capabilities Gap, 92. 

 

Case Analysis: Work-Life Balance 

 

Attendance Management: What’s a Single Mom to Do? 

 



 

Week 8 (1 & 2): Employee Turnover, Absenteeism, & Brain Drain 

 

 

Ryu, Sangyub, and Young-joo Lee. 2013. Examining the role of management 

in turnover: A contingency approach. Public Performance and Management 

Review 37(1): 134-53. 

 

Bertelli, A. M. (2007). Determinants of bureaucratic turnover intention: 

Evidence from the Department of the Treasury. Journal of Public 

Administration Research and Theory, 17(2), 235-258. 

 

Meier, K. J., & Hicklin, A. (2008). Employee turnover and organizational 

performance: Testing a hypothesis from classical public administration. 

Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory, 18(4), 573-590. 

 

Grindle, M. S., & Hilderbrand, M. E. (1995). Building sustainable 

capacity in the public sector: what can be done?. Public Administration & 

Development (1986-1998), 15(5), 441. 

 

Jałowiecki, B., & Gorzelak, G. J. (2004). Brain drain, brain gain, and 

mobility: Theories and prospective methods. Higher Education in Europe, 

29(3), 299-308. 

 

Kannappan, S. (1968). Brain Drain and Developing Countries, The. Int'l 

Lab. Rev., 98, 1-26. 

 

Case Analysis 

 

 

Week 9 or 10: Field Trip to National Personnel Authority 

 

Civil Service in Japan 

Lecturer: Katsuya Yamashita (International Personnel Administration 

Officer, International Affairs Division, National Personnel Authority) 

 

 

Week 11 (March 22): Final Paper Group Paper Due (Submit a soft copy only) 

 

Others  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5060301 

Course title 

Foreign Policy Analysis 

Name of Instructor Myoe, Maung Aung Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This course deals with the issues in foreign policy making from a broad 

comparative perspective. It studies the ways states formulate their 

foreign policies and how these policies are implemented. The course also 

examines external and internal factors that shape states’ foreign 

policies, how states interact and why foreign policy choices may differ 

between states. It analyzes not only the political system but also 

cultural and historical factors that influence the foreign policy 

decision-making. The course will cover the following themes. 

 

(1) Foreign Policy Analysis: Introduction 

(2) IR Theories and Foreign Policy 

(3) Rational Actor Model in Foreign Policy 

(4) Bureaucracies and Organizations and Foreign Policy 

(5) Groupthink in Foreign Policy 

(6) Domestic Politics and Foreign Policy 

(7) Foreign Policy Crises 

(8) Foreign Policy Making in the Developing World 

 

Delivery Methods  

Assessment Each class will be divided into two; lecture will be followed by paper 

presentation and class discussion. Students should be aware that class 

participation is important and every student is required to engage in 

paper presentation. An essay of 1000-1500 words on a topic relevant to 

the course will be assigned. There is a final examination at the end of 

the term. Students will be graded as follows: 

 

Class participation and presentation  - 40% 

Essay     - 30% 

Final Examination    - 30% 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Selected Reading Materials 

 

’t Hart, Paul and et al. (ed.). Beyond Groupthink: Political Group 



Dynamics and Foreign Policy-making (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 

Press, 1997) 

Allison, Graham T. and Philip Zelikow, Essence of Decision: Explaining 

the Cuban Missile Crisis, 2nd edition (Longman, 1999) 

Anceschi, Luca. Turkmenistan’s Foreign Policy: Positive neutrality and 

the Consolidation of the Turkmen Regime (London: Routledge, 2009) 

Beaseley, Ryan Juliet Kaarbo, Jeffrey S. Lantis, and Michael T. Snarr, 

Foreign Policy in Comparative Perspective (CQ Press, 2002) 

Bicchi, Federica. European Foreign Policy Making Toward the Mediterranean 

(London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007) 

Blake, Michael. Justice & Foreign Policy (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2013) 

Breuning, Marijke. Foreign Policy Analysis: A Comparative Introduction 

(London: Palgrave MacMillan, 2007) 

Chachavalpongpun, Pavin. Reinventing Thailand: Thaksin and His Foreign 

Policy (Singapore: ISEAS, 2010) 

Cooper F. Andrew & Timothy M. Shaw. The Diplomacies of Small State: 

Between Vulnerability and Resilience (London: Palgrave Macmillan: 2009) 

Dhillon, Karminder Singh. Malaysian Foreign Policy in the Mahathir Era 

1981-2003 (Singapore: NUS Press, 2009) 

Donaldson, Robert H. , Joseph L. Nogee and Vidya Nadkarni. The Foreign 

Policy of Russia: Changing Systems, Enduring Interests, fifth edition 

(New York: M.E. Sharp, 2014) 

Dougherty, James E. & Robert Pfalzgraff Jr.. Contending Theories of 

International Relations: A Comprehensive Survey, 5th Edition (Longman, 

2000) 

Goldstein, Judith and Robert Keohane (ed.). Ideas and Foreign Policy: 

Beliefs, Institutions, and Political Change (Cornell University Press, 

1993) 

Gvosdev, Nikolas K. and Christopher Marsh. Russian Foreign Policy: 

Interests, Vectors, and Sectors (Washington D.C: CQ Press, 2014) 

Haacke, Jurgen. Myanmar's Foreign Policy: Domestic Influences and 

International Implications (London: Routledge, 2006) 

Harris, Stuart. China’s Foreign Policy (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2014) 

He, Kai and Huiyun Feng. Prospect Theory and Foreign Policy Analysis in 

the Asia Pacific (London: Routledge, 2013) 

Hill, Christopher. The Changing Politics of Foreign Policy (London: 

Palgrave MacMillan, 2003) 

Holsti, K. J. Why Nations Realigned? (Unwin Hyman, 1982) 

Holsti, Ole R.. Making American Foreign Policy (London: Routledge, 2006) 

Janis, Irving L. Groupthink: Psychological Studies of Policy Decisions 

and Fiascoes (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 2nd edition, 1982) 

Jervis, Robert. Perception and Misperception in International Politics 

(Princeton University Press, 1976) 

Jonson, Lena. Tajikistan in the New Central Asia: Geopolitics, Great 

Power Rivalry and Radical Islam (London: I.B. Tauris, 2009) 

Karrar, Hasan H. The New Silk Road Diplomacy: China's Central Asian 

Foreign Policy since the Cold War (University of British Columbia Press, 

2010) 



Khong Yuen Foong. Analogies at War (Princeton University Press, 1992) 

Mankoff, Jeffrey. Russian Foreign Policy: The Return of Great Power 

Politics (Council on Foreign Relations Books (New York: Rowman & 

Littlefield, 2009) 

May, Ernest R. “Lessons” of the Past: the Use and Misuse of History in 

American Foreign Policy (London: Oxford University Press, 1973) 

Mingst, Karen and Jack Snyder (ed.). Essential Readings in World 

Politics, third edition (W. W. Norton, 2007) 

Nair, Shanti. Islam in Malaysian Foreign Policy (London: Routledge, 1997) 

Neack, Laura. The New Foreign Policy: US and Comparative Foreign Policy 

in the 20th Century (Rowman & Littlefield, 2003) 

Nye Jr., Joseph S. Understanding International Conflicts: An Introduction 

to Theory and History, 7th edition (Longman, 2008) 

Richardson, James L. Crisis Diplomacy: The Great Powers since the Mid-

Nineteenth Century (Cambridge University Press, 1994) 

Robertson, Justin and Maurice A. East (ed). Diplomacy and Developing 

Nations: Post-Cold War Foreign Policy-Making Structures and Processes 

(London: Routledge, 2012) 

Shinoda, Tomohito. Koizumi Diplomacy: Japan's Kantei Approach to Foreign 

and Defense Affairs (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2007) 

Skuma, Rizal. Islam in Indonesia Foreign Policy (Rutledge, 2008) 

Smith, Karen E. The Making of EU Foreign Policy: the Case of Eastern 

Europe. (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004) 

Stein, Arthur. Why Nations Cooperate: Circumstance and Choice in 

International Relations (Cornell University Press, 1990) 

Taras, Raymond. Fear and the Making of Foreign Policy (Edinburgh: 

Edinburgh University Press, 2015) 

 

Class Outline Reading List for Weekly Discussion 

(Week-1) Foreign Policy Analysis: Introduction 

(1) Valerie M. Hudson with Christopher S. Vore. “Foreign Policy Analysis 

Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow”, Meshon International Studies Review 

(Vol. 39, 1995) 

(2) Valerie M. Hudson. “Foreign Policy Analysis: Actor-Specific Theory 

and the Ground of International Relations”, Foreign Policy Analysis 

(Vol. 1, No. 1; 2005) 

(3) Jack Holland. “Foreign Policy and Political Possibility”, European 

Journal of International Relations (Vol. 19, No. 1; 2011) 

(4) Bryan Mabee. “Historical Institutionalism and Foreign Policy 

Analysis: The Origins of the National Security Council Revisited”, 

Foreign Policy Analysis (Vol. 7, No. 1; January 2011) 

 

(Week-2) IR Theories and Foreign Policy 

(1) Jeffrey Checkel. “Ideas, Institutions, and the Gorbachev Foreign 

Policy Revolution”, World Politics (Vol. 45, No. 2; January 1993) 

(2) K.J. Holsti. “Exceptionalism in American Foreign Policy: Is it 

exceptional?”, European Journal of International Relations (Vol. 17, No. 

3; 2010) 

(3-A) Sebastian Rosato & John Schuessler. “A Realist Foreign Policy for 



the United States”, Perspectives on Politics (Vol. 9, No.4; December 

2011) 

(3-B) Jonathan Kirshner. “The Tragedy of Offensive Realism: Classical 

Realism and the Rise of China”, European Journal of International 

Relations (Vol. 18, No. 1; 2010) 

(5) Marijke Breuning. “Roles and Realities: When and Why Gate-Keepers 

Fail to Change Foreign Policy” Foreign Policy Analysis (Vol. 9, No. 3; 

July 2013) 

(6) Feng Zhang. “The Rise of Chinese Exceptionalism in International 

Relations”, European Journal of International Relations (Vol. 19. No. 2; 

2011) 

 

(Week-3) Rational Actor Model in Foreign Policy 

(1) Allison and Philip Zelikow. “The Cuban Missile Crisis: First Cut” 

in Essence of Decision (New York: Longman, 2nd edition, 1999) – chapter 

(2) 

(2 A) Ben D. Mor. “Nasser’s Decision-Making in the 1967 Middle East 

Crisis: A Rational Choice Explanation” Journal of Peace Research (Vol. 

28, No. 4; November 1991) 

(2 B) Carly Beckerman-Boy. “Third Parties and the Arab-Israeli Conflict: 

Poliheuristic Decision Theory and British Mandate Palestine Policy”, 

Foreign Policy Analysis (Vol. 10, No. 3; July 2014) 

(3 A) Steven B. Redd. “The Influence of Advisers and Decision Strategies 

on Foreign Policy Choices: President Clinton’s Decision to Use Force in 

Kosovo”, International Studies Perspectives (Vol. 6; 2005) 

(3 B) David J. Brule. “Explaining and Forecasting Leaders’ Decisions: A 

Poliheuristic Analysis of the Iran Hostage Rescue Decision”, 

International Studies Perspectives (Vol. 6; 2005) 

(4) Raymond Birt. “Personality and Foreign Policy: The Case of Stalin”, 

Political Psychology (Vol. 14, No. 4; 1993) 

 

(Week-4) Bureaucracies and Organizations in Foreign Policy 

(1) Steve A Yetiv. “Testing the Government Politics Model: US Decision 

Making in the 1990-1991 Persian Gulf Crisis”, Security Studies (Vol. 11, 

No. 2; Winter 2001) 

(2) Kevin Marsh. “Obama’s Surge: A Bureaucratic Politics Analysis of 

the Decision to Order a Troop Surge in the Afghanistan War”, Foreign 

Policy Analysis (Vol. 10, No. 3; July 2014) 

(3) Allison and Philip Zelikow. “The Cuban Missile Crisis: Second Cut” 

in Essence of Decision (New York: Longman, 2nd edition, 1999) – chapter 

(6) 

 

(Week-5) Groupthink in Foreign Policy 

(1) Steve A Yetiv. “Groupthink and the Gulf Crisis”, British Journal of 

Political Science (Vol. 33, No.3; July 2003) 

(2 A) Scot MacDonald. “Hitler’s Shadow: Historical Analogies and the 

Iraqi Invasion of Kuwait”, Diplomacy and Statecraft (Vol. 13, No. 4; 

December 2002) 

(2 B) Paul Latawski. “Invoking Munich, Expiating Suez: British 



Leadership, Historical Analogy and the Falklands Crisis”, in Stephen 

Badsey and at el. (ed.) The Falklands Conflicts Twenty Years On: Lessons 

for the Future (London: Frank Cass, 2005) 

(3) Dina Badie. “Groupthink, Iraq, and the War on Terror: Explaining US 

Policy Shift toward Iraq”, Foreign Policy Analysis (Vol. 6, No. 4; 2010) 

(4) Asaf Siniver & Jeffrey Collins. “Airpower and Quagmire: Historical 

Analogies and the Second Lebanon War”, Foreign Policy Analysis (Vol. 9, 

No. 1; January 2013) 

(5) Karl Gustafsson. “Memory Politics and Ontological Security in Sino-

Japanese Relations”, Asian Studies Review (Vol. 38, No. 1; 2014) 

 

(Week-6) Domestic Politics and Foreign Policy 

(1) Baris Kesgin and Juliet Kaarbo, “When and How Parliaments Influence 

Foreign Policy: The Case of Turkey’s Iraq Decision”, International 

Studies Perspectives (Vol. 11, No. 1; 2010) 

(2) Benjamin I. Page and Jason Barabas. “Foreign Policy Gaps between 

Citizens and Leaders”, International Studies Quarterly (Vol. 44, No. 3; 

September 2000) 

(3) Ole R. Holsti. “Public Opinion and Foreign Policy”, Making American 

Foreign Policy (New York: Routledge, 2006), Chapter 10, pp. 237-268 

(4) Fredrik Doeser, “Domestic Politics and Foreign Policy Change in 

Small States: the Fall of the Danish ‘footnote policy’”, Cooperation 

and Conflict (Vol. 46, No. 2; 2011) 

(5) Cristian Cantir and Juliet Kaarbo. “Contested Roles and Domestic 

Politics: Reflections on Role Theory in Foreign Policy Analysis and IR 

Theory”, Foreign Policy Analysis (Vol. 8, No. 1; January 2012) 

 

(Week-7) Decision-Making in International Political Crises 

(1) Robert J. Beck. “Munich’s Lessons Reconsidered”, International 

Security (Vol. 14, No. 2; Fall 1989) 

(2) Scott D Sagan, “The Origins of the Pacific War”, Journal of 

Interdisciplinary History (Vol. 18, No. 4; Spring 1988) 

(3) Steve A. Yetiv. The Absence of Grand Strategy: the United States in 

the Persian Gulf 1872-2005 (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University 

Press, 2008), pp. 116-144 

(4) David Patrick Houghton. US Foreign Policy and the Iran Hostage Crisis 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004) Chapter – 3 & 5 

 

(Week-8) Foreign Policy Making in the Europe and Third World 

(1) Burcin Ulug-Eryilmaz. “The myth of ‘Europeanization of Turkish 

foreign policy: the Cyprus debacle as a litmus test”, Southeast European 

and Black Sea Studies (Vol. 14, No. 3; 2014) 

(2) Lina Khatib. “Qatar’s Foreign Policy: the Limit of Pragmatism”, 

International Affairs (Vol. 89, No. 2; 2013) pp. 417-431 

(3) He Kai & Feng Huiyun. “Xi Jinping’s Operational Code Beliefs and 

China’s Foreign Policy”, Chinese Journal of International Politics 

(Vol. 6; 2013) pp. 209-231 

(4) Jurgen Ruland. “Constructing Regionalism Domestically: Local actors 

and Foreign Policymaking in Newly Democratized Indonesia”, Foreign 



Policy Analysis (Vol. 10, No. 2; April 2014) 

(5) Kevork Oskanian. “The Balance Strikes Back: Power, Perceptions, and 

Ideology in Georgian Foreign Policy, 1992-2014”, Foreign Policy Analysis 

(Vol. 12, No. 4; October 2016) 

 

Others  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5376301 

Course title 

Local Government and Public Services 

Name of Instructor Yamada, Kyohei Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

Local government provides a wide range of services today. We discuss 

topics such as decentralization, democratic accountability, size of local 

governments, and impact of broader structural changes. We also examine 

local government in Japan in order to relate theories and findings in the 

academic literature with local governments in the real world context. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

I expect students to become familiar with theoretical and empirical works 

on local government and the roles it plays in providing public goods and 

services. I also emphasize social scientific reasoning and expect 

students to be able to critically evaluate scholarly works as well as to 

complete independent research projects. 

 

Career Relevance: 

The topics covered should be closely relevant to those who have worked or 

will work in the public sector. Skills emphasized in the course should 

also be helpful for students’ professional development, as they help the 

students critically evaluate scholarly works, examine problems from 

social scientific perspectives, and articulate and present their ideas to 

a broader audience. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

The course provides students with opportunities to apply concepts, 

theories, and methodologies covered in core courses to specific issues. 

Delivery Methods For each week, I will first deliver a lecture, followed by student 

presentations and discussions based on the assigned reading materials. 

Students are expected to come to class, having finished the week's 

required reading materials, and participate in the discussions. 

Assessment 1. Attendance and participation: 20% 

2. Two to three presentations: 40% 

(1) One or two individual presentations (20%): 

(2) Group presentation (20%): 

3. Final project: 40% 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 



Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Size and democracy, b)Edition: , c)Author: [by] Robert A. Dahl 

and Edward R. Tufte,Dahl, Robert Alan,Tufte, d)Publisher: Stanford 

University Press, e)Year: 1973, f)ISBN: 0804708347 

a)Title: Culture shift in advanced industrial society, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Ronald Inglehart,Inglehart, Ronald,, d)Publisher: Princeton 

University Press, e)Year: , f)ISBN: 069107786X 

a)Title: Making democracy work : civic traditions in modern Italy, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Robert D. Putnam with Robert Leonardi and 

Raffaella Y. Nanetti,, d)Publisher: Princeton University Press, e)Year: 

1993, f)ISBN: 0691078890 

a)Title: The architecture of government : rethinking political 

decentralization / Daniel Treisman, b)Edition: , c)Author: Treisman, 

Daniel,, d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 

0521693829 

a)Title: Hamilton's paradox : the promise and peril of fiscal federalism 

/ Jonathan A. Rodden, b)Edition: , c)Author: Rodden, Jonathan,, 

d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 2006, f)ISBN: 0521842697 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Other reading materials are indicated on the complete version of the 

syllabus posted online. 

Class Outline 1. Introduction

2. Structure of academic papers

3. Size of local government: theory

4. Size of local government: evidence

5. Accountability and the provision of public services: theory

6. Accountability and the provision of public services: evidence

7. Intergovernmental relations and decentralization: theory

8. Intergovernmental relations and decentralization: evidence

9. Changes in intergovernmental relations

10. Government and governance: political culture

11. Government and governance: broader structural changes

12. Experiment-based studies of local government

13. Local government in Japan: history and institutions

14. Local government in Japan: politics

15. Group presentation 1

16. Group presentation 2

Others We will have an optional field trip to Nagaoka. 



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5410301 

Course title 

Poverty, War and Human Security 

Name of Instructor Watanabe, Shinichi Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description A large number of world population have escaped from poverty, and are 

experiencing significant improvements in their lives and standard of 

livings. A significant number of peoples, however, are left behind in 

poverty and exposed to the threat of armed conflicts at the same time. 

This course studies the characteristics of the mechanism of poverty-

conflict trap, and various policies, institutions and organizations that 

have been employed to weaken the trap, and explores alternative programs 

that can contribute to strengthening the resilience of the people who are 

suffering from the trap of poverty and armed conflict. 

Delivery Methods This course combines lectures, assignments for group work, and 

discussions based on the group work. Group discussion will be used to 

exploit the diverse experiences and knowledge of students. The class 

meeting is meant to accomplish two objectives: to establish a solid 

academic foundation for designing and implementing policies for peace and 

development, and to replicate the policy making process of the world in a 

pure experimental environment. 

Assessment Grade will be based on Group Work Assignments (20 points in all), one 

final take-home exam (70 points), and the overall class participation (10 

points). The final take-home exam paper is due at the midnight of 

December 12 (Wednesday) and should be submitted by e-mail in time. The 

failure to submit the paper in time will be regarded as a serious 

violation of the rule of the game. Plagiarism will be penalized harshly, 

depending on the severity of violation. 

Prerequisites Strong desire to acquire the basic academic skills and knowledge to 

design and implement policies and programs to reduce the risk of peoples 

and individuals in the world to suffer from poverty and armed conflict. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: The bottom billion, b)Edition: , c)Author: Collier, P. , 

d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Wars, Guns, and Votes, b)Edition: , c)Author: Collier, P., 

d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Sovereignty as Responsibility, Conflict Management in Africa, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Deng, F. M. etc. , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 1996, 

f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Routledge Handbook of Civil Wars, b)Edition: , c)Author: Newman, 

E. & DeRouen, K. Jr. , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 



a)Title: Violence and the social order , b)Edition: , c)Author: North, D, 

Wallis, J., & Weingast, B. R., d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Why Nations Fail: The origins of power, prosperity, and poverty, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Acemoglu, D. & Robinson, J.A., d)Publisher: , 

e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The dark side of the force: Economic foundations of conflict 

theory, b)Edition: , c)Author: Hirshleifer, J., d)Publisher: , e)Year: 

2001, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The World Economy, Historical Statistics, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Maddison, d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2003, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Human Development Reports, various years , b)Edition: , 

c)Author: UNDP, d)Publisher: , e)Year: , f)ISBN: 

a)Title: World Development Reports, various years, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

WB, d)Publisher: , e)Year: , f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Breaking the conflict trap: civil war and development policy, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: WB, d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2003, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Mighty be our powers: How sisterhood, prayer, and sex changed a 

nation at war, b)Edition: , c)Author: Gbowee, L. , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 

2013, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: From Dictatorship to Democracy, b)Edition: , c)Author: Sharp, 

G. , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 1993, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Human Security Now, b)Edition: , c)Author: Commission on Human 

Security, d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2003, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Structure and change in economic history, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

North, D. C. , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 1981, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Institutions, Institutional Change and Economic Performance 

(Political Economy of Institutions and Decisions, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

North, D.C., d)Publisher: , e)Year: 1990, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Civil resistance and power politics: the experience of non-

violent action from Gandhi to the present, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Roberts, A. & Ash, T.G., d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: International encyclopedia of peace (4 volumes) , b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Young, N. , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2010, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Why civil resistance works: the strategic logic of non-violent 

conflict, b)Edition: , c)Author: Chenoweth, E., & Stephan, M.J., 

d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Handbook of defense economics, b)Edition: , c)Author: Sandler, 

T. & Hartley, K. , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Macroeconomics, b)Edition: 7th, c)Author: Blanchard, O. , 

d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The plundered planet , b)Edition: , c)Author: Collier, P. , 

d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2010, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1 October 2 

I. Introduction 

1. International distribution of risks and opportunities 

1.1 Under-5 mortality rates 



1.2 Per capita GDP 

1.3 Uneven distribution of risks and opportunities 

 

II. Historical accounts of uneven distribution of per capita GDP 

2. From stagnation to sustained increase of per capita GDP 

2.1 Maddison data, AD1 – AD 2001 

2.1.1 Per capita GDP 

2.1.2 Growth rates of per capita GDP 

2.1.3 Global diffusion of the steady growth of per capita GDP 

 

Watanabe, Lecture Note, week 1 

Maddison, A. (1977): “Phases of capitalist development,” Banca 

Nazionale del Lavoro, pp.103-137. Placed in the reference section in the 

course folder. 

------ (2003): The World Economy, Historical Statistics. 

Maddison data was compiled by Maddison at OECD research institute. A part 

of it is available at http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/oriindex.htm, and 

updated at http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/maddison-project/home.htm, 

http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/maddison-project/orihome.htm 

WB (2001): WDR 200/2001, Attacking poverty 

 

Week 2 October 9 

3. Per capita GDP: level vs growth rate 

3.1 OECD countries 

3.2 All countries 

3.3 Stagnant countries 

4. Transition of the distribution of per capita GDP in the world 

4.1 International income distribution and its changes 

4.2 Intercountry income distribution and its changes 

4.3 Stagnant countries 

 

Watanabe, Lecture Note, week 2 

Maddison, A. (1977): “Phases of capitalist development,” Banca 

Nazionale del Lavoro, 

Placed in the reference section in the course folder. 

Baumol, W.J. (1986): “Productivity Growth, Convergence, and Welfare: 

What the 

Long-Run Data Show,” AER, vol.76, no.5, pp.1072-1085. 

Blanchard, O. (2017): Macroeconomics, 7th edn (or earlier editions) 

Collier, P. (2007): The bottom billion, Chapter 1.. 

HDR 2013, The Rise of the South, Human Progress in a Diverse World 

WDR 2006, Equity and Development, Chapter 3 

 

Week 3 October 16 

5. Theories of growth of per capita income 

5.1 Solow model 

5.2 Technological progress and human capital 

6. Institutions for the growth of per capita income 

6.1 Successful development 



6.2 Failure of development 

 

Watanabe, Lecture Note, week 3 

Solow, R. (1956): “A contribution to the theory of economic growth,” 

Quarterly J. of 

economics, 70, pp.65-94. Available at JSTOR. 

------ (1957): “Technical Change and the Aggregate Production 

Function,” The Review 

of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 39, No. 3 (Aug., 1957), pp. 312-320 

Tamura, R. (1994): “From decay to growth: A demographic transition to 

economic 

growth,” J. of Dynamics and Control. pp.1237-1261. 

Galor, O. & Weil, D.N. (1999): “From Malthusian Stagnation to Modern 

Growth,” 

A.E.R. pp.150-154. 

Lucas, R. Jr (2004): “The Industrial Revolution: Past and Future.” 

https://www.minneapolisfed.org/publications/the-region/the-industrial-

revolution-past-and-future 

https://www.minneapolisfed.org/publications_papers/pub_display.cfm?id=333

3& 

https://www.minneapolisfed.org/publications/the-region/a-million-

mutinies-the-key-to-economic-development 

------ (2000): “Some Macroeconomics for the 21st Century,” J. of 

Economic Perspective, 

Vol.14, No.1, pp. 159-168. Available at JSTOR. 

Parente, S.L. & Prescott, E. (1994): “Barrier to Technology Adoption and 

Development,” J.P.E, vol.102, no.2, pp.298-321. 

North, D.C (1981): Structure and change in economic history. Norton 

------ (1990a): Institutions, Institutional Change and Economic 

Performance (Political 

Economy of Institutions and Decisions) 

------ (1990b): “Institutions,” J. of Economic Perspective. Available 

at JSTOR. 

 

Week 4 October 23 

III. Civil war, natural resources, and governance 

7. Civil war conflicts 

7.1 Risk of civil war and its determinants 

7.2 The trap of civil war and income poverty 

7.3 Divided world 

8. Natural resources 

8.1 Resource curse 

8.1.1 Negative effects on Governance 

8.1.2 Cause of protracted civil war 

8.2 The trap of civil war and natural resources 

 

Watanabe, Lecture Note for week 4 

Collier, P. (2007): The Bottom Billion. Chapter 2, 3, 5 

--------- (2009): Wars, Guns, and Votes. Chapter 3, 5 



-------- (2010): The Plundered Planet. Chapter 3. 

------ & Hoeffler, A. (2007): “Chapter 23 Civil War,” in Sandler, T. & 

Hartley, K. edn. Handbook of Defense Economics, vol.2, pp.711-739. 

WB (2003): Breaking the conflict trap: civil war and development policy. 

Garfinkel, M. & Skaperdas, S. (2014): “Chapter 22 Economics of conflict: 

an overview,” 

in Sandler, T. & Hartley, K. edt. Handbook of Defense Economics, vol.2, 

pp. 649-708 

 

Week 5  October 30 

IV. Evolutions of national institutions to control violence: States 

9. Theories of evolutions of States and the governance to control 

violence 

9.1 Limited access order vs open access order (North, Wallis and 

Weingast) 

9.2 Extractive institutions vs inclusive institutions (Acemoglu and 

Robinson) 

9.3 Case: Somalia 

 

North, D., Wallis, J.J. & Weingust, B.R.(2009): Violence and Social Order 

Acemoglu, D. and Robinson, J. A. (2012): Why Nations Fail, The origins of 

power, prosperity, and poverty. Crown Business, NY. 

Collier, P. (2009): Wars, Guns, and Votes. 

Hirshleifer, J. (2001): The dark side of the force: Economic foundations 

of conflict 

theory. 

 

Week 6  November 6 

V. Evolution of global institutions to control violence: UN 

10. Evolution of peace operations of the UN 

10.1 Ghali papers (1992, 1994, 1996) 

10.2 PKOs 

10.3 Cases: failures of UN peace operations 

10.3.2 Rwanda (1994) 

10.3.3 Srebrenica (1995) 

10.4 Peace Building Commissions 

10.5 Brahimi Report (2000) 

 

Watanabe, Lecture Note for Week 6.2 

Collier, P. (2007): The Bottom Billion, Chapters 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 

Collier, P. (2009): Wars, Guns, and Votes. 

Boutros-Ghali, B. (1992): “An agenda for peace.” UN Report of the SG 

---------- (1994): “Agenda for development.” UN Report of the SG. 

---------- (1996): “Agenda for democratization.” UN Report of the SG. 

Brahimi, L., et. al. (2000): “Report of the Panel on United Nations 

Peace Operations” 

Annan, K. (2005): “In larger freedom toward development, security and 

human rights 

for all.” 



Kant, I. (1795): Perpetual Peace, A Philosophical Sketch 

 

Week 7, November 13 

11. Institutions to protect civilians and human security 

11.1 Responsibility to protect 

11.2 Sovereignty as responsibility 

11.3 Sustaining peace 

11.4 Non-violent actions for peace 

 

Watanabe, Lecture Note for Week 7 

Collier, P. (2007): The Bottom Billion, Chapters 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 

------ (2009): Wars, Guns, and Votes, Chapter 8, 9, 10. 

ICISS (2001): The Responsibility to Protect: Report of the International 

Commission on 

Intervention and State Sovereignty. 

UN (2015): “Uniting our strengths for peace: politics, partnership and 

people.” HIPPO. 

UN (2015): “The challenge of sustaining peace,” Report of the Advisory 

Group of 

Experts for the 2015 Review of the UN peacebuilding architecture 

UN (2015): “Preventing conflict. Transforming Justice, Securing the 

Peace. A global study on the implementation of the UNSC resolution 

1325.” 

WB & UN (2018): Pathways for Peace - Inclusive approaches to preventing 

violent 

conflict 

Commission on Human Security (2003): Human Security Now. 

Deng, F.M. et.al.(1996): Sovereignty as Responsibility. 

Galtung, J. (1978): 

Gbowee, L. (2013): Mighty Be Our Powers: How Sisterhood, Prayer, and Sex 

Changed 

a Nation at War 

Sharp, G. (1993): From dictatorship to democracy 

https://www.aeinstein.org/from-dictatorship-to-democracy/ 

--------- (1973): The politics of non-violent action (3 volumes). 

Roberts, A. & Ash, T. G. (2009): Civil resistance and power politics: the 

experience of 

non-violent action from Gandhi to the present. 

Chenoweth, E., & Stephan, M. J. (2011): Why civil resistance works: the 

strategic 

logic of non-violent conflict. 

Young, N. (2010): International encyclopedia of peace (4 volumes) 

 

Week 8  November 20 

VI. Energy transition 

12. Energy transition and its impact on development and conflict 

 

Amory Lovins (2011): Reinventing fire. 

Amory Lovins at TED 



Reinventing fire, 2012 

https://www.ted.com/talks/amory_lovins_a_50_year_plan_for_energy#t-27946 

Oil endgame, 2005 

https://www.ted.com/talks/amory_lovins_on_winning_the_oil_endgame#t-27946 

Hawken, P., Lovins, A. B., Lovins, L. H. (1999): Natural capitalism 

http://www.natcap.org/ 

http://www.natcap.org/sitepages/pid20.php 

Tony de Brum 

Right Livelihood Award, 2015 (4:30 – 17:45) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7r2iipPYKvw 

Tony de Brum at American Security Project, 2015 (14:40 - 20:54) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JM8H6l9P368 

Others 1. The 100% physical presence in all 8 classes is required. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5462301 

Course title 

Human Rights and Global Justice: Cultures, Gender, 

and Equality 

Name of Instructor Saji, Motohide Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2〜3 

There are 2 sections for this course, so please choose either one. 

Section A: 2nd and 3rd periods on Wednesday 

Section B: 2nd and 3rd periods on Thursday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 25 students (first-come basis) 
 

Course Description This course aims to provide students with an understanding of the 

academic study of human rights and global justice. Especially relevant to 

government officials and those interested in a career in an NGO. 

Delivery Methods Discussion-based class. Several questions about the reading each week are 

posed in class, and we spend the class time discussing the readings. 

Assessment Active participation (10%); in-class presentation (20%); one term paper 

(70%). 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Universal Human Rights in Theory and Practice, b)Edition: 2nd, 

c)Author: Jack Donnelly, d)Publisher: Cornell University Press, e)Year: 

2003, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Philosophy of Human Rights: Readings in  Context, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Patrick Hayden (ed.), d)Publisher: Paragon House, 

e)Year: 2001, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Human Rights Fifty Years On: a Reappraisal, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Tony Evans (ed.), d)Publisher: Manchester University Press, 

e)Year: 1998, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Humanitarian Intervention, b)Edition: , c)Author: Thomas G. 

Weiss, d)Publisher: Polity, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Homo Deus: a brief history of tomorrow, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Yuval Harari, d)Publisher: Harvill Secker, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: World Poverty and Human Rights, b)Edition: , c)Author: Thomas 

Pogge, d)Publisher: Polity, e)Year: 2002, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Human Rights and International Relations in the  Asia Pacific, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: James Tang (ed.), d)Publisher: Pinter, e)Year: 

1995, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1.  What Human rights are 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (available on the UN website); 



Donnelly, pp. 7-37 (Shue, pp. 5-64, is a recommended reading). 

 

Week 2.  Human rights in a broad context 

Evans, pp.2-23; Donnelly, pp. 38-70; Hayden, pp. 241-57 (Richard Rorty). 

 

Week 3.  Universalism and relativism (1): in non-western traditions 

Hayden, pp. 291-334 (the writings by the Dalai Lama, an African scholar, 

and a Muslim scholar); Donnelly, pp. 71-106. 

 

Week 4.  Universalism and relativism (2): the “Asian Values” debate 

Hayden, pp. 397-408; Donnelly, pp. 107-26; Tang, pp. 25-38 

(Not a required reading, The Politics of Justice and Human Rights by 

Anthony Langlois is available in the library). 

 

Week 5.  Feminist perspectives on human rights (presentation in the 

second session) 

Evans, pp. 132-60; Binion (my folder); Brems (my folder). 

 

Week 6.  Humanitarian intervention (presentation in the second session) 

Weiss, pp. 5-30, 59-154. 

 

Week 7.  Science, technology, and human rights (possibly a presentation 

in the second session) 

Yuval Noah Harari (2016), pp. 279-397, 415-425. 

 

Week 8.  Global distributive justice (possibly a presentation in the 

second session) 

Pogge, World Poverty and Human Rights, pp. 52-70, 118-167; Follesdal and 

Pogge (eds.), Real World Justice, pp. 2-11. 

 

Others class size: maximum 20 students 

Two points: 

(1) We will have a full discussion class in Week 1. Please come having 

read the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (available on the United 

Nations Website) and Jack Donnelly, Universal Human Rights in Theory and 

Practice, pp. 7-37. 

(2). This course is also offered on Thursdays 10:30-12:00 and 13:00-

14:30. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5462302 

Course title 

Human Rights and Global Justice: Cultures, Gender, 

and Equality 

Name of Instructor Saji, Motohide Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Thu.2〜3 

There are 2 sections for this course, so please choose either one. 

Section A: 2nd and 3rd periods on Wednesday 

Section B: 2nd and 3rd periods on Thursday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 25 students (first-come basis) 
 

Course Description This course aims to provide students with an understanding of the 

academic study of human rights and global justice. Especially relevant to 

government officials and those interested in a career in an NGO. 

Delivery Methods Discussion-based class. Several questions about the reading each week are 

posed in class, and we spend the class time discussing the readings. 

Assessment Active participation (10%); in-class presentation (20%); one term paper 

(70%). 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Universal Human Rights in Theory and Practice, b)Edition: 2nd, 

c)Author: Jack Donnelly, d)Publisher: Cornell University Press, e)Year: 

2003, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Philosophy of Human Rights: Readings in  Context, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Patrick Hayden (ed.), d)Publisher: Paragon House, 

e)Year: 2001, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Human Rights Fifty Years On: a Reappraisal, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Tony Evans (ed.), d)Publisher: Manchester University Press, 

e)Year: 1998, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Humanitarian Intervention, b)Edition: , c)Author: Thomas G. 

Weiss, d)Publisher: Polity, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Homo Deus: a brief history of tomorrow, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Yuval Harari, d)Publisher: Harvill Secker, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: World Poverty and Human Rights, b)Edition: , c)Author: Thomas 

Pogge, d)Publisher: Polity, e)Year: 2002, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Human Rights and International Relations in the  Asia Pacific, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: James Tang (ed.), d)Publisher: Pinter, e)Year: 

1995, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1.  What Human rights are 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (available on the UN website); 



Donnelly, pp. 7-37 (Shue, pp. 5-64, is a recommended reading). 

 

Week 2.  Human rights in a broad context 

Evans, pp.2-23; Donnelly, pp. 38-70; Hayden, pp. 241-57 (Richard Rorty). 

 

Week 3.  Universalism and relativism (1): in non-western traditions 

Hayden, pp. 291-334 (the writings by the Dalai Lama, an African scholar, 

and a Muslim scholar); Donnelly, pp. 71-106. 

 

Week 4.  Universalism and relativism (2): the “Asian Values” debate 

Hayden, pp. 397-408; Donnelly, pp. 107-26; Tang, pp. 25-38 

(Not a required reading, The Politics of Justice and Human Rights by 

Anthony Langlois is available in the library). 

 

Week 5.  Feminist perspectives on human rights (presentation in the 

second session) 

Evans, pp. 132-60; Binion (my folder); Brems (my folder). 

 

Week 6.  Humanitarian intervention (presentation in the second session) 

Weiss, pp. 5-30, 59-154. 

 

Week 7.  Science, technology, and human rights (possibly a presentation 

in the second session) 

Yuval Noah Harari (2016), pp. 279-397, 415-425. 

 

Week 8.  Global distributive justice (possibly a presentation in the 

second session) 

Pogge, World Poverty and Human Rights, pp. 52-70, 118-167; Follesdal and 

Pogge (eds.), Real World Justice, pp. 2-11. 

 

Others class size: maximum 20 students 

Two points: 

(1) We will have a full discussion class in Week 1. Please come having 

read the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (available on the United 

Nations Website) and Jack Donnelly, Universal Human Rights in Theory and 

Practice, pp. 7-37. 

(2). This course is also offered on Wednesdays 10:30-12:00 and 13:00-

14:30. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5480301 

Course title 

Essentials of Economics 

Name of Instructor Cooray, Nawalage Seneviratne Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

Room 332 and 

Extension 428 

Office Hours 

Wednesday 2:30 to 

4:30 

E-mail 

cooray@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

Essentials of Economics will provide you with a new way to think about 

how people make decisions, how people interact with each other, and how 

the economy works as a whole. The course will prepare you to monitor, 

critically evaluate and analyse socio-economic and political trends in 

your country and the rest of the world so you can better position in your 

organisation and business. 

This course examines the essential concepts and tools of economics that 

can be utilised to analyse individual choice, public policy, and real-

world issues and controversies. It is also necessary to understand in the 

current globalised economic environment how the national economy is 

integrated into the world through markets. The course concentrates the 

following broader topics: markets and government; macroeconomic policies 

in open economies; international trade and finance; growth, environment, 

inequality and poverty. An attempt is made throughout the course to bring 

the subject alive and to provide students with insight into the economy. 

To provide practical experience, we organise a field trip (or study tour) 

to the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Plant. It is the largest nuclear 

generating station in the world by net electrical power rating. 

Learning Objectives: At the end or during the course learning partners 

(students) will be able: 

(a) to acquire knowledge in the subject of the proposed study; 

(b) to conceptualise the vital concepts and issues of microeconomics and 

macroeconomics; 

(c) to grasp new concepts and reasons analytically; 

(d) to syntheses of ideas, views and evidence; and 

(e) to apply of economic theories in business and international relations 

decision making. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: IR students have to take International 

Economic System, International Political Economy and other economics-

related courses, therefore, essentials of economics provides necessary 

background/foundation for those students who will be taking those courses 

in winter, and springs. This course also can be a good foundation course 

for PMPP students who take microeconomics. 

 

Delivery Methods  



(a) class room lectures; 

(b) in class discussions; 

(c) presentations by learning partners; 

(d) reading assignments from Internet, books and journals; 

(e) homework assignments and group discussions; and 

(f) case studies. 

Assessment Course Instructor strongly believe in continuous assessment. It is 

effective, fair and objective, and less stressful.  Participants’ 

assessment will depend on performance of the followings: 

 

-5)  10% 

-term examination    20% 

 

Prerequisites The course is open to any IUJ students. No prior knowledge in economics 

is required for this course but strong desire and genuine effort to learn 

are prerequisites. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. First Week: Course Introduction and The Ten Principles of Economics 

Objectives of this lecture are to address major concerns of beginners of 

economics. Among other issues, we discuss: (1) What kind of questions 

does economics address? (2) What are the principles of how people make 

decisions? (3) What are the principles of how people interact? and (4) 

What are the principles of how the economy works as a whole. We also 

discuss major tools that economists use for their economic analysis. 

2. Second Week: Thinking Like an Economist 

The purpose of this lecture is to familiarize students with how 

economists approach economic problems. With practice, students will learn 

how to approach similar problems in this dispassionate systematic way. 

They will see how economists employ the scientific method, the role of 

assumptions in model building, and the application of two specific 

economic models. Students will also learn the important distinction 

between two roles economists can play: as scientists when we try to 

explain the economic world and as policymakers when we try to improve it. 

 

3. Third Week: Supply, Demand, and Market Equilibrium 

This lecture aims to establish a model of supply and demand. The model of 

supply and demand is the foundation for the discussion for the remainder 

of the lectures. For this reason, the time spent studying the concepts in 

this lecture will return benefits to you throughout your study of 

economics. This chapter is the most important chapter in the text. 

4. Fourth Week: Markets and the Role and Policies of Government 

In the last week, we dealt with supply and demand and how markets work. 

In today’s lecture, we focus on how government policies affect the 

market outcome. Price controls set the maximum or minimum price at which 



a good can be sold while a tax creates a wedge between what the buyer 

pays and what the seller receives. These policies can be analyzed within 

the model of supply and demand. We will find that government policies 

sometimes produce unintended consequences. We also aim to develop welfare 

economics-the study of how the allocation of resources affects economic 

well-being. Are the equilibrium price and quantity in a market the best 

possible solution to the resource allocation problem, or is it simply the 

price and quantity that balance supply and demand? Class participants 

will discover that under most circumstances the equilibrium price and 

quantity is also the one that maximizes welfare. 

5. Fifth Week: The Economics of the Public Sector 

In this lecture we address: (a) externalities- the uncompensated impact 

of one person’s actions on the well-being of a bystander, (b) public 

goods and common resources, and (c) a group of goods that are free to the 

consumer. Different sources of externalities and a variety of potential 

cures for externalities are addressed. Markets maximize total surplus to 

buyers and sellers in a market. However, if a market generates an 

externality (a cost or benefit to someone external to the market) the 

market equilibrium may not maximize the total benefit to society. We will 

see that while markets are usually a good way to organize economic 

activity, governments can sometimes improve market outcomes. When goods 

are free, market forces that normally allocate resources are absent. 

Therefore, free goods, such as playgrounds and public parks, may not be 

produced and consumed in the proper amounts. Government can potentially 

remedy this market failure and improve economic well-being. 

6. Sixth Week: Production and Growth 

This is the first lecture of the second half of the course which focuses 

on the macro economy. The objectives of this lecture are: (a) to provide 

participants with an understanding of the measurement and the use of 

gross domestic product (GDP). GDP is the single most important measure of 

the health of the macro economy. Indeed, it is the most widely reported 

statistic in every economy; (b) to show learning partners how to generate 

a price index and to explain them how to employ a price index to compare 

figures from different points in time and to adjust interest rates for 

inflation. In addition, they will learn some of the shortcomings of using 

the consumer price index as a measure of the cost of living; and (c) to 

examine the long-run determinants of both the level and the growth rate 

of real GDP per person. Along the way, we will discover the factors that 

determine the productivity of workers and address what governments might 

do to improve the productivity of their citizens. Prior to this lecture, 

learning partners are supposed to read chapter 15 titled “Measuring a 

Nation's Income” and chapter 16 titled “Measuring the Cost of Living” 

of Mankiw. 

7. Seventh Week: Saving, Investment, and the Financial System 

In the previous discussion, we found that capital and labour are among 

the primary determinants of output. For this reason, this week’s lecture 

addresses the market for saving and investment in capital. The purpose of 

the lecture is to show how saving and investment are coordinated by the 

loanable funds market. Within the framework of the loanable funds market, 



we are able to see the effects of taxes and government deficits on 

saving, investment, the accumulation of capital, and ultimately, the 

growth rate of output. 

8. Eighth Week: Unemployment and Labour Market: Concepts and Issues 

The purpose of this lecture is to introduce the labour market. We will 

see how economists measure the performance of the labour market using 

unemployment statistics. We will also address a number of sources of 

unemployment and some policies that the government might use to lower 

certain types of unemployment. 

 

 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6656301 

Course title 

Environmental and Health Economics 

Name of Instructor Wong, Chun Yee Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

This course provides students with a broad understanding of environmental 

and health economics, and how can they be utilized to analyze 

environmental and health issues. The key economic models and concepts in 

the field of environmental and health economics, including market 

failure, externality, public goods, asymmetric information, moral hazard, 

and adverse selection, will be covered. Students will learn how to apply 

those economic concepts and techniques to analyze the current 

environmental and health/healthcare issues, such as determinants of 

health, healthcare financing, environmental regulations, and pollution, 

and evaluate the impacts of various environmental and health policies. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

Upon successful completion of the course, students should be able to: 

• demonstrate an understanding of the key economic concepts related to 

environment and health. 

• Apply economic techniques to analyze environment and health related 

issues and criticize environmental/health policies. 

• Critically evaluate and discuss empirical research in these fields. 

 

Career Relevance: 

This course provides students with a board understanding of environmental 

and health economics. It enables students to apply analytical economics 

skills and provide solutions for the environmental and health policy 

related issues. Students will be prepared with the economic knowledge and 

analytical skills for their future roles as policy-makers or academic 

researchers in the related fields. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

This course covers economic theories and empirical studies for various 

topics of environmental and health policies. Number of economic papers 

concerning the formation and analysis of environmental and health 

policies in both developed and developing countries will be covered which 

are closely related to development economics and public economics. 

 

 

Delivery Methods This course consists of lectures and class discussion. 

Assessment Assignments (35%), paper review and presentation (25%), and project 



(40%). 

The students are required to: 

- Complete the assignments. 

- Review and present an academic paper related to environmental or health 

economics. 

- Complete a project on a selected topic in environmental or health 

economics. 

Prerequisites Microeconomics I, Statistics/Econometrics 

Textbook(s) Required: 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Economic analysis in health care, b)Edition: 2, c)Author: 

Morris, S., Devlin, N., Parkin, D. and Spencer, A, d)Publisher: John 

Wiley & Sons, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Environmental Economics and Management: Theory, Policy, and 

Applications, b)Edition: 6, c)Author: Scott J. Callan, and Janet M. 

Thomas, d)Publisher: Cengage, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Public finance and public policy, b)Edition: , c)Author: Gruber, 

J., d)Publisher: Macmillan, e)Year: 2004, f)ISBN: 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Class Outline 1. Introduction to environmental and health economics

2. Supply, demand and market equilibrium

3. Market failure: externality

4. Market failure: public goods

5. Market failure: adverse selection

6. Market failure: moral hazard

7. Market failure: market power

8. Market failure for healthcare services (I)

9. Market failure for healthcare services (II)

10. Pollution as market failure

11. Pollution control: market based instruments

12. Uncertainty and healthcare financing

13. Health insurance

14. Demand for health and healthcare

15. Equity in healthcare

16. Environmental and health policy evaluation

Others 



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6658301 

Course title 

Environmental Policy and Disaster Management 

Name of Instructor TBD Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

313 

Office Hours 

Wednesday 11am-12pm 

and 1pm-2pm or by 

appointment 

E-mail 

lim@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Intensive 

Dates: Nov. 26, 27, 28, 29, Dec. 3, 4, 5, 10* 

Time: 10:30-12:00, 13:00-14:30 

--->Please note that the last day (Dec. 10(Tue)) is scheduled in the exam 

week. 
 

Course Description This class is designed to expose students to major debates over 

environmental policy process and disaster management in the developing as 

well as developed countries with a focus on the way that different 

political, economic, institutional, social, and cultural factors play out 

to shape environmental and sustainable policy/politics and disaster 

management. For this purpose, the class applies theories of the public 

policy process into environmental and sustainable policy/politics and 

disaster management. Specifically, the class addresses key policy issues 

conspicuous in each of the stages of the environmental and sustainable 

policy process and disaster management, covering problem definition, 

policy formulation, decision-making, implementation, and 

evaluation/learning. While key relevant environmental and disaster issues 

are covered such as clean water and air, toxic and hazardous material, 

climate change, biodiversity, deforestation, and energy, different policy 

tools/instruments for dealing with environmental protection and 

sustainable development will be introduced and debated. A major theme of 

the class will be that environmental policy and disaster management is at 

the crossroad of differing/conflicting values and interests both of 

society and across countries, which typically go beyond technical 

rational analysis. To drive the point home, students will read and 

discuss a variety of case studies from developing and developed 

countries. They will also write a short case study on an environmental 

policy or a disaster management issue in their respective countries. 

 

 

Delivery Methods Each class meeting will consist of lectures and student 

presentations/discussions. Class lecture will introduce required 

readings, emphasizing key issues to be discussed. Depending on the number 

of students who will have signed in, the class will be formatted as a 

seminar. 

Assessment                    10% 

40% 



50% 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Environmental Policy: New Directions for Twenty-First Century, 

b)Edition: 9, c)Author: Vig, N. J., and Kraft, M. E. (eds.), d)Publisher: 

CQ Press, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Environmental Case: Translating Values into Policy, 

b)Edition: 4, c)Author: Layzer, J. A. , d)Publisher: CQ Press, e)Year: 

2015, f)ISBN: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Understanding Environmental Policy, b)Edition: 2, c)Author: 

Cohen, S. , d)Publisher: Columbia University Press, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Politics of the Environment: Ideas, Activism, Policy, 

b)Edition: 2, c)Author: Carter, N. , d)Publisher: Cambridge University 

Press, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Environmental Politics and Policy, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Rosenbaum, W. A. , d)Publisher: Sage, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Environmental Politics in Asia: Perspectives from Seven 

Different Asian Countries, b)Edition: , c)Author: Huang, J., and Gupta, 

S. (Eds.), d)Publisher: World Scientific Publishing Company, e)Year: 

2014, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Environmental Management in Developing Countries, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Erocal, D. (Ed.), d)Publisher: OECD, e)Year: 1991, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Local Approaches to Environmental Compliance: Japanese Case 

Studies and Lessons for Developing Countries, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Bianchi, A., Cruz, W., and Nakamura, M. (Eds.), d)Publisher: World Bank 

Institute, e)Year: 2005, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Handbook of Disaster Policies and Institutions: Improving 

Emergency Management and Climate Change Adaptation, b)Edition: 2, 

c)Author: Handmer, J., and Dovers, S., d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 

2013, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Adaptation to Climate Change: From Resilience to Transformation, 

b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Pelling, M. , d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 

2010, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Successful Adaptation to Climate Change: Linking Science and 

Policy in a Rapidly Changing World, b)Edition: , c)Author: Moser, S. C., 

and Boykoff, M. T. (Eds.), d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Natural Disasters and Adaptation to Climate Change, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Boulter, S., Palutikof, J., Karoly, D. J., and Guitart, D. 

(Eds, d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Climate Change Adaptation and Disaster Risk Reduction: Issues 

and Challenges (Community, Environment and Disaster Risk Management, Book 

4), b)Edition: , c)Author: Shaw, R., Pulhin, J. M., and Pereira, J. J. 

(Eds.), d)Publisher: Emerald Group Publishing, e)Year: 2010, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Disasters and the American State: How Politicians, Bureaucrats, 

and the Public Prepare for the Unexpected, b)Edition: , c)Author: 



Roberts, P. P., d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 2013, 

f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Policy Debates on Hydraulic Fracturing: Comparing Coalition 

Politics in North America and Europe, b)Edition: , c)Author: Weible, C. 

M., Heikkila, T., Ingold, K., and Fischer, M. (Eds, d)Publisher: Palgrave 

Macmillan, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Environmental Decision-Making in Context: A Toolbox (ASPA Series 

in Public Administration and Public Policy), b)Edition: , c)Author: 

McGuire, C. J. , d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Risk Assessment: Tools, Techniques, and Their Applications, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Ostrom, L. T., and Wilhelmsen, C. A., d)Publisher: 

Wiley, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Environmental Policymaking and Stakeholder Collaboration: Theory 

and Practice (ASPA Series in Public Administration and Public Policy), 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Orr, S. K. , d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2013, 

f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Recovering from Catastrophic Disaster in Asia (Community, 

Environment and Disaster Risk Management), b)Edition: , c)Author: Waugh 

Jr. W. L., and Han, Z. (Eds.), d)Publisher: Emerald Group Publishing, 

e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

018). Fujisawa Sustainable Smart Town: 

Panasonic's Challenge in Building a Sustainable Society. CAIS, 42, 19. 

 

during the Cloud Era— Based on Lessons from the Great East Japan 

Earthquake: Keio University Case Study Materials 

 

S., . . . Serrano, N. (2019). Towards a resilience management guideline: 

Cities as a starting point for societal resilience. Sustainable Cities 

and Society, 48. 

 

Effective Disaster Management: An Information Ecology Perspective. 

International Journal of Information Systems for Crisis Response and 

Management 9(1): 11-26. 

 

 Watson, R.T., Abraham, C. and Kokuryo, J. (2014). 

Sustaining Life During the Early Stages of Disaster Relief with a Frugal 

Information System: Learning from the Great East Japan Earthquake, IEEE 

Communications Magazine 52(1): 176-185. 

 

. S., & Lee, K-H. (2016). Stakeholders in the same 

bed with different dreams: Semantic network analysis of issue 

interpretation in risk policy related to mad cow disease. Journal of 

Public Administration Research and Theory, 26(1), 79-93. 

 

m, S. (2019) Voluntary environmental collaborations and 



corporate social responsibility in Siem Reap City, Cambodia. 

Sustainability Accounting, Management and Policy Journal. 10(3), 451-475. 

 

 in a 

disaster-damaged area through community currency: The pilot project of 

Domo in Kamaishi, Japan. Disaster Prevention and Management, 26(1), 79-

93. 

 

management and response during the 2015 Myanmar floods: A social network 

approach. International Journal of Disaster Risk Reduction, 25: 1-21. 

 

collaborative networks towards more polycentric disaster responses 

between the 2015 and 2016 Myanmar floods. International Journal of 

Disaster Risk Reduction, 31: 964-982. 

 

-evolving supportive networks and 

perceived community resilience across disaster-damaged areas after the 

Great East Japan Earthquake: Selection, influence, or both?, Journal of 

Contingencies and Crisis Management. 27(2), 116-129. 

 

Class Outline Day 1 (November 26, 2019; Dr. Sakurai) 

 

Class#1: Introduction of the key concept: Resilience (SCS paper assigned) 

Introduction of a Resilient Management Guideline in Europe 

Class#2: Introduction of the key concept: Frugal (IEEE paper assigned) 

Discuss meaning to make society being more resilient 

 

Day 2 (November 27, 2019; Dr. Sakurai) 

Class#3: Key frameworks to understand disaster management (IJISCRAM paper 

assigned) 

Discuss key frameworks (information ecology etc.) which are effective in 

making disaster management policies 

Class#4: Case discussion (case assigned – Keio University Case Material) 

Discuss a teaching case about the Great East Japan Earthquake which 

occurred in 2001 

 

Day 3 (November 28, 2019; Dr. Sakurai) 

Class#5: Guest lecture 

Invite practitioner from industry who has been working in disaster 

management field 

Class#6: Student presentation 

Student will present what driver forces or enablers to make society being 

more resilient are 

 

Day 4 (November 29, 2019; Dr. Sakurai) 

Class#7: Smart city 

Introduction of smart city initiatives in Japan 



Class#8: Case discussion (case assigned – CAIS paper) 

Discuss a teaching case about Panasonic’s smart city project 

 

Day 5 (December 3, 2019; Dr. Lim) 

Class#9: Concepts of environmental policy process 

Class#10: Environmental problem definition and agenda setting 

 

Day 6 (December 4, 2019; Dr. Lim) 

Class#11: Environmental policy design 1: Command-and-Control 

Class#12: Environmental policy design 2: Incentive-Based Tools 

 

Day 7 (December 5, 2019; Dr. Lim) 

Class#11: Environmental policy design 3: Voluntary programs 1 

Class#12: Environmental policy design 3: Voluntary programs 2 

 

Day 8 (December 10, 2019; Dr. Lim) 

Class#13: Environmental Policy Implementation 

Class#14: Final Research Paper or Case Memo for an Environmental Policy 

or a 

Disaster Management Issue Presentations 

Others E-mail: 

Professor Sakurai: msakurai@glocom.ac.jp 

Professor Lim: lim@iuj.ac.jp 

 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6755301 

Course title 

Industrial Organization and Policy Analysis 

Name of Instructor Tang, Cheng-Tao Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

330 

Office Hours 

Monday 10:00-11:00 

E-mail 

ct.tang@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This is a course on industrial organization, especially focuses on 

strategical entry, vertical related market and relationship between 

product market competition and human resource management. We start from 

the topics in theoretical industrial organization and then discuss policy 

implications of the theoretical analyses. Several empirical studies will 

also be discussed. The course assumes that students are familiar with 

basic calculus and statistics. Our goals are to familiarize you with some 

of the main questions in the selected topics in the industrial 

organization literature so that you can apply it in your own analyses and 

research. 

Delivery Methods This course consists of lectures and problem set. 

Assessment Assignments (45%), in class quizzes (20%) and final exam (35%). 

The students are required to: 

-  Prepared before the class and participate in the class discussion. 

-  Complete the assignments. 

Prerequisites This course builds on the foundation established in Microeconomics I, and 

basic mathematics and statistics. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Industrial organization : markets and strategies, b)Edition: 

2nd, c)Author: Paul Belleflamme, Martin Peitz,Peitz, Martin,Belleflamme, 

Paul,, d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

1107687896 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Market definition, the scope of market interaction, a Brief 

introduction to game theory (Lecture 1 - 2) 

• Handout and B-P (2015) Chapters 2, Appendix A.1-A.2. 

 

2. Static Models of Oligopoly and Product Differentiation (Lecture 3 - 4) 

• Handout and B-P (2015) Chapters 3, 4.1-4.2, 5, 15.1-15.2. 

• Mankiw, G. and Whinston, M., “Free Entry and Social Inefficiency,” 

RAND Journal of Economics, 1986, pp. 48-58. 

 

3. Cartels and Tacit Collusion (Lecture 5 - 6) 

• Handout and B-P (2015) Chapter 14.2.1 – 14.2.4. 



• Bernheim, D. and Whinston, M.D., "Multimarket Contact and Collusive 

Behavior," Rand Journal of Economics, 1990, pp. 1-26. 

 

4. Vertically related markets (Lecture 7 - 9) 

• B-P (2015) Chapter 17. 

• Salinger, M., “Vertical Mergers and Market Foreclosure,” QJE 1988, 

pp. 345 – 356. 

• Ghosh, A. and Morita, H., “Free Entry and Social Efficiency under 

Vertical Oligopoly,” Rand 2007, pp. 539 – 552. 

 

5. Strategic incumbents and entry (Lecture 10 - 11) 

• B-P (2015) Chapter 16. 

• Dixit, A. K., “The Role of Investment in Entry-Deterrence,” EJ 1980, 

pp. 95 – 106. 

• Waldman, M., “The Role of Multiple Potential Entrants/Sequential Entry 

in Noncooperative Entry Deterrence,” Rand 1991, pp. 446 –453 

• Whinston, Michael D., "Tying, Foreclosure, and Exclusion," AER 1991, 

pp. 837-859. 

 

6. Product Durability (Lecture 12 - 13) 

• Bulow, J., "Durable Goods Monopolists," Journal of Political Economy, 

1982, pp.314-332. 

• Bulow, J., "An Economic Theory of Planned Obsolescence," Quarterly 

Journal of Economics, 1986, pp.729-750. 

• Waldman, M., “Eliminating the Market for Secondhand Goods: An 

Alternative Explanation for Leasing,” Journal of Law and Economics, 

1997, pp. 61-92. 

 

7. Inter-firm competition for skilled workers and competition policy 

(Lecture 14 -16) 

• Acemoglu, D., & Pischke, J. S. “The structure of wages and investment 

in general training,” JPE 1999, pp. 539-572. 

• Morita, H., “Firm Dynamics and Labor Market Consequences,” JLEO 2012, 

pp. 235 – 264. 

Ghosh, S., & Shankar, K.” Optimal Enforcement of Noncompete Covenants.” 

Econ. Inq. 2017, pp. 305-318. 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6902301 

Course title 

Diplomacy in Practice 

Name of Instructor Ozawa, Toshiro Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: The course is a study of the basics of diplomacy for 

a nation state and, combines this study with a review of major 

contemporary issues in international diplomacy. The ‘art of 

negotiations’ will be taken up. An emphasis will be given to 

multilateral diplomacy with a focus on the United Nations system. 

Contemporary issues for review will include peacekeeping, nuclear 

disarmament, climate change, global health and terrorism. 

 

Learning Objectives: To give students a better understanding of how 

diplomacy is conducted by nation states. Students will also deepen their 

understanding of multilateral diplomacy by analyzing the United Nations 

system from different angles. Review of major contemporary issues will 

lead to better understanding of the complexity of international 

cooperation on these issues. 

 

Career Relevance: Negotiations will be necessary whatever field students 

strive for.  Students interested in careers in government, international 

organizations or NGOs will find the course to be most relevant. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: Today, multilateral diplomacy is 

expected to tackle issues important for   individual citizens. A better 

understanding of major contemporary issues will prepare students for 

future deliberations on these issues that affect their lives. 

 

Delivery Methods A mixture of lectures, discussions, and debates. Student presentations 

are expected for PKOs. (Further student presentations may be organized in 

week 9 on a voluntary basis for deeper understanding on issues of their 

interest.) 

Assessment Attendance (10%), class participation including student presentation on 

PKOs (40%), quiz (10%), final written exam (40%). 

(Student presentations conducted on a voluntary basis will not be part of 

the assessment.) 

 

Prerequisites active class participation 

 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Diplomacy, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: G.R. Berridge, d)Publisher: 

palgrave macmillan , e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 9781137445513 



a)Title: The United Nations : a very short introduction, b)Edition: 2, 

c)Author: Jussi M. Hanhimäki,Hanhimäki, Jussi M.,, d)Publisher: Oxford 

University Press, e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN: 9780190222703 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1.Introduction; Foreign Ministry, Embassy & Consulate 

2.cont. 

3.Art of negotiations 

4.Summits 

5.United Nations overview 

6.Security Council 

7.cont. 

8.Diplomacy at UN 

9.Secretariat (Secretary General) 

10.US-UN relations 

11.Peacekeeping (student presentations) 

12.cont. 

13.Nuclear Disarmament 

14.Climate change 

15.Terrorism 

16.Global Health 

 

Others Student presentations on issues of interest to them may be conducted on a 

voluntary basis in week 9. These would not be considered in the 

assessment. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6929301 

Course title 

Contemporary International Security Issues: 

National and Human 

Name of Instructor Yamaguchi, Noboru Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

482 

Office Hours 

Tuesday 16:30-18:30 

E-mail 

yama367n@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description Course Description:  This course discusses key aspects of contemporary 

international security strategies and policies. 

Learning Objectives:  Students are expected to achieve basic 

understanding on major issues, theories, terminologies that are relevant 

to discussions on current national and international security strategies 

and policies. 

Career Relevance:  Students who aim at in fields of security and 

diplomacy, or those who are planning to take advanced degree in this area 

are recommended to take this course.   This course will provide students 

with a foundation for further studies on strategies and policies on 

international/national security and defense by looking at major incidents 

of modern history. 

Course Context or Rationalization: This course will provide an essential 

part for understanding on international politics with focus on security 

and defense related aspects. 

 

Delivery Methods Delivery Methods:  1) Lectures, 2) In-class discussion based on students' 

work on short weekly assignment on contemporary security issues, 3) 

Individual/group presentation and following discussion on assigned 

question provided the instructor's list of key questions and references, 

4) A half day field trip 

Assessment Assessment:  1) Participation in in class discussion based on short 

weekly assignments (20%).  2) Individual or Group presentations on 

assigned question with submission short summary or handouts (30%).  3) 

In-class examination during the exam period (50%). 

Prerequisites None 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Understanding Global Conflict and Cooperation, (New York, 

Pearson, 2013), b)Edition: 10, c)Author: Joseph Nye and David Welch, , 

d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 978-0134403168 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Theory of International Politics,, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Kenneth Walt, d)Publisher: , e)Year: , f)ISBN: 

a)Title: International Politics,, b)Edition: , c)Author: Robert Art and 

Robert Jervis, d)Publisher: Long Grove, e)Year: 1979, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: On War , b)Edition: , c)Author: Carl von Clausewitz, edited and 



translated by Michael Howard an, d)Publisher: Princeton University Press, 

e)Year: 1984, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction: 

(1) Course Description and Guidance 

(2) Basics: Actors of International Relation 

 

2. Origins of of Warfare 

(1) Greco-Roman Tradition 

(2)   Peace of Westphalia and European Order 

 

3. Evolution of Modern Warfare 

(1)  Industrial Revolution, Citizens' Revolution and Nation States 

(2) Nationalization, Industrialization and Professionalization 

Napoleonic Wars through US Civil War to WWI 

 

4. Hope for Peace through Collective Security 

a. Inter-War Efforts for Peace 

b. Right of Self Defense and Collective Security 

 

5. WWII and Cold War 

(1)  Devastation and Reconstruction towards a Bipolar System 

(2) Role of Nuclear Weapons: #1 Deterrence 

 

5. Post Cold War Problems 

(1) Rising Powers: China 

(2) War on Terrorism 

(3) Nuclear Weapons today? North Korea 

(4) ICT Revolution and Warfare: Cyber, Space, NWC 

 

6. Fundamental Question: War and Politic? 

 

 

Others As two way discussion consist of most of classes, less than 20 will be 

the maximum while 15 or less is most preferable, 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5220301 

Course title 

Statistical Methods 

Name of Instructor Jinnai, Yusuke Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.4,Thu.4 

There are 2 sections for this course, so please choose either one. 

Section A: 4th period on Tuesday and Thursday 

Section B: 5th period on Tuesday and Thursday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 35 students (first-come basis) 
 

Course Description This course is an introduction to probability and statistics. The course 

covers descriptive statistics, basic probability theory, estimation, 

hypothesis testing, and regression analysis. The goal of the course is to 

equip students with these statistical tools, which will form a basis for 

understanding econometric models in the subsequent courses. 

Delivery Methods The course is lecture-based with some class discussions. In addition to 

regular classes, TA sessions will be organized every week. 

Assessment Weekly problem sets (10%), midterm exam (30%), and the final exam (60%). 

Prerequisites There is no pre-required course. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Statistics for Business and Economics, b)Edition: Global 8th, 

c)Author: Newbold, Carlson & Thorne, d)Publisher: Pearson Education, 

e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN:  9780273767060 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Naked Statistics: Stripping the Dread from the Data, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Charled Wheelan, d)Publisher: W. W. Norton & 

Company, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 9780393347777 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction and overview 

2. Descriptive statistics (1) 

3. Descriptive statistics (2) 

4. Probability (1) 

5. Probability (2) 

6. Discrete random variables and probability distribution (1) 

7. Discrete random variables and probability distribution(2) 

8. Continuous random variables and probability distribution(1) 

9. Continuous random variables and probability distribution (2) 

10. Sampling distribution (1) 

11. Sampling distribution (2) 

12. Midterm exam 

13. Point and interval estimation (1) 

14. Point and interval estimation (2) 



15. Hypothesis testing (1) 

16. Hypothesis testing (2) 

Others 40 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5220302 

Course title 

Statistical Methods 

Name of Instructor Jinnai, Yusuke Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.5,Thu.5 

There are 2 sections for this course, so please choose either one. 

Section A: 4th period on Tuesday and Thursday 

Section B: 5th period on Tuesday and Thursday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 35 students (first-come basis) 
 

Course Description This course is an introduction to probability and statistics. The course 

covers descriptive statistics, basic probability theory, estimation, 

hypothesis testing, and regression analysis. The goal of the course is to 

equip students with these statistical tools, which will form a basis for 

understanding econometric models in the subsequent courses. 

Delivery Methods The course is lecture-based with some class discussions. In addition to 

regular classes, TA sessions will be organized every week. 

Assessment Weekly problem sets (10%), midterm exam (30%), and the final exam (60%). 

Prerequisites There is no pre-required course. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Statistics for Business and Economics, b)Edition: Global 8th, 

c)Author: Newbold, Carlson & Thorne, d)Publisher: Pearson Education, 

e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN:  9780273767060 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Naked Statistics: Stripping the Dread from the Data, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Charled Wheelan, d)Publisher: W. W. Norton & 

Company, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 9780393347777 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction and overview 

2. Descriptive statistics (1) 

3. Descriptive statistics (2) 

4. Probability (1) 

5. Probability (2) 

6. Discrete random variables and probability distribution (1) 

7. Discrete random variables and probability distribution(2) 

8. Continuous random variables and probability distribution(1) 

9. Continuous random variables and probability distribution (2) 

10. Sampling distribution (1) 

11. Sampling distribution (2) 

12. Midterm exam 

13. Point and interval estimation (1) 

14. Point and interval estimation (2) 



15. Hypothesis testing (1) 

16. Hypothesis testing (2) 

Others 40 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5238301 

Course title 

Microeconomics I: Price Theory 

Name of Instructor Goto, Hideaki Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2,Thu.2 

There are 2 sections for this course, so please choose either one. 

Section A: 2nd period on Wednesday and Thursday 

Section B: 3rd period on Wednesday and Thursday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 35 students (first-come basis) 
 

Course Description Course Description: 

Microeconomics is mainly concerned with how individuals and firms behave 

in markets with different degrees of competitiveness. This course 

provides students with the basic concepts, analytical framework and way 

of thinking of microeconomics. We will first analyze how consumers and 

firms make decisions when markets are competitive, and how those 

decisions are aggregated to form market demand and supply. We will next 

consider the case where there is only one firm in the market and study 

how firm behavior and market outcomes change. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

By the end of the course, students should be able to: 

- understand and properly use microeconomic concepts/terminologies; 

- explain consumer and firm behavior in different degrees of market 

competitiveness using economic theory; 

- derive demand and supply functions and obtain market equilibrium. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

Microeconomics is the foundation of economic analysis. Other branches of 

economics, including development economics, public economics, and labor 

economics, to name a few, are based on microeconomics. It will also be 

needed to analyze practical economic issues as well as to conduct, and 

interpret results of, empirical studies. 

Delivery Methods - Lectures 

- Problem sets 

- One midterm exam 

- Final exam 

Assessment - Problem sets: 10% 

- Midterm Exam: 40% 

- Final Exam: 50% 

Prerequisites Calculus 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Intermediate Microeconomics: A Modern Approach, b)Edition: 9, 

c)Author: Hal R. Varian, d)Publisher: WW Norton & Co., e)Year: 2014, 

f)ISBN: 9780393920772 



 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. The Market (1) 

2. The Market (2) 

3. Consumer Behavior (1) 

4. Consumer Behavior (2) 

5. Consumer Behavior (3) 

6. Consumer Behavior (4) 

7. Market Demand 

8. Producer Behavior (1) 

9. Midterm Exam 

10. Producer Behavior (2) 

11. Producer Behavior (3) 

12. Producer Behavior (4) 

13. Industry Supply 

14. Competitive Market 

15. Monopoly (1) 

16. Monopoly (2) 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5238302 

Course title 

Microeconomics I: Price Theory 

Name of Instructor Goto, Hideaki Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.3,Thu.3 

There are 2 sections for this course, so please choose either one. 

Section A: 2nd period on Wednesday and Thursday 

Section B: 3rd period on Wednesday and Thursday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 35 students (first-come basis) 
 

Course Description Course Description: 

Microeconomics is mainly concerned with how individuals and firms behave 

in markets with different degrees of competitiveness. This course 

provides students with the basic concepts, analytical framework and way 

of thinking of microeconomics. We will first analyze how consumers and 

firms make decisions when markets are competitive, and how those 

decisions are aggregated to form market demand and supply. We will next 

consider the case where there is only one firm in the market and study 

how firm behavior and market outcomes change. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

By the end of the course, students should be able to: 

- understand and properly use microeconomic concepts/terminologies; 

- explain consumer and firm behavior in different degrees of market 

competitiveness using economic theory; 

- derive demand and supply functions and obtain market equilibrium. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

Microeconomics is the foundation of economic analysis. Other branches of 

economics, including development economics, public economics, and labor 

economics, to name a few, are based on microeconomics. It will also be 

needed to analyze practical economic issues as well as to conduct, and 

interpret results of, empirical studies. 

Delivery Methods - Lectures 

- Problem sets 

- One midterm exam 

- Final exam 

Assessment - Problem sets: 10% 

- Midterm Exam: 40% 

- Final Exam: 50% 

Prerequisites Calculus 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Intermediate Microeconomics: A Modern Approach, b)Edition: 9, 

c)Author: Hal R. Varian, d)Publisher: WW Norton & Co., e)Year: 2014, 

f)ISBN: 9780393920772 



Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Class Outline 1. The Market (1)

2. The Market (2)

3. Consumer Behavior (1)

4. Consumer Behavior (2)

5. Consumer Behavior (3)

6. Consumer Behavior (4)

7. Market Demand

8. Producer Behavior (1)

9. Midterm Exam

10. Producer Behavior (2)

11. Producer Behavior (3)

12. Producer Behavior (4)

13. Industry Supply

14. Competitive Market

15. Monopoly (1)

16. Monopoly (2)

Others 



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5245301 

Course title 

Macroeconomics I: Income Theory 

Name of Instructor Huang, Chien-Yu Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.2,Tue.2 

There are 2 sections for this course, so please choose either one. 

Section A: 2nd period on Monday and Tuesday 

Section B: 3rd period on Monday and Tuesday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 30 students (first-come basis) 
 

Course Description For government officials of modern societies, knowledge of Macroeconomics 

is indispensable for providing any constructive policy recommendations, 

which in a large extent affect people’s welfare. Even for an ordinary 

citizen, knowledge of Macroeconomics also plays an important role in 

understanding complicated (and sometimes confusing) economic phenomena in 

his/her daily life. Due to this importance, this course is designed to 

provide students a solid foundation in Macroeconomics. 

 

Broadly speaking, the topics to be covered consist of (i) a brief 

introduction of national income, (ii) the meaning of inflation and its 

relation to the monetary system, (iii) the models of exchange rates, (iv) 

the determination of unemployment, and (v) basic economic growth 

theories. Since this course is introductory, the requirement for 

mathematics is NOT that high. The college-level calculus knowledge will 

be sufficient to understand the course materials. Actually, students will 

only use differential calculus but not integral calculus. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

 

Students are expected to have a deeper understanding of the following 

concepts: 

(1) What is a macroeconomic analysis? 

(2) The difference between long-run and short-run analysis in 

Macroeconomics. 

(3) The relationship between inflation and the monetary system 

(4) The relationship between the trade balance and the exchange rate 

(5) The sources of economic growth 

 

 

Career Relevance: 

 

This course provides foundations and intuitions of relevant macroeconomic 

issues. After taking this course, students will come up with a better 

understanding about how the modern society functions and how government 

policies might affect it. Students aiming for working in either public or 



private sectors will find the knowledge of this course indispensible. 

This course is also the first step for students who plan to pursue even 

higher education. 

 

 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

 

The course is designed to provide the foundations of analyzing 

macroeconomic phenomena. Therefore, we start from introducing the most 

important macroeconomic concepts such as output, inflation, unemployment, 

and international trade. Then we discuss the sources of the long-term 

economic growth. In building these foundations, we adopt the long-term 

view in the sense that the price level of the economy is treated as fully 

flexible. It is worth to note that in this course we will not discuss the 

business cycle issues stemming from price (or wage) rigidity. Students 

who are interested in the role of the government in the business cycles 

are encouraged to take Macroeconomics 2 in the winter term. 

 

 

Delivery Methods The course will follow the traditional lecturing form. Students are asked 

to take their own class notes. 

Assessment Problem set: 3% 

Midterm exam: 47% 

Final exam: 50% 

 

Prerequisites There is no prerequisite for this course 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Macroeconomics, b)Edition: 9, c)Author: N. Gregory Mankiw, 

d)Publisher: Worth Publishers, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 9781464182891 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Macroeconomics, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: Stephen Williamson, 

d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 1997, f)ISBN: 9781292000459 

a)Title: Macroeconomics, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: Robert J. Barro, 

d)Publisher: MIT Press, e)Year: 1997, f)ISBN: 9780262024365 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. The Data of Macroeconomics 

2. The Data of Macroeconomics 

3. National Income 

4. National Income 

5. The monetary system 

6. The monetary system 

7. Inflation 

8. Inflation 

9. The Open Economy (1) 

10. The Open Economy (2) 



11. Unemployment (1) 

12. Unemployment (2) 

13. Economic Growth (1) 

14. Economic Growth (2) 

15. Economic Growth (3) 

16. Economic Growth (4) 

 

Others The class size limit is 25 students. 

 

The syllabus is subject to modification along the progress of the course 

 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5245302 

Course title 

Macroeconomics I: Income Theory 

Name of Instructor Huang, Chien-Yu Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.3,Tue.3 

There are 2 sections for this course, so please choose either one. 

Section A: 2nd period on Monday and Tuesday 

Section B: 3rd period on Monday and Tuesday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 30 students (first-come basis) 
 

Course Description For government officials of modern societies, knowledge of Macroeconomics 

is indispensable for providing any constructive policy recommendations, 

which in a large extent affect people’s welfare. Even for an ordinary 

citizen, knowledge of Macroeconomics also plays an important role in 

understanding complicated (and sometimes confusing) economic phenomena in 

his/her daily life. Due to this importance, this course is designed to 

provide students a solid foundation in Macroeconomics. 

 

Broadly speaking, the topics to be covered consist of (i) a brief 

introduction of national income, (ii) the meaning of inflation and its 

relation to the monetary system, (iii) the models of exchange rates, (iv) 

the determination of unemployment, and (v) basic economic growth 

theories. Since this course is introductory, the requirement for 

mathematics is NOT that high. The college-level calculus knowledge will 

be sufficient to understand the course materials. Actually, students will 

only use differential calculus but not integral calculus. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

 

Students are expected to have a deeper understanding of the following 

concepts: 

(1) What is a macroeconomic analysis? 

(2) The difference between long-run and short-run analysis in 

Macroeconomics. 

(3) The relationship between inflation and the monetary system 

(4) The relationship between the trade balance and the exchange rate 

(5) The sources of economic growth 

 

 

Career Relevance: 

 

This course provides foundations and intuitions of relevant macroeconomic 

issues. After taking this course, students will come up with a better 

understanding about how the modern society functions and how government 

policies might affect it. Students aiming for working in either public or 



private sectors will find the knowledge of this course indispensible. 

This course is also the first step for students who plan to pursue even 

higher education. 

 

 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

 

The course is designed to provide the foundations of analyzing 

macroeconomic phenomena. Therefore, we start from introducing the most 

important macroeconomic concepts such as output, inflation, unemployment, 

and international trade. Then we discuss the sources of the long-term 

economic growth. In building these foundations, we adopt the long-term 

view in the sense that the price level of the economy is treated as fully 

flexible. It is worth to note that in this course we will not discuss the 

business cycle issues stemming from price (or wage) rigidity. Students 

who are interested in the role of the government in the business cycles 

are encouraged to take Macroeconomics 2 in the winter term. 

 

 

Delivery Methods The course will follow the traditional lecturing form. Students are asked 

to take their own class notes. 

Assessment Problem set: 3% 

Midterm exam: 47% 

Final exam: 50% 

 

Prerequisites There is no prerequisite for this course 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Macroeconomics, b)Edition: 9, c)Author: N. Gregory Mankiw, 

d)Publisher: Worth Publishers, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 9781464182891 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Macroeconomics, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: Stephen Williamson, 

d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 1997, f)ISBN: 9781292000459 

a)Title: Macroeconomics, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: Robert J. Barro, 

d)Publisher: MIT Press, e)Year: 1997, f)ISBN: 9780262024365 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. The Data of Macroeconomics 

2. The Data of Macroeconomics 

3. National Income 

4. National Income 

5. The monetary system 

6. The monetary system 

7. Inflation 

8. Inflation 

9. The Open Economy (1) 

10. The Open Economy (2) 



11. Unemployment (1) 

12. Unemployment (2) 

13. Economic Growth (1) 

14. Economic Growth (2) 

15. Economic Growth (3) 

16. Economic Growth (4) 

 

Others The class size limit is 25 students. 

 

The syllabus is subject to modification along the progress of the course 

 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5281301 

Course title 

Monetary Economics and Policy Analysis 

Name of Instructor Lin, Ching-Yang Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description Learning Objective: 

 

This course provides students with the necessary knowledge and 

quantitative analysis skills of the modern business cycle theory and the 

stabilizing monetary policy. Our analysis is based upon the dynamic 

stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) framework. This framework, built on 

the micro-foundations, has been increasingly adopted to study business 

cycle fluctuations by not only academia but also policymakers (research 

institution). It is important to have both a broad and deep understanding 

of this approach. 

 

We start by building the basic concept through a standard real business 

cycle (RBC) model. That is, how the productivity shocks generate 

persistent economic fluctuations by influencing firms and consumers’ 

decision-making. The quantitative effects will be examined through 

calibration. Next, we introduce the nominal rigidities and market 

frictions into the baseline model to illustrate the effect of monetary 

policy, and to explain how the economy can be corrected from inefficient 

to efficient fluctuations through the stabilizing monetary policy. We 

also demonstrate the level of welfare improvement achieved by various 

kinds of (realistic) monetary policy (the Taylor style rules). 

 

Lastly, we illustrate some recent developments in this filed: (1) the new 

open economy model (NOEM), by which researchers study the policy 

implications for those counties largely influenced by the global economy. 

(2) the Bayesian estimation of the DSGE model, by which researchers 

examine the influences of various structure shocks and the role of 

markets frictions in an economy. 

 

Career Relevance: 

 

This course will provide the knowledge and analytical skills for 

Ph.D./master students who consider working in institutions that are 

involved in conducting monetary policy analysis, such as IMF and the 

central bank. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

 



The course will also help students who will write a dissertation related 

to the topics of the business cycle and monetary policy. 

Delivery Methods This course is lecture-based. However, students are strongly encouraged 

to participate in the class discussions. 

Assessment There will be at least four (4) assignments (60%) and one final exam 

(40%). For the assignment, a student may opt to work alone or in a group 

of up to three (3) members. The purpose of these assignments is to help 

students review the concepts. In each assignment, the students will be 

asked to solve a model and explain its implication. Some of the problem 

sets involve computational analysis. 

Prerequisites All the master’s level required courses or equivalent in the 

International Development/Economics Program. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Monetary Policy, Inflation, and the Business Cycle: An 

Introduction to the New Keynesian Framework, b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: 

Jordi Galí, d)Publisher: Princeton Univ, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

9780691164786 

a)Title: Monetary theory and policy, b)Edition: , c)Author: Carl E. 

Walsh,Walsh, Carl E,, d)Publisher: The MIT Press, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

9780262035811 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: The ABCs of RBCs : an introduction to dynamic macroeconomic 

models / George McCandless, b)Edition: , c)Author: McCandless, George T,, 

d)Publisher: Harvard University Press, e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN: 978-

0674028142 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. The stylized facts regarding monetary policy and other economic 

activity (I) 

2. The stylized facts regarding monetary policy and other economic 

activity (II) 

3. The basic concept of a monetary model (Goodfriend(2002)) 

4. The basic concept of a monetary model (Goodfriend(2002)) 

5. An real business cycle (RBC) model without friction (Gali Ch2) 

6. An real business cycle (RBC) model without friction (Gali Ch2) 

7. An basic New Keynesian framework (NKM) (Gali Ch3) 

8. An basic New Keynesian framework (NKM) (Gali Ch3) 

9. Numerical analysis: Calibration and Dynare 

10. Model implications and impulse responses analysis (Gali Ch3) 

11. Model implications and impulse responses analysis (Gali Ch3) 

12. Optimal monetary policy (Gali Ch4) 

13. Optimal monetary policy (Gali Ch4) 

14. Monetary policy and unemployment rates 

15. A small open economy model (Gali ch7) 

16. A small open economy model (Gali ch7) 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5284301 

Course title 

International Finance 

Name of Instructor Ariyoshi, Akira Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

RI-302 

Office Hours 

Mon 10:00-16:00, 

except during 

lecture time (please 

make an appointment 

in advance by email) 

E-mail 

ariyoshi@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description Learning Objectives: The course aims to provide students with basic 

knowledge and understanding of international finance, so that they could 

understand current developments and policy issues related to 

international finance including exchange rates, balance of payments, and 

external debt and crises. You should, by the end of the course, have 

grasp of key concepts and understand the institutional and theoretical 

framework in international finance, that will allow you to digest the 

information in newspaper such as the Financial Times, and documents 

published by the IMF, BIS and other international institutions, and 

appraise them critically. 

 

Career Relevance: The main target audience are those students who are 

working or wish to work in governments and central banks, and who are 

likely to be involved in policy issues related to international financial 

policies. It should also be useful to those in businesses who need to 

understand the impact of international financial policies on their 

businesses, through for example, exchange rate policies, balance of 

payments developments and international capital flows. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: This will extend in more detail the 

international finance elements of standard open economy macroeconomics, 

but with a more practical and in-depth twist. It would cover the 

institutional and policy aspects and discuss them in relation to theory. 

It would also complement courses on monetary policy and financial 

policies. 

Delivery Methods The course will be provided mainly in the form of lectures, but if the 

number of students are small, may incorporate student presentations and 

seminar-type discussions. The lectures will to the extent possible and 

useful will be interactive, and encourage students to voice questions and 

views. Homework and prior reading will be assigned so that students can 

better understand the course content. Typically, students will be 

expected to solve problems based on completed lessons (to be handed in 

the following week), and also read pre-assigned chapters from the 

textbook. Students must regularly check the course materials posted in 



the document files folder for the course. 

Assessment Student performance will be evaluated on the basis of the following: 

- Class participation and homework: (30%) 

- Mid-term sit down exams (30%) 

- End-of-term exams and/or term paper (40%): If term paper is assigned, 

student will be required to write a term paper on a topic to be specified 

during class. They will also be required to engage in a debate session on 

the topic. 

 

 

Prerequisites Prior study of intermediate level macroeconomics is strongly recommended. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: International Finance: Theory and Policy, b)Edition: Global 11t, 

c)Author: Paul R. Krugman, Maurice Obstfeld and Marc J. Melitz, 

d)Publisher: Pearson Education, e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN: 9781292238739 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

The 11th edition is the most recent. The contents have not changed much 

especially for the theoretical part, so if you can get a used copy of and 

earlier edition, that should be fine, though I would recommend 9th 

edition or later. 

The book is actually the international finance chapters of a bigger book,   

International Economics: Theory and Policy, by the same authors, which 

also covers international trade theory. The price difference between the 

two is very small, so I would advice you to buy the larger book 

(International Economics), particularly if you are also taking 

International Trade course. 

Class Outline 1 International money and international payments 

2 Exchange rates: Basic concepts 

3 Balance of payments: Basic concepts 

4 Balance of payments determination theories 

5 Exchange rate determination theories 

6 Continued 

7 Exchange Rate regimes and foreign exchange markets 

8 Exchange rate policies 

9 International Monetary System 

10 Balance of payments crisis and currency crisis 

11 Mid-term exams 

12 Balance of Payments Crisis (continued) 

13 Euro and common currency 

14 Asian Monetary Cooperation 

15    Term paper presentations and debate session (if term paper is 

assigned) 

16    Continued 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5360301 

Course title 

Public Administration 

Name of Instructor Shinohara, Shugo Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

324 

Office Hours 

Wed 10:00-12:00 

E-mail 

sshinoha@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Thu.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description This course aims to introduce graduate students to the political and 

legal foundations of public administration as well as the historical 

evolution of the field. 

 

Learning Objectives 

After the completion of this course, students will be able to: 

(1) Describe distinctive features of public administration; 

(2) Identify and analyze key stakeholders and challenges in public 

administration; and 

(3) Be familiar with the historical development and recent trends of 

public administration. 

 

Career Relevance: 

Public administration is the study of public bureaucracy. This is useful 

for both academic and professional careers especially in the public 

sector. Understanding the history, politics, and functions of public 

bureaucracy is essential to analyze any government activities. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

This course is relevant to most courses in the IUJ. Non-profits and 

private companies delivered public services together with governments. 

Furthermore, many of them receive public funds and run their business. 

Public administration at both local and national levels can be seen as an 

essential part of business administration, national and local economy, 

and foreign affairs. 

Delivery Methods This is a highly interactive course in which students learn the subject 

through case presentation and class discussion. To be an effective part 

of this learning community, students are expected to read the required 

course materials for each class. 

Assessment Assessment: 

1. Class Attendance: 10% 

2. Case Presentation: 20% 

From Week 2, each lecture will have a class discussion session. A group 

of students will make a 10-12 minute presentation which introduces a case 

relevant to the concepts and theories covered in each lecture. The group 

will further provide questions for the discussion. 

3. Term Paper: 40% 

Students will submit a term paper (5-6 double-spaced pages) by [TBA]. In 



this paper, students will analyze a case(s) of public administration 

based on the concepts and theories learned in this course. Detailed 

instruction will be provided in Week 2. 

4. Final Exam: 30% 

Students will take an in-class final exam at the end of the semester. 

Students are allowed to bring a one-page cheat sheet [A4 size]. The exam 

will take various forms such as true/false, multiple-choice, and open-

ended questions. To prepare for this exam, students will take prep 

quizzes between Week 2 and 8, which are similar to the exam questions. 

The prep quizzes will not be graded. 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Public Administration: Understanding Management, Politics, and 

Law in the Public Sector, b)Edition: 8, c)Author: Rosenbloom, David H., 

Robert S. Kravchuk, and Richard M. Clerki, d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill 

Education, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 978-073379159 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5370301 

Course title 

Public Finance and Budgeting 

Name of Instructor Lim, Seunghoo Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

313 

Office Hours 

Wednesday 11am-12pm 

and 1pm-2pm or by 

appointment 

E-mail 

lim@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description Public budget is the most distilled statement of what government does 

with its price tag attached. It is a policy document as well as a 

financial plan that serves control, management and planning purposes, 

linking considerations of raising resources from the economy and spending 

priorities setting. And, public budgeting is how the government decides 

on and executes its budgets, which not only is essentially a political 

process, but also requires substantial understandings and skills in 

financial management. This course aims to improve students’ 

understanding of how government at different levels manages its purse, 

money from taxpayers and citizens, for better results, equipping students 

with both theoretical perspectives and practical analytical skills. The 

topics covered include, but are not limited to, budgetary institutions 

and process, roles of key budget actors and decision-makers, budgetary 

constraints, budget systems and reform, key revenue sources and 

forecasting, capital budgeting, debt management, intergovernmental fiscal 

relations, and a diverse set of skills and tools in preparing and 

implementing budgets. Students will be given practical opportunities to 

evaluate a government’s budget in reference to budgeting and financial 

management principles learned from the class. 

Delivery Methods Each week there will be two consecutive sessions. The first one will be 

devoted to lecture and discussions about the required readings and 

learning points. During the second session, three students will present 

the journal articles and/or book chapters from the required readings list 

as indicated in the course schedule below. Each presentation/discussion 

will last no more than 15 minutes. During and after presentation, the 

class will be open to questions and discussions led by the presenting 

students. 

Assessment Students will be expected to be full participants in shaping the 

character of the seminar; and this requires all students to come to class 

prepared to discuss the readings for each session. There are mainly three 

class requirements, and they are described in more detail in Class 

Activities. 

 

Evaluation Requirements and Weights: 

20% 



50% 

omework                                                                        

30% 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Public Budgeting in Context: Structure, Law, Reform, and 

Results, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Katherine G. Willoughby, d)Publisher: 

Jossey-Bass, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Public Budgeting and Finance Primer: Key Concepts in Fiscal 

Choice, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Jay E. Ryu, d)Publisher: M. E. Sharpe, 

e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Fiscal Administration: Analysis and Applications for the Public 

Sector, b)Edition: 9, c)Author: John L. Mikesell, d)Publisher: Wadsworth, 

e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Politics of Public Budgeting: Getting and Spending, 

Borrowing and Balancing, b)Edition: 8, c)Author: Irene S. Rubin, 

d)Publisher: CQ Press, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Basics of Public Budgeting and Financial Management: A 

Handbook for Academics and Practitioners, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: 

Menifield, C. E., d)Publisher: Hamilton Books, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Public Budgeting Systems, b)Edition: 9, c)Author: Robert D. Lee, 

JR., Ronald W. Johnson, and Philip G. Joyce, d)Publisher: Jones & 

Bartlett Learning, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Bounded Bureaucracy and the Budgetary Process in the United 

States, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Jay E. Ryu, d)Publisher: Transaction 

Publishers, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Evolving Theories of Public Budgeting, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: 

John R. Bartle. (Ed.), d)Publisher: Emerald Group Publishing, e)Year: 

2001, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Budget Tools: Financial Methods in the Public Sector, b)Edition: 

2, c)Author: Greg G. Chen, Lynne A. Weikart, and Daniel W. Williams, 

d)Publisher: CQ Press, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Public Budgeting in America, b)Edition: 6, c)Author: Lynch, T. 

D., Sun, J., and Smith, R. W. , d)Publisher: Melvin & Leigh, Publishers, 

e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Public Procurement Fundamentals: Lessons from and for the Field, 

b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Naushad Khan, d)Publisher: Emerald Publishing 

Limited, e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: A Practical Guide to Public Procurement, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: 

Semple, A. , d)Publisher: Oxford University Press, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Public Performance Budgeting: Principles and Practice, 

b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Elaine Yi Lu and Katherine Willoughby, 

d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Inside OMB: Politics and Process in the President’s Budget 

Office, b)Edition: , c)Author: Tomkin, S. L. , d)Publisher: Routledge, 



e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Politics of Budget Control: Congress, the Presidency, and 

the Growth of the Administrative State, b)Edition: , c)Author: Marini, 

J. , d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 1992, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Government Deficit and Fiscal Reform in Japan, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Ihori, T., & Sato, M., d)Publisher: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 

e)Year: 2002, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Tax Politics and Policy, b)Edition: , c)Author: Thom M. , 

d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Fuel Taxes and the Poor, b)Edition: , c)Author: Sterner, T. 

(Ed.), d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Is Decentralization Good for Development?: Perspectives from 

Academics and Policy Makers, b)Edition: , c)Author: Faguet, Jean-Paul, & 

Poschl, C. (Eds.), d)Publisher: Oxford University Press, e)Year: 2015, 

f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1 Introduction and Course Arrangements 

Week 2 Intro to Public Budgeting: Structure and Functions 

Week 3 History and Theories of Public Budgeting & the Federal Government 

Week 4 State & Local Budgeting 

Week 5 Politics and Public Budgeting: Executive Preparation and 

Legislative Consideration 

Week 6 Bureaucracy and Public Budgeting: Budget Execution 

Week 7 Reforms and Public Budgeting: Line Item, Performance, and Program 

Budgeting 

Week 8 Research Project Presentation 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

JDP5011301 

Course title 

Postwar Japanese Politics 

Name of Instructor Shinoda, Tomohito Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

Monday 13:30-14:30 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description his course is designed to give students a general introduction to the 

political system of Japan.  The contents of the course will include the 

principles of political culture, political institutions and public 

policymaking. The format of the course will be lecture and discussion. As 

the course is an introductory course, most class time will be given to 

lecture. The most important goal, however, is to gain the basic 

understanding of the current politics. Therefore, there will also be much 

discussion of both the readings and of contemporary events. 

Delivery Methods This course is lecture-based class, but the instructor encourages 

students to participate discussion in order to find out more details of 

the contents. 

 

A Friday, most likely in November, may be set aside for a field trip to 

Tokyo, visiting the Ministry of Defense, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

the Headquarters of the Liberal Democratic Party and the Democratic 

Party, and the Diet. This depends on consent of the class. 

Assessment The course grade will be based on final exam (60%), one oral presentation 

(20%), and class attendance and participation in classroom discussions 

(20%) will account for the remainder of the course grade. In order to 

pass the class, you need to get at least 60 out of 100 points. 

The students are expected to read all the reading materials and attend 

all the classes. One week absence would result in the deduction of 4 

points. The adjustment can be made for the following two cases: sickness 

and family emergency. If you miss 40 percent of class without reasonable 

causes, you fail to pass. 

 

Prerequisites N/A 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Contemporary Japanese Politics: Institutional Changes and Power 

Shift, b)Edition: , c)Author: Shinoda, Tomohito., d)Publisher: Columbia 

University Press, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Rise of Modern Japan., b)Edition: , c)Author: Beasley, W.G, 

d)Publisher: St. Martin's Press, e)Year: 1990, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Japanese Way of Politics, b)Edition: , c)Author: Curtis, 

Gerald, d)Publisher: Columbia U. Press, e)Year: 1988, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Routledge Handbook of Japanese Politics, b)Edition: , 



c)Author: Gaunter, Alisa, ed. , d)Publisher:  Routledge, e)Year: 2011, 

f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Japanese Party System., b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: Hrebenar, 

Ronald J. , d)Publisher: Westview, e)Year: 1992, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Introduction to Japanese Politic, b)Edition: 6th, c)Author: 

Hayes, Louis D. , d)Publisher: M.E.Sharpe, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Political Reorientation of Japan, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Government Section, Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers, d)Publisher: 

GPO, e)Year: 1949, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Japan’s Reluctant Realism, b)Edition: , c)Author: Green, 

Michael, d)Publisher: Palgrave, e)Year: 2001, f)ISBN: 

a)Title:  Japanese Politics Today: Beyond Karaoke Democracy?, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Jain, Punendra and Takashi Inoguchi, d)Publisher: 

St. Martins Press, e)Year: 1997, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: MITI and the Japanese Miracle., b)Edition: , c)Author: Johnson, 

Chalmers, d)Publisher: Stanford U. Press, e)Year: 1982, f)ISBN: 

a)Title:  Toward a True Alliance, b)Edition: , c)Author: Mochizuki, Mike 

ed., d)Publisher: Brookings, e)Year: 1997, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Japanese Prefectures and Policy Making., b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Reed, Steven. , d)Publisher:  U. of Pittsburgh, e)Year: 1989, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Japan: The Story of a Nation. , b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Reischauer, Edwin O., d)Publisher: Alfred A. Knopf, e)Year: 1974, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Japanese Democracy: Power, Coordination, and Performance., 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Richardson, Bradley, d)Publisher: Yale Univ. 

Press, e)Year: 1997, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The American Occupation of Japan. , b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Schaller, Michael. , d)Publisher: Oxford U. Press, e)Year: 1985, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Leading Japan: The Role of the Prime Minister. , b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Shinoda, Tomohito, d)Publisher: Praeger Publishing, e)Year: 

2000, f)ISBN: 

a)Title:  Modern Japanese Organization and Decision-Making, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Vogel, Ezra. ed., d)Publisher: Univ. of California Press, 

e)Year: 1975, f)ISBN: 

a)Title:  Politics the Japanese Way., b)Edition: , c)Author: Woronoff, 

Jon, d)Publisher: MacMillian Press, e)Year: 1986, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week One: Historical Review 

A brief review of the historical development of the political system from 

the beginning of the Feudal System (12th Century) through Edo and Meiji 

Period, to the end of WWII with emphasis on the prewar problems in the 

development of democracy. 

 

Required: Hayes, 11-28; Reischauer, 113-217. 

Suggested: Beasley, 1-208. 

 

Week Two: Occupation and Constitution 

This week we will examine the occupation reforms, including the enactment 



of the current Constitution, which established the structure of the 

government and institutionalized democracy. 

Required: Government Section, SCAP, 82-144; Hayes, 29-44. 

Suggested: Schaller, all. 

 

Week Three: Political Parties and the Diet 

The role of political parties in Japan, paying special attention to the 

reasons why the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) ruled for almost 40 years, 

intra-party politics within the LDP and the evoluton of parties under the 

present coalition governments. 

 

Required: Shinoda(2013) 18-27, and 35-37; Gaunter, 14-35; Hayes, 67-100. 

Suggested: Curtis, Chaps 1-4; Hrebenar, all. 

 

Week Four: Bureaucracy 

One of the major characteristics of Japanese politics is the strong 

bureaucracy.  We will look at the role of civil servants in postwar Japan 

and the current arguments in administrative reform. 

Students are assigned to report on an individual ministry or agency of 

the central government. 

 

Required: Shinoda(2013) 14-18; Woronoff, 106-149; Jain, 92-107. 

Suggested: Johnson, MITI, all. 

 

 

Week Five: The Big Business and Other Interest Groups 

Big Businesses in Japan have been a major player in domestic political 

process.  The coexistense of powerful business organizations and 

conservative political culture produced close working relations between 

the two. 

 

Required: Vogel ed., 33-70; Woronoff, 150-74; Richardson, 174-199. 

Suggested: Calder, all. 

 

Week Six: Policymaking Process 

We will examine how the political actors discussed in the previous 

classes interact for the policy outcomes.  We will compare the arguments 

of pluralism and corporatism. 

 

Required: Shinoda(2013) 37-42; Gaunter, 249-94. 

 

Week Seven: Cabinet and the Prime Minister 

Although the power of the bureaucracy is strong, the executive authority 

constitutionally belongs to the Cabinet.  This week, we will examine the 

constraints and obstacles which the Cabinet faces and the leadership of 

the prime ministers.  We will also look into the current arguments of the 

strengthening the prime minister's office. 

 

Students are assigned to report on an individual prime minister: how 



strong their leadership was and how they overcome the political obstacle 

they faced. 

Required: Shinoda (2000), Chap. 1; Gaunter, 48-59. 

Suggested: Shinoda (2000), chaps. 2-5. 

 

Week Eight: Electoral System and Local Politics 

In this section we will examine the Japanese electoral system, how it 

effects the way in which candidates campaign, the parties' campaign 

strategies in general and the voting behavior of the Japanese public.  We 

also look at the local politics. 

 

Required: Shinoda(2013)27-30, and Chap.4; Gaunter, 60-114. 

Suggested: Reed, all. 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

JDP5041301 

Course title 

Japanese Foreign Assistance Policy 

Name of Instructor Amatsu, Kuniaki Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description While access to education, decent work, prosperity, law and order, and 

good governance, are all – more or less – taken for granted in rich 

countries, they are not yet within reach of millions of people in the 

developing world. Added to these problems are emerging global issues and 

challenges such as climate change and environmental degradation, 

inequality, extremist movements, and insecurity in global governance. 

While the international community has made substantial efforts and made 

considerable strides in tackling these issues, much remains to be done. 

As these issues – both old and new – demand creative and innovative 

solutions, it is obvious that, as we draw closer to the 2030 SDG target 

year, the efforts for dealing with these challenges should increasingly 

be backed by knowledge and wisdom coming from a wide range of the members 

of the international community, of which Japan is an important member. 

For over sixty years since 1954, and using ODA (Official Development 

Assistance) as its main vehicle, Japan has been pursuing these 

development agendas based on a distinctive aid philosophy and by 

employing unique aid instruments. This uniqueness of international 

cooperation of Japan can, to some extent, be seen as a reflection of the 

country’s own history of development of the first modern country outside 

the West, while maintaining its culture and traditions. 

From this perspective, this course will attempt to shed light on the 

experience of Japan’s own development and its development assistance, in 

the context of today’s development agendas. The course will examine and 

evaluate various experiences and policies of Japan, studying them on 

their historical context and comparing them with those of other countries 

and organizations. 

Any student interested in development and global issues is welcome to 

take this course. No previous knowledge on specific subjects of 

development (education, health, governance, industrial development, etc.) 

is needed, neither is training in particular disciplines (economics, 

political sciences, international relations, etc.) compulsory. However, 

enrolling students should be committed to use this class as an 

opportunity to hone some knowledge and skills that are required of any 

future policy- and decision-maker: the ability to think through 

analytically about complicated policy issues affected both by lofty 

ideals and the realities of national and international politics and 

economy. Hence, students are strongly encouraged to think flexibly and 

constructively, sometimes casting doubts on “conventional wisdom,” 



while fully taking advantage of their own experiences, knowledge, and 

value judgements. 

The general class format is as follows: first, a lecture by the lecturer 

on various development issues will provide the students with basic 

knowledge and information about the particular issue(s) to be discussed 

in class. Then students are encouraged to engage proactively in policy 

discussions posed by the lecturer or emerging in class. To take full 

advantage of the limited class time, some readings may be required and/or 

suggested prior to each class. 

This is a course offered in collaboration with the Japan International 

Cooperation Agency (JICA) under the JICA Development Studies Program 

(JICA-DSP). The lecturers will comprise senior JICA development 

practitioners with ample working experience on the ground and/or research 

background. 

For your information, a special lecture by Dr. Kitaoka Shinichi, JICA 

President on Japanese modernization will be delivered separately from 

this series of sixteen lectures tentatively on October 4th (Fri.), and 

will be opened for all students and IUJ lectures and staff. The detail of 

this lecture will be announced by the IUJ office in charge in due course. 

 

Delivery Methods  

Assessment Class participation: 40% (including attendance and proactive 

participation in discussion) 

Short essay: 60% (Students should choose a topic related to some subjects 

covered in class, and write an essay of around 1,500 words (maximum 2,000 

words), excluding the bibliography, to be submitted by the designated 

deadline. 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1. International Development Challenges and JICA’s development 

cooperation: (i) history and its experiences on the ground and (ii) main 

issues and challenges in using external assistance wisely from the 

viewpoint of recipients (by Kuniaki Amatsu, JICA Research Institute) 

 

Week 2. Industrialization: How should we understand and interpret the 

major issues of industrialization strategy? (by Kuniaki Amatsu, JICA 

Research Institute) 

 

Week 3. Agricultural and Rural Development (TBD) 

 

Week 4. Human Security: what is human security and why is it important in 

the latest context of international development in SDGs era? (by Ako 

Muto, JICA Research Institute) 



Week 5. Group work (I) 

(by Kuniaki Amatsu and Koji Yamada, JICA Research Institute) 

 

Week 6. Education: lessons from the Japan’s experiences of educational 

development  (by Nobuko Kayashima, Vice President for Education, TICAD, 

JICA-DSP, JICA) 

 

Health: Why is health agenda important as global issue and what is 

Japan’s cooperation approach? (by Saeda Makimoto, JICA Research 

Institute) 

 

Week 7. Governance: What is good governance, after all, and why and how 

should it be enhanced? (by Hiroaki Shiga, JICA Research Institute) Ditto 

 

Week 8. Group work (II) 

(by Kuniaki Amatsu, JICA Research Institute) Ditto 

 

Others Reading assignment will be announced prior to the class if necessary. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

JDP5101301 

Course title 

Japanese Public Finance and Administration 

Name of Instructor Nakamura, Osamu Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

501 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

osamu@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Thu.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description The course analyzes the system of Japanese public finance and 

administration. Japan has employed a centralized system introducing 

Western countries’ various social mechanisms since Meiji Restoration and 

succeeded in catching up with Western countries.  After World War II, the 

Japanese government introduced Keynesian policy to strengthen social 

infrastructures that stimulated both demand side and supply side of the 

economy with a large amount of government expenditure. In the course, the 

role of central and local government is examined elucidating the public 

money flows through taxation system, the Local Allocation Tax Program 

(LATP), the Fiscal Investment and Loan Program (FILP) and so on. 

Recently, a number of municipals were integrated and the number of 

municipal government bodies was decreasing from around 3,200 to 1,800 

under the direction of the central government in the context of a reform 

of the public finance and administration. Many local (municipal) 

governments have a huge amount of government debt as well and some of the 

government bodies have a serious fiscal situation with severe financial 

problems; Yubari-city in Hokkaido Prefecture went bankrupt in 2006. 

As of FY2018, the central government accumulated public debts amounted to 

more than one thousand trillion yen, which was 2.0 times of GDP. On the 

other hand, Japanese society has a lot of problems such as prolonged 

economic stagnation (economic deflation) during a couple of decades in 

the past, facing fewer children and aging society, income gap, 

depopulation in rural societies, etc. Therefore, it is expected that the 

role of public services is getting important much more in the geriatric 

society, but it is likely that the fiscal balance will be worsened in the 

future. 

 

In the course, we examine the role of public finance of both central and 

local governments for socioeconomic development of Japan. The main theme 

of this course in Fall-term 2019 is “possibilities of decentralization 

in Japan through improving efficiency of welfare and public services and 

the role of public choice”. In the latter half of the term, the course 

focuses on the local public finance and administration with case studies. 

In addition, for more understanding of these issues, we are planning to 

have a fieldtrip visiting local government bodies and discuss some of the 

public policies with municipal government officers in the field trip. 

 

Delivery Methods Each student is requested to participate in the class and discussion. We 



will have a seminar style course in order to deepen our understanding of 

the Japanese public finance and administration by comparing to other 

countries. 

Assessment We have a small quiz (mid-term quiz) and a paper examination at the end 

of the term. Evaluation will depend on the class participation and 

discussion with a 20% weight, the quiz with a 30% weight and the final 

examination result with a 50% weight. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction 

1-1. Opening the session and introductory discussion: 

1) The role of public finance, 

2) Concept of “Common Wealth” and “Public Choice”, 

3) Mutual interdependence vs. market principle. 

1-2. Structure of Japanese public sector with three floor structure and 

assigned roles to public sectors, including the central government, 

prefectural and municipal governments. 

 

2. Role of public finance and administration in the Central Government 

for socio-economic development: 

2-1. Taxation system as national taxes in the general accounts and 

special accounts in the central government. 

2-2. Structure of fiscal expenditures and budgetary process in the 

central government. 

 

3.  Central government public finance and policy measures: 

3-1. Mid-term and long-term policies for socio-economic development after 

WWII. 

3-2. Public finance by public financial institutions and corporations. 

3-3. Fiscal Investment and Loans Program in the special accounts. 

 

4. The relations between the central government and local governments 

through taxation system, local allocation tax program (LATP) and 

subsidies in Japan. 

4-1. Structure of local government fiscal revenues. 

4-2. Local Allocation Tax Program (LATP) and its roles in the local 

societies in Japan. 

Mid-term exam.(small-quiz, take-home exam.) 

 

5. Reform of public finance and administration: 

5-1.  Privatization 

5-2.  Decentralization: from the centralized system to the Do-Shu system 

and its   possibilities in Japan 

5-3. 



6. Case study 1: Public finance of municipal governments in Niigata 

Prefecture and public management and policy of Yuzawa town with autonomy 

oriented policies for improving welfare in the local society. 

 

7. Field trip to Yuzawa Town Office for examining the public management 

and policy in municipal governments. 

 

8. Case study 2: Niigata Prefecture. Public management and Policy of 

Niigata Prefectural Government, introducing “Plan for Dreams blooming in 

Niigata Prefecture” (Niigata Yume-saki (夢咲き) Plan in Japanese) and 

its results. 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

JDP5201301 

Course title 

Modern Japan in the World 

Name of Instructor Pressello, Andrea Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

This course examines Japan’s interactions with the world from the 19th 

century -- when the Japanese ended their policy of relative “closed 

country” and expanded their international relations -- to the end of 

World War II. The broad questions to be addressed in class are: how has 

modern Japan interacted with the world? What are the forces that have 

shaped Japan's attitude in its international relations? How have Japan's 

self-image and image of the world affected its foreign relations? How has 

Japan’s perception of the world and the world’s perceptions of Japan 

changed? In discussing these themes, the course will explore the relevant 

major transformations that occurred within Japan as well as the influence 

exerted by the international environment on the Japanese approach to the 

world. In order to position the discussion of these topics in a broader 

historical context, a brief overview of pre-modern Japanese international 

interactions will be provided at the beginning of the course. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

The course aims at providing the knowledge and instruments through which 

analyse and understand Japan’s international relations both in their 

historical evolution and in the contemporary world. The extended 

historical period covered in this course allows to gain a long-term 

perspective on the patterns and transformations in Japan’s relations 

with the world. 

 

Career Relevance: 

Understanding the forces and factors that have shaped the way Japan has 

been interacting with the world is a necessary skill for those interested 

in: a) becoming specialists on Japanese affairs in the academic or public 

sectors and in international organizations; b) pursuing a career in the 

private sector, including with Japanese firms/organizations or with 

foreign companies/organizations dealing with Japan. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

This course examines the domestic processes and external factors that 

have contributed to shape Japan’s international behavior in the modern 

era. This is a necessary background for gaining a deeper understanding of 

Japan’s modern and contemporary relations with the world in different 

fields, including those covered in other relevant courses offered at IUJ. 



 

Delivery Methods Classes are a combination of lectures, discussions, students’ 

presentations, and video. 

Assessment There is no final exam. Students are required to write a final paper 

(2,000 words) on one of the topics discussed during the course. 

 

Grading: Attendance 30%; Participation in class 30%; Final paper 40% 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction: Japan’s image of the world and the image of Japan in 

the world 

2. Pre-modern Japanese interactions with the world 

3. From the “closed country” policy to the opening of Japan to the 

world 

4. The Meiji Restoration and the beginning of modern Japan’s diplomacy 

5. Modernization reforms and foreign influence (I) 

6. Modernization reforms and foreign influence (II) 

7. The intellectuals and Japan's position in the world 

8. The making of Japan as an international power 

9. Japan’s Meiji era wars: impact on Japan and the world’s mutual 

perception 

10. The Wilsonian international liberal order and Japan 

11. From international cooperation to "going alone": Japan in the 1920s-

1930s 

12. Japan and Asia during World War II 

13. Japan and the United States during World War II 

14. Understanding Japan's postwar foreign relations: the legacy of war 

and Occupation (I) 

15. Understanding Japan's postwar foreign relations: the legacy of war 

and Occupation (II) 

16. Wrap up 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

REC5758301 

Course title 

Chinese Foreign Policy 

Name of Instructor Macikenaite, Vida Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description With continuous China’s growth, along with China-US lasting trade war, 

the general picture of the world is undergoing (or has already undergone) 

transformation that one could have hardly anticipated a few decades ago. 

With its expanding economy and ever-closer international integration, 

China has been playing an increasingly significant role in the world 

affairs. Under such circumstances it is nearly impossible to evaluate 

further international development without understanding how China 

approaches the world and what shapes its behavior. 

 

This course provides a comprehensive understanding of the process of 

Chinese foreign policy making and the actual policies. The course is 

dedicated to understanding the logics behind Chinese foreign policy. It 

explores the country's relations with different countries and regions, 

also its policies towards international organizations (UN). Each class 

introduces a selected principle/factor in Chinese foreign policy making 

or a relevant theoretical concept. The course introduces the key 

developments and problems in China’s contemporary foreign relations, 

while case study analysis in the class encourages the students to apply 

their knowledge in practice. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

• Enhance the students’ understanding of contemporary Chinese foreign 

policy (hereinafter CFP) and the main factors, which define it. 

• Enable the student to (1) independently analyze and explain particular 

policies of China and its foreign action in general; (2) make China-

related policy recommendations for other parties (governments, 

international organizations, etc.) 

• Develop students’ analytical skills, their ability to apply practical 

knowledge to understanding foreign policy in practice (mainly through in-

class case studies). 

• Facilitate their ability to formulate and clearly express arguments, 

back up their positions (class debates). 

 

Career Relevance: 

Deep understanding of Chinese foreign policy making and China’s foreign 

relations is indispensable from any international career would it be 

private or public sector. This course would enable the students to 

understand China in their daily dealings with China-related matters as 



well as equip them with knowledge necessary to draft China-related 

strategic policies. For those pursuing careers in international 

organizations, their work could hardly be isolated from Chinese foreign 

policy. For the students who chose to work in the private sector in 

global economy, this course would help understand the functioning of 

Chinese global corporations, which have tight relations with the 

government. For those, who decide to pursue academic career in the field 

of international relations, this course would serve in understanding the 

inner logics of one of the major players in the international system. 

Practical skills developed throughout this course (debate, policy paper) 

would train the to students to advocate their positions in a structured 

fashion, draft policies, and express their ideas clearly. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

This course builds on the core courses of the IR program related to 

foreign policy analysis, as well as international politics and security 

in international relations. It applies theories of international 

relations to demonstrate their actual applicability, while the case 

study-based learning enables the student to apply their knowledge of 

foreign policy analysis. 

 

Delivery Methods The course is based on interactive lectures. 

 

One class will be organized as a class debate (simulation of official 

negotiations: China-Japan territorial dispute in the East China Sea), 

when each student will stand for a specific position (China/Japan 

territorial claims of Diaoyutai/Senkaku Islands; China/Japan territorial 

claims on maritime line delimitation in the East China Sea; US position 

on the two disputes; arbitrary institution – international law 

perspective). Guidance on what specifically to look at for each position 

will be provided beforehand in class. 

 

The final assignment is policy paper, where students are asked to draft a 

policy proposal (to suggest policy to a Chinese institution or to suggest 

policy towards China for a foreign institution). 

Guidelines how to write a policy proposal will be provided during the 

course. 

Assessment • Class participation: 30% (10% attendance, 20% in-class discussion) 

• Class debate (class 9): 25% 

• Policy Paper: 45% (7 pages, 12ppt Times New Roman, 1.5 spacing; Harvard 

Reference style) 

 

Class presentation by each student will be held if the number of students 

does not exceed seven. 

Prerequisites As the course is designed for graduate students, the participants are 

expected to already have certain background knowledge of international 

relations theory and practice, as well as comparative politics. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 



Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction to the course, course requirements. Historical background 

of CFP. 

 

2. The process of CFP making: institutional structure. 

• Ning Lu. 2001. “The Central Leadership, Supraministry Coordinating 

Bodies, State Council Ministries, and Party Departments.” In David M. 

Lampton (ed.) The Making of Chinese Foreign and Security Policy in the 

Reform Era. Stanford: Stanford University Press, pp. 39-60. 

 

3. China’s grand strategy. Evolution of China’s military strategy. 

• M Taylor Fravel. 2019. Active Defense: China’s Military Strategy since 

1949. Princeton University Press, selected chapters (OR “Military 

Strategy and Politics in the PRC: A Conversation with Taylor Fravel,” 

SupChina podcast, July 3, 2019. Available from 

https://supchina.com/podcast/military-strategy-and-politics-in-the-prc-a-

conversation-with-taylor-fravel/) 

• Lukas K. Danner. 2018. China’s Grand Strategy: Contradictory Foreign 

Policy? Palgrave, selected chapters. 

 

4. Fundamental principles and major drivers of CFP. 

• Michael D. Swaine “Xi Jinping on Chinese Foreign Relations: The 

Governance of China and Chinese Commentary.” In China Leadership Monitor 

No. 48. 

• (optional) David Shambaugh and Ren Xiao. 2012. “The Conflicted Rising 

Power.” In Henry R. Nau and Deepa M. Ollapally (eds.) Worldviews of 

Aspiring Powers: Domestic Foreign Policy Debates in China, India, Iran, 

Japan, and Russia. New York: Oxford University Press. Chapter 2, pp. 36-

72. 

 

5. China-US relations: historical overview, growing competition, recent 

developments (trade war, technology, etc.) 

• [to be decided] 

• “The Future of U.S.-China Relations: Trump Cards and Thucydides 

Traps,” SupChina podcast, June 14, 2019. Available from 

https://supchina.com/podcast/the-future-of-u-s-china-relations-trump-

cards-and-thucydides-traps/ 

• (optional) “A voice of reason within the Beltway: Ryan Hass vs. the 

so-called bipartisan consensus,” SupChina podcast, June 20, 2019. 

Available from https://supchina.com/podcast/a-voice-of-reason-within-the-

beltway-ryan-hass-vs-the-so-called-bipartisan-consensus/ 

• (optional) Gries, Peter Hays. 2001. “Tears of Rage: Chinese 

Nationalist Reactions to the Belgrade Embassy Bombing” The China Journal 

46 (July): 25-43 . 

 

6. One-China policy: dynamics of China’s relations with Taiwan. History 



and contemporary relations. China-US relations in the light of one-China 

policy. 

• (optional) Robert S Ross. 2000. “The 1995-96 Taiwan Strait 

Confrontation: Coercion, Credibility, and the Use of Force.” 

International Security 25 (2): 87-123 (also available in Robert S.Ross. 

2009. Chinese Security: Structure, Power and Politics, London, New York: 

Routledge, Ch. 6, pp. 133-155). 

• (optional) Timothy S. Rich. 2009. “Status for Sale: Taiwan and the 

Competition for Diplomatic Recognition” Issues & Studies 45 (4): 159-188 

(skim only). 

 

7. China’s behavior in territorial disputes. China’s maritime 

territorial dispute and its “new” assertiveness in the South China Sea 

• Turcsanyi, Richard. 2017. Chinese Assertivness in the South China Sea: 

Power Sources, Domestic Politics, and Reactive Foreign Policy. Springer 

Publishers, Ch. 6. 

 

8. PLA influence in China’s territorial disputes. China’s military 

reform and growing defense expenditure 

 

9. Debate (territorial disputes in the East China Sea) 

• Individual readings depending on the student’s position in the debate. 

 

10. East China Sea territorial disputes in context: China-Japan bilateral 

relations (Is compromise between the two possible? Chinese nationalism 

and its link to regime stability) 

• Suisheng Zhao “China’s Difficult Relations with Japan: Pragmatism, 

Superficial Friendship, and Historical Memories” Asian Journal of 

Comparative Politics. 2016, vol. 1 (4), 33-5-353 

• (optional) Richard Bush. 2010. The Perils of Proximity: China-Japan 

Security Relations. Washington, DC: Brookings, ch. 2-4, pp. 6-40. 

 

9. From the Soviet Union in the Cold World era to Russia and Central 

Asia. 

• Marcin Kaczmarski. 2015. Russia-China Relations in the Post-Crisis 

International Order. Routledge, “Introduction” and Ch.1. 

 

10. China in Central Asia: the threat of terrorism and regional 

cooperation. 

• Marcin Kaczmarski. 2015. Russia-China Relations in the Post-Crisis 

International Order. Routledge, Ch.4. 

 

 

11. China’s neighborhood diplomacy: points of tension; China’s soft 

power. 

• (to be decided) 

 

12. Security in East Asia: Korean Peninsula, Six-Party Talks. 

• Carla P. Freeman (ed.) China and North Korea: Strategic and Policy 



Perspectives. Palgrave. Ch. 2, 3, and 11. 

• (optional) Pardo, Ramon Pacheco. 2011. “China and Northeast Asia’s 

Regional Security Architecture: The Six-Party Talks as a Case of Chinese 

Regime-Building?” East Asia 29: 337-354. 

 

 

13-14. China’s engagement in Africa. Foreign aid, business-state 

relations in China’s foreign action. One Belt, One Road project and its 

implementation. 

• Deborah Brautigam. 2009. “Introduction” in The Dragon’s Gift: The 

Real Story of China in Africa. Oxford University Press. 

• (reading on OBOR to be decided) 

 

15-16. China’s participation in international structures: UN Security 

Council membership; engagement in multilateral frameworks. Evolution of 

its approach to international cooperation and international sanctions. 

China as a global player – its goals and aspirations. 

• Robert Ross and Jo Inge Bekkevold (eds.) 2016. China in the Era of Xi 

Jinping. Doemstic and Foreign Policy Challenges. “China’s Rise and 

International Regimes: Does China Seek to Overthrow Global Norms?” 

(Ch.7). 

• (optional) Carlson, Allen. 2006. “More Than Just Saying No: China’s 

Evolving Approach to Sovereignty and Intervention Since Tiananmen,” in 

Alastair I. Johnston, Robert S. Ross. New Directions in the Study of 

China’s Foreign Policy, New York: Lexington Books, Ch. 8, pp. 217-241. 

• (optional) Stahle, Stefan. 2008. “China’s Shifting Attitude towards 

United Nations Peacekeeping Operations.” The China Quarterly 195: 631-

655. 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

REC6425301 

Course title 

International Relations in the Middle East 

Name of Instructor TBD Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Thu.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description Learning Objectives: In the modern history in the Middle East, it is no 

exaggeration to say that the regional governance has been always under 

the influence of the external powers or even in their hands. Therefore, 

the objectives of this course are to understand the major political 

issues in the Middle East, by learning the interdisciplinary methodology 

to understand the difficulties and dilemma which the Middle Eastern 

countries are commonly facing. 

 

Career Relevance: This course serves career preparation for any students 

who seek to pursue PhD study or to work as researcher or practitioner in 

government, international/regional organizations, or NGOs. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: This course does not require any 

prerequisite course. It is open to students who are interested in the 

Middle East. Still, it is preferable that students have basic knowledge 

of international relations and the Middle East. 

 

 

Delivery Methods Lecture & Discussions 

Assessment Regular attendance and active participation in discussions 50%, Term 

Paper 50% 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Orientation: class outline and scheme 

 

2. Contemporary international relations in the Middle East 

 

3. Modern History of the Middle East: Policies of “divine & rule” and 

“double 

standard” of colonialism and neo-colonialism 

 

4. Great Game for Oil 

 



5. Israel and the other Middle Eastern countries in the 20th century 

 

6. Israel and the other Middle Eastern countries in the 21st century 

 

7. Impact of Iranian Revolution to the region 

 

8. Iran-Iraq war ~ Gulf war 

 

9. Global neo-liberal policies and “war on terrorism” 

 

10. Iraq war and its aftermath 

 

11. Confrontation between U.S./ Israel and Iran 

 

12. Confrontation between Saudi Arabia and Iran 

 

13. Democracy in the region 

 

14. Media control on the region 

 

15. Cultural and Religious factors 

 

16. Review 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8010336 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Tang, Cheng-Tao Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

330 

Office Hours 

Monday 10:00-11:00 

E-mail 

ct.tang@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This course is designed for master students planning to conduct research 

in the field of economics. In addition, this is the first Advanced 

Seminar toward a student's research project. Students have to review the 

related literature and search for data so that they can finalize their 

research topic. 

Delivery Methods Regular meeting and discussion on papers and students' own research 

questions. 

Assessment Involvement of research work discussion and thesis/report progress. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020301 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Ariyoshi, Akira Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

RI-302 

Office Hours 

Mon 10:00-16:00, 

except during 

lecture time (please 

make an appointment 

in advance by email) 

E-mail 

ariyoshi@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Provide guidance on student's research for the Master's thesis. 

Delivery Methods Tutorials. Though provided on a one-on-one basis, some tutorials will be 

held with other students that I am supervising. 

Assessment Based on wether the student conducts research and provides output for 

discussions according to pre-agreed schedule. 

Prerequisites Advanced Seminar I 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others Only for students assigned to me as supervisor. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020304 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Cooray, Nawalage Seneviratne Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

Room 332 and 

Extension 428 

Office Hours 

Wednesday 2:30 to 

4:30 

E-mail 

cooray@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

Students of IUJ have to write and defend an acceptable thesis in partial 

fulfilment of the requirements for the degree. The process of preparatory 

activities leading to the successful completion of a thesis commences in 

spring term under Advanced Seminar I and goes for one year under Advanced 

Seminar II and Advanced Seminar III, in fall and winter respectively. 

Advanced Seminars are designed to provide students with rigorous and 

broad training to acquire the necessary knowledge in the subject of the 

proposed study and research skills that may not be possible to obtain in 

other content courses. The specific objections of the Advanced Seminar 2 

are: 

(1) to identify critical problems and issues relating to the subject of 

the proposed study which may be associated with the socio-economic 

development of their own country; 

(2) to analyse the identified problems or issues systematically 

inappropriate theoretical frameworks with sufficient empirical evidence; 

(3) to evaluate and design alternative solution or policies under various 

political, social-economic and cultural conditions; and 

(4) to propose appropriate and effective strategies to overcome the 

identified problems or issues. The recommended policies should be 

economically viable, socially acceptable and environmentally friendly. 

 

Delivery Methods Paper discussion and lectures 

Assessment Assessment: 

Assessment of the students of Advanced Seminar 2 will depend on the 

performance of the followings: 

1.    presentation of data collection and other activities in the summer        

10% 

2.    presentation on literature review                                                                

20% 

3.    submission of the introductory chapter, and literature survey                

20% 

4.    Finalising of results/analysis chapter                                                          

50% 

 

Prerequisites Not applicable 

Textbook(s) Required: 



 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline (1) First Week: Discussion on progress made up to now 

(2) Second Week: Discussion and presentations on data collection 

(3) Third Week: Discussion and presentation on the literature survey 

(4) Fourth Week: Submission of draft literature survey chapter 

(5) Fifth Week: Discussion on model specification 

(6) Sixth Week: Presentations of results 

(7) Seventh Week: Submission of final literature survey chapters 

(8) Eight Week: Submission of final results and analysis 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020306 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Jinnai, Yusuke Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This is the second Advanced Seminar where students work on their thesis. 

Throughout the course, students are expected to demonstrate (1) research 

question, (2) contribution to the literature, (3) data and method, and 

(4) preliminary results. 

Delivery Methods Regular meetings, discussions, and presentations. 

Assessment Progress in thesis work. 

Prerequisites None. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020317 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Kumagai, Naoko Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This course seeks to help students for thesis research and writing. The 

instructor will provide academic advice and lecture on methodology as 

needed and appropriate and will guide student thesis writing. 

Delivery Methods The beginning will be a class session with the instructor's guidance for 

Fall 2019 and with the students' summer research reports. From the second 

week, the session  will be one-one-one session. 

Assessment  

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Session 1: Class (lecture on methodology and student reports on summer 

research) 

Session 2-8: One-on-one session 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020319 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Lim, Seunghoo Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

313 

Office Hours 

Wednesday 11am-12pm 

and 1pm-2pm or by 

appointment 

E-mail 

lim@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Course Description This is a seminar course for students who are writing their masters’ 

theses.  Students are expected to refine their theoretical arguments, 

work on data analyses, and submit at least one complete chapter by the 

end of the term. 

Delivery Methods 

Assessment 25% Attendance in individual and group meetings 

25% Presentation in individual and group meetings 

50% Manuscript submitted by the end of the fall term 

Prerequisites 

Textbook(s) Required: 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Class Outline 1. Introduction

2. Individual session: discussion based on research activities during

summer 

3. Individual session: discussion based on research activities during

summer 

4. Individual session: discussion based on research activities during

summer 

5. Individual session: literature review and theory

6. Individual session: literature review and theory

7. Individual session: literature review and theory

8. Group session: student presentation

9. Group session: student presentation

10. Individual session: data analyses

11. Individual session: data analyses

12. Individual session: data analyses

13. Individual session: first draft of a chapter due. Discussion based on

the first draft 

14. Individual session: discussion based on the first draft

15. Individual session: discussion based on the first draft

16. Individual session: discussion based on the first draft

17. Group session: student presentation



18. Group session: student presentation 

19. Individual session: Final draft of a chapter due. Discussion on 

writing during winter break 

20. Individual session: discussion on writing during winter break 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020320 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Lin, Ching-Yang Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This course is designed to give guidance to students who write a master 

thesis in the field of macroeconomics, development economics, and public 

economics. At the end of this course, students are expected to complete 

the first draft of their master thesis. 

 

Delivery Methods  

This course provides training on the academic writing and advanced 

analysis skills. Students will read and discuss several of the selected 

academic papers. By doing so students could have a more clear idea of the 

style of academic writing. Moreover, this course also provides lectures 

on the advanced topics on numerical methods and computational software. 

Last, students need to present their research in the group meetings. This 

helps students understand the way to communicate with other scholars in 

the international conference. 

 

Assessment Students will receive specific assignment related to their research topic 

after the individual meeting. Presentations on individual research and 

assigned readings are required. 

Prerequisites All the master’s level required courses or equivalent in the 

International Development/Economics Program. 

 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: The Elements of Style, b)Edition: , c)Author: William Strunk Jr.

／著,E.B.White／著,William Strunk Jr.,E.B.White,W, d)Publisher: Allyn and 

Bacon, e)Year: 2000-, f)ISBN: 978-0205309023 

a)Title: Econometric analysis of cross section and panel data, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Jeffrey M. Wooldridge,Wooldridge, Jeffrey M., 

1960-,, d)Publisher: MIT Press, e)Year: , f)ISBN: 978-0262232586 

a)Title: A guide to econometrics / Peter Kennedy, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Kennedy, Peter, 1943-,, d)Publisher: Blackwell Pub., e)Year: 2008, 

f)ISBN: 978-1405182577 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. individual discussion about research proposal (2) 

2. Individual discussion about research proposal (3) 



3. Individual discussion about research proposal (4) 

4. Group reading and discussion on selected research paper (1) 

5. Group reading and discussion on selected research paper (2) 

6. Group reading and discussion on selected research paper (3) 

7. Group reading and discussion on selected research paper (4) 

8. Academic presentation Guidance (1) 

9. Academic presentation Guidance (2) 

10. Academic presentation Guidance (3) 

11. Topics on Computational language and application software (1) 

12. Topics on Computational language and application software (2) 

13. Topics on Computational language and application software (3) 

14. Topics on Computational language and application software (4) 

15. Individual discussion about model development and empirical approach 

(1) 

16. Individual discussion about model development and empirical approach 

(2) 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020321 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Macikenaite, Vida Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# Office Hours E-mail 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Course Description The course focuses on the overall skills of conducting research in IR (or 

comparative politics in particular cases) and is organized around the 

students’ individual research. It sets a clear timetable for the 

students’ progress on their Master’s thesis and provides a step-by-step 

guidance in the process of thesis-writing. Individual consultations are 

held to assist the students in finalizing their research design and 

refining their theoretical arguments. 

Delivery Methods Group meetings, individual consultations; detailed written feedback in a 

form of comments on research proposal 

Assessment Based on the (1) reports on research progress or thesis Introduction as 

scheduled (due Oct.15, Nov. 30) (2) submission of one chapter (other than 

Introduction, due Dec. 15). 

Prerequisites The students are expected to have finalized their topics and completed 

draft research proposals during the advanced Seminar I in spring 

semester. Also, those to whom applicable are expected to have completed 

fieldwork during the summer break. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Class Outline 1-6. (no later than October 15) Individual research reports on research 

progress and fieldwork conducted during the summer break; follow-up 

discussion (focus on research design (research questions, methodology, 

data to be used). 

7-10. Follow-up meeting to discuss individual research proposals and 

their problems (special focus on the analytical framework and the 

methodology). Goal: to finalize the roadmap for each student to conduct 

research and write the thesis. 

11-12 (November 20). Thesis Introduction due (research proposal revised 

and completed – including full research methodology) 

13-15. Individual meetings to discuss research progress. 

16. Finalization of the timetable for the writing process, confirmation



of the data collected, other items. 

 

December 15, 24:00: Draft of one chapter due (alternatively, a very early 

draft of the thesis paper) 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020331 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Park, Hun Myoung Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

311 

Office Hours 

Friday 13:30-14:30 

(Information Policy 

and Management) 

 

 

E-mail 

kucc625@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: This course is to help students analyze data obtained 

form their field researches using theories and methods and draft a thesis 

draft on the based of data analysis. 

 

Learning Objectives: 1) to analyze data obtained from the field research, 

2) to interpret the results correctly, and 3) to write a thesis draft 

from the introduction to data analysis chapter. 

Delivery Methods Lecture, students' presentation, and discussion 

Assessment Assessment: Attendance (10%), presentation (60%), and discussion (30%) 

Prerequisites Advanced Seminar I 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1. Introduction 

Week 2. Presentation of field research results 

Week 3. Data analysis strategy 

Week 4. Interpretation of data analysis 

Week 5. Presentation of data analysis 1 

Week 6. Presentation of data analysis 2 

Week 7. Writing thesis draft 

Week 8. Presentation of thesis draft 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020333 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Saji, Motohide Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Preparation for an M.A. thesis writing 

Delivery Methods Individual meeting, discussion, and writing instruction. 

Assessment Based upon research and writing students conduct. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020335 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Shinohara, Shugo Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

324 

Office Hours 

Wed 10:00-12:00 

E-mail 

sshinoha@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description The goal of this seminar is to write up the first draft of the master 

thesis. 

Delivery Methods Each student will have a weekly meeting at the Instructor's office. The 

student will make a progress on her/his master thesis according to the 

instructor's guidance. 

Assessment 1. Attendance: 40% 

2. Draft of Master Thesis: 60% 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020336 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Tang, Cheng-Tao Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

330 

Office Hours 

Monday 10:00-11:00 

E-mail 

ct.tang@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This course is designed for master students planning to conduct research 

in the field of economics. In addition, this is the second Advanced 

Seminar toward a student's research project. Students have to learn and 

get familiar with the mathematical application and software in order to 

perform the computation details and to implement their empirical 

strategy. Also, students' decision of "thesis" and "research report" will 

be finalized. 

Delivery Methods Regular meeting and discussion on papers and students' own research 

questions. 

Assessment Involvement of research work discussion and thesis/report progress. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020337 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Watanabe, Shinichi Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description To help students undertake a research project for master’s thesis. 

Students will acquire the skills and knowledge necessary to design and 

implement a good research project. 

 

 

 

Delivery Methods Discussion 

Assessment Their performance will be evaluated in view of their progress toward 

completing their projects. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 20 Class Meetings 

1. Discussion of the research plan for the year to come 

2. ditto 

3. Revising the research plan 

4. ditto 

5. ditto 

6. ditto 

7. Discussion of the revised research project 

8. ditto 

9. ditto 

10. ditto 

11. Discussion of the 1st draft of the paper 

12. ditto 

13. ditto 

14. ditto 

15. ditto 

16. ditto 

17. Discussion of the research plan during the summer 

18. ditto 

19. ditto 

20. ditto 

Others  



  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020340 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Yamada, Kyohei Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: This is a seminar course for students who are writing 

their masters’ thesis. During the fall term, students are expected to 

finish the literature review, presents preliminary findings, and complete 

at least one chapter. If they cannot complete these tasks, they may be 

asked to write a research report instead of a master’s thesis. 

Delivery Methods Individual meetings and group meetings 

Assessment 50% Attendance and participation in weekly meetings and discussions 

50% Presentation 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction 

2. Individual session: report on summer research 

3. Individual session: report on summer research 

4. Individual session: literature review 

5. Individual session: literature review 

6. Individual session: data analyses 

7. Individual session: data analyses 

8. Individual session: data analyses 

9. Individual session: writing consultation 

10. Individual session: writing consultation 

11. Individual session: writing consultation 

12. Individual session: writing consultation 

13. Individual session: data analyses 

14. Individual session: data analyses 

15. Presentation 

16. Presentation 

 

Others Students are encouraged to attend at least one of the guest lectures by 

outside speakers. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020345 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Yamaguchi, Noboru Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

482 

Office Hours 

Tuesday 16:30-18:30 

E-mail 

yama367n@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Course Description This seminar is to prepare students for writing MA thesis. The way and 

procedures of "paragraph writing" will be emphasized during the course. 

Delivery Methods This course is taught mainly through discussions on students' progress 

report, presentations, and instructor's guidance.  Students are requested 

to submit short abstracts of thesis structure, arguements of chapters, 

methdologies for the studies for their thesis. 

Assessment 

Prerequisites None 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Ｔｈｅ Ｅｌｅｍｅｎｔｓ ｏｆ Ｓｔｙｌｅ, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Ｗｉｌｌｉａｍ Ｓｔｒｕｎｋ Ｊｒ．／著,Ｅ．Ｂ．Ｗｈｉｔｅ

／著,, d)Publisher: Ｌｏｎｇｍａｎ Ｐｕｂｌｉｓｈｅｒｓ, e)Year: 2000, 

f)ISBN: 978-0205309023 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books https://www.csun.edu/sites/default/files/Auerbach-Handout-Paragraph-

Writing-Examples.pdf 

Class Outline 

Others 



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8020480 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Wong, Chun Yee Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# Office Hours E-mail 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Course Description This course is designed for master students conducting research in the 

field of economics. Students will learn necessary research methods and 

computer skills in order to carry out their research. 

Delivery Methods Regular meeting and discussion with students about their research 

projects. 

Assessment Based on students' participation in research discussion and their 

thesis/report progress. 

Prerequisites 

Textbook(s) Required: 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Class Outline 

Others 



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4011301 

Course title 

Academic English Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Parsons, Daniel, Mayne, Russell Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

240 

Office Hours 

Mon 10:30-11:30 

Tue 10:30-11:30 

E-mail 

dparsons@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

Academic English 1 is an intermediate level academic English course which 

aims to support your academic language knowledge and skills so that you 

can handle the language demands of graduate level study in an English-

medium university. The course will offer academic language input to help 

you read and summarize academic materials and write coherent paragraphs. 

 

Writing assignments will be a regular feature of your studies at IUJ. 

Academic English 1 will provide support for your writing by covering 

essential aspects of essay writing, including writing clear sentences 

with logical connections between them, citing and referencing 

appropriately, structuring your ideas for an academic audience, and 

selecting appropriate vocabulary and grammar. As part of the course, you 

will be expected to write and submit an essay for assessment, and you 

will receive ongoing support for this essay during the Academic English 1 

course. You will also receive feedback on your grammar and vocabulary 

usage. 

 

Because of the supportive nature of the course, Academic English 1 is 

designed for first-year students who are NOT exempted from the 

requirement to take English courses. However, there may be space for 

students who wish to voluntarily enrol in the course. 

 

For inquiries, particularly about voluntary enrolment, please e-mail 

Prof. Parsons (Daniel) (dparsons@iuj.ac.jp) by Friday, September 27th. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

 

In this course, students will 

• practice how to structure a paragraph; 

• practice how to write an academic essay; 

• practice reading for main ideas and supporting details; 

• practice writing short summaries of reading materials; 

• rehearse essential grammar required for effective writing; 

• develop knowledge about standard documentation. 

 

Course Context and Career Relevance: 



 

This course will support incoming IUJ students to adapt to the demands of 

reading, writing and in-class participation while studying at IUJ. The 

academic topics used during the lessons will reflect the diversity of the 

students taking Academic English 1, and are intended to foster cross-

disciplinary communication skills between students studying in different 

programs at IUJ. Students will be able to apply these skills to their 

respective working contexts after they graduate from the university, 

whether they return to their home countries or pursue careers in Japan. 

 

Delivery Methods Delivery Methods: 

 

Classes and Individual Tutorials 

 

There will be three 90-minute classroom periods each week. In addition, 

there will be individual tutorial sessions held twice between weeks 5 and 

8. 

 

The course has two components 

1. Academic language knowledge (two periods per week) 

2. Grammar (one period per week) 

 

Academic language knowledge component 

The basics of paragraph writing, including connecting ideas together in a 

logical manner, will be reviewed. The purpose of this is to help students 

prepare to write a compare/contrast essay. Students will be expected to 

work together in class to analyse sample paragraphs and find key 

information from texts which can be referenced in their own essays. 

 

Students will read academic texts in class. Students will work in groups 

to discuss their understanding of the readings and prepare summaries 

which contain main ideas and key supporting details. Essential elements 

of academic English, such as giving definitions and explanations, 

paraphrasing, and providing citations with correct documentation will be 

emphasized. 

 

Students will be expected to be well prepared for classes and must 

complete homework activities as requested by the instructor. In 

particular, students must complete preparation work for their tutorials. 

 

Grammar Component 

Students will be expected to complete reviews of essential grammar before 

each of the grammar lessons. During the lessons, students will apply 

their knowledge of an area of grammar to the analysis of texts and 

production exercises in which they try to enhance the accuracy of their 

own grammar output. The grammar topics that are covered are directly 

related to the elements of academic English studied in the skills 

component of the course. A grammar test in the final week will cover all 

of the grammar studied in this component. 



 

Assessment  

Homework:       20% Always 

Essay        40% Week 10 (submit) 

Grammar and Summary Writing Exam  30% Week 10 

Participation / Attendance / Preparedness 10% Always 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Longman Academic Writing Series 4: Essays, b)Edition: Fifth, 

c)Author: Alice Oshima & Ann Hogue, d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 2014, 

f)ISBN: 0-13-291569-4 

a)Title: The Essentials of English: A Writer's Handbook, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Ann Hogue, d)Publisher: Pearson Longman, e)Year: 2003, f)ISBN: 

0-13-150090-2 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Class Outline 

 

Week 1 Academic language: Course Orientation 

Week 1 Grammar:           Basic sentence structure: coordination 

 

Week 2 Academic language: Basic Paragraph structure 

Week 2 Grammar:           Basic sentence structure: subordination 

 

Week 3 Academic language: Basic Essay Structure 

Week 3 Grammar:          Noun Phrases 

 

Week 4 Academic language: Compare and Contrast Essay Structure 

Week 4 Grammar:           Noun Phrases 

 

Week 5 Academic language: Summary Writing: Main ideas and citations 

Week 5 Grammar:           Noun Clauses 

 

Week 6 Academic language: Coherence 

Week 6 Grammar:           Noun Clauses 

 

Week 7 Academic language: Perspective and Stance 

Week 7 Grammar:          Modality 

 

Week 8 Academic language: Recognizing Definitions 

Week 8 Grammar:          Modality 

 

Week 9 Academic language: Summarizing a longer text 

Week 9 Grammar:          Grammar Exam Practice 

 



Week 10 Academic language: Summary Writing Exam Practice 

Week 10 EXAM:          Grammar and Summary Writing Exam 

 

Others Others 

Course Policies/etiquette 

A. Attend classes regularly, come on time and prepared, actively 

participate in classroom activities, and positively contribute to the 

classroom environment. 

B. A pattern of late arrival to class will adversely affect your 

attendance/participation score. 

C. Do not be absent from classes. If your absence from a class in 

unavoidable, inform the instructor immediately. 

D. If your absence during the whole term exceeds 30% of the total 

required classes, a one-level lower grade may be given (e.g., a B+ may 

become a B). 

E. If your absence during the whole term exceeds 50% of the total 

required classes, an “F” may be given as the final grade. 

F. An act of plagiarism will result in an “F” grade and the matter 

being reported to the dean concerned. 

G. No make-up quizzes for the grammar and summary writing exam will be 

given. 

H. Timely submission of papers is extremely important. If an assignment 

is not submitted by its deadline, it will adversely affect the total 

score for that particular assignment. 

I. All students must have a hard (print) version of Longman Academic 

Writing Series 4: Essays. Digital versions of this textbook will not be 

not be accepted. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4040301 

Course title 

English for Thesis Writing Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Crooks, Anthony Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

Office 241 (in 

Language Program 

area) - Office Phone 

Extension - 416 

Office Hours 

*Most* Mondays to 

Thursdays, 14:00-

17:00 

E-mail 

crooks@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This twice-weekly course is designed for second year students in either 

GSIR or GSIM who are non-native speakers of English. It is especially 

designed to help second year students who are (1) new to IUJ and/or (2) 

in need of further academic English assistance, and wish to prepare 

themselves to start writing their thesis. It aims to give students the 

fundamental knowledge of English writing necessary before starting to 

write their thesis paper. 

 

In this course students will: 

• review key elements of academic English writing and organizing an 

academic paper 

• develop the skill of summarizing from multiple sources, especially to 

provide evidence and support for claims that are made in the paper 

• develop self-editing and proofreading skills 

• learn how to avoid plagiarism 

• review note-taking skills 

• respond critically to readings 

 

NOTE: This course is neither a substitute for advising from a student's 

thesis advisor nor an editing service for students writing their thesis 

paper. Rather, the course offers students a basic introduction to English 

writing and organizational skills necessary for thesis writing. 

Delivery Methods The class will involve lecturing, whole-class and small-group 

discussions, writing practice, peer-review of students' work, out-of-

class one-on-one tutoring regarding students' writing. The classes will 

cover elements of English academic thesis writing. Students will read and 

respond to articles individually, in pairs, and in small groups. Advanced 

information for writing reports and theses will be addressed such as 

using the APA citation system and creating accurate bibliographies. 

Assessment - Several in-class and take-home assignments (comprising the vast 

majority of the course grade) 

- Attendance & participation 

- Quizzes (possible) 

Prerequisites None. However, students who have taken Academic English II or Academic 

English III in their first year at IUJ may find that some areas covered 



in those classes are covered once again in English for Thesis Writing I. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 

b)Edition: 6th, c)Author: American Psychological Association, 

d)Publisher: American Psychological Association, e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN: 

978-1433805615 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

As noted above, a materials packet will be prepared for students, the 

cost for which (approximately Y2,000-Y3,000) will be deducted from 

students’ IUJ-linked bank accounts during the course. 

Class Outline A detailed outline will be provided in the first week of class. 

Others The course will comprise of two class sections with a maximum of 15 

students per class section. 

 

- As noted above, students interested in enrolling in this course should 

contact Prof. Crooks by the end of September 27, 2019, at 

<crooks@iuj.ac.jp> 

- Students should be aware that they will not be writing their thesis in 

this class – this is a ‘pre-thesis’ preparation course that will build 

skills necessary to write a thesis. Specialized thesis-writing is covered 

in English for Thesis Writing II offered in the Fall term (one class 

section) and Winter term (three class sections). 

- English for Thesis Writing I is an intensive, demanding course which 

requires significant preparation for each class (reading, writing) and 

detailed completion of regular homework and assignments. Only enroll in 

this course if you are willing to meet these requirements. In addition, 

prior to the course withdrawal deadline, students who are not meeting 

these expectations will be counseled about their performance and/or 

recommended to withdraw. 

 

Students must: 

- attend classes and tutorials on time. 

- complete assignments by instructor’s deadlines. 

- prepare for class by completing assigned readings and homework. 

- contribute to class discussions while respecting other classmates’ 

right to contribute. 

 

PLAGIARISM WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED!!! Students caught plagiarizing may face 

penalties including a failing grade and disciplinary action by the 

university. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4050301 

Course title 

English for Thesis Writing Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Mondejar, Michael, Smith, Richard A. Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

239 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

mjm2229@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

This course is designed to help second-year students develop academic 

research paper writing skills, particularly those that can be directly 

applied to their IUJ thesis/research report. All of the activities and 

assignments in this course will be linked to this goal. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

The basic goals of the course are developing an understanding of: 

- An academic writing style emphasizing clarity, accuracy, and logic; 

- Basic principles of organization and development in academic writing; 

- Structure and organization of research papers; and 

- Appropriate attribution of source material. 

 

In order to achieve these goals, the specific skills that will receive 

attention are: 

- Summarizing, synthesizing, and interpreting information from multiple 

sources to support your own ideas; 

- Creating a matrix to organize and visualize connections between such 

sources; 

- Utilizing transitions to promote smooth flow between ideas in your 

writing; 

- Employing reporting verbs and other linguistic features to accurately 

portray attitudes towards ideas; 

- Analyzing and commenting on visual information (e.g., tables, figures), 

particularly when discussing results; 

- Presenting research-based recommendations and limitations of studies; 

and developing a concise writing style in-line with an academic register. 

 

Course Context and Career Relevance: 

This course targets specifically targets second-year students who are 

ready to begin writing their IUJ theses/research reports in the Fall 2019 

term. Students who have already made significant progress in the writing 

of their theses, or who are not yet ready to begin writing their research 

reports, are discouraged from taking this course. Students who will 

continue their academic careers post-IUJ (e.g., pursue postgraduate 

research or a PhD) may find the research paper writing concepts covered 

in the course useful in their future careers. 

Delivery Methods Short Writing Assignments (Summaries) 



Each student will write several short summaries (3-6 sentences in length) 

in the first part of the course. One of these summaries will be of their 

research topic, while the remaining summaries will be of resources that 

are relevant to their thesis/research report. The purpose of these 

assignments is to review summarizing skills that will aid them in writing 

a research paper, such as identifying important ideas from the source 

article, as well as paraphrasing and properly documenting the source 

article to avoid plagiarism. The former summary can be later converted 

into your research paper abstract, while the latter summaries can be 

incorporated into the Introduction and/or Literature Review of your 

thesis/research report. 

 

Individual Writing Project 

Each student will engage in an individual writing project consisting of 

two writing assignments that directly concern their thesis/research 

report. For Assignment 1, the student will write one of the thesis 

sections whose structure can be predicted to some extent: Introduction, 

Literature Review, or Methods. Assignment 2, on the other hand, is a long 

and flexibly-designed assignment that encourages students to recycle and 

refine material presented in the first assignment and allows them to 

focus on writing other parts of the thesis that are of interest to them. 

 

Students can negotiate alternative areas of focus for Assignment 1 IF 

they can show conclusively (1) that the Introduction, Literature Review, 

or Methods have no relevance to their own theses, or (2) that the timing 

of the assignment makes the writing of the default assignment areas 

impossible. Any alternative area of focus that is agreed upon by the 

instructor and the student should be as challenging as the default 

assignment areas. 

 

Please note that all assignments are single-draft assignments for two 

reasons: (1) Assignment 2 is designed in part to represent a second draft 

opportunity for the first assignment; (2) some students may need to make 

changes to the content and structure of parts of their theses throughout 

their second year, making the finalization of these sections an 

unachievable goal by the end of the Fall term. 

 

Reading-based Review of Language Use 

Students will review and discuss how language is actually used in 

research writing. 

 

Individual Tutorials 

Students will be invited to attend two tutorials during the course, in 

Weeks 7 and 10. Tutorials will give students a chance to meet 

individually with the instructor and receive supplementary oral feedback 

on writing assignments, and discuss with the instructor thesis writing 

issues that lie ahead. Your class instructor will determine the timing of 

these tutorials. 

 



Input from Supervisors 

If necessary, the instructor will consult with individual students’ 

thesis supervisors to discuss progress and provide more focused support. 

Students will also be encouraged to ask specific questions of their 

supervisors about thesis requirements. Please note that in all matters 

that relate to the content of the thesis and/or to technical issues that 

are specific to the academic subject of the thesis, the supervisor’s 

input should always be sought. For example, questions concerning the 

choice of referencing/bibliographic system should be directed to the 

thesis supervisor. 

 

Cloud-sharing Platforms 

The cloud platforms Google Classroom, Drive and Docs will also be used in 

this class. Students will use these platforms to share their written 

assignments with their instructor, and the instructor will utilize them 

to provide feedback on students’ writing. 

Assessment Short writing assignments: 15% 

Assignment 1 (One chapter of thesis): 30% 

Assignment 2 (Two chapters of thesis): 40% 

Attendance, participation, homework: 15% 

Prerequisites None 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Academic Writing for Graduate Students, b)Edition: 3rd, 

c)Author: Swales, J.. & Feak, C., d)Publisher: University of Michigan 

Press, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 9780472034758 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

The instructor will also distribute photocopied materials in individual 

classes. The charge for these materials will be calculated at the end of 

the course. 

 

The American Psychological Association (APA) formatting style is the most 

widely used documentation system used in the Social Sciences, and is 

therefore commonly utilized by IUJ students for citation/reference 

writing, particularly when they are working on their thesis/research 

report. A free online guide to APA can be found here: 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/ 

 

ProQuest Central is the most comprehensive, diverse, and relevant 

multidisciplinary research database available. It is highly recommended 

that students utilize ProQuest Central to look for resources relevant to 

their thesis/research report such as scholarly journals, dissertations, 

and working papers. An online guide to ProQuest Central is available 

through the MLIC’s E-resources: http://www.iuj.ac.jp/mlic/e-

resources/#ProQuestCentral 

 

Finally, RefWorks is an online research management, writing, and 

collaboration tool that is designed to help students collect and manage 



resources relevant to their thesis/research report, as well as generate 

citations and reference lists. An online guide to RefWorks is available 

through the MLIC’s E-resources: http://www.iuj.ac.jp/mlic/e-

resources/#REFWORKS 

Class Outline Session Theme / Case Readings / Study Questions 

1 Week 1 Course orientation, 

searching for sources 

2 Week 2 Summarizing sources 

3 Week 3 Paraphrasing ideas 

4 Week 4 Synthesizing sources 

5 Week 5 Building a literature 

review 

6 Week 6 Writing the introduction 

7 Week 7 Writing the methodology 

8 Week 8 Writing the results 

9 Week 9 Finishing a research paper 

(writing the discussion, 

conclusion, and abstract) 

10 Week 10 Assignment 2 tutorials 

Others Class size limit 

Enrollment in ETW2 will be capped at 24 students (12 per section) in the 

Fall 2019 term. The development of language skills, particularly the 

development of academic language skills, involves training and practice 

as well as knowledge transfer. This training and practice requires 

opportunities for individual students to participate and interact in the 

classroom and receive a substantial amount of customized feedback. 

Individual tutorial sessions with the instructors provide opportunities 

for the discussion and revision of academic writing assignments. By 

maintaining a class size of around 12, the ETW2 instructors can provide 

effective opportunities to students for individual training, practice, 

and revision. 

 

Course policies/etiquette 

A. Attend classes regularly, come on time and prepared, actively 

participate in classroom activities, and positively contribute to the 

classroom environment. 

B. A pattern of late arrival to class will adversely affect your 

attendance/participation score. 

C. Do not be absent from classes. If your absence from a class in 

unavoidable, inform the instructor immediately. 

D. If your absence during the whole term exceeds 30% of the total 

required classes, a one-level lower grade may be given (e.g., a B+ may 

become a B). 

E. If your absence during the whole term exceeds 50% of the total 

required classes, an “F” may be given as the final grade. 

F. An act of plagiarism may result in an “F” grade and the matter being 

reported to the dean concerned. 

G. No make-ups for the in-class debate will be given. 

H. Timely submission of papers is extremely important. If an assignment 



is not submitted by its deadline, it will adversely affect the total 

score for that particular assignment. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4090301 

Course title 

Academic English Literacy 

Name of Instructor Mondejar, Michael Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

239 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

mjm2229@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

The word “academic literacy” is much more than just the listening, 

reading, speaking and writing that is needed for success in academic 

programs. It is about building your knowledge and skills so that you can 

progress smoothly from being a novice in your academic community, to 

being treated like an expert. Specifically, students will practice the 

skills necessary for comprehending visual and aural texts, discussing and 

debating topics introduced through those texts, and writing academic 

reports that analyze and evaluate the content and their performance 

during those discussions. Students will take away the ability to apply 

and expand their analysis of language to any area of academic 

communication in the future, and develop the independence to portray 

themselves no longer as novices, but as professionals in their academic 

community. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

In this course, students will... 

- Develop an understanding of the values and norms in academic culture, 

such as the value of objectivity and the norms of comparing and 

evaluating; 

- Develop skills in noticing the rhetorical features (language) used to 

achieve those values and norms; 

- Learn how to structure an argument to support a point and rebut 

counterarguments; 

- Learn how structure and write an argumentative, analytical, and 

evaluative academic report; 

- Refine their note-taking skills of written/spoken text; 

- Become familiar with various online resources for research purposes; 

- Become familiar with basic documentation skills; 

- Further develop their English vocabulary and grammatical accuracy. 

 

Course Context and Career Relevance: 

This course will help incoming and current IUJ students develop the 

necessary academic English skills (e.g., discussion, debating, 

argumentative writing, critical thinking, note-taking, researching, 

documenting, group work) to succeed during their academic careers, 

particularly in their content courses here at IUJ. These skills can also 

be applied in their respective working contexts after they graduate from 



the university, whether they return to their home countries or pursue 

careers in Japan. 

Delivery Methods Receptive Skill Component: 

At the beginning of the course, the instructor will provide students with 

instruction on various note-taking techniques (e.g., Cornell notes, 

abbreviation use, skimming/scanning). Students will be provided with 

select reading and listening passages on which to practice the techniques 

covered in class. In addition, these passages will provide students with 

inputs that they utilize in the productive components of the course 

(discussion & argumentative writing). 

Students will also receive instruction on how to utilize online resources 

to research additional texts for further inputs on the selected 

discussion/writing topics, and to help them with comprehension of those 

texts. 

 

Productive Skills Component: 

There are two main productive components in this course: Debating and 

Argumentative Writing. 

 

Debating 

This component centers on the debates that will occur in Weeks 7 and 8 of 

the course. The debates will focus on discussing the pros and cons of a 

proposition for resolving an issue that is of current relevance to their 

home countries (e.g, immigration policy). The actual debate topics and 

propositions will be determined by both the instructor and students early 

in the course. The debates themselves will be video-recorded for 

reviewing and grading purposes. 

 

Students will be placed in teams of 2-4 people and tasked with 

researching both sides of a proposition in order to develop support for 

their arguments. And in Weeks 7 and 8, teams will be asked to debate both 

sides of the proposition in class; they will argue in favor of the 

proposition on one day, and will argue in opposition to the proposition 

on the other. To streamline the debates, students will assume specific 

roles during the debate (e.g., ‘initial argument in favor of the 

proposition’, ‘rebuttal of opposition’) 

 

During the course, students will also receive instruction on rhetorical 

and linguistic features (e.g., supporting an argument, rebutting a 

counterargument) that will help them participate in discussions and 

debates more effectively. 

 

Argumentative Writing 

This component centers on the collaborative writing assignment that is 

due at the end of Week 9 of the course. After the debate, teams will be 

asked to write a short (3-6 page) report of their performance in one of 

the debates. In the report, students will 1) summarize the proposition, 

2) present one argument made by their team (either supporting or opposing 

the proposition), 3) review the counterargument of the opposing team, and 



4) rebut the opposing team's counterargument, and 5) conclude the paper 

in an appropriate manner. In their papers, each team will be expected to 

accurately cite and reference sources of information. 

 

During the course, students will also receive instruction on appropriate 

writing conventions and language to use in their papers (including 

citation and referencing styles), both in this class and in other 

classes. 

 

Group Tutorials: 

After submission of the collaborative writing assignment at the end of 

Week 9, the course instructor will meet with each group during specific 

times the following week to provide each group with oral and written 

feedback on their writing assignments. Each session will last 30-45 

minutes, and will occur during the normal class periods to minimize 

schedule clashes with other classes. 

Assessment Debate performance and participation: 50% 

Collaborative writing assignment: 25% 

Classwork/homework assignments: 15% 

Class attendance and participation: 10% 

Prerequisites None 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

The instructor will distribute photocopied materials in individual 

classes. The charge for these materials will be calculated at the end of 

the course. 

Class Outline Session Theme / Case Readings / Study Questions 

1 Week 1 Course orientation, 

introduction to note-taking 

2 Week 2 Skimming and summarizing, 

scanning and paraphrasing 

3 Week 3 Introduction to 

argumentation 

4 Week 4 Counter-arguments and 

rebuttals 

5 Week 5 Introduction to debating 

6 Week 6 Debate practice 

7 Week 7 Graded debate 1 

8 Week 8 Graded debate 2, 

introduction to 

argumentative writing 

9 Week 9 Writing an argumentative 

report, in-class 

collaborative writing 

10 Week 10 Group tutorials 

Others Class size limit in ELP courses during the regular terms: Program 

statement 



 

The ELP maintains a class size of around 15 for its regular term English 

language courses. The development of language skills, particularly the 

development of academic language skills, involves training and practice 

as well as knowledge transfer. The training and practice require 

opportunities for individual students to participate and interact in the 

classroom and receive a substantial amount of customized feedback. 

Individual tutorial sessions with the instructors provide opportunities 

for the discussion and revision of academic writing assignments. By 

maintaining a class size of around 15, the English language courses 

provide effective opportunities to students for individual training, 

practice, and revision. 

 

Course policies/etiquette 

A. Attend classes regularly, come on time and prepared, actively 

participate in classroom activities, and positively contribute to the 

classroom environment. 

B. A pattern of late arrival to class will adversely affect your 

attendance/participation score. 

C. Do not be absent from classes. If your absence from a class in 

unavoidable, inform the instructor immediately. 

D. If your absence during the whole term exceeds 30% of the total 

required classes, a one-level lower grade may be given (e.g., a B+ may 

become a B). 

E. If your absence during the whole term exceeds 50% of the total 

required classes, an “F” may be given as the final grade. 

F. An act of plagiarism may result in an “F” grade and the matter being 

reported to the dean concerned. 

G. No make-ups for the in-class debate will be given. 

H. Timely submission of papers is extremely important. If an assignment 

is not submitted by its deadline, it will adversely affect the total 

score for that particular assignment. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4101301 

Course title 

Elementary Japanese Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Kurashina, Sayaka, Nagai, Ayako Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

248 MLIC Language 

Office Hours 

Wed.&Thu.10:50-11:50 

E-mail 

kura@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Course Description: 

・Students will learn basic structures, vocabulary, and expressions of 

Japanese for the further development of the language to achieve the 

intermediate Japanese level at IUJ. 

・Also, at the end of the Elementary Japanese III, the students will have 

learnt around 270 kanji, attained an equivalent to the N5-N4 level of the 

Japanese Language Proficiency Test, and attained intermediate-low or 

Intermediate-mid level in the Oral Proficiency Interview test. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

・Elementary Japanese I students will be able to: 

-- read Hiragana and Katakana smoothly. 

-- read and write around 60 kanji. 

-- talk about something concrete and familiar to them such as themselves, 

family, daily activity, or the weekend. 

-- ask a price or location, invite, refuse an invitation, give a reason 

and ask someone to do something. 

・Students will be able to maintain simple and basic communication in 

Japanese, learning how to ask and answer questions. 

・Active participation in class is strongly recommended to attain these 

objectives. 

 

Delivery Methods ・classroom instruction 

・pair or group work 

・role-play 

・presentation 

・conversation practice with Japanese visitors 

 

Assessment Mid-term written test      20% 

Final written test         20% 

Mid-term speaking test     10% 

Final speaking test        10% 

Presentation               10% 

Daily quizzes              20% 

Homework                    5% 

Class performance (progress, achievement, class participation, etc) 5% 

※Active participation of students in class is required. 

Prerequisites Students who wish to take this course have to take and pass a qualifying 



test. 

In the qualifying test, you will be asked the followings: 

--hiragana (reading and writing) 

--Numbers 1-100,000 

--Self-introduction in Japanese 

--Greetings, classroom expressions and useful expressions 

--Meaning of vocabularies of lesson 1 in the textbook, "GENKI" 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: 初級日本語「げんき」 : an integrated course in elementary 

Japanese, b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: 坂野永理, 池田庸子, 大野裕, 品川恭

子, 渡嘉敷恭子 [著],, d)Publisher: The Japan Times, e)Year: 2011, 

f)ISBN: 978-4789014403 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Ａ ｄｉｃｔｉｏｎａｒｙ ｏｆ ｂａｓｉｃ Ｊａｐａｎｅｓｅ 

ｇｒａｍｍａｒ, b)Edition: , c)Author: ｅｄ．ｂｙＳｅｉｉｃｈｉＭａｋｉ

ｎｏ ; ＭｉｃｈｉｏＴｓｔｓｕｉ,, d)Publisher: Ｋｏｄａｎｓｈａ Ｉｎ

ｔｅｒｎａｔｉｏｎａｌ, e)Year: 1989, f)ISBN: 978-4789004541 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week1       Lesson 1 and 2 

Week2       Lesson 2 and 3 

Week3       Lesson 3 and 4 

Week4       Lesson 4 

Week5       Mid-term written test and Lesson 5 

Week6       Lesson 5, 6 and mid-term speaking test 

Week7       Lesson 6 

Week8       Lesson 7 and preparation for  presentation 

Week9       Lesson 7 and presentation 

Week10     Practice typing hiragana and katakana with PC, reviewing 

Exam. Week       Final written test and final speaking test 

 

Others 1. Both mid-term and final tests may be made up of approvable reasons; 

however, a maximum of only 80% of the full mark will be awarded. 

2. No make-ups are allowed for daily quizzes. The daily quiz will be held 

in the first 10 minutes of a class. If you miss a daily quiz, you will 

receive zero on the missed quiz. 

3. If you miss more than a third of the total classes, you will be 

disqualified from taking a final test, final interview test, and final 

presentation.  

4. If you miss the first 30 minutes of the class hour, you are considered 

to be a latecomer for the class. If you leave the classroom before 

spending 2/3 of the class hour, you are regarded as an early leaver of 

the class. Two acts of coming late or leaving early are considered 

equivalent to one absence from a class. 

5. Plagiarism and cheating are strictly prohibited. If we found them, we 

report to the director of the Center for Language Education and Research. 

6. Useful reference website is: 



Genki online         http://genki.japantimes.co.jp/index_en 

Nihongo e-na         http://nihongo-e-na.com/ 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC410A301 

Course title 

Basic Japanese Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Takeuchi, Akihiro Credits 

0.5 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

office or 

kenkyuushitsu 249 

Office Hours 

Wed. 1400-1600   

Fri.1000-1200 

E-mail 

aki@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Learning Objectives: To interact with Japanese people in a limited 

fashion to survive 

Upon completion of Basic 3 in spring 2019 students 

domains and fashion 

areas of most immediate relevance (e.g. very 

basic personal and family information, shopping, local geography, 

employment). 

direct exchange of information on familiar and 

routine matters. Can describe in simple terms aspects of their 

background, immediate environment and matters in 

areas of immediate need. (Kanji will not be dealt in basic course) 

-high level in the ACTFL OPI and N5 in the JLPT with 

rigorous self-study for additional half a year. 

Upon completion of Basic Japanese 1 in fall term 2018 the students will 

be able to 

 

 

 

 

tems or geographical 

features 

 

 

Career relevance:  Learners can show their intention of goodwill to the 

stakeholders such as interviewers of Jobs or 

scholarship sponsors. 

Delivery Methods ・Interpretation activities (lecture, translation, Q&A, pair/group work) 

・Practice activities(mechanical drills, repetition, shadowing,Q&A, 

pair/group work, communicative/meaningful drills) 

・Performance activities（small but authentic interaction with the 

Japanese）  

・Presentation with Q&A 

・e-learning 

 



Assessment Final written test*  15% 

Final conversation test* 15% 

Final presentation*  15% 

Mid-term written test  15% 

Mid-term conversation test 15% 

Daily quizzes   10% 

Homework   10% (Homework sheets must be submitted by December 7th for the 

feedback purpose) 

Effort（cf.note 1）   5% 

note 1: Attitudes of participation, willingness to engage in pair / group 

activities, effort to speak in Japanese 

generally, contribution to the class such as by taking the master of the 

ceremony roles, raising good questions in 

Japanese, interacting in mock presentation performance in Japanese, 

introducing to the class the record (movie clips, 

voice recording, photos) of J-related experience you had outside. Casual 

use of non-Japanese during the class will be 

noted and negatively evaluated. 

 

 

Prerequisites Be able to read and write Hiragana, to take a memo in hiragana,  to 

respond to daily expressions in oral and written channel, to convert 

between hiragana and alphabet and recognize numbers 1-1,000 in Japanese. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Genki 1, b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: Banno.E, d)Publisher: The 

Japan Times, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 9784789014403 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Lesson 1 to 4 will be covered in the fall semester.  The details will be 

finalized by the end of September. 

Others 1. If you miss more than 1/3(i.e. 7 classes) of the total classes, you 

will NOT be able to participate in the 

components with * in the Assessment section, most likely ending up NP. 

Missing more than 30min. of class will be counted as 0.5 absence. 

2. There is no make up for the daily quizzes regardless of the reason. 

3. Make-ups for the tests of Mid-term and Final test will be made with 

legitimate reasons, in which case a maximum of 

80% of the mark you earned will be awarded. 

4. In case you wish to withdraw from the course, it must be done by end 

of the 5th week (Oct.26th). 

Take the following factors into your considerations and manage the risk 

by the end of 5th week: 

-The overall difficulty of the course 

-Your average performance of the quizzes (absented quiz is counted as 

zero) 

- The performance of Mid-term written test and conversation test 



- The prospect of your catching up with the deficit until 5th week and 

end up earning more than 60% in the end. 

- The consequence of possible F (fail) NP(non-pass) or W(withdraw) 

in your future transcript 

- Your priority i.e. need to avoid F/NP at all cost or acquisition of 

Japanese? 

 

 

 

 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC410D301 

Course title 

Basic Japanese Ⅳ 

Name of Instructor Kurashina, Sayaka Credits 

0.5 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

248 MLIC Language 

Office Hours 

Wed.&Thu.10:50-11:50 

E-mail 

kura@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description ・Students will learn basic structures, vocabulary, and expressions of 

Japanese to communicate with Japanese people on limited and simple 

topics. 

・The main emphasis will be placed on listening and speaking skills. 

Students will learn structural knowledge, vocabulary, and expressions 

through listening. 

・At the end of the Basic Japanese VI, the students will attain 

Intermediate-low level in the Oral Proficiency Interview test, A2 in the 

CEFR, and an equivalent to the N5-N4 level (excluding kanji and reading) 

in the Japanese Language Proficiency Test. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

・Basic Japanese IV students will be able to: 

-- talk about themselves, including the meaning of their names, hobbies, 

and past experiences. 

-- explain something related to eating, such as what they recommend 

Japanese to try, how they eat in their own countries and what they cannot 

eat. 

-- ask/tell something related to trips, such as their favourite 

sightseeing spots, transportation, activities and so on, based on their 

own experiences. 

・Students will be able to maintain simple and basic communication in 

Japanese by learning how to ask and answer questions nicely. 

・Active participation in class is strongly recommended to attain these 

objectives. 

Delivery Methods ・classroom instruction 

・pair or group work 

・role-play or skit 

・presentation 

・conversation practice with Japanese visitors 

Assessment Mid-term written test   15% 

Final written test      15% 

Mid-term speaking test  15% 

Final speaking test     15% 

Presentation            15% 

Daily quizzes           15% 

Homework                 5% 

Class performance (progress, achievement, class participation, etc)   5% 



※Active participation of students in class is required. 

Prerequisites Basic Japanese III at IUJ or equivalent. 

Those who wish to take this course have to take and pass a qualifying 

test. 

 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 Marugoto: Japanese language and 

culture Elementary2 A2 Coursebook for communicative language activities 

"Katsudoo", b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際交流基金 編著,来嶋洋美, 柴原智

代, 八田直美, 木谷直之, 根津誠 執筆,, d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 

2014, f)ISBN: 978-4384057560 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 Marugoto: Japanese language and 

culture Elementary2 A2 Coursebook for communicative language competences 

"Rikai" , b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際交流基金 編著,来嶋洋美, 柴原智代, 

八田直美, 木谷直之, 根津誠 執筆,, d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 2014, 

f)ISBN: 978-4384057577 

a)Title: A Dictionary of Basic Japanese Grammar, b)Edition: , c)Author:  

by Seiichi Makino, by Michio Tsutsui,Seiichi Makino,Michio Tsu, 

d)Publisher: Japan Times, e)Year: 1994, f)ISBN: 978-4789004541 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1   Lesson 1 

Week 2   Lesson 1 and 2 

Week 3   Lesson 2 

Week 4   Lesson 3 

Week 5   Lesson 3 and Mid-term written test 

Week 6   Lesson 4 and Mid-term speaking test 

Week 7   Lesson 4 and 5 

Week 8   Lesson 5 

Week 9   Lesson 6 and Preparation for presentation 

Week 10  Lesson 6 and Final presentation 

Exam. Week  Final written test and final speaking test 

 

Others 1. Both mid-term and final written tests may be made up with approvable 

reasons; however, a maximum of only 80% of the full mark will be awarded. 

2. No make-ups are allowed for daily quizzes. The daily quiz will be held 

in first 10 minutes of a class. If you miss a daily quiz, you will 

receive zero on the missed quiz. 

3. If you miss more than a third of the total classes, you will be 

disqualified from taking final test, final interview test, and final 

presentation.  

4. If you miss the first 30 minutes of the class hour, you are considered 

to be a late comer for the class. If you leave the classroom before 

spending 2/3 of the class hour, you are regarded as an early leaver of 

the class. Two acts of coming late or leaving early are considered 

equivalent to one absence from a class. 



5. Plagiarism and cheating are strictly prohibited. If we found them, we 

report to the director of the Center for Language Education and Research. 

6. Useful reference website is: 

Marugoto portal site        https://www.marugoto.org/ 

Nihongo e-na         http://nihongo-e-na.com/ 

 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4111301 

Course title 

Intermediate Japanese Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Nagai, Ayako, Tomiyoshi, Yuika Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

242 MLIC Language 

Office Hours 

Mon & Tue 10:30-

11:30 

E-mail 

nagai@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This class is for those who have completed the Elementary Japanese III. 

This course develops four skills (reading, writing, listening, and 

speaking) for Japanese proficiency in the lower intermediate level. 

 

中級 I - IIIの目標（もくひょう）(goal)： 

・日本語の自立（じりつ）した使用者（しようしゃ）(independent user) に

なる。  

 （「自立した言語使用者」について：

http://jfstandard.jp/summaryen/ja/render.do） 

 

1. 毎日の生活や経験（けいけん）、興味（きょうみ）があることについて、

少し長く説明（せつめい）したり、質問にこたえたりできる。 

2. みぢかな (familiar) トピックについて、少し長い話を聞いてわかる／少

し長いテキストを読んでわかる。そして、みじかい意見（いけん）や計画

（けいかく）(plan) を話したり、書いたりできる。 

3. かんたんなウェブサイト記事（きじ）(article) を読んでわかる。かんた

んなメールを読んだり書いたりできる。 

4. 基本的（きほんてき） (basic) な敬語（けいご）を使って話せる。 

5. 漢字が 600くらい読めて、意味がわかる。 

6. 中級Ⅲが終わったとき、Oral Proficiency Interview Testで

Intermediate-high（中－上）以上（いじょう）になる。日本語能力試験（の

うりょくしけん）(Japanese Language Proficiency Test) でＮ３以上になる。 

 

中級Ⅰ： 

1. 初級（しょきゅう）の語彙（ごい）(vocabulary) 、漢字、表現（ひょう

げん）(expression) 、文法（ぶんぽう）と、新しい語彙、漢字、表現、文法

を使って、日本語でできることをふやす (to increase) 。 

2. 生活や経験（けいけん）などについて話す。 

3. メールやウェブサイト記事を読む練習（れんしゅう）をする。 

Delivery Methods ・Classroom instruction    

・Pair or group work 

・Presentation 

・Conversation practice with Japanese visitors 

Assessment ・中間筆記試験 Mid-term written test  15% 

・期末筆記試験 Final written test    20% 

・中間会話試験 Mid-term speaking test 10% 

・期末会話試験 Final speaking test   10% 



・発表     Presentation      10% 

・クイズ    Daily quizzes      20% 

・宿題     Homework       10% 

・平常点    Class performance 

 (progress, achievement, class participation, etc.) 5% 

 

※ Active participation of students in class is required. 

Prerequisites This class is for those who have completed the Elementary Japanese III. 

Only those who have passed the qualifying test may take this course. 

クオリファイングテストにごうかく (to pass) しなければいけません。 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 初中級, b)Edition: , c)Author: 国

際交流基金 編著,来嶋洋美, 柴原智代, 八田直美 執筆,, d)Publisher: 三修

社, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 9784384057584 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: 日本語文型辞典 = A Handbook of Japanese Grammar Patterns for 

Teachers and Learners : 英語版, b)Edition: , c)Author: グループ・ジャマ

シイ 編著,砂川有里子, 石田プリシラ 翻訳監修,砂川, 有里子,石田, プリシ

ラ,グループジャマシイ,, d)Publisher: くろしお出版, e)Year: 2015, 

f)ISBN: 9784874246788 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 中級 1, b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際

交流基金 編著,磯村一弘, 藤長かおる, 久保田美子, 伊藤由希子 執筆,, 

d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 9784384057591 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 中級 2, b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際

交流基金 編著,磯村一弘, 藤長かおる, 伊藤由希子, 久保田美子 執筆,, 

d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9784384057607 

a)Title: イラストで覚える漢字 1000 = Understanding through pictures 1000 

KANJI, b)Edition: , c)Author: 上島史子, 竹内夕美子 著,, d)Publisher: ナ

ツメ社, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9784816362057 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline １週目 トピック１ 

２週目 トピック２ 

３週目 トピック３ 

４週目 トピック４ 

５週目 中間筆記試験、トピック５ 

６週目 中間会話試験、トピック５～６ 

７週目 トピック６～７ 

８週目 トピック７～８ 

９週目 トピック８～９ 

10週目 発表、トピック９ 

試験週間 期末筆記試験、期末会話試験 

 

※ 「トピック」は教科書『まるごと 日本のことばと文化 初中級』のトピ

ックです。 

Others 注意（ちゅうい）：  ※ 日本語プログラムの規則（きそく）です。 

 



1. クイズと発表のメークアップはしません。 

2. 中間筆記試験と期末筆記試験は理由（りゆう）があればメークアップを

しますが、８０％になります。 

3. クイズはクラスの最初（さいしょ）の１０分にします。クイズを受

（う）けなかったら、その日のクイズは０点（てん）です。 

4. 欠席（けっせき）がクラスの回数（かいすう）の３分の１ (one third) 

以上になったら、期末筆記試験と期末会話試験と発表ができません。 

5. 最初の３０分おそくクラスに来たら、遅刻（ちこく）になります。最後

（さいご）の３０分早く帰ったら、早退（そうたい）になります。遅刻と早

退は、２回したら、１回の欠席になります。 

6. 作文を書くとき、インターネットなどから文をコピーしてはいけませ

ん。見つけたら、CLEAR (Center for Language Education and Research) のセ

ンター長に報告（ほうこく）します。 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2019 Fall Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4121301 

Course title 

Advanced Japanese Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Takeuchi, Akihiro Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

office or 

kenkyuushitsu 249 

Office Hours 

Wed. 1400-1600   

Fri.1000-1200 

E-mail 

aki@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description このコースは、中級日本語３を修了またはそれと同程度の日本語レベルの学

生向けコースである。 

日常的なことから一般的専門領域(りょういき)までのことでコミュニケーシ

ョンやインターアクションができるようになることを目指す。 

日本語上級 I-IIIの目標 

１． 日常的なことから一般的専門領域までの記事の読解、ニュースの聴解が

できて、 

説明や分析ができ、意見を述べて、議論できる。 

２． 改まった場面（ビジネス、各種面接、教師とのインターアクションな

ど）で適切なスタイル 

でインターアクションができる。 

３. 以下の客観的基準をクリアーする： 

   Oral Proficiency Interview Test(OPI)：Advanced mid/high 

   日本語能力試験（JLPT）：N2（追加で半年の密度の高い自習が必要）  

 

日本語上級 1内容 

 全体 

 ・一般的専門領域の話題について、読解・視聴し、要約、説明、視点を変

えて分析できる。 

 ・語彙・表現を文脈、共起表現に関係づけて習得する。 

 話す 

 ・小さい発表を行い、質疑応答ができるようになる。 

 ・改まった場面にふさわしい、話し方ができるようになる。 

 聞く 

 ・ニュース記事を視聴して、語彙・表現を学びながら、聴解力を向上させ

る。 

 ・発表を理解して、質問につなげる。 

 読む 

 ・語彙・表現の文脈での使い方に留意して、読解を行う。 

 ・スキャニングとスキミングの練習。 

 書く 

 ・改まったメールの書き方を練習する。 

 ・資料をもとに発表の原稿を書く。 

Career Relevance:日系企業が外国人に求めるレベルで N3～N1レベルの認識・

産出の練習を行う。 

また、ビジネス場面でのインターアクションの練習を取り入れる。 

 



 

 

Delivery Methods 授業の形態：解釈アクテイビティ（講義、翻訳、質疑応答）練習アクティビ

ティ（ミニスピーチ、ペアまたはグループでの練習と話し合い、ロールプレ

イ、各種 e-learning、日本人ビジターとの会話練習など）パフォーマンスア

クティビティ（奨学金申請、企業への応募、提出物、会話テストのアポ取り

など、小さいが本物の言語使用） 

Assessment 中間筆記試験   20% 期末筆記試験      20% 

期末発表       10% 中間・期末会話試験   20%（各 10％ずつ） 

クイズ       15% 宿題                 10%（12月 6日水まで提出された

宿題がカウントされる）   

参加・貢献   5% 

 

Prerequisites 履修要件：日本語中級Ⅲ修了と同程度の日本語力が必要。秋学期は履修希望

者は例外なくクオリファイングテストを受けて 60％以上を取って、合格する

必要がある。上級３を合格してリピートを希望する者はクオリファイングテ

ストで７０％以上を取らなければならない。 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: 学ぼう にほんご中上級, b)Edition: 7th, c)Author: 日本語教育教

材開発委員会, d)Publisher: 専門教育出版, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

9874883244492 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: コロケーションが身につく日本語表現練習帳, b)Edition: 3, 

c)Author: 姫野昌子, d)Publisher: 研究者, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

978432738463 

a)Title: ビジネスケースで学ぶ日本語, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: 筒井通雄

（監修）高見智子（著者）, d)Publisher: ジャパンタイムズ, e)Year: 2016, 

f)ISBN: 9784789015677 

a)Title: 留学生のためのケースで学ぶ日本語, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: 宮崎

七湖, d)Publisher: ココ出版, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 9784904595770 

a)Title: ロールプレイで学ぶビジネス日本語, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: 村

野・山辺・向山, d)Publisher: スリーエーネットワーク, e)Year: 2012, 

f)ISBN: 9784883195954 

a)Title: マンガで体験 にっぽんのカイシャ, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: , 

d)Publisher: 日本漢字能力検定協会, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9784890963522 

a)Title: にほんごで働くビジネス日本語 30時間, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: 

宮崎・郷司, d)Publisher: スリーエーネットワーク, e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN: 

9784883194902 

a)Title: ケースで学ぶビジネスプラクティスー仕事のやり方ー, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: , d)Publisher: 国際大学, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

N.A. 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 進度の詳細は秋学期に連絡 

Others １．クイズと発表のメークアップはしない。 

２．中間筆記と期末筆記試験は理由があればメークアップするが、得点の８

０％が付与される。 



３．クイズはクラス開始 10分間に行う。 

４．30分以上授業に遅れて来たら「遅刻」とする。30分以上授業を早く出た

ら「早退」とする。 

 「遅刻」と「早退」は、２回すると、１回の欠席となる。 

５．欠席がクラスの回数の３分の１、つまり 9回を超過したら、期末筆記試

験と期末会話試験と発表ができなくなる。 

６．剽窃（ひょうせつ）とカンニングは言語教育研究センター長に報告され

る。 

７．Ｗを希望するものは 10月 26日までに手続きを行わなければならない。 
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International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5006401 

Course title 

Introduction to Policy Analysis 

Name of Instructor Park, Hun Myoung Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

311 

Office Hours 

Friday 13:30-14:30 

(Information Policy 

and Management) 

 

 

E-mail 

kucc625@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This Introduction to Policy Analysis provides basics of policy analysis. 

It discusses rationales and limitations of government intervention, 

natures of policy analysis, procedures of policy analysis, decision 

analysis, and case studies using systems thinking. Policy analysis is to 

explore the causal relationship between policy instrument and its 

consequence and estimate the net advantage of a public policy. 

Delivery Methods This course is based on a series of lectures, but students are encouraged 

to participate in class actively. Students are recommended to take 

advantage of discussing with the instructor. 

Assessment (1) Class attendance 10% 

(2) Quiz and reading assignment 30% 

(3) Term paper 20% 

(4) Final exam 40% 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: A Practical Guide for Policy Analysis: The Eightfold Path to 

More Effective Problem Solving, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: Bardach, Eugene, 

and Eric M. Patashnik, d)Publisher: Sage & CQ Press, e)Year: 2016, 

f)ISBN: 978-1483359465 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Systems Thinking Basics: From Concepts to Causal Loops, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Anderson, Virginia, and Lauren Johnson, 

d)Publisher: Pegasus Communications, e)Year: 1997, f)ISBN: 978-1883823122 

a)Title: Cost-Benefit Analysis: Concepts and Practice, b)Edition: 5, 

c)Author: Boardman, Anthony E., David H. Greenberg, Aidan R. Vining, 

and , d)Publisher: Prentice Hall, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 978-0137002696 

a)Title: Public Policy Analysis, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: Dunn, William 

N., d)Publisher: Pearson Education, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 978-0205-252572 

a)Title: Seeing the Forest for the Trees: A Manager., b)Edition: , 

c)Author:  Sherwood, Dennis, d)Publisher: Nicholas Brealey Pub., e)Year: 

2002, f)ISBN: 978-1857883114 

a)Title: The Social Psychology of Organizing, b)Edition: 2, c)Author: 

Weick, Karl E., d)Publisher: Addison-Wesley Pub., e)Year: 1979, f)ISBN: 



978-0075548089 

a)Title: Policy Analysis: Concepts and Practices, b)Edition: 6, c)Author: 

Weimer, David L., and Aidan R. Vining, d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 

2017, f)ISBN: 978-1138216518 

a)Title: The Art and Craft of Policy Analysis, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Wildavsky, Aaron, d)Publisher: Palgrave MacMillan, e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN: 

978-3319586182 

a)Title: Implementation: How Great Expectations in Washington Are Dashed 

in Oakland, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: Pressman, Jeffrey L. and Wildavsky, 

Aaron B. , d)Publisher: Berkeley: University of California Press, e)Year: 

1983, f)ISBN: 978-0520052338 

a)Title: Public Policy: An Introduction to the Theory and Practice of 

Policy Analysis., b)Edition: , c)Author: Parsons, Wayne, d)Publisher: 

Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar, e)Year: 1995, f)ISBN: 978-1852785543 

a)Title: Theory and Practice in Policy Analysis: Including Applications 

in Science and Technology, b)Edition: , c)Author: Morgan, M. Granger, 

d)Publisher: New York: University Printing House, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

978-1316636206 

a)Title: Introduction to Management Science: A Modeling and Case Studies 

Approach with Spreadsheets, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: Hillier, Frederick 

S., and Mark S. Hillier, d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

978-1259010675 

a)Title: Public Policy Analysis: A Political Economy Approach, b)Edition: 

4, c)Author: Bickers, Kenneth N., and John T. Williams, d)Publisher: MA: 

Houghton Mifflin Company, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 978-0395852637 

a)Title: The Economic Analysis of Public Policy, b)Edition: 2, c)Author: 

Bellinger, William K. , d)Publisher: Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin 

Company, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 978-1138796348 

a)Title: Speaking Truth to Power: The Art and Craft of Policy Analysis, 

b)Edition: 2, c)Author: Wildavsky, Aaron, d)Publisher: New Brunswick, NJ: 

Transaction Publishers, e)Year: 1987, f)ISBN: 978-0-88738-697- 

a)Title: The public and its problems: An essay in political inquiry, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Dewey, John (edited by Melvin L. Rogers), 

d)Publisher: Swallow, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 978-0804011662 

a)Title: Implementation and Public Policy with a New Postscript, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Mazmanian, Daniel A., and Paul Sabatier, 

d)Publisher: University Press of America, e)Year: 1989, f)ISBN: 978-

0819175267 

a)Title: Theories of the Policy Process, b)Edition: 4, c)Author: Weible, 

Christopher M., and Paul A. Sabatier, d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 

2017, f)ISBN: 978-0813350523 

a)Title: Evidence, Argument, and Persuasion in the Policy Process, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Majone, Giandomenico, d)Publisher: New Haven: Yale 

University Press, e)Year: 1989, f)ISBN: 978-0300052596 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction 

2. Basics of public policy 



3. Art and Craft of Policy Analysis 1 

4. Art and Craft of Policy Analysis 2 

5. Procedures of Policy Analysis 1 

6. Procedures of Policy Analysis 2 

7. Development of Policy Argument 1 

8. Development of Policy Argument 2 

9. Basics of Cost-Benefit Analysis 1 

10. Basics of Cost-Benefit Analysis 2 

11. Decision Analysis 1 

12. Decision Analysis 2 

13. Systems Thinking in Policy Analysis 1 

14. Systems Thinking in Policy Analysis 2 

15. Communicating Policy Analysis 1 

16. Communicating Policy Analysis 2 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5022401 

Course title 

International Political Economy: Comparative 

Perspectives 

Name of Instructor Cooray, Nawalage Seneviratne Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

Room 332 and 

Extension 428 

Office Hours 

Wednesday 2:30 to 

4:30 

E-mail 

cooray@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description As we live in a globalising and increasingly interdependent world, 

understanding of relations, inspiring evolutions, roles and behaviour of 

markets, states and institutions, and civil society is vitally important. 

The aim of this course is to provide a solid foundation for those who are 

attempting to comprehend the above mentioned roles and behaviour, and key 

regional and global issues that will affect the everyday lives of 

individuals. The IPE is an interdisciplinary academic field within 

international relations which draws inputs from international politics, 

international economics, cultural studies, and history. The course covers 

major theories, concepts and issues of IPE, both comparative and 

international. We also discuss varieties of capitalism focussing the 

Japanese System of Developmental Capitalism, the American System of 

Market-Oriented Capitalism, the German System of Social Market Capitalism 

and the Chinese quasi-capitalism with Chinese characteristics. This is 

course is open for any IUJ student. 

Delivery Methods Delivery Methods: 

(a) Class room lectures; 

(b) In class discussion; 

(c) Reading assignments from Internet, books and journals; 

(d) Other assignments and participants’ presentations; and 

(e) Case studies. 

Assessment The course grade will be based on the followings, with weights in 

parentheses: 

 

(1) Assignments and constructive class participation (15%) 

(2) Presentations (15%) 

(3) Quizzes (5-7, 20%) 

(4) Final Examination (50%) 

 

Prerequisites The course is open to any IUJ students are interested in understanding 

real-world economic (or public) policy and business decision making 

processes. No prior knowledge in economics is required for this course 

but strong desire and genuine effort to learn are prerequisites. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Introduction to International Political Economy , b)Edition: 6, 

c)Author: Balaam, D., & Dillman, Bradford, d)Publisher: Pearson 



Education, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 9781292023052 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Comparative Political Economy: States, Markets and Global 

Capitalism, b)Edition: , c)Author: Clift, B., d)Publisher: , e)Year: 

2014, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Political Economy: A Comparative Approach , b)Edition: 3, 

c)Author: Clark, B, d)Publisher: Praeger, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

9781440843433 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5030401 

Course title 

Introduction to Electronic Government 

Name of Instructor Park, Hun Myoung Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

311 

Office Hours 

Friday 13:30-14:30 

(Information Policy 

and Management) 

 

 

E-mail 

kucc625@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description This Introduction to Electronic Government (e-government) discusses 

fundamental concepts and technological building blocks of information 

systems with a special focus on the public sectors. This course is 

required for PMPP-ISM students.The objectives this course are (1) to 

learn technological building blocks of information systems including 

hardware, software and telecommunication (Internet), (2) to learn 

HTML/XHTML and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and understand Web 

standards, (3) to understand a big picture of e-government and e-

government development models, and (4) to learn relational databases, 

entity-relationship modeling, and structured query language (SQL). 

Delivery Methods This course relies on lecture, lab, quiz, and homework assignment. 

Assessment Reading assignment and quiz (40%), homework assignment (30%), final exam 

(20%), and class attendance (10%) 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Principles of Information systems. , b)Edition: 12, c)Author: 

Stair, Ralph, and George Reynolds, d)Publisher: Course Technology & 

Cengage Learning, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 978-1285867168 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Universal Design for Web Applications, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Chisholm, Wendy, and Matt May, d)Publisher: Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly 

Media, e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN: 978-0596518738 

a)Title: Database Principles: Fundamentals of Design, Implementation, and 

Management, b)Edition: 10, c)Author: Coronel, Carlos, Steven Morris, and 

Peter Rob, d)Publisher: Cengage Learning EMEA, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 978-

1133311973 

a)Title: How Networks Work, b)Edition: 7, c)Author: Derfler, Frank, Jr., 

and Les Freed, d)Publisher: Indianapolis, IN: Que, e)Year: 2005, f)ISBN: 

978-0789732323 

a)Title: MySQL Cookbook, b)Edition: 2, c)Author: DuBois, Paul, 

d)Publisher: CA: O'Reilly, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 978-0596527082 

a)Title: Foundations of Computer Science, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: 

Forouzan, Beherouz, d)Publisher: Cengage Learning EMEA, e)Year: 2013, 



f)ISBN: 978-1408088418 

a)Title: HTTP: The Definitive Guide, b)Edition: , c)Author: Gourley, 

David, and Brian Totty, d)Publisher: O'Reilly Media, e)Year: 2002, 

f)ISBN: 978-1565925090 

a)Title: How the Internet Works, b)Edition: 8, c)Author: Gralla, Preston, 

d)Publisher: Indianapolis, IN: Que, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 978-0789736260 

a)Title: Modern Database Management, b)Edition: 10, c)Author: Hoffer, 

Jeffrey A., Ramesh Venkataraman, and Heikki Topi, d)Publisher: Prentice 

Hall, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 978-0136088394 

a)Title: CSS: The Definitive Guide, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: Meyer, Erick 

A. , d)Publisher: O'Reilly Media, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 978-0596527334 

a)Title: SQL Cookbook, b)Edition: , c)Author: Molinaro, Anthony, 

d)Publisher: Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly, e)Year: 2005, f)ISBN: 978-

0596009762 

a)Title: Understanding Computers: Today and Tomorrow, b)Edition: 15, 

c)Author: Morley, Deborah, and Charles S. Parker, d)Publisher: Cengage 

Learning, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 978-1285767277 

a)Title: HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide, b)Edition: 6, c)Author: 

Musciano, Chuck, and Bill Kennedy, d)Publisher: O'Reilly Media, e)Year: 

2007, f)ISBN: 978-0596527327 

a)Title: Public Management Information Systems, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Rocheleau, Bruce A. , d)Publisher: Hershey, PA: Idea Group Publishing, 

e)Year: 2006, f)ISBN: 1-159140-807-5 

a)Title: High Performance Web Sites: Essential Knowledge for Front-End 

Engineers, b)Edition: , c)Author: Souders, Steve, d)Publisher: O'Reilly 

Media, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 978-0596529307 

a)Title: Information Systems, b)Edition: 10, c)Author: Stair, Ralph, and 

George Reynolds, d)Publisher: Course Technology & Cengage Learning, 

e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 978-1111-532932 

a)Title: How Computers Work, b)Edition: 9, c)Author: White, Ron, 

d)Publisher: Indianapolis, IN: Que, e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN: 978-0789736130 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction 

2. Lab: Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 1 

3. Hardware of information systems 

4. Lab: Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 2 

5. Software of information systems 

6. Lab: Cascading style sheets (CSS) 1 

7. Internet and World Wide Web 

8. Lab: Cascading style sheets (CSS) 2 

9. Electronic government 

10. Lab: Web form 1 

11. Relational databases 

12. Lab: Web form 2 

13. Entity-relationship model 

14. Lab: E-R Model 

15. Structured query language (SQL) 1 



16. Structured query language (SQL) 2 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5050401 

Course title 

International Economic Systems and Order 

Name of Instructor Nakamura, Osamu Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

501 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

osamu@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Thu.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description The course is designed to study the international economic systems, 

including international trade, international capital transfer and 

international monetary system, and to discuss an international economic 

order to sustain the economic systems, from both historical and 

theoretical analysis points of view. 

After World War II, the international economic systems started with the 

IMF-GATT regime. However, many problems have appeared in the systems 

through the process of world economic development, which resulted in the 

changes of the international economic order. Indeed, the IMF-GATT regime 

was established in order to maintain the free trading system for the 

mutual gains in the world economy. Therefore, the international systems 

might be more advantageous for advanced economies rather than for 

developing economies. 

In the early 1970s, after the Nixon crisis, the IMF-GATT regime 

substantially collapsed and the international economic systems were 

gradually changing. With a huge amount of capital transfer by the private 

sectors, the international economic systems have been more market 

principle oriented, which resulted in being more advantageous for the 

strong countries and less for the weak as compared to the situation in 

the previous order. 

The course analyzes the changes of the international economic systems and 

order (IMF-GATT, NIEO, WTO, etc.), and the influences of these changes to 

the economies in the world with theoretical and empirical analyses. At 

the same time, the course discusses the new systems desirable for the 

world economy in the context of the market mechanism oriented 

globalization considering the importance of mutual interdependence in the 

world economy. The main theme of the course in the winter term, 2020 is 

‘’Changes in international economic systems and order from One-World 

System to Regional Integration and cooperation oriented System’’. 

In the first half of the term, each session is intended to study the 

theories of international economics (International trade, investment and 

migration) and international monetary system for understanding the issues 

and problems in the international economic systems. In the latter half of 

the term, the course will analyze the issues of international trade, 

capital transfer and migration for some of the specific countries in Asia 

and the Pacific applying the theories to the actual economies, as an 

empirical analysis. 

 



Delivery Methods Each student is requested to participate in the class and discussion. We 

will have a seminar style course in order to deepen our understanding of 

International Economic Systems and Order. 

Assessment We have a small quiz (mid-term quiz) and a Term-paper at the end of the 

term. Evaluation will depend on the class participation and discussion 

with 30%, the mid-term quiz with 20% and the final Term-paper result with 

50%. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 0. Opening the session and introductory discussion. 

1. The role of international transactions for the nations in the process 

of economic development: focusing on (1) the macroeconomic structure in 

advanced market economies and developing economies through the process of 

economic development, and (2) .the balance of payment structure in each 

nation 

2. International monetary and trading systems in the IMF-GATT regime and 

WTO. 

3. International trade theories (absolute advantage and comparative 

advantage theory, Mundell-Fleming model, New Trade theory and New-New 

Trade theory). 

4.  International capital transfer through foreign direct investment 

(FDI) and foreign indirect investment (FII) in the global economy and 

economic development. Ownership-Location-Internalization (OLI) Paradigm 

and economic integration. 

5.  International trade, investment and economic development. 

6.  International labor migration: causes and impacts on the economies. 

Economic cooperation and integration, EPA (economic partnership 

agreement) beyond FTA. 

7.  Case study 1: International economic relations between Japan and the 

U.S. through international trade and capital transfers. 

8. Case study 3: Regional economic integration and development in Asia. 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5075401 

Course title 

Diplomacy and Statecraft 

Name of Instructor Myoe, Maung Aung Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description It is a common knowledge is that foreign policy is the substance - 

principles, objectives, goals, and strategies - of foreign relations 

whereas diplomacy is the method to implement it. Diplomacy and 

statecrafts are both sides of the same coin; in fact some considers them 

to be the same. The course explores the historical evolution of 

diplomacy, reviewing its origins and practices from the earliest to 

modern time. It also looks at how diplomatic practitioners have adjusted 

to new realities in the ever globalized world – social media, citizen 

journalism, growing transnational activity and so on – and analyzes the 

evolving functions and institutions of modern day diplomacy and 

statecraft. In addition, it also deals with geopolitical theories and 

economic statecraft. The course is designed to illustrate the art of 

diplomacy and statecraft in action and how they have changed and shaped 

the international politics. 

Delivery Methods Each class will be divided into two; lecture will be followed by paper 

presentation and class discussion. Students should be aware that class 

participation is important and every student is required to engage in 

paper presentation. 

Assessment An essay of 1500-2000 words on a topic relevant to the course will be 

assigned. There is a final examination at the end of the term. Students 

will be graded as follows: 

 

Class participation and presentation   - 40% 

Essay      - 30% 

Final Examination    - 30% 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline The course is more thematic than historical in nature. The course will 

deal with the following topics. 

 

(1) Evolution of Diplomacy – from Classical to Modern 

(2) Theory of Diplomacy 



(3) Functions and Institutions of Diplomacy 

(4) Soft Power and Public Diplomacy 

(5) Diplomacy, Force and Statecraft 

(6) Geopolitics and Statecraft 

(7) Political Economy and Statecraft 

(8) Intelligence, Propaganda and Statecraft 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5090401 

Course title 

International Organization 

Name of Instructor Kumagai, Naoko Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description This course explores theoretical and practical perspectives on the 

formation, processes, functions, and effects of international 

organizations in contemporary world politics. Questions include how ideas 

about cooperation among sovereign states in the anarchical international 

system have emerged, been put into practice, and influenced state 

behavior. This course also examines the current dynamic aspects of 

international cooperation with the introduction of the concepts of global 

governance and orchestration. 

The course starts with the introduction of historical and theoretical 

ideas of state cooperation to understand the growth and diversification 

of the functions of international organizations, both intergovernmental 

organizations and international non-governmental organizations. The class 

also examines the designed mechanisms and actual policy implementation 

and management of international organizations in the main issues of 

international security, human rights, humanitarianism, and economic 

cooperation through the cases of UN peacekeeping operations, economic 

development, and trade.  Students are encouraged to introduce any 

relevant topics and issues of interest to class discussion. 

By the end of the term, students are expected to have sharpened their 

analytical skills and gained understanding of how international and 

regional organizations are coping with the challenges posed by the 

contemporary turbulent world. 

 

Delivery Methods Lecture, Class Discussion, Student Presentation(depending on class size) 

Assessment Active class participation (attendance, class preparation, and class 

discussion) 

Two in-class writing exercises 

Mid-Term (closed-note quizzes and essay for 90 minutes, Date TBA) 

Student presentation (depending on class size) 

Final paper (Due Date TBA) 

 

Prerequisites Basic knowledge on international politics 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 



Class Outline Session 1: Ideas and Historical Evolution of International Organizations 

and Global Governance 

 

- Jacobson, Harold K., “Early Proposals for International 

Organizations” and “the Evolution of the Webs of International 

Organization Networks,” Networks of Interdependence: International 

Organizations and the Global Political System, second edition, New York: 

Alfred A. Knopf, 1984, pp. 19-58. 

-Nye, Joseph S. and John D. Donahue, “Introduction,” in Nye and Donahue 

eds., Governance in a Globalizing World, Cambridge, Massachusetts: 

Visions of Governance for the 21st Century, 2000, pp.1-39. 

-U.N. Charter. Available at http://www.un.org/en/charter-united-nations/ 

 

2. Logic of State Cooperation: Institution and Power 

 

-Krasner, Stephen D., “Structural Cases and Regime Consequences: Regimes 

as Intervening Variables,” in Friedrich Kratochwil and Edward D. 

Mansfield, eds., International Organization: A Reader, pp. 97-108, New 

York: Addison-Wesley Educational Publishers1994. 

-Mearsheimer, John, “The False Premise of International Institutions,” 

International Security, Vol. 19, No. 3, 1989, pp. 54-89.  

-Thompson, Alexander and Duncan Snidal, “International Organization,” 

in B. Bouckaert & G. DeGeest, eds., Encyclopedia of Law and Economics, 

pp. 692-722. 

 

3. Logic of State Cooperation (Idea) & Regionalism 

 

-Hurrell, Andrew, “Regionalism in Theoretical Perspective,” in Louise 

Fawcett and Andrew Hurrell, eds., Regionalism in World Politics: Regional 

Organization and International Order, pp. 38-53. 

-Kratochwill, Friedrich and John G. Ruggie, “International Organization: 

A State of the Art on an Art of the State,” International Organization, 

Vol. 40, No.4, 1986, pp.753-776. 

 

4. Processes of International Governmental Organizations (decision-

making; compliance) 

 

-Cox, Robert and Harold K. Jacobson, “The Framework for Inquiry,” in 

Diehl, The Politics of Global Governance, pp. 75-90. 

-Xu, Yi-Chong and Patrick Weller, “Funding International 

Organizations,” in The Working World of International Organizations: 

Authority, Capacity, and Legitimacy, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2018, pp. 171-202. 

 

5 (1st session).  Economic Development, International Aid, the Asian 

Development Bank, the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. 

 

-Marshall, Katherine, “How the World Bank Has Evolved in Response to 

Global Events,” “Nuts and Bolts: How the World Bank Functions,” in The 



World Bank: From Reconstruction to Development to Equity, London: 

Routledge, 2008, 23-92. Available in the instructor’s folder. 

-Any relevant articles to be announced. 

 

5 (2nd session).  Mid-term examination 

 

6. Collective Security, Peacekeeping Operations, Humanitarian 

Intervention 

 

- Ghali, Moha, “United Nations Emergency Force I” and “United Nations 

Emergency Force II,” in William Durch ed., The Evolution of UN 

Peacekeeping, New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1993, pp. 104-151. 

-U.N. Charter Chapter 6 and 7. Available at 

http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/index.shtml. 

-Weiss, Thomas G., Humanitarian Intervention, 2nd edition, New York: 

Polity, 2012, chapter 1 “Conceptual Building Blocks,” pp. 6-33. 

 

7. Human Rights 

 

- Abebe, Allehone Mulugeta, “Of Shaming and Bargaining: African States 

and the Universal Periodic Review of the United Nations Human Rights 

Council,” Human Rights Law Review, Vol. 9, No.1, 2009, pp. 360-392. 

-Donnelly, Jack, International Human Rights, 3rd edition, Chapter 11 

International Human Rights Regimes, Boulder: Westview Press, Inc., 2013. 

-Keck, Margaret E. and Kathryn Sikkink, “Transnational Advocacy Networks 

in International Politics: Introduction,” Activist Beyond Borders, 

Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998, pp. 1-38. 

 

 

8. Free Trade—the World Trade Organization 

-Bernard M. Hoekman and Michel M. Kostecki, The Political Economy of the 

World Trading System: The WTO and Beyond, Third edition, Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2009, pp. 57-83. 

-Gregory Shaffer, “Power, Governance, and the WTO: A Comparative 

Institutional Approach,” in Barnett and Duvall eds., Power in Global 

Governance, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005, pp.161-184. 

 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5425401 

Course title 

Refugees, Migrants, and Human Security 

Name of Instructor Watanabe, Shinichi Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description International migration is mixed flows of heterogeneous migrants, who are 

driven by different political, social and economic conditions and 

governed by different laws and regulations. The largest group is the 

regular migrants, who may benefit host countries, origin countries and 

migrants themselves. Then, there are smaller groups that consist of 

irregular (illegal) migrants, trafficked persons (modern day slaves), and 

refugees, who are exposed to the risk of exploitation and violence 

before, during and after migration. After reviewing the basic mechanism 

of regular flows of migrants and remittances, this course focuses on the 

states of the latter smaller groups (irregular or illegal migrants, 

trafficked persons, smuggled persons, refugees, internally displaces 

persons) and examines alternative policies and institutions that aim at 

protecting their human security. In particular, we will study two 

interrelated international agreements adopted in December 2018: the 

Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, and the Global 

Compact on Refugees. 

 

Learning Objectives: To acquire the skills and knowledge necessary to 

evaluate alternative institutions and organizations for managing 

international migration in the historical context of globalization. 

 

Career Relevance: This course provides a useful academic background not 

only for those who desire to seek a career in the public sector to manage 

international migration, but also for those who seek their career in 

international NGOs or transnational corporations. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: With a focus on Human Security, it is 

closely related to two other human security related courses (Poverty, War 

and Human Security, Environment, Sustainable Development, and Human 

Security). It is also complementary to courses with a focus on State 

Security, such as International Politics, International Political Economy 

and International Economics. 

 

Delivery Methods This course combines lectures, students’ group works, and their 

discussions. 

Assessment Grade will be based on a number of group work assignments (20 points), 

one final take-home exam (70 points), and the overall class participation 

(10 points). The final take-home exam is due at the midnight of March 20 



(Wednesday) and should be submitted by e-mail. Plagiarism will be 

severely penalized and may result in grade F. 

Prerequisites 100% class participation 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: The age of migration, b)Edition: 5th, c)Author: Castles, S., de 

Haas, H., Miller, M. J., d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN: 

9780230355774 

a)Title: A very short introduction to international migration , 

b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: Koser, K., d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

9780198753773 

a)Title: Exodus, b)Edition: , c)Author: Collier, P., d)Publisher: , 

e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 9780190231484 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Immigration and asylum: from 1900 to the present , b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Gibney, M.J., Hansen, R. , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2005, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The rights of refugees under international law, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Hathaway, J. C. , d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2005, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The age of mass migration , b)Edition: , c)Author: Hatton, T.J., 

Williamson, J.G., d)Publisher: , e)Year: 1998, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Imposing Aid, b)Edition: , c)Author: Harrell-Bond, B., 

d)Publisher: , e)Year: 1986, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Part I Introduction 

 

Week 1   

Introduction 

1. Main statistics 

1.1 International migration 

1.2 Flow of money: remittances 

 

Castles, S., de Haas, H., and Miller, M. J. (2009): The Age of Migration. 

5th ed. 

http://www.age-of-migration.com/  

Koser, K. (2016): A very short introduction to international migration, 

2nd. 

Ratha, D. (2003): Global Development Finance 2003, Chapter 7 

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTRGDF/Resources/GDF2003-Chapter7.pdf 

--------, & Shaw, W. (2007): South-South Migration and Remittances 

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTPROSPECTS/Resources/334934-

1110315015165/SouthSouthMigrationandRemittances.pdf 

Mohapatra, S., Ratha, D. & Silwal, A. (2010): Migration and development 

brief 13, Outlook for remittance flows 2011-2012 

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTPROSPECTS/Resources/334934-

1110315015165/MigrationAndDevelopmentBrief13.pdf 

 

 



Part II International migration and development 

 

Week 2   

2. Standard models of international labor migration 

2.1 Neoclassical theory of labor migration 

2.2 Lee (1966): push–pull model 

3. International migration (emigration) and economic development 

3.1 Stark: New Economics of Labor Migration (NELM) 

3.2 Hatton and Williamson: Dynamics of emigration rate 

3.3 Massey & de Haas: Institutions, emigration and development 

3.4 International migration and human capital 

3.4.1 Emigration of health workers 

3.4.2 Brain drain vs brain gain 

 

Ravenstein (1889): The laws of migration. Available at JSTOR. 

Lee, E. S. (1966): “A theory of migration,” Demography, Vol. 3, No. 1, 

pp. 47-57. Available at JSTOR. 

Todaro, M. P. (1969): “A model of labor migration and urban unemployment 

in less-developed countries,” American Economic Review 59, pp. 138-148. 

Available at JSTOR. 

Stark, O. and Levhard, D. (1982): “On migration and risk in LDCs,” 

Economic Development and Cultural Change, pp. 191-196. Available at 

JSTOR. 

Massey, D.S., Arango, J., Hugo, G., Kouaouci, A., Pellegrino, A., Taylor, 

J.E. (1993): “Theories of International Migration: A Review and 

Appraisal,” Population and Development Review 19, No.3, pp. 431-466. 

Available at JSTOR. 

Wallerstein, I. (1976): The modern world-system 

http://www.webalice.it/michele.castellano/politica/Note/Wallerstein/World

%20System%20Theory.pdf 

Physician’s emigration rates 1991-2004 

http://econ.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/0,,contentMD

K:21085107~pagePK:64214825~piPK:64214943~theSitePK:469382,00.html 

 

 

Week 3   

4. National identity and immigration policies 

4.1 Multiculturalism 

4.2 Collier: social capacity to absorb immigrants 

5. National immigration policies 

5.1 North America and Oceania 

5.2 Europe 

5.3 Japan 

5.4 Asia and Pacific 

 

Collier, P. (2013): Exodus, How migration is changing our world. 

UNDP (2004): Human Development Report 2004, Cultural Liberty in Today’s 

Diverse World 

http://hdr.undp.org/en/global-reports 



Putnam, R. (2007): “E Pluribus Unum: Diversity and Community in the 

Twenty-first Century,” The 2006 Johan Skytte Prize Lecture. 

------- (2001): Bowling Alone – The Collapse and Revival of American 

Community. 

Taylor, C. (1992): Multiculturalism and “The Politics of Recognition”. 

Princeton: Princeton University Press 

Kahneman, D. (2002): “Maps of bounded rationality: a perspectives on 

intuitive 

judgement and choice,” Nobel Prize Lecture 

Hardin, G. (1968): “The tragedy of the commons,” Science, December, pp. 

1243-1248. 

http://www.garretthardinsociety.org/articles/articles.html 

------ (1974a): “Living on a lifeboat,” Bio Science, October 

http://www.garretthardinsociety.org/articles/articles.html 

------ (1974b): “Lifeboat Ethics: the Case Against Helping the Poor,” 

Psychology Today, September 1974 

http://www.garretthardinsociety.org/articles/articles.html 

Daly, H. (2006): “Population, migration, and globalization,” Ecological 

Economics, 187-190. Available at JSTOR 

New immigration and refugee law of Japan 

http://www.soumu.go.jp/main_sosiki/jichi_gyousei/c-

gyousei/pdf/eng_page.pdf 

http://www.immi-moj.go.jp/english/newimmiact/newimmiact_english.html 

Commission on Human Security (2003): Human Security Now. 

 

Week 4   

6. International labor market, human rights and human security 

6.1 Irregular (unauthorized, illegal) immigrants 

6.2 Human smuggling 

6.3 Human trafficking 

7. International institutions to protect immigrants 

7.1 1990 International Convention for Migrant Workers (CMW) 

7.2 1997 UNODC 

7.3 2000 Palermo Convention and Protocols 

7.4 2011 Domestic Workers Convention 

7.5 2018 Global compact for safe, orderly and regular migration 

 

Koser, K. (2016): International Migration, A very short introduction. 

Hirshleifer, J. (1994): “The dark side of the force,” Economic Inquiry, 

vol.32, pp.1-10. 

Available at JSTOR. 

------ (1995): “Theorizing about Conflict,” UCLA Working Paper #727. 

http://www.econ.ucla.edu/workingpapers/wp727.pdf 

 

 

Part II. Refugees, human rights and human security 

 

Week 5   

8. Wars, refugees and IDPs: statistics 



9. The conditions of refugees, IDPs, and others 

Cases 

9.1 Palestinians 

9.2 Kenya 

9.3 Uganda 

9.4 DR Congo 

9.5 South Sudan 

10. International treaty and organizations to protect refugees 

10.1 1950 UNHCR 

10.1 1951 Refugee Convention 

10.2 1967 Protocol to 1951 Refugee Convention 

11. Regional agreement to protect refugees 

11.1 1969 Convention for Africa 

11.2 1984 Declaration for Central America 

12. Global compact on refugees 

 

Koser, K. (2016): International Migration, A very short introduction 

Harrell-Bond, B. (1986): Imposing Aid. 

CHS (2003): Human Security Now. 

The 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, available at 

UNHCR website 

http://www.unhcr.org/pages/49da0e466.html 

UNHCR (2012): The State of the World Refugees 2012 

Mahmood Mamdani (2002): “Making Sense of Political Violence in 

Postcolonial Africa,” Identity, Culture and Politics, vol.3, no.2, 

December. 

http://democraciaejustica.org/cienciapolitica3/sites/default/files/mamdan

i_-_making_sense_of_political_violence_in_africa.pdf 

A shorter video version is available at 

http://nobelprize.org/nobelfoundation/symposia/peace/ncs2001-5/about.html 

(Nobel Centennial Symposia: The Conflicts of the 20th Century and the 

Solutions for the 21st Century) 

 

Week 6   

12. International treaty and organizations to protect IDPs 

12.1 Evolutions of institutions to protect IDPs 

 

Loescher, G. (2001): The UNHCR and the World Politics 

Deng, F. M. (1993). Protecting the dispossessed : a challenge to the 

international community. Washington, D.C: Brookings Institution. 

---------- (1996). Sovereignty as responsibility : conflict management in 

Africa. Washington, DC: Brookings Institution 

Cohen, R. (1998). The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement: A New 

Instrument for International Organisations and NGOs. Forced Migration 

Review(2), 31-33. 

--------- & Deng, F. M. (1998). Masses in flight: the global crisis of 

internal displacement. Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press. 

Weiss, T. G., & Korn, D. A. (2006). Internal displacement : 

conceptualization and its consequences. London ; New York: Routledge 



WFP. (2004b). Recovery Evaluation Brief: Operations in Gulu District, 

Northern Uganda. Gulu District 

 

 

Part III. Mass influx of mixed migrants 

 

Week 7   

12. Mixed migration flow to Europe 

12.1 Spain 

12.2 Italy 

12.3 Greece 

13. EU and Fortress Europe 

13.1 Dublin regulation 

13.2 2004 EU Directive 

13.3 FRONTEX 

13.4 Variance in protection rates of refugees in EU 

14. Mixed migration flow to other regions 

14.1 Andaman Sea 

14.2 Variance in protection rates of refugees in the world 

 

Chan, A. (2005): “The Development of a Muslim Enclave in Arakan 

(Rakhine) State in Burma (Myanmar)” 

http://www.soas.ac.uk/sbbr/editions/file64388.pdf 

UNHCR, Rohingya returnees 

http://www.unhcr.org/43316f084.html 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwYfoyPbsM4&list=PLCD428B9CDAAFC991&index=

1&feature=plpp_video 

 

Week 8   

Part IV Protecting all the migrants and refugees: human security approach 

 

15. National and international laws and regulations 

16. Agency of migrants and refugees 

 

Environmental change and migration of homo sapience 

Graphs by Oppenheimer 

http://www.bradshawfoundation.com/journey/ 

 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5430401 

Course title 

Security and Strategy: National and International 

Name of Instructor Myoe, Maung Aung Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description Security and/or Strategic Studies is an important sub-field in 

International Relations (IR). It cannot be denied that the threat or use 

of force continues to play a significant role in world politics and that 

the management of the instruments of violence is one of the greatest 

issues of our time. The events of recent years clearly demonstrate that 

security challenges will be a feature of international relations for the 

foreseeable future and that force remains an instrument of statecraft. 

The objective of the course is to analyze the determinants and management 

of national security sector, regional and international security 

architecture, the concepts and principles of strategy, and the approaches 

to strategy that have strongly influenced, and continue to influence 

governments and statesmen throughout the world. 

Delivery Methods Each class will be divided into two; lecture will be followed by paper 

presentation and class discussion. Students should be aware that class 

participation is important and every student is required to engage in 

paper presentation. 

Assessment An essay of 1500-2000 words on a topic relevant to the course will be 

assigned. There is a final examination at the end of the term. Students 

will be graded as follows: 

 

Class participation and presentation   - 40% 

Essay      - 30% 

Final Examination    - 30% 

 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline The course is also designed to illustrate the practical aspect of 

national security policymaking and it will deal with the following 

topics. 

 

 

(1) Introduction to Security and Strategy 



(2) Security Architectures: International Dimension 

(3) Concepts and Determinants of National Security Policy 

(4) Security Sector Management and Reform 

(5) Evolution of Strategic Thoughts 

(6) Grand Strategy, Strategy and Principles of War 

(7) Theories of Air Power and Sea Power 

(8) Asymmetric Threats and Counter-Strategies 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC5472401 

Course title 

Global Civil Society: Citizenship and Democracy 

Name of Instructor Saji, Motohide Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Thu.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This course introduces students to the contested idea of global civil 

society (GCS) and examines related issues. Among topics to be discussed 

are: GCS and NGOs, nationalism, migration, gender, democracy, and 

citizenship, and threats to the very foundation of civil society. 

Delivery Methods Discussion-based class. Several questions about the reading each week are 

posed in class, and we spend the class time discussing the readings. 

Assessment Active participation (10%); in-class presentation (20%); one term paper 

(70%). 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: The Global Commonwealth of Citizens: Toward Cosmopolitan 

Democracy, b)Edition: , c)Author: Archibugi, Daniele, d)Publisher: 

Princeton University Press, e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Global Civil Society: an Answer to War, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Kaldor, Mary, d)Publisher: Polity Press, e)Year: 2003, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Global Governance and Public Accountability, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Held, David and Mathias Koenig-Archibugi , d)Publisher: 

Blackwell, e)Year: 2005, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Homo Deus: a Brief History of Tomorrow, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Harari, Yuval Noah, d)Publisher: Harvill Secker, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Citizenship in a Global Age, b)Edition: , c)Author: Delanty, 

Gerald, d)Publisher: Open University Press, e)Year: 2000, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Global Citizenship: a Critical Reader, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Dower, Nigel , d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2002, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Please access “my folder” articles in my folder (My IUJ, IR materials, 

Saji folder, Global Civil Society 2019 folder, week number folder). Some 

week folders contain readings that are not listed below and which thus 

are non-required readings. You can read them if interested. 

 

Week 1: Global civil society 

Kaldor (2003), pp. 1-14; Global Civil Society 2003, Chap. 1 (my folder); 

Etzioni (2004) (my folder). 

 



Week 2: Global civil society and NGOs 

Atack (1999) (my folder); Kaldor (2003), pp. 78-108; Simmons (1998) (my 

folder) 

 

Week 3: Global civil society and multinational corporations 

Global Civil Society 2002, Chap. 4 (my folder); Held and Koenig-

Archibugi, Global Governance and Public Accountability (2005), pp. 110-35 

(Mathias Koenig-Archibugi, “Transnational Corporations and Public 

Accountability”) 

 

Week 4: Global civil society and some issues 1 

Global Civil Society, 2005/6, Introduction (on the world risk society) 

and Chap. 1 (gender and civil society) 

 

Week 5: Global society and some issues 2 

Global Civil Society 2003, Chap. 7 (on religious and nationalist militant 

groups) (my folder); Global Civil Society 2005/6, Chap. 4 (on migration). 

 

Week 6: No class 

An important note: we will have a make-up class in the same time slots in 

Week 9 (during the second teaching module period). Please make sure that 

your course schedule is compatible with this make-up class if you take a 

course in the second teaching module period. 

 

Week 7: Threats to humanism 

Yuval Noah Harari (2016), pp. 279-397, 415-425. 

 

Week 8: Global civil society and democracy 

Archibugi, The Global Commonwealth of Citizens (2008), pp. 85-149 (“The 

Architecture of Cosmopolitan Democracy” and “Critical Debate on 

Cosmopolitan Democracy”), 206-225 (“Can Democracy be Exported?”); Falk 

and Strauss (2001) (my folder) 

 

Week 9: Global civil society and citizenship 

Delanty, Citizenship in a Global Age (2000), pp.94-106, 125-36 (“The 

transformation of the nation state: nationalism, the city, migration and 

multiculturalism” and “The reconfiguration of citizenship: post-

national governance in the multi-leveled polity.”) and Dower (ed.) 

Global Citizenship: a Critical Reader (2002), pp. 30-40, 71-91, 231-43 

(Nigel Dower, “Global Citizenship: Yes or No?”; Andreas Follesdal, 

“Citizenship: European and Global”; David Miller, “The Left, the 

Nation-State and European Citizenship”; and Valeria Ottonelli, 

“Immigration: What does Global Justice Require?”) 

Others Maximum 25 students 

Two points: 

1) We will have a full class in Week 1. Please come having read the Week 

1 reading assignments. Please make a photocopy and print by yourself. "My 

folder" readings are available online. Please go to My IUJ, IR materials, 

Saji folder, Global Civil Society 2019 folder, week number folder); 



2) We will not have our class in Week 6 (February 14), and we will have a 

make-up class in the same time slots in Week 9 (March 7, during the 

second teaching module period). Please make sure that your course 

schedule is compatible with this make-up class if you take a course in 

the second teaching module period. 

 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6015401 

Course title 

Cross-cultural Communication 

Name of Instructor Ahmed, Mohammed Khurshid Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

025-779-1422 

Office Hours 

By appointment 

E-mail 

mkahmed@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description Cross-cultural (or intercultural) understanding and sensitivity have 

become very important for us in today’s globalized world. Effective 

intercultural communication skills are important in a multicultural 

society, particularly for those individuals who would be in positions 

that require effective management of cultural conflicts. The unique 

features of multicultural education and society at IUJ provide rich 

opportunities to IUJ students to develop an appreciation for cultural 

differences and effective intercultural communication skills. We will 

find this course immediately helpful in gaining from cross-cultural 

experiences at IUJ, and in developing a global mindset preparing for 

leadership careers after graduation from IUJ. 

 

This course focuses on conceptual and practical dimensions of cross-

cultural communication in social interactions in multicultural 

environments. It also briefly covers cross-cultural dimensions in broader 

institutional settings (e.g., media, businesses, organizations). 

 

The early part of the course will focus on the complex topic of identity 

in this globalized world. Students taking this course will be able to 

more deeply understand their own cultural identities in terms of norms, 

values, and beliefs, and in relation to those of the others coming from 

different cultural backgrounds. Students will develop specific 

understandings of global cultural diversity. 

 

The course will also cover the critically important notions of 

“essentialism,” ‘'otherization,” and “representation” in multi-

cultural contexts. A clear understanding of these notions will help 

develop cross-cultural sensitivity and help manage and resolve cross-

cultural conflicts. 

 

This course contributes towards preparing for global leadership careers 

in multicultural settings. 

 

Delivery Methods The course will be offered in sixteen 90-minute sessions, spread over 

eight weeks. Classes will be highly student-centered through interactive 

lectures and group discussion activities. 

 

Based on reading materials, the instructor will cover specific topics by 



posing a series of questions. Students will be expected to have read the 

assigned materials in advance and come prepared to participate actively 

in the discussions. In addition, practical examples involving problematic 

cross-cultural interactions will be introduced. These examples, selected 

from published materials, will be introduced in the form of cross- 

cultural dialogs, critical incidents, and critical experiences. They will 

be given as homework assignments, and s t u d e n t s will be expected to 

come prepared to discuss these short assignments. Finally, students will 

also be encouraged to d r aw on their own cross-cultural experiences, 

including those at IUJ. 

 

Classroom activities are designed to generate discussions and exchanges 

of ideas and opinions among the students. The classes will be personally 

interesting and meaningful to all the participants 

Assessment 1. A mid-term paper (3-4 pages) and a short in-class presentation based 

on the paper: 20% 

This assignment will ask students to discuss their cultural self-

identity. 

 

2. An end-of-term paper (6-8 pages): 40% 

This assignment will be based on a topic selected by the student and 

agreed upon by the instructor. It will encourage students to carry out 

some easily manageable cross-cultural investigations, applying some basic 

concepts and/or conceptual framework that they will have learned in the 

course. Students will also have the option to write a critical conceptual 

paper based on literature review. 

 

3. In-class written examination: 20% 

This short examination will assess comprehension of key concepts covered 

in the assigned reading materials during the course. 

 

4. Attendance & participation: 20% 

 

Prerequisites  

There is no pre-requisite for this course. Students without a background 

knowledge of the subject of cross-cultural communication may join the 

course. Furthermore, students with some prior knowledge of the subject 

(e.g., through earlier classes, orientation sessions, workshops, etc.) 

will significantly benefit from this course. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Global Culture/Individual Identity: Searching for Home in the 

Cultural Supermarket, b)Edition: , c)Author: Mathews, G., d)Publisher: 

Routledge, e)Year: 2000, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Geography of Thought: How Asians and Westerners Think 

Differently…and Why, b)Edition: 3rd , c)Author:  Nisbett, R., 

d)Publisher: Free Press, e)Year: 2003, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: A Geography Of Time: The Temporal Misadventures of a Social 



Psychologist, b)Edition: Revised, c)Author: Levine, R., d)Publisher: 

Basic Books, e)Year: 1998, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Deep Culture: The Hidden Challenges of Global Living, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Shaules, J., d)Publisher: Multilingual Matters, 

e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: When Cultures Collide: Leading Across Cultures, b)Edition: 4th , 

c)Author: Lewis, R. , d)Publisher:  Brealey, N., e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Culture Map: Decoding How People Think, Lead, and Get Things 

Done Across Cultures, b)Edition: , c)Author: Meyer, E. , d)Publisher: 

Public Affairs, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Understanding Global Cultures: Metaphorical Journeys Through 28 

Nations, Clusters of Nations, and Continents, b)Edition: 3rd, c)Author: 

Gannon, M., d)Publisher: SAGE Publications, e)Year: 2004, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Riding the Waves of Culture: Understanding Diversity in Global 

Business, b)Edition: Int. 3rd, c)Author: Troompenaars, F. & Hampden-

Turner, C., d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Cross-Cultural Pragmatics: The Semantics of Human Interaction, 

b)Edition: , c)Author:  Wierzbicka, A., d)Publisher: Mouton de Gruyter, 

e)Year: 2003, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Brain Rules: 12 Principles for Surviving and Thriving at Work, 

Home, and School, b)Edition: , c)Author: Medina, J., d)Publisher: Pear 

Press, e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Journal of Intercultural Communication 

Class Outline Week 1 

Course introduction: 

Topics: Communication, perception & human brain, culture 

Main readings: Main text (Cooper at al.) Chapters 1, 2 

Additional readings: Selected pages from Shaules, J, .Medina, J. 

 

Week 2 

Topics: Culture, perception (in depth), cultural patterns & frameworks 

Main readings: Main text (Cooper at al.) Chapters 2 and 3 

Additional readings: Selected pages from Shaules, J.; Nisbett, R., Lewis, 

R., Tromprenaars, F. & Hampden-Turner, C. 

 

For in-class discussion: Cross-Cultural Dialogs 2-3 and Critical Incident 

I 

 

Mid-Term Paper Assignment: Written instructions for the mid-term paper 

given. Due in week 4. 

 

Week 3 

Topics: Cultural identity, essentialism 

 

Main readings: 

o Main text (Cooper at al.), Chapter 4 (“Cultural Identity”) 

o Main text (Holliday, A., Hyde, M., Kullman, J.), “Theme 1: Identity” 



Additional readings: Selections pages from Mathews, G. 

 

For in-class discussion: Cross-Cultural Dialogs 4-5 and Critical Incident 

2 

 

Week 4 

Oral Presentations on “cultural identity” 

Topics: Verbal communication 

Main readings: Main text (Cooper at al.), Chapter 5 

Additional readings: Selected pages from Wierzbicka, A., Meyer, E., 

Gannon, M. 

 

End-of-Term Paper Assignment: Written instructions for the mid-term paper 

given. Due date TBA. 

 

 

Week 5 

Topics: Verbal communication (continued); nonverbal Communication 

Main readings: Main text (Cooper at al.), Chapter 6 

Additional readings: Selected pages from Levine, R., Meyer, E. 

 

Week 6 

Topic: Otherization 

Main readings: Main text (Holliday, A., Hyde, M., Kullman, J.), “Theme 

2: Otherization” 

 

For in-class discussion: Cross-cultural Dialog 6 and Critical Incident 3 

 

Week 7 

Topic: Representation 

Main readings: Main text (Holliday, A., Hyde, M., Kullman, J.), “Theme 

3: Representation” 

Additional readings: Selected pages from the main text (Cooper at al.), 

Chapter 12 

 

Week 8 

○ Review of concepts covered during the course 

○ Course Wrap-up 

○ Course Evaluation 

In-class final examinations 

 

NOTE: This schedule may be slightly revised, depending on pacing and 

classroom dynamics. 

 

Others This course is open to IUJ students in all the programs (including 

exchange programs) in both GSIR and GSIM. Please note there will be a 

class size limit. Hence, to ensure your enrollment in the course, please 

be sure to register for the course as soon as the online course 

registration begins. If the class becomes full, please contact the 



instructor by email immediately. The instructor will do as much as 

possible to accommodate your interest in the course. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

ADC6663401 

Course title 

Labor Economics 

Name of Instructor Jinnai, Yusuke Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This course provides an introduction to the field of labor economics. We 

will cover a number of journal articles with a variety of labor issues, 

ranging from labor market and unemployment to education and 

discrimination. We will also review a wide variety of econometric methods 

used in those papers. 

 

Learning Objectives: This course is designed to train students to (1) 

critically consume empirical research done by others and (2) thoughtfully 

produce their own empirical research. Through the course, students will 

learn labor issues both in developing countries and developed countries. 

The course will also equip students with analytical tools to assess 

labor-market policies that aim at overcoming labor-related problems. 

 

Career Relevance: This course should serve students in their future role 

as a policy-maker, business analyst, or academic researcher in the field 

of labor, development, and other related public policies. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: This course covers empirical studies 

that apply microeconomic concepts and econometric tools, which students 

learned in the core courses. 

 

 

Delivery Methods This course consists of lectures, class discussion, and student 

presentations. 

Assessment Students’ performance is assessed through class discussion, quiz, 

writing a critical report, and presentation with the following grading 

weights. 

1. Class discussion (20%) 

2. Quiz (20%) 

3. Critical report (30%) 

4. Presentation (30%) 

 

Students are expected to read assigned papers (a reading list will be 

provided in class) in advance and encouraged to participate in class 

discussions. Students are required to write a critical report on a given 

paper, discussing the strengths and weaknesses of the assigned paper. 

Each student will also present papers picked up from the reading list. 

 



Prerequisites None. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Labor Economics, b)Edition: 7th, c)Author: Gerorge Borjas, 

d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill Educatio, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 978-0078021886 

a)Title: Labor Economics, b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: Pierre Cahuc, 

Stéphane Carcillo and André Zylberberg, d)Publisher: The MIT Press, 

e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 9780262027700 

a)Title: Mostly Harmless Econometrics: An Empiricist's Companion, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Joshua D. Angrist and Jörn-Steffen Pischke, 

d)Publisher: Princeton University Press, e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN: 978-

0691120355 

a)Title: Mastering 'Metrics: The Path from Cause to Effect, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Joshua D. Angrist and Jörn-Steffen Pischke, d)Publisher: 

Princeton University Press, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 978-0691152844 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction to labor economics 

2. Labor supply (1) 

3. Labor supply (2) 

4. Labor demand (1) 

5. Labor demand (2) 

6. Labor market equilibrium 

7. Compensating wage differentials 

8. Human capital (1) 

9. Human capital (2) 

10. Labor mobility (1) 

11. Labor mobility (2) 

12. Labor market discrimination (1) 

13. Labor market discrimination (2) 

14. Unemployment (1) 

15. Unemployment (2) 

16. Incentives and contracts (1) 

17. Incentives and contracts (2) 

18. Other labor policies 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5242401 

Course title 

Microeconomics II: Strategic Behavior and 

Information Analysis 

Name of Instructor Tang, Cheng-Tao Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

330 

Office Hours 

Monday 10:00-11:00 

E-mail 

ct.tang@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2,Thu.2 

There are 2 sections for this course（Sec A and Sec B）. 

Section A: 2nd period on Wednesday and Thursday 

Section B: 3rd period on Wednesday and Thursday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 25 students (first-come basis) 

 

 

Course Description The first part of the course deals with game theory and strategic 

behavior. Fundamental topics covered include static games, dynamic games, 

and their applications. The second part of the course reviews the 

consumer and producer theory and deals with the general equilibrium and 

welfare theorem. The decision making under uncertainty shall also be 

discussed.  We also provide an introduction to problems raised by 

asymmetric information. There is substantial emphasis on the use of 

analytical and mathematical tools. These tools and the subject material 

underpin much of the current research in microeconomics. 

Delivery Methods The course is lecture-based with class discussions and TA sessions. 

Assessment Problem sets (10%), midterm exam (40%) and the final exam (50%). 

Prerequisites Microeconomics I 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Intermediate Microeconomics: A Modern Approach, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: HalR.Varian, d)Publisher: W.W.Norton & Company, e)Year: 2014, 

f)ISBN: 978-0393920772 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Intermediate Microeconomics: A Tool-Building Approach, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Samiran Banerjee, d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 

2014, f)ISBN: 978-0415870054 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Session Theme / Case Readings / Study Questions 

1 Choice under 

uncertainty 

 

2 Game theory: statics 

game 1 

 

3 Game theory: statics 

game 2 

 

4 Game theory: dynamic 

game 1 

 



5 Game theory: dynamic 

game 2 

 

6 Oligopoly models 1  

7 Oligopoly models 2  

8 Asymmetric 

information 1 

 

9 Midterm exam (cover 

lecture 1 to 8) 

 

10 Asymmetric 

information 2 

 

11 Review of consumer 

and producer theory 

 

12 Partial equilibrium 

approach 

 

13 General equilibrium 

1 

 

14 General equilibrium 

2 

 

15 General equilibrium 

3 

 

16 Welfare economics 

and implication 

 

Others The syllabus is subject to minor changes along the progress of the 

course. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5252401 

Course title 

Macroeconomics II: Business Cycle and Growth 

Theory 

Name of Instructor Lin, Ching-Yang Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.4,Fri.4 

There are 2 sections for this course（Sec A and Sec B）. 

Section A: 4th period on Monday and Friday 

Section B: 5th period on Monday and Friday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 25 students (first-come basis) 
 

Course Description This course continues the training in macroeconomic theory for students 

in the economics or international development program. The content of 

this course focuses on the modern business cycle theories. By studying 

these theories, we could understand the long-standing questions – what 

causes the business cycle, and what can we do about it? 

The discussion starts with a simple IS-LM model, by which we explore how 

output and interest rates change in response to the shocks in the economy 

(e.g., government spending shocks and productivity shocks). Moreover, we 

study the role of fiscal policy and monetary policy in stabilizing the 

economy. 

 

Having the intuition drawn from the IS-LM model, we extend the model in 

two different directions (1) An open economy model. (2) A dynamic model. 

By incorporating different frictions and shocks, topics such as optimal 

monetary policy, fiscal stabilization, and optimal exchange rate regime 

can be explored. 

Delivery Methods This course is lecture-based. However, students are strongly encouraged 

to participate in the class discussions. 

 

Assessment - The course grade will be based on your performance on assignments ( 3-5 

times,15%), quiz (3-5 times, 10%), midterm (35%) and the final (40%). 

- The purpose of assignments and quiz is mainly to help students review 

the materials. In addition, the instructor will also adjust the speed and 

focus of teaching based on student's performance. 

- Students are encouraged to work together for the homework, but 

everybody are supposed to submit their own version. 

- Dishonesty will not be tolerated in this course. This includes 

cheating, plagiarizing, copying another person's homework. Students who 

are found to be dishonest will receive “F” in the final grade of this 

course. 

Prerequisites All the required courses in the fall term of the first year of 

International development/Economics program. 

 

Textbook(s) Required: 



a)Title: Macroeconomics, b)Edition: 9th, c)Author: N. Gregory 

Mankiw,Mankiw, N. Gregory, 1958-,, d)Publisher: Worth Publishers, e)Year: 

2016, f)ISBN: 9781319154035 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Advanced Macroeconomics, b)Edition: 5, c)Author: David Romer, 

d)Publisher:  McGraw-Hill Education, e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN:  9781260185218 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Handouts/reference papers are available in the public folder 

Class Outline  

1. Introduction to economic fluctuation 

2. Building the IS-LM model 

3. IS-LM model: applications 

4. Open economy: Mundell-Fleming model (1) 

5. Open economy: Mundell-Fleming model (2) 

6. Aggregate supply and sort- run tradeoff between inflation and 

unemployment 

7. Dynamic model of economic fluctuation 

8. Topics on fiscal policy 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5255401 

Course title 

Macroeconomics and Policy Analysis 

Name of Instructor TBD Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This course is designed for the master students who are interested in 

advanced Macroeconomic studies and policy analysis. In this course, we 

introduce a set of building blocks for modern Macroeconomics containing 

(i) the sequential and recursive competitive equilibrium, (ii) the method 

of optimal control, and (iii) dynamics programming. These building blocks 

are discussed in the frameworks of stochastic growth models. Using the 

proposed frameworks, we then discuss different aspects fostering economic 

growth and development such as R&D policy, education policy, and trade 

policy. We also investigate the unemployment issues thorough the lens of 

the search-and-matching models. 

 

 

Students are expected to understand the following concepts and implement 

them mathematically: 

(1) The sequential and recursive equilibria; 

(2) A growth model in a dynastic setting; 

(3) A Basic endogenous growth model; 

(4) Dynamic programming and the value function; 

(5) Endogenous growth model with innovation; 

(6) Finance and Growth; 

(7) Labor market frictions and search-and-matching models 

 

Delivery Methods  

The course will follow the traditional lecturing form. Students are asked 

to take their own class notes. 

 

Assessment Problem set: 20% 

 

Midterm exam: 30% 

 

Final exam: 50% 

Prerequisites (1)This course is highly mathematical oriented. Students are expected to 

have a solid background in mathematics at the master level. 

 

(3) Students should pass microeconomics (I and II) and Macroeconomics (I 

and II) before taking this course. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: The Economics of Growth, b)Edition: , c)Author: Philippe Aghion 



and Peter Howitt, d)Publisher: The MIT Press, e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN: 

0262012634 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Equilibrium Unemployment Theory, b)Edition: , c)Author: C. A. 

Pissarides, d)Publisher: The MIT press, e)Year: 2000, f)ISBN: 0 26216187 

7 

a)Title: Economic Growth, b)Edition: 2, c)Author: R. J. Barro and X. 

Sala-i-Martin, d)Publisher: The MIT Press, e)Year: 2004, f)ISBN: 0 262 

02553 1 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

1. Introduction of economic growth 

2. Introduction of economic growth 

3. Neoclassical growth models 

4. Neoclassical growth models 

5. The AK model 

6. The product variety model 

7. The Schumpeterian model 

8. The Schumpeterian model 

9. Capital, innovation, and growth accounting 

10. Capital, innovation, and growth accounting 

11. Finance and growth 

12. Finance and growth 

13. Technology transfer 

14. Technology transfer 

15. Market size and directed technical change 

16. Market size and directed technical change 

 

 

Others The syllabus is subject to modification along the progress of the course 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5265401 

Course title 

Development Policy and Globalization 

Name of Instructor Kane, Robert F. Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Fri.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description Development Policy and Globalization is an elective course that will 

explore several important issues connected with economic growth. It will 

focus on three main areas: 1) The connection between trade and 

growth. 2) The interaction between growth and inequality. 3) The 

fundamental changes to economies 

(structural change) induced by economic growth. 

 

This course will be relevant for students who are pursuing careers in 

public and/or private sectors. 

Delivery Methods The course will follow the traditional lecturing form. All my class notes 

will be made available to 

students. 

Assessment Midterm Exam 50%; Writeups 25%; Presentations 25% 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: International Trade and Economic Growth,, b)Edition: 1, 

c)Author: Hendrik Van den Berg and Joshua J. Lewer, d)Publisher: 

M.E.Sharpe, New York., e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 0765618028 

a)Title: The race between education and technology, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Goldin, Claudia Dale, and Lawrence F. Katz., d)Publisher: 

Belknap Press of Harvard Unviersity, e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN: 0674035305 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. The welfare gains from trade through the channel of growth 

2. Trade and growth (the evidence) 

3. International trade and factor accumulation 

4. Overcoming diminishing returns 

5. Technical progress as creative destruction 

6. International trade and technological advance 

7. Multisector models of international trade and growth 

8. Trade and technological transfers 

9. Restating the case for free trade 

10. Trade and inequality 

11. Economic growth and distribution 

12. Education for the masses (high school) 



13. Education for the masses (beyond high school) 

14. The race between education and technology 

15. Non-homothetic preferences and structural change 

16. Biased growth and structural change 

 

(subject to change) 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5280401 

Course title 

Public Finance 

Name of Instructor Goto, Hideaki Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.3,Thu.3 

 

 

Course Description This course analyzes the role of government in the economy and the impact 

of public policy on resource allocation and income distribution. We will 

first consider the conditions under which free markets do not achieve 

efficiency and thus there is room for government intervention. The course 

then studies how the government could/should intervene and what the 

effects of those interventions are. Topics covered will include: public 

goods, education, social security, unemployment insurance, health care 

reform, and (optimal) taxation. The course explores theory but puts more 

emphasis on its applications and empirical evidence. 

 

Students who have taken this course should be able to: 

(1) understand when and how the government should intervene and what the 

effects of those interventions are; 

(2) appreciate the practice of public finance; and 

(3) develop basic analytical skills to evaluate and formulate public 

policies. 

Delivery Methods Lectures 

Assessment (1) Midterm exam: 40% 

(2) Final exam: 60% 

Prerequisites Basic knowledge of microeconomics, macroeconomics, and econometrics. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Public Finance and Public Policy, b)Edition: 5th, c)Author: 

Jonathan Gruber, d)Publisher: Worth Publishers, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

978-1464143335 

a)Title: Public Finance, b)Edition: 10th, c)Author: Rosen, H., and Gayer, 

T., d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 978-0077154691 

a)Title: Economics of the Public Sector, b)Edition: 4th, c)Author: 

Stiglitz, J., and Rosengard, J., d)Publisher: W. W. Norton & Company, 

e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 978-0393925227 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction to Public Finance 

2. Externalities 

3. Public Goods 

4. Cost-Benefit Analysis 



5. Education 

6. Social Insurance 

7. Social Security 

8. Unemployment Insurance, Disability Insurance, and Workers' 

Compensation 

9. Midterm Exam 

10. Health Insurance 

11. Income Distribution and Welfare Programs 

12. Taxation: Background 

13. Taxes on Labor Supply 

14. Tax Incidence 

15. Optimal Taxation 

16. Tax Reform 

Others Note: This syllabus is subject to change to the discretion of the 

instructor. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

DCC5342401 

Course title 

Public Policy Process 

Name of Instructor Lim, Seunghoo Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

313 

Office Hours 

Wednesday 11am-12pm 

and 1pm-2pm or by 

appointment 

E-mail 

lim@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Mon.4〜5 

There are 2 sections for this course（Sec A and Sec B）. 

Section A: 4th and 5th periods on Monday 

Section B: 4th and 5th periods on Tuesday 

Enrollment limit for each section: 25 students (first-come basis) 
 

Course Description Course Description: 

 

This course is designed to acquaint you with the theoretical and 

practical dimensions of developing and managing effective public policy 

which includes your role as a policy analyst and as a proactive 

participant in the broader policy process working for a program or an 

agency. The overall focus of the class is on understanding the policy 

process, how to facilitate dialogue in the policy process with citizens 

and elected officials, how to frame issues and conduct policy analysis, 

and manage the policy process from agenda setting through implementation. 

This is the class in the MPA core classes where you learn some basics of 

the constitutional and policy process. You should gain an understanding 

and appreciation for the political and administrative environments within 

which public policy is developed, implemented and evaluated. You will 

also gain an understanding of how to assess policy environments, and 

policy options as well as build a case for taking policy actions. We will 

cover the primary models and approaches used in public policy to explain 

policy development and change. These models help us focus on important 

aspects of the policy process and understand systematically how the 

actors and environment work together. 

 

Second, we will discuss the varied roles of the public manager and policy 

analyst. Some of these roles include facilitator, expert, policy 

entrepreneur working with stakeholders inside and outside the agency, 

policy implementer who takes policy made through statutes or court orders 

and effectively makes them work, and public trustee. While a public 

employee is obligated to play certain roles, to some degree, you will 

also decide what roles you think appropriate and are willing to play as 

an analyst, lobbyist or manager in the public policy process. Your 

decisions may vary depending on your view of the role of the public 

servant in democratic society, your personality, and your views on the 

flexibility or discretion inherent in following the law as written down. 

We will cover and try out some key skills of public managers and 



analysts, such as conflict resolution, policy briefing writing, speaking 

up in the class through short presentations and in groups, group 

facilitation and leading productive discussions. 

 

Third, as a participant in the democratic policy process, you need to be 

a succinct, clear and persuasive writer as well as being able to speak in 

public forums. You will write a policy research paper using applied and 

commonly used writing policy formats in this class. You will work through 

the stages of a policy analysis report. You will work in small groups 

both in class and on projects. Employers consistently tell us that being 

good team players is perhaps the most important skill for holding a job 

and being promoted so we will talk about the skills and ways to manage 

teams. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

The student in this class should learn to: 

es of the levels 

of government; 

players in the official roles; 

 

projects; 

study; 

issues; 

 

ation skills that can be used in policy 

and citizen deliberations; 

process; 

levels of government; 

c policy conflicts, and use processes to help 

resolve policy disputes in a deliberative, consensual way; 

processes used in government policy and management; 

gers and policy analysts play and learn 

more about when they are most appropriate in the policy process; 

policy information and ways to participate in them; 

es involved in many dimensions of the policy 

process, including what information is used, what forums and citizen 

contact are organized, and how the analyst and manager act ethically 

within the broader policy arenas in which they operate. 

 

Career Relevance: 

This course will equip future public or nonprofit managers with an 

essential understanding of the dynamics of the policy process, which will 



enable them to better navigate the challenging process of the policy 

domains that they will be involved in. By explicating the political, 

managerial, and organizational nature of the policy process, the course 

directs attention to specific skills/expertise that public managers are 

to command for being effective. Students with no public policy background 

will also benefit in terms of improved understanding of how the political 

system in each country is working. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: 

This course exposes students to theories of the public policy process 

developed in the Western countries and let students explore the 

possibility of applying them into their respective country’s policy 

process. Students will be thinking over the advantages and disadvantages 

of utilizing concepts and theories developed elsewhere to understand the 

policy process of their respective countries. In such a way, the course 

covers the complex processes of diverse policies in developing as well as 

developed countries. 

Delivery Methods  

Each week there will be two consecutive sessions. The first one will be 

devoted to lecture and discussions about the required readings and 

learning points. During the second session, three students will present 

the journal articles and/or book chapters from the required readings list 

as indicated in the course schedule below. Each presentation/discussion 

will last no more than 20 minutes. During and after presentation, the 

class will be open to questions and discussions led by the presenting 

students. 

 

Assessment Assessment: 

Students will be expected to be full participants in shaping the 

character of the seminar; and this requires all students to come to class 

prepared to discuss the readings for each session. There are four class 

requirements, and they are described in more detail in Class Activities. 

 

Evaluation Requirements and Weights: 

ion Leader Performance (Presentations) and Class Participation          

13% 

-Term Exam                 30% 

 

  

7% 

 

Prerequisites None 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: An Introduction to the Policy Process: Theories, Concepts, and 

Models of Public Policy Making, b)Edition: 4, c)Author: Thomas A. 

Birkland, d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 9780765646620 

a)Title: The Public Policy Theory Primer, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: Kevin 

B. Smith and Christopher W. Larimer, d)Publisher: Westview Press, e)Year: 

2016, f)ISBN: 978-0813350059 



 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Theories of the Policy Process, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: Paul A. 

Sabatier and Christopher M. Weible (Eds.), d)Publisher: Westview Press, 

e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Policy Design for Democracy, b)Edition: , c)Author: Anne L. 

Schneider and Helen Ingram, d)Publisher: University Press of Kansas, 

e)Year: 1997, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Bureaucracy and Democracy, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: William T. 

Gormley, Jr. and Seven J. Balla, d)Publisher: CQ Press, e)Year: 2013, 

f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Handbook of Public Policy Analysis: Theory, Politics, and 

Methods, b)Edition: , c)Author: Frank Fischer, Gerald J. Miller, and Mara 

S. Sidney (Eds.), d)Publisher: CRC Press, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Politics of Evidence-Based Policy Making, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Cairney, P. , d)Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan, e)Year: 2016, 

f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Contemporary Approaches to Public Policy, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Peters, B. G., and Zittoun, P. (Eds.), d)Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan, 

e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Routledge Handbook of Public Policy, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Araral Jr., E., Fritzen, S., Howlett, M., Ramesh, M., and Wu,, 

d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: The Public Policy Primer: Managing the Policy Process, 

b)Edition: 2, c)Author: Wu, X., Ramesh, M., Howlett, M., and Fritzen, S. 

A., d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Public Policy: Preferences and Outcomes, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: 

Simon, C. A., d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Writing Public Policy: A Practical Guide to Communicating in the 

Policy-Making Process, b)Edition: 4, c)Author: Smith, C. F. , 

d)Publisher: Oxford University Press, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Handbook of Public Policy Agenda Setting, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Zahariadis, N. (Ed.) , d)Publisher: Edward Elgar, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Understanding Street-Level Bureaucracy, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Hupe, P., Hill, M., and Buffat, A. (Eds.) , d)Publisher: Policy Press, 

e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1 Introducing the Policy Process: Why Do We Study the Public Policy 

Process? 

Week 2 Theoretical Approaches to the Policy World 

Week 3 Policy Contexts: Actors, Interests, Values and Institutions 

Week 4 Problem Definition and Agenda Setting 

Week 5 Policy Formulation and Design 

Week 6 Mid-Term Exam 

Week 7 Policy Implementation 

Week 8 Research Project Presentation 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

JDP5031401 

Course title 

International Relations and Foreign Policy of 

Japan  

Name of Instructor Kumagai, Naoko Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description The course seeks to understand post-war Japanese foreign policy and its 

impact on development from diverse perspectives:  international 

structures and systems, domestic politics, and individual leaders. The 

perspective of domestic politics encompasses both institutional 

mechanisms of bureaucracy and ideologies, such as nationalism and 

revisionism. 

The course proceeds chronologically and thematically. The course’s main 

thematic focuses are Japan’s bilateral economic and security 

relationships with the United States and with her neighboring countries, 

particularly South Korea, North Korea, China, and Russia. The class will 

also discuss Japan’s multilateral diplomacy in security, trade, and 

environment. 

 

Delivery Methods Lecture, Class Discussion, Class Presentation (depending on class size) 

Assessment 1) Active participation in class (attendance, class preparation, and 

class discussion) 

2) Mid-term exam (closed-note, in class) Date TBA 

3)      Two in-class writing exercises 

4) In-class presentation (depending on class size) 

5) A 15-page research paper 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Session 1 Brief overview of Prewar and Wartime Japan 

 

-Gary D. Allison, Japan’s Postwar History, Ithaca: Cornell University 

Press, 1997. Chapter 1, pp.11-44. 

-W.G. Beasley, The Rise of Modern Japan, Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle 

Company, 1990. Chapter 9,10, 11, 12. 

-Akira Iriye, Japan  and the Wider World, London and New York: Pearson 

Education, 1997, Chapter 5-8. 

 

Session 2 The Allied Occupation of Japan; the Peace Constitution 



-W.G. Beasley, The Rise of Modern Japan, Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle 

Company, 1990, Chapter 13. 

-Akira Iriye, Japan  and the Wider World, Chapter 9. 

-Takefusa Nakamura, A History of Showa Japan, New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1998, Chapter 5. 

 

Session 3. The San Francisco Peace Treaty and the Japan-U.S. Security 

Treaty, Japan’s economic recovery, Normalization with the Soviet Union 

and China 

 

-W.G. Beasley, The Rise of Modern Japan, Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle 

Company, 1990. Chapter 14. 

-Akira Iriye, Japan  and the Wider World, Chapter 10-11. 

-Takefusa Nakamura, A History of Showa Japan, Chapter 6. 

 

Session 4. Growing Japanese Economy; Japan’s Economic Relations with the 

U.S.A. and East Asia; The end of the Cold War and the Gulf War 

-Akira Iriye, Japan  and the Wider World, London and New York: Pearson 

Education, Chapter 12. 

-W.G. Beasley, The Rise of Modern Japan, Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle 

Company, 1990. Chapter 15. 

-Takafusa Nakamura, A History of Showa Japan, Chapter 7 and 8. 

 

Session 5. Lecture and Mid-term Examination 

Japan and the United Nations 

 

-Akira Iriye, Chapter 13 and Conclusion. 

-Reinhard Drifte, Japan’s Security Relations with China since 1989: From 

Balancing to Bandwagoning?, Chapter 3 and 4. 

-Go Ito, “Participation in UN Peacekeeping Operations,” in Berger, 

Mochizuki, and Tsuchiyama eds., Japan in International Politics, Boulder: 

Rienner, 2007, pp. 75-96. 

-Nakamura, A History of Showa Japan, epilogue. 

 

Session 6. North Korean Nuclear Crisis; the rise of China; consolidation 

of the U.S.-Japan Alliance 

 

-Jitsuo Tsuchiyama, “War Renunciation, Article 9, and Security Policy,” 

in Berger, Mochizuki, and Tsuchiyama eds., Japan in International 

Politics, Boulder: Rienner, 2007, pp.47-74. 

-Michael O’Hanlon, “A Defense Posture for Multilateral Security,” in 

Berger, Mochizuki, and Tsuchiyama eds., Japan in International Politics, 

Boulder: Rienner, 2007, pp. 97-111. 

-Richard L. Armitage and Joseph S. Nye, “The U.S.-Japan Alliance: 

Anchoring Stability in Asia ”A Report of the Crisis Japan Chair, Center 

for Strategic and International Studies, 

August 2012. 

 

Session 7. Japan in Northeast Asia: Present and Past 



 

-Kent Calder and Min Ye, The Making of Northeast Asia, Singapore: NUS 

Press, 2011. Chapter 9 “Japan’s Dilemma and the Making of Northeast 

Asia.” 

-Thomas U. Berger, War, Guilt, and World Politics after World War II, 

Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2012. Chapter 4. 

 

Session 8. Course summary and class discussion: Japan in the age of 

Global Turbulance 

Michael J. Green, et al., "More Important Than Ever: Renewing the U.S.-

Japan Alliance for the 21st Century," CSIS, 2018. 

Other reading materials: TBA 

 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

JDP5211401 

Course title 

Japan's Education System  

Name of Instructor Jinnai, Yusuke Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Wed.2〜3 

 

 

Course Description This course provides an introduction to the field of economics of 

education with a specific focus on Japan’s education system and policy 

reforms. Education is an important factor for growth both at the 

individual level and the country level particularly for developing 

countries. The course reviews Japan’s education systems and covers a 

wide variety of topics ranging from human capital development to economic 

development to discuss and quantify the impact of educational policies. 

 

Learning Objectives: The course is designed for students to (1) become 

familiar with the frontier of this research area, (2) find an interesting 

research question to tackle in their own theses, and (3) equip themselves 

with economic concepts and econometric tools to answer their questions. 

 

Career Relevance: This course should serve students in their future role 

as a policy maker, business analyst, or academic researcher in the field 

of economic and social development including education, labor, and other 

related public policies. 

 

Course Context or Rationalization: This course covers empirical studies 

that apply microeconomic concepts and econometric tools, which students 

learn through other courses. 

Delivery Methods This course consists of lectures, class discussion, and student 

presentation. 

Assessment Class discussion (20%) 

Presentations (30%) 

Term paper (50%) 

Prerequisites None. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: The Smartest Kids in the World: And How They Got That Way, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Amanda Ripley, d)Publisher: Simon & Schuster, 

e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 978-1451654431 

a)Title: Cleverlands: The Secrets Behind the Success of the World's 

Education Superpowers, b)Edition: , c)Author: Lucy Crehan, d)Publisher: 

Random House, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 978-1783522736 

a)Title: The Death and Life of the Great American School System: How 

Testing and Choice Are Undermining Education, b)Edition: , c)Author: 



Diane Ravitch, d)Publisher: Basic Books, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 978-

0465036585 

a)Title: Someone Has to Fail: The Zero-Sum Game of Public Schooling, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: David F. Labaree, d)Publisher: Harvard University 

Press, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 978-0674063860 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction to the economics of education 

2. Education systems around the world (1) 

3. Education systems around the world (2) 

4. Human resources and economic development (1) cross-country comparison 

5. Human resources and economic development (2) case studies 

6. Japan’s education system during the Edo period (1) 

7. Japan’s education system during the Edo period (2) 

8. Japan’s education reform after the Meiji Restoration (1) 

9. Japan’s education reform after the Meiji Restoration (2) 

10. Reforms at other developed countries (1) 

11. Reforms at other developed countries (2) 

12. Reforms at other developing countries (1) 

13. Reforms at other developing countries (2) 

14. Modern systems and their effects (1) 

15. Modern systems and their effects (2) 

16. Reviews of the economics of education 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4020401 

Course title 

Academic English Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Smith, Richard A., Crooks, Anthony, Parsons, 

Daniel 

Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

247 

Office Hours 

To be decided 

E-mail 

smith@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Academic English 2 (AE2) builds on the English language skills developed 

in Academic English 1 (AE2). Similar to AE1, the course focuses on 

academic writing skills, especially organization and logical development, 

accuracy and clarity of sentence structure, and the use of appropriate 

academic vocabulary. AE2 also focuses specifically on  paraphrasing and 

summarizing of source material. 

 

Students will: 

• complete several short assignments using topics and materials provided 

by the instructor; 

• use these short assignments to build to a complete essay. 

• gain facility with documenting common types of sources. 

Delivery Methods Three, 90-minute interactive classes per week. 

Two to three (2-3) one-on-one writing tutorials  during the term. 

 

Students in Academic English 2 (AE2) meet for three, 90-minute classroom 

periods each week. There will be two class sections: 

- Section A will be held at 18:00-19:30 on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 

Fridays; 

- Section B will be held at 08:50-10:20 on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and 

Fridays. 

 

Students will be allocated to morning and evening classes to maintain a 

balance in numbers between the two class sections. Students with specific 

need for morning or evening classes should Anthony (Tony) Crooks 

(crooks@iuj.ac.jp) identifying this need as soon as possible and 

certainly well before the Winter term begins. 

 

In addition to regular classes, there will be two to three individual 

tutorial sessions during the term. 

Assessment • A series of take-home writing assignments which will combine to a 

complete essay (60% of the total grade) 

• Online vocabulary exercises. (10% of the total grade) 

• Two (2) In-class grammar quizzes (including mid-term and final tests). 

(20% of the total grade) 

• Homework, attendance  preparedness & participation in classes & 

tutorials. (10% of the total grade) 

Prerequisites - 



Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Oxford EAP Intermediate/B1+: A course in English for Academic 

Purposes, b)Edition: , c)Author: de Chazal, Edward & Rogers, Louis, 

d)Publisher: Oxford University Press (OUP), e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

9780194002011 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Essentials of English: A Writer’s Handbook, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Hogue, A., d)Publisher: Pearson Education, e)Year: 2003, 

f)ISBN: 978-0131500907 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

As noted in the NOTE at the end of Required Material(s), AE2 students 

will need to purchase a WordEngine access card. Students need to have a 

registration for the WordEngine online vocabulary site: 

http://www.wordengine.jp/  Registration cards need to be purchased from 

OAA. The fee for this is approximately Y1,300. These cards can be 

purchased from the OAA. 

 

In addition: 

- Reading materials selected by the instructor and supplied in class. 

(charged to students’ account;) 

- Handouts & exercises prepared by the instructor. 

 

 

 

Class Outline *Course Components* 

 

The course consists of two related components: 

1. Academic writing skills and vocabulary 

2. Grammatical accuracy 

 

In the first component, students will: 

- revise the structure of effective paragraphs (topic sentence, 

supporting sentences, etc.) 

- be reintroduced to and practice the academic essay format 

(introduction/ conclusion, thesis statement, topic sentences, supporting 

details, and so forth); 

- continue to use accurate and precise vocabulary; 

- continue to practice summarizing and paraphrasing source material; 

- incorporate sources into their writing for support. 

 

Models and examples of well-organized and well-developed writing will be 

discussed in the classes.  Students will also become familiar with how 

some common sources are documented, e.g., books, journal articles, and 

Internet sources. 

 

In the second component, selected grammatical features that pose 

difficulties for students in academic writing will be introduced. 

Students will develop their understanding and skills through a series of 



grammar exercises. They will also develop self-editing skills through 

grammatical error correction exercises which make use of sentences and 

passages. 

 

*Individual writing tutorials* 

 

The course focuses on writing as a revision process. In order to give 

students practice in writing and revising their assignments, the course 

will include individual tutorial sessions linked to take-home writing 

assignments. 

 

Others *Enrollment Policy* 

 

This course is designed for first-year students who have NOT been 

exempted from the requirement to take English classes. However, there may 

be some positions available for voluntary (exempted) students. Voluntary 

or exempted students who wish to take Academic English 2 should contact 

the AE2 coordinator, Anthony (Tony) Crooks, at crooks@iuj.ac.jp as soon 

as possible to have their names placed on a waitlist. 

 

*Class size limit in ELP courses during the regular terms: Program 

statement* 

The ELP maintains a class size of around 15 for its regular term English 

language courses. The development of language skills, particularly the 

development of academic language skills, involves training and practice 

as well as knowledge transfer. The training and practice require 

opportunities for individual students to participate and interact in the 

classroom and receive a substantial amount of customized feedback. 

Individual tutorial sessions with the instructors provide opportunities 

for the discussion and revision of academic writing assignments. By 

maintaining a class size of around 15, the English language courses 

provide effective opportunities to students for individual training, 

practice, and revision. 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4050401 

Course title 

English for Thesis Writing Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Smith, Richard A., Crooks, Anthony, Parsons, 

Daniel 

Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

247 

Office Hours 

To be decided 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Preliminary Course Description 

 

ENGLISH FOR THESIS WRITING (ETW) II 

Winter 2020 

 

Classes and Classrooms: To be Announced 

Coordinator: Richard Smith 

Instructors: Tony Crooks, Daniel Parsons, Richard Smith 

 

ENROLLMENT POLICIES 

 

be highly interactive and individualized and to allow for intensive 

feedback on individual writing projects. 

 who are strongly 

advised to take the course because of their previous English study 

history or because of a special recommendation. 

 

s in the 

course, pre-registration for the course will be one factor that is taken 

into account when selecting voluntary applicants.  However, there are 

other factors such as English writing proficiency level that will be 

considered. 

 

en to: 

(1) students who took ETW II in Fall, 2017 

(2) first-year students (including E-Business students) 

(3) native speakers of English 

 

 

Class size limit in ELP courses during the regular terms: Program 

statement 

The ELP maintains a class size of around 15 for its regular term English 

language courses. The development of language skills, particularly the 

development of academic language skills, involves training and practice 

as well as knowledge transfer. The training and practice require 

opportunities for individual students to participate and interact in the 

classroom and receive a substantial amount of customized feedback. 



Individual tutorial sessions with the instructors provide opportunities 

for the discussion and revision of academic writing assignments. By 

maintaining a class size of around 15, the English language courses 

provide effective opportunities to students for individual training, 

practice, and revision. 

 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

 

This course is designed for second-year students who are non-native 

speakers of English.  It aims to help students develop writing skills 

that can be directly applied to their IUJ thesis/research essay.  All the 

activities and assignments of the course will be linked to this goal. 

 

The basic goals of the course are developing an understanding of: 

 

 

 

 

material. 

 

In order to achieve these goals, the specific skills that will receive 

attention are: 

 

• summarizing, synthesizing and interpreting information from multiple 

sources; 

• documenting sources accurately and consistently; 

• analyzing and commenting on data; and 

• presenting visual information (tables, figures, and so forth) 

accurately. 

The primary material for the course will include: 

 

• selected English language textbooks; 

• journal articles; 

• theses by IUJ students; and 

• examples from other sources. 

 

Delivery Methods As far as possible, the classes will involve interactive activities and 

exercises that require the application to real and artificial samples of 

academic journal and thesis writing of key principles of text 

organization and appropriate language use. 

Assessment Writing assignments 

Students will submit TWO writing assignments that are related to their 

own thesis. 

 

In-class quizzes 

There will be in-class quizzes that test key language points in research 

writing. 

 



Short oral presentations 

Towards the end of the course, each student will make one brief oral 

presentation on his/her thesis/research essay.  These presentations are 

designed to create opportunities for other students to ask questions 

about each thesis.  These questions will help each student to clarify and 

revise his/her ideas. 

 

Participation 

10% of the course grade will comprise each individual student's level of 

participation in the course. Participation includes attendance and on-

time attendance as well as in-class participation. 

 

Prerequisites The course is NOT open to: 

(1) students who took ETW II in Fall, 2018 

(2) first-year students (including E-Business students) 

(3) native speakers of English 

 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Academic writing for graduate students, 3rd edition., b)Edition: 

Michigan Press, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 978-0472034758 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

The following texts may also be utilized by instructors.  Students do NOT 

need to purchase these texts: 

American Psychological Association, 6th edition. Washington, D.C.: 

Author. 

workbook and training guide. Washington, D.C.: American Psychological 

Association. 

in a second language: A handbook for supervisors. Routledge,. 

students. Routledge 

 

 

 

Class Outline  

Others Class size limit in ELP courses during the regular terms: Program 

statement 

The ELP maintains a class size of around 15 for its regular term English 

language courses. The development of language skills, particularly the 

development of academic language skills, involves training and practice 

as well as knowledge transfer. The training and practice require 

opportunities for individual students to participate and interact in the 

classroom and receive a substantial amount of customized feedback. 

Individual tutorial sessions with the instructors provide opportunities 



for the discussion and revision of academic writing assignments. By 

maintaining a class size of around 15, the English language courses 

provide effective opportunities to students for individual training, 

practice, and revision. 

 

COURSE POLICIES 

 

• attend class and tutorials regularly and punctually; 

• prepare for class by completing any assigned homework; 

• participate actively in class discussions by 

o contributing ideas and opinions, 

o asking questions when clarification is needed, 

o respecting other classmates' right to contribute; 

• follow due dates for all assignments; 

 

• At the end of the term, students will be asked to pay photocopying 

charges for materials the instructor will bring to the classes (except 

for test, assignment, and course description/schedule materials). 

 

 

  



International University of Japan 
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Course Schedule code 

LGC4070401 

Course title 

English for Professional Communications Ⅰ 

Name of Instructor Ahmed, Mohammed Khurshid Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

025-779-1422 

Office Hours 

By appointment 

E-mail 

mkahmed@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description In today’s globalized, fast-paced, and technologically advanced world, 

we need to communicate our messages in a clear, simple, and focused way. 

We need to be sensitive to multiple channels of communication. In this 

context, effective writing skills for professional communication have 

become increasingly important. 

 

This course will help students develop a clear understanding of the 

strategic importance of written communication for professional purposes. 

Students will learn about principles and characteristics of communication 

in professional settings. They will also develop skills for grammatical 

accuracy, precise vocabulary, clear style, and appropriate tone for 

formal professional communication. 

 

The design of the course is suitable for students with specific 

professional communication needs. While the class discussions and 

exercises will cover key characteristics of major types of writing for 

professional communication, students will also be working on their 

individual writing projects based on their own professional contexts 

throughout the course. 

 

1. In this course, students will be able to develop a clear understanding 

of: 

○ Audience, purpose, message, and communication channels in professional 

communication; 

○ Document design, formatting, and organization of information; 

○ Logical flow, style, tone, precision, and accuracy. 

 

2. Based on these understandings, students will be able to effectively 

write: e-mails & 

memos, letters, and reports. 

 

3. Students will be able to effectively prepare documents related to 

their final project. 

Delivery Methods 1. Practicing writing continuously 

The most effective way to develop writing skills is by writing. This 

course will provide opportunities to students to do a series of short 

writing assignments. Through instructor and peer feedback, students will 

be able to continuously develop their writing skills. There will be in-



class writing exercises, too. 

 

2. Analyzing professional context 

At the beginning of the course, students will analyze their individual 

professional contexts with their professional careers in mind. This will 

be a short written analysis following instructor’s guidelines. Based on 

this analysis, students will have individual discussions with the 

instructor to determine their final writing projects. If a student in not 

clear about his/her professional context, the course will provide 

suitable professional scenarios to work on. Students will have the 

opportunity to receive consultation/ coaching support from the instructor 

regarding their professional contexts and final projects. 

 

3. Developing conceptual understanding 

Through in-class discussions based on selected readings and examples, 

students will develop a clear understanding of what professional 

communication is and what its strategies are in terms of goals, audience, 

message, channels, and culture. Macro- features of writing (such as 

document design, logical organization, and paragraphs or sections) and 

micro-features (precision, style, and accuracy) will be discussed with 

concrete examples. 

 

4. Writing e-mails, memos, and letters according to specific goals 

Students will understand a variety of communication goals in their 

professional contexts. Based on these goals, they will write e-mails, 

memos, and letters. They will learn how to format their documents (emails 

& memos, letters), how to organize information, and how to write clearly, 

appropriately, precisely, and accurately. 

 

5. Preparing documents related to final writing project 

 

Each student will be working on an individual writing project. As part of 

this project, students will prepare documents. The documents will be 

covered in class discussions during the course. 

 

Students will work on their final project throughout the course. Multiple 

in-class guidelines & discussions and individual tutorials with the 

instructor will help them effectively complete their project. 

 

The following lists the options for the final project: 

 

(1) A specific case situation in their current professional setting: A 

student with this option will write a short report with an executive 

summary; 

 

(2) Anticipated promotion or reassignment in their current employment 

after graduating from IUJ: A student with this option will prepare a 

resume and write a cover letter; 

 



(3) Job search: A student with this option will prepare a resume and 

write a cover letter: This option will benefit students who are going to 

look, or already looking, for jobs upon graduating from IUJ. 

 

(4) A case scenario provided by the instructor: A student choosing this 

option will prepare a short report with an executive summary. This option 

will be suitable for a student who may not find options 1-3 suitable. 

 

(5) A new or updated professional profile on LinkedIn: This option will 

be useful for students who may not be able to choose options 1-4. 

 

6. Getting customized feedback through individual discussions 

Students will meet with the instructor in three individual discussions 

sessions. In these sessions, students will be able to discuss their 

professional contexts and review their written communication skills. They 

will be able to discuss their strengths and areas of further development 

in their writing skills. E-mails, memos, letters, and other documents 

prepared in the class will be the basis for these individual discussions. 

 

 

Assessment Students will do a series of short writing assignments leading to the 

completion of their final writing project. The following assessment 

framework is based on this approach. 

 

Analysis of individual professional context (1) 10% 

E-mails/memos (3), letter (1) 20% 

Final project documents 30% 

In-class quizzes (2) 20% 

Attendance in classes and individual tutorial sessions 10% 

Preparation for & participation in classes and tutorial sessions 10% 

 

Notes: 

o The number within parentheses refers to the number of documents in that 

category that the students will be required to prepare. For example, 

“E-mails/memos (3), letter (1)” in the above table means students will 

be required to write th ree emails/memos and one letter. All of these 

will be short writing assignments. 

 

o There will two final project documents (except for the LinkedIn Profile 

option). 

See the options for the final writing project listed above. 

 

o It may be possible for a student to connect one or more emails/memos to 

the final project documents in consultation with the instructor. 

 

o The two in-class quizzes (mid-term & final) will focus on language-

related exercises done in the class. 

 

o More details will be given in the course orientation on the first day 



of classes. 

Prerequisites There is no prerequisite for this course. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Essentials of Business Communication , b)Edition: 9th, c)Author: 

Mary Ellen Guffey and Dana Loewy, d)Publisher: Thomson, e)Year: 2012, 

f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Guide to Managerial Communication, b)Edition: 10th, c)Author: 

Mary Munter and Lynn Hamilton, d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 2013, 

f)ISBN: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: English for Emails, b)Edition: , c)Author: Rebecca Chapman, 

d)Publisher: Oxford University Press, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Email English, b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: Paul Emerson, 

d)Publisher: MacMillan, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: How to Write a Killer LinkedIn Profile, b)Edition: , c)Author: 

Brenda Bernstein, d)Publisher: Wise Media Group, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline The following outlines the classes in terms of the topics and documents 

to be covered. A detailed version of the weekly schedule will be provided 

at the course orientation session on the first day of classes. 

 

 

Week One 

Course Introduction 

Macro-issues in professional writing 

Emails & memos: Organization & formatting 

[Email/Memo assignment 1] 

 

 

Week Two 

Micro-issues in writing 

Emails & memos: Style, tone, precision 

[Email/memo assignment 2] 

 

 

Week Three 

Sharing professional contexts of students taking the course 

Final Project documents (Guidelines I) Letters 

 

 

Week Four 

Letters (contd.); [Letter writing assignment] Cross-cultural dimensions 

of business letters 

 

 

Week Five 



Review & catch-up 

Final Project documents (Guidelines II) 

 

 

Week Six 

Report & executive summary; [Email/memo assignment 3] 

 

 

Week Seven 

Resume & cover letter 

Final Project documents (Guidelines III) Week Eight: Professional 

profile: Linked-in 

 

 

Week Nine: In-class preview of the Final Project documents 

 

 

Week Ten: Wrap-up 

Others This course will be open to students in all the programs in both GSIR and 

GSIM. It will be very useful for IUJ students as they prepare for or move 

forward in their professional careers after graduating from IUJ. Students 

with both developed and less-developed skills in written English will 

find this course useful. 

 

There will be a class size limit following the policy of the English 

Language Program. Please see the note on the last page of this 

preliminary syllabus. 

 

To ensure your enrollment in the course, please be sure to register for 

the course as soon as the online course registration process begins. 

 

 

NOTE: 

The ELP maintains a class size of around 15 for its regular term English 

language courses. 

The development of language skills, particularly the development of 

academic language skills, involves training and practice as well as 

knowledge transfer. The training and practice require opportunities for 

individual students to participate and interact in the classroom and 

receive a substantial amount of customized feedback. Individual tutorial 

sessions with the instructors provide opportunities for the discussion 

and revision of academic writing assignments. By maintaining a class size 

of around 15, the English language courses provide effective 

opportunities to students for individual training, practice, and 

revision. 
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Course Description Course Description: 

・Students will learn basic structures, vocabulary, and expressions of 

Japanese for the further development of the language to achieve the 

intermediate Japanese level at IUJ. 

・Also, at the end of the Elementary Japanese III, the students will have 

learnt around 250 kanji, attained an equivalent to the N5-N4 level of the 

Japanese Language Proficiency Test, and attained intermediate-low or 

Intermediate-mid level in the Oral Proficiency Interview test. 

 

Learning Objectives 

・Elementary Japanese II students will be able to: 

--talk about something concrete and familiar to them. 

--say a simple opinion, compare more than two things/people, give advice 

and tell symptoms to a doctor. 

--give a short presentation using a script which is prepared in advance. 

--read and write around 70 kanji, which means they will know 150 kanji 

total including Elementary Japanese I. 

 

Delivery Methods ・classroom instruction 

・pair or group work 

・role-play 

・presentation 

・conversation practice with Japanese visitors 

Assessment Mid-term written test 20% 

Final written test 20% 

Mid-term speaking test 10% 

Final speaking test 10% 

Presentation 10% 

Daily quizzes 20% 

Homework 5% 

Class performance (progress, achievement, class participation, etc) 5% 

※Active participation of students in class is required. 

Prerequisites Elementary Japanese I or equivalent. 

Those who didn’t take Elementary Japanese 1 or who didn’t pass 

Elementary Japanese 1 have to pass a qualifying test. 

 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: 初級日本語「げんき」 : an integrated course in elementary 



Japanese, b)Edition: , c)Author: 坂野永理, 池田庸子, 大野裕, 品川恭子, 

渡嘉敷恭子 [著],, d)Publisher: The Japan Times, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 

978-4789014403 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Ａ ｄｉｃｔｉｏｎａｒｙ ｏｆ ｂａｓｉｃ Ｊａｐａｎｅｓｅ 

ｇｒａｍｍａｒ, b)Edition: , c)Author: ｅｄ．ｂｙＳｅｉｉｃｈｉＭａｋｉ

ｎｏ ; ＭｉｃｈｉｏＴｓｔｓｕｉ,, d)Publisher: Ｋｏｄａｎｓｈａ Ｉｎ

ｔｅｒｎａｔｉｏｎａｌ, e)Year: 1989, f)ISBN: 978-4789004541 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1  Lesson 8 

Week 2  Lesson 8 

Week 3  Lesson 9 

Week 4  Lesson 9 and mid-term written test 

Week 5  Lesson 10 

Week 6  Lesson 10 and mid-term speaking test 

Week 7  Lesson 11 

Week 8  Lesson 12 

Week 9  Lesson 12 and preparation for presentation 

Week 10  Reviewing and presentation 

Exam. Week   Final written test and final speaking test 

Others 1. Both mid-term and final tests may be made up with approvable reasons; 

however, a maximum of only 80% of the full mark will be awarded. 

2. No make-ups are allowed for daily quizzes. The daily quiz will be held 

in first 10 minutes of a class. If you miss a daily quiz, you will 

receive zero on the missed quiz. 

3. If you miss more than a third of the total classes, you will be 

disqualified from taking final test, final interview test, and final 

presentation.  

4. If you miss the first 30 minutes of the class hour, you are considered 

to be a late comer for the class. If you leave the classroom before 

spending 2/3 of the class hour, you are regarded as an early leaver of 

the class. Two acts of coming late or leaving early are considered 

equivalent to one absence from a class. 

5. Plagiarism and cheating are strictly prohibited. If we found them, we 

report to the director of the Center for Language Education and Research. 

6. Useful reference website is: 

Nihongo e-na http://nihongo-e-na.com/ 
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information 

Office# 

office or 

kenkyuushitsu 249 

Office Hours 

Wed. 1400-1600   

Fri.1000-1200 

E-mail 

aki@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Learning Objectives of the course is to interact with Japanese people in 

a limited fashion to survive. 

 

Upon completion of Basic 3 in spring 2019 students 

domains and fashion 

areas of most immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family 

information, shopping, local geography, employment). 

direct exchange of information on familiar and routine matters. Can 

describe in simple terms aspects of their background, immediate 

environment and matters in areas of immediate need. (Kanji will not be 

dealt in basic course) 

-high level in the ACTFL OPI and N5~4 in the JLPT 

Upon completion of Basic Japanese 2 in winter term 2018 the students will 

be able to 

 

 

-form 

a and katakana 

Delivery Methods ・lecture   ・pair or group activity      ・action recording   ・

presentation with Q&A 

･ various type of e-learning 

 

Assessment Final written test*  20% 

Final conversation test*  15% 

Final presentation*  15% 

Mid-term written test  15% 

Mid-term conversation test 15% 

Daily quizzes   10% 

Homework    5% (the number of HW sheets submitted) 

Effort（cf.note 1）   5% 

note 1: Attitudes of participation, willingness to engage in pair / group 

activities, effort to speak in Japanese generally, contribution to the 

class such as by taking the master of the ceremony roles, raising good 

questions in Japanese, interacting in mock presentation performance in 



Japanese, introducing to the class the record (movie clips, voice 

recording, photos) of J-related experience you had outside. 

 

Prerequisites Completion and have passed Basic Japanese 1 in 2018 or equivalent of 

Lesson 1 to 4 of Genki Ⅰ(The Japan Times) 

Those who did NOT pass the Basic Japanese 1 in 2018 must take the 

qualifying test and pass to register for the course. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Genki vol.1, b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: Banno, d)Publisher: The 

Japan Times, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 4-7890-1440-3 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC410E401 

Course title 

Basic Japanese Ⅴ 

Name of Instructor Kurashina, Sayaka Credits 

0.5 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

248 MLIC Language 

Office Hours 

Wed.&Thu.10:50-11:50 

E-mail 

kura@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description ・Students will learn basic structures, vocabulary, and expressions of 

Japanese to communicate with Japanese people on limited and simple 

topics. 

・Also, at the end of the Basic Japanese VI, the students will attained 

Intermediate-low level in the Oral Proficiency Interview test, A2 in the 

CEFR, and an equivalent to the N5-N4 level (excluding kanji and reading) 

in the Japanese Language Proficiency Test. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

・Basic Japanese V students will be able to: 

-- talk about traditional events in their country. 

-- ask a question related to instructions they heard at a staff meeting. 

-- ask a friend to help 

-- compare two products and say what they think about them. 

-- express their opinions with a reason 

・Students will be able to maintain simple and basic communication in 

Japanese by learning how to ask and answer questions nicely. 

・Active participation in class is strongly recommended to attain these 

objectives. 

 

Delivery Methods ・classroom instruction 

・pair or group work 

・role-play or skit 

・presentation 

・conversation practice with Japanese visitors 

Assessment Mid-term written test   15% 

Final written test      15% 

Mid-term speaking test  15% 

Final speaking test     15% 

Presentation            12% 

Daily quizzes           15% 

Homework                 5% 

Shadowing                4% 

Class performance (progress, achievement, class participation, etc)   4% 

※Active participation of students in class is required. 

 

Prerequisites Basic Japanese IV at IUJ or equivalent. 

Those who did not take the Basic Japanese IV or who did not pass the 



Basic Japanese IV have to pass a qualifying test. 

 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 Marugoto: Japanese language and 

culture Elementary2 A2 Coursebook for communicative language activities 

"Katsudoo", b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際交流基金 編著,来嶋洋美, 柴原智

代, 八田直美, 木谷直之, 根津誠 執筆,, d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 

2014, f)ISBN: 978-4384057560 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 Marugoto: Japanese language and 

culture Elementary2 A2 Coursebook for communicative language competences 

"Rikai" , b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際交流基金 編著,来嶋洋美, 柴原智代, 

八田直美, 木谷直之, 根津誠 執筆,, d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 2014, 

f)ISBN: 978-4384057577 

a)Title: A Dictionary of Basic Japanese Grammar, b)Edition: , c)Author:  

by Seiichi Makino, by Michio Tsutsui,Seiichi Makino,Michio Tsu, 

d)Publisher: Japan Times, e)Year: 1994, f)ISBN: 978-4789004541 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1                  Lesson 9 

Week 2                  Lesson 9 and 10 

Week 3                  Lesson 10 and 7 

Week 4                  Lesson 7 and mid-term speaking test 

Week 5                  Mid-term written test and Lesson 8 

Week 6                  Lesson 8 

Week 7                  Lesson 11 

Week 8                  Lesson 11 

Week 9                  Lesson 12 and Preparation for presentation 

Week 10                 Lesson 12 and Final presentation 

Exam. Week    Final written test and final speaking test 

Others 1. Both mid-term and final written tests may be made up with approvable 

reasons; however, a maximum of only 80% of the full mark will be awarded. 

2. No make-ups are allowed for daily quizzes. The daily quiz will be held 

in first 10 minutes of a class. If you miss a daily quiz, you will 

receive zero on the missed quiz. 

3. If you miss more than a third of the total classes, you will be 

disqualified from taking final test, final interview test, and final 

presentation.  

4. If you miss the first 30 minutes of the class hour, you are considered 

to be a late comer for the class. If you leave the classroom before 

spending 2/3 of the class hour, you are regarded as an early leaver of 

the class. Two acts of coming late or leaving early are considered 

equivalent to one absence from a class. 

5. Plagiarism and cheating are strictly prohibited. If we found them, we 

report to the director of the Center for Language Education and Research. 

6. Useful reference website is: 

Marugoto portal site        https://www.marugoto.org/ 



Nihongo e-na         http://nihongo-e-na.com/ 

 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4112401 

Course title 

Intermediate Japanese Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Nagai, Ayako, Tomiyoshi, Yuika Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

242 MLIC Language 

Office Hours 

Mon & Tue 10:30-

11:30 

E-mail 

nagai@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description 中級 I - IIIの目標（もくひょう）(goal)： 

・日本語の自立（じりつ）した使用者（しようしゃ）(independent user) に

なる。  

 （「自立した言語使用者」について：

http://jfstandard.jp/summaryen/ja/render.do） 

 

1. 毎日の生活や経験（けいけん）、興味（きょうみ）があることについて、

少し 

  長く説明（せつめい）したり、質問にこたえたりできる。 

2. みぢかな (familiar) トピックについて、少し長い話を聞いてわかる／少

し長い 

  テキストを読んでわかる。そして、みじかい意見（いけん）や計画（け

いかく） 

  (plan) を話したり、書いたりできる。 

3. かんたんなウェブサイト記事（きじ）(article) を読んでわかる。かんた

んな 

  メールを読んだり書いたりできる。 

4. 基本的（きほんてき） (basic) な敬語（けいご）を使って話せる。 

5. 漢字が 600くらい読めて、意味がわかる。 

6. 中級Ⅲが終わったとき、Oral Proficiency Interview Testで

Intermediate-high 

  （中－上）以上（いじょう）になる。日本語能力試験（のうりょくしけ

ん） 

  (Japanese Language Proficiency Test) でＮ３以上になる。 

 

中級Ⅱ： 

1. わかる語彙（ごい）(vocabulary) 、漢字、表現（ひょうげん） 

  (expression) 、文法（ぶんぽう）をふやして*、 

  日本語でできることをふやす。            *ふやす＝to 

increase 

2. 生活や経験などについて、少し長く話す。 

3. 少し長い話を聞いたり、少し長いテキストを読んだりする。 

  全部わからないとき、ストラテジーを使う練習（れんしゅう）をする。 

4． 基本的（きほんてき） (basic) な敬語（けいご）を使って、話す 

  練習（れんしゅう）をする。 

Delivery Methods ・Classroom instruction    

・Pair or group work 



・Role play 

・Presentation 

・Conversation practice with Japanese visitors 

Assessment ・中間筆記試験 Mid-term written test  15% 

・期末筆記試験 Final written test    20% 

・中間会話試験 Mid-term speaking test 10% 

・期末会話試験 Final speaking test   10% 

・発表     Presentation      10% 

・クイズ    Daily quizzes      20% 

・宿題     Homework       10% 

・平常点    Class performance 

 (progress, achievement, class participation, etc.) 5% 

 

※ Active participation of students in class is required. 

  積極的（せっきょくてき）に参加（さんか）してください。 

Prerequisites 中級日本語Ⅰが終わった人、中級日本語Ⅱレベルの力がある人がこのコース

で勉強できます。 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 中級 1, b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際

交流基金 編著,磯村一弘, 藤長かおる, 久保田美子, 伊藤由希子 執筆,, 

d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 9784384057591 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: 日本語文型辞典 = A Handbook of Japanese Grammar Patterns for 

Teachers and Learners : 英語版, b)Edition: , c)Author: グループ・ジャマ

シイ 編著,砂川有里子, 石田プリシラ 翻訳監修,砂川, 有里子,石田, プリシ

ラ,グループジャマシイ,, d)Publisher: くろしお出版, e)Year: 2015, 

f)ISBN: 9784874246788 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 初中級, b)Edition: , c)Author: 国

際交流基金 編著,来嶋洋美, 柴原智代, 八田直美 執筆,, d)Publisher: 三修

社, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 9784384057584 

a)Title: まるごと日本のことばと文化 中級 2, b)Edition: , c)Author: 国際

交流基金 編著,磯村一弘, 藤長かおる, 伊藤由希子, 久保田美子 執筆,, 

d)Publisher: 三修社, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9784384057607 

a)Title: Try!日本語能力試験 N4文法から伸ばす日本語（改訂版）, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: ABK [著],ラテックス・インターナショナル 訳,スタ

ジオグラッド 録音・編集,, d)Publisher: アスク出版, e)Year: 2014, 

f)ISBN: 9784872179019 

a)Title: Try!日本語能力試験 N3文法から伸ばす日本語（改訂版）, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: ABK [著],ラテックス・インターナショナル 訳,スタ

ジオグラッド 録音・編集,, d)Publisher: アスク出版, e)Year: 2014, 

f)ISBN: 9784872179026 

a)Title: 新装版 1日 15分の漢字練習初級（上）-初中級, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: KCP学園 KCP地球市民日本語学校 編著,, d)Publisher: アルク, 

e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 9784757420120 

a)Title: 新装版 1日 15分の漢字練習初級（下）-初中級, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: KCP学園 KCP地球市民日本語学校 編著,, d)Publisher: アルク, 

e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 9784757420137 

 



Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 「トピック１」から始めます。 

くわしいこと (details) は、冬学期 (winter term) に連絡（れんらく）しま

す。 

 

※ 「トピック」は教科書『まるごと 日本のことばと文化 中級１』のトピ

ックです。 

Others 注意（ちゅうい）：  ※ 日本語プログラムの規則（きそく）です。 

 

1. クイズと発表のメークアップはしません。 

2. 中間筆記試験と期末筆記試験は理由（りゆう）があればメークアップを

しますが、 

  ８０％になります。 

3. クイズはクラスの最初（さいしょ）の１０分にします。クイズを受

（う）けなかったら、 

  その日のクイズは０点（てん）です。 

4. 欠席（けっせき）がクラスの回数（かいすう）の３分の１ (one third) 

以上になったら、 

  期末試験と期末会話試験と発表ができません。 

5. 最初の３０分おそくクラスに来たら、遅刻（ちこく）になります。最後

（さいご）の 

  ３０分早く帰ったら、早退（そうたい）になります。遅刻と早退は、２

回したら、 

  １回の欠席になります。 

6. 作文を書くとき、インターネットなどから文をコピーしてはいけませ

ん。見つけたら、 

  CLEAR (Center for Language Education and Research) のセンター長に報

告 

  （ほうこく）します。 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4122401 

Course title 

Advanced Japanese Ⅱ 

Name of Instructor Takeuchi, Akihiro Credits 

1 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

office or 

kenkyuushitsu 249 

Office Hours 

Wed. 1400-1600   

Fri.1000-1200 

E-mail 

aki@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description このコースは、中級を修了して上級日本語１を修了またはそれと同程度の日

本語レベルの学生向けコースである。日常的なことから一般的専門領域(りょ

ういき)までのことでコミュニケーションやインターアクションができるよう

になることを目指す。 

日本語上級 I-IIIの目標 

１． 日常的なことから一般的専門領域までの記事の読解、ニュースの聴解が

できて、 

わかりやすく説明（秋）や視点を決めた分析（冬）ができ、意見を述べた

り、交換（春）できる。 

２． 改まった場面（ビジネス、各種面接、教師とのインターアクションな

ど）で適切なスタイルでインターアクションができる。 

３. 以下の客観的基準をクリアーする： 

   Oral Proficiency Interview Test(OPI)：Advanced mid/high 

   日本語能力試験（JLPT）：N3あるいは N2  

日本語上級２内容 

 全体 

 ・一般的専門領域の話題について、読解・視聴し、要約、説明、視点を変

えて分析できる。 

 ・語彙・表現を文脈、共起表現に関係づけて習得する。 

 話す 

 ・時事のわかりやすい説明と分析、要約ができるようになる。 

 ・改まった場面にふさわしい、話し方ができるようになる。 

 聞く 

 ・ニュース記事を視聴して、語彙・表現を学びながら、聴解力を向上させ

る。 

 ・発表を理解して、質問につなげる。 

 読む 

 ・語彙・表現の文脈での使い方に留意して、読解を行う。 

 ・スキャニングで必要な情報を集めたり、スキミングで要旨が理解でき

る。 

書く 

 ・改まったメールが書けるようになる 

・まとまった記事について要約、分析、自分の意見がかけるようになる。 

 ・資料をもとに発表の原稿が書ける。 

 

 

Delivery Methods 講義、ミニスピーチ、ペアまたはグループでの練習と話し合い、ロールプレ



イ、各種 e-learning、日本人ビジターとの会話練習など。 

Assessment 中間筆記試験   20% 期末筆記試験      20% 

期末発表       10% 中間・期末会話試験   20% （各 10％ずつ） 

クイズ       15% 宿題                 10%   授業への参加・進歩 5% 

 

Prerequisites 日本語上級 1修了と同程度の日本語力。 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: 学ぼう！日本語 中上級, b)Edition: 7, c)Author: 日本語教育教材

開発委員会, d)Publisher: 専門教育出版, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 

9784883244492 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

LGC4135401 

Course title 

Japanese for Zero Beginners 

Name of Instructor Takeuchi, Akihiro, Kurashina, Sayaka, Nagai, 

Ayako 

Credits 

0 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

office or 

kenkyuushitsu 249 

Office Hours 

Wed. 1400-1600   

Fri.1000-1200 

E-mail 

aki@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

5th period on March 4, 6, 8, 11 
 

Course Description This course is for zero-beginners of Japanese,i.e. those who missed 

Intensive Japanese Program (hence IJP, cf. 

https://www.iuj.ac.jp/language/japaness_course05_en.html) or took IJP 

only.  It is designed to provide students with survival phrases covered 

in IJP with additional useful expressions.   Alphabet, or Rooma-ji, will 

be used as the medium and characters such as hiragana, katakana and Kanji 

will not be addressed. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

This course is for learners to acquire survive and minimum proficiency of 

the language in such domains as in a job-interview, at a train station, 

at an eatery or a grocery store. 

 

Upon completion of the course, learners will be able to 

1. introduce oneself 

2. interact with salespersons, waiters or waitresses and the people who 

are engaged in public transportation 

 

Course Context and Career Relevance: 

This course will help learners to acquire useful expressions in their 

daily lives and build a foundation for start learning the language. 

In terms of career relevance, they will be able to show their willingness 

to incorporate the culture by introducing themselves in job-interviews. 

 

 

 

Delivery Methods Interpretation activities, including lectures and explanations and 

practice activities, including drills, communicative practice in 

pairs/groups are the basic methods.  The textbook and the audio-visual 

materials will be used in both the activities. 

Assessment Assessment will be based on the attendance, commitment to the activities 

and contribution to the class. 

 

Prerequisites None.  Thus qualifying test is not required. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: The textbook for Intensive Japanese Program , b)Edition: , 

c)Author: , d)Publisher: , e)Year: , f)ISBN: 



 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

Video clips in the following sites will be used.  Watching them before 

the class begins will benefit you in a way to relate you to the reality 

outside, which you might have experienced, and find out parts you would 

like to be clarified. 

https://www.iuj.ac.jp/language/japaness_videoclips_en.html 

Class Outline 1st class: March 4th(Mon): Self introduction, 

2nd class: March 6th(Wed): Q&A about affiliation, numerical expressions 

3rd class: March 8th(Fri): Purchasing, numerical expressions 

4th class: March 11th(Mon) Ordering about foods,  inquiring about foods 

and transportation 

 

Others Forty students at maximum. 

The IJP textbook 2018 will be used, which can be purchased for 2000 yen. 

IUJ faculties and their spouses, the spouses of students are welcomed. 

cf. https://www.iuj.ac.jp/language/japaness_course06_en.html 

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

REC6310401 

Course title 

American Foreign Policy 

Name of Instructor Shinoda, Tomohito Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

Monday 13:30-14:30 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

Tue.4〜5 

 

 

Course Description This class seeks to provide students with a thorough understanding of 

American foreign relations. It will first cover the basic history of 

American diplomacy from the independence war to WWII, and the Cold-War 

period. Then, it will turn the decision making process of the current US 

foreign policy. 

Delivery Methods This course is lecture-based class, but the instructor encourages 

students to participate discussion in order to find out more details of 

the contents. 

Assessment The course grade will be based on mid-term (30%) and final take home exam 

(40%), one oral report to the seminar on an journal article of choice 

(10%), and class attendance and participation in classroom discussions 

(20%) will account for the remainder of the course grade. In order to 

pass the class, you need to get at least 60 out of 100 points. 

Prerequisites N/A 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: American Foreign Policy: History, Politics and Policy, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: Daniel S. Papp, Loch K. Johnson and John E. 

Endicott, d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 2005, f)ISBN: 9780321079022 

a)Title: A Concise History of U.S. Foreign Policy, b)Edition: 4, 

c)Author: Joyce P. Kaufman, d)Publisher: Rowman & Littlefield , e)Year: 

2017, f)ISBN: 9781442270459 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

a)Title: Diplomacy, b)Edition: , c)Author: Henry Kissinger, d)Publisher: 

Touchstone Books, e)Year: 1994, f)ISBN: 

a)Title: Foreign Policy Making and the American Political System, 

b)Edition: , c)Author: James Nathan and James K. Oliver, d)Publisher: 

Johns Hopkins University Press, e)Year: 1994, f)ISBN: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1  The Key Concepts and Principles of American Foreign Policy 

International setting including the Balance of Power, Realism vs. 

Idealism, American principles of isolationism, moralism, pragmatism and 

unilateralism 

 

Required: Kaufman, Ch.1, and Papp, Ch. 1-2. 

 



Week 2 American Foreign Policy to WWII 

This week deals with independence, early-period diplomacy, Monroe 

Doctrine, Manifest Destiny, Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson, and 

Isolationism 

Required: Kaufman, Ch.2-3, and Papp, Ch. 3-5. 

Recommended:  Kissinger, Ch.1,2, 3 and 4. 

Walter Lippman, U.S. Foreign Policy: Shield of the Republic, Little, 

Brown and Company, 1943: 11-26. 

R.W. Van Alstyne, The Rising American Empire, W.W. Norton and Company, 

1960: 28-53, 100-146. 

Robert E. Osgood, Ideals and Self Interest in America’s Foreign 

Relations, University of Chicago Press, 1953. 

 

Week 3  The Cold-War Period 

Roosevelt to Johnson Administrations and the strategy of Containment; 

Nixon to Reagan administrations. Détente and the collapse of the Cold War 

system 

Required: Kaufman, pp.79-122, and Papp, Ch. 6 

Recommended: Kissinger, Ch. 17-19, 25-30. 

 

Week 4  The Post Cold-War Period 

Bush-Clinton-Bush-Obama, the Gulf War to the 2003 Iraq War and Afghan 

Required: Kaufman, pp.123-188, and Papp, Ch.7 

 

Week 5 Mid-term Exam 

 

Presidency and Bureaucracy in Foreign Policy 

The presidency and the foreign policy bureaucracy 

Required: Papp, Ch.8 

Nathan and Oliver Chaps2-4. 

 

Week 6  Congress and Foreign Policy 

Congressional power, oversight 

Required: Papp, Ch.9; and Nathan and Oliver Chaps5-7. 

 

Week 7 Interest Groups, Media, Public Opinion 

Non-government actors and pluralism 

Required: Nathan and Oliver Chaps9-11. 

 

Week 8 National Security Policy and Economic and Trade Policy 

War, diplomacy, aid and other instruments of foreign policy; and 

international Macroeconomic policy and trade issues 

Required: Papp, Ch.10, 11, 13, 14: Nathan and Oliver Ch 8, 12. 

 

 

 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8013410 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Jinnai, Yusuke Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This is the third Advanced Seminar where students work on their thesis. 

Throughout the course, students are expected to demonstrate (1) research 

question, (2) contribution to the literature, (3) data and method, and 

(4) preliminary results. 

Delivery Methods Regular meetings, discussions, and presentations. 

Assessment Progress in thesis work. 

Prerequisites None. 

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8013430 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Kumagai, Naoko Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description The course provides guidance of research ethics, literature review, data 

analysis, and thesis writing styles issues for thesis completion. The 

instructor will check each chapter of each student's thesis. 

Delivery Methods Class lecture, one-on-one guidance 

Assessment  

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8013432 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Lim, Seunghoo Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

313 

Office Hours 

Wednesday 11am-12pm 

and 1pm-2pm or by 

appointment 

E-mail 

lim@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This is a seminar course for students who are writing their masters’ 

theses.  Students are expected to refine their theoretical arguments, 

work on data analyses, and submit at least one complete chapter by the 

end of the term. 

Delivery Methods  

Assessment 25% Attendance in individual and group meetings 

25% Presentation in individual and group meetings 

50% Manuscript submitted by the end of the fall term 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Introduction 

2. Individual session: discussion based on research activities during 

summer 

3. Individual session: discussion based on research activities during 

summer 

4. Individual session: discussion based on research activities during 

summer 

5. Individual session: literature review and theory 

6. Individual session: literature review and theory 

7. Individual session: literature review and theory 

8. Group session: student presentation 

9. Group session: student presentation 

10. Individual session: data analyses 

11. Individual session: data analyses 

12. Individual session: data analyses 

13. Individual session: first draft of a chapter due. Discussion based on 

the first draft 

14. Individual session: discussion based on the first draft 

15. Individual session: discussion based on the first draft 

16. Individual session: discussion based on the first draft 

17. Group session: student presentation 



18. Group session: student presentation 

19. Individual session: Final draft of a chapter due. Discussion on 

writing during winter break 

20. Individual session: discussion on writing during winter break 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8013433 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Lin, Ching-Yang Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This course is designed to give guidance for students who write a master 

thesis in the field of macroeconomics, development economics and public 

economics. Students are expected to finish their thesis draft with 

emphasis on coherence. 

Delivery Methods individual meetings and group presentation/discussion 

Assessment Students will receive specific assignment related to their research topic 

after the individual meeting. A presentation in the end of semester is 

required. 

 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 1. Individual discussion about research proposal (2) 

2. Individual discussion about research proposal (3) 

3. Individual discussion about research proposal (4) 

4. Group reading and discussion on selected research paper (1) 

5. Group reading and discussion on selected research paper (2) 

6. Group reading and discussion on selected research paper (3) 

7. Group reading and discussion on selected research paper (4) 

8. Academic presentation Guidance (1) 

9. Academic presentation Guidance (2) 

10. Academic presentation Guidance (3) 

11. Topics on Computational language and application software (1) 

12. Topics on Computational language and application software (2) 

13. Topics on Computational language and application software (3) 

14. Topics on Computational language and application software (4) 

15. Finalizing thesis draft (1) 

16. Presentation (1) 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8013440 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Tang, Cheng-Tao Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

330 

Office Hours 

Monday 10:00-11:00 

E-mail 

ct.tang@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description The Advanced Seminar III gives students a guideline to complete his/her 

thesis or research report, and to discuss the application of research 

outcomes. Students should continue their writing based on the baseline 

model and empirical work, and extend their analysis in the richer 

modeling environment. At this stage, students are not only required to 

present their progress regularly in this course. The objective of this 

course is to help students to sharpen their research papers to a 

professional level. There will be more individual sections for the 

discussion of his/her research development and revision of the thesis. 

Delivery Methods  

Assessment  

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8013441 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Park, Hun Myoung Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

311 

Office Hours 

Friday 13:30-14:30 

(Information Policy 

and Management) 

 

 

E-mail 

kucc625@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This course is to help students finish their thesis draft with emphasis 

on coherence, literature review, and format.The objectives of this course 

are (1) to learn how to organize logically and systematically to have 

coherence, (2) to learn how to review literature academically, (3) to 

learn how to cite sources appropriately and avoid plagiarism, and (4) to 

learn how to present contents (i.e., text, table, figures) 

professionally. 

Delivery Methods Presentation and individual discussion with the instructor 

Assessment Attendance and discussion (20%) and draft presentation (80%) 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Chicago Manuals of Style, b)Edition: 15, c)Author: University of 

Chicago Press, d)Publisher: University of Chicago Press, e)Year: 2003, 

f)ISBN: 978-0226104034 

a)Title: Publication Manual, b)Edition: 6, c)Author: American 

Psychological Association, d)Publisher: American Psychological 

Association, e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN: 978-1433805615 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline Week 1. Introduction 

Week 2. Individual presentation and discussion 

Week 3. Individual presentation and discussion 

Week 4. Individual presentation and discussion 

Week 5. Individual presentation and discussion 

Week 6. Individual presentation and discussion 

Week 7. Individual presentation and discussion 

Week 8. Individual presentation and discussion 

 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8013442 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Saji, Motohide Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description Preparation for an M.A. thesis writing 

Delivery Methods Individual meeting, discussion, and writing instruction. 

Assessment Based upon research and writing students conduct. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8013445 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Shinohara, Shugo Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

324 

Office Hours 

Wed 10:00-12:00 

E-mail 

sshinoha@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description The goal of this seminar is to complete the master thesis. 

Delivery Methods Each student will have a weekly meeting at the Instructor's office. The 

student will make a progress on her/his master thesis according to the 

instructor's guidance. 

Assessment 1. Attendance: 40% 

2. Master Thesis: 60% 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: How to Write a Master’s Thesis, b)Edition: 2, c)Author: Bui, 

Yvonne N, d)Publisher: Sage Publications, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 

9781452203515 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8013448 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Wong, Chun Yee Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This course is designed for master students conducting research in the 

field of economics. Students will learn necessary research methods and 

computer skills in order to carry out their research. 

Delivery Methods Regular meeting and discussion with students about their research 

projects. 

Assessment Based on students' participation in research discussion and their 

thesis/report progress. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8013450 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Watanabe, Shinichi Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

 

Office Hours 

 

E-mail 

 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description To help students undertake a research project for master’s thesis. 

Students will acquire the skills and knowledge necessary to design and 

implement a good research project. 

Delivery Methods Discussion 

Assessment Their performance will be evaluated in view of their progress toward 

completing their projects. 

Prerequisites  

Textbook(s) Required: 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline 20 Class Meetings 

1. Discussion of the research plan for the year to come 

2. ditto 

3. Revising the research plan 

4. ditto 

5. ditto 

6. ditto 

7. Discussion of the revised research project 

8. ditto 

9. ditto 

10. ditto 

11. Discussion of the 1st draft of the paper 

12. ditto 

13. ditto 

14. ditto 

15. ditto 

16. ditto 

17. Discussion of the research plan during the summer 

18. ditto 

19. ditto 

20. ditto 

Others  

  



International University of Japan 

Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program) 

2020 Winter Term 

Course Schedule code 

SEM8013480 

Course title 

Advanced Seminar Ⅲ 

Name of Instructor Yamaguchi, Noboru Credits 

2 

Instructor's contact 

information 

Office# 

482 

Office Hours 

Tuesday 16:30-18:30 

E-mail 

yama367n@iuj.ac.jp 

Class Schedule Day / 

Period 

 

 

 

Course Description This seminar is to prepare students for writing MA thesis. The way and 

procedures of "paragraph writing" will be emphasized during the course. 

Delivery Methods This course is taught mainly through discussions on students' progress 

report, presentations, and instructor's guidance.  Students are requested 

to submit short abstracts of thesis structure, arguements of chapters, 

methdologies for the studies for their thesis. 

Assessment  

Prerequisites Nobe 

Textbook(s) Required: 

a)Title: Ｔｈｅ Ｅｌｅｍｅｎｔｓ ｏｆ Ｓｔｙｌｅ, b)Edition: , 

c)Author: Ｗｉｌｌｉａｍ Ｓｔｒｕｎｋ Ｊｒ．／著,Ｅ．Ｂ．Ｗｈｉｔｅ

／著,, d)Publisher: Ｌｏｎｇｍａｎ Ｐｕｂｌｉｓｈｅｒｓ, e)Year: 2000, 

f)ISBN: 978-0205309023 

 

Reference Books / Journal Articles: 

 

Note on Textbooks 

and Reference Books 

 

Class Outline  

Others  

 




